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Abstract 

Abstract 

The increased use of the Internet and web technology has introduced various web 
based applications and strategies for businesses such as the e-Business developments. 

The move to an information-based economy where information has become an 
important value added resource, has also helped to accelerate the e-Business 

adoption process. In this research, e-Business is regarded as more than just 

technology; it encompasses a concept, ideas, and strategies to integrate individual 

information systems in order to create knowledge management systems for an 

organisation's internal processes and their activities in the supply chain. 

The impact and strategic significance of e-Business has been discussed widely for 

industries such as finance, advertising, entertainment, and travel. However, its 

impact on large traditional, hierarchical, monopolistic enterprises that were formerly 

owned by government, such as electricity, gas, and postal companies, has only had 

limited analysis. In order to investigate the effects of e-Business on these types of 

enterprises, this research has chosen the electricity industry as its focus. This research 
discusses the background, models, and theories of e-Business in general. 
Subsequently, it looks at the current structure and dynamics of the electricity 
industry, in particular deregulation, and analyses how industry players have adapted 
to the new deregulated environment. This research then investigates e-Business 
opportunities within the electricity industry by exploring current e-Business 
perceptions, approaches, barriers to implementation, and strategies of the companies 

operating in both the deregulated and regulated electricity environment. 

Using a mainly qualitative method, this research presents the findings from five UK 

case companies (representing electricity companies operating in a deregulated 

environment) and one case company from Malaysia (representing a traditional and 

monopolistic electricity company operating in a regulated environment). This 

research then provides a framework for current e-Business implementation in the 

electricity industry and its future potentials based on the UK and Malaysian 

experiences. It also provides a point of reference for other companies planning to 

implement e-Business as one of the ways to compete successfully in the deregulated 

environment. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Research Background 

This research focuses on the electricity industry with emphasis on the UK and 
Malaysian environment and has been conducted against the backdrop of an economy 
that is based on companies' effectiveness in gathering and utilising information and 
knowledge (Clarke, 2001). This economy is referred to as the information-based 

economy, in which e-Business has become an increasingly important approach to 
dealing with customers, suppliers, and employees. In this information-based 

economy what you know and not what you own plays an important role in 

determining success (McGee et. al, 1993), where the strengths of an organisation lie in 

its intellectual assets rather than in its land, capital, or raw materials (Gibb, 2002). The 

rapid pace of technological development, which includes electronic connectivity such 

as the introduction of the Internet and web applications, is perceived to be one of the 

drivers for this change (Clarke, 2001; Morrill, 2001). These new technology 

applications help speed information and knowledge flows (Clarke, 2001) and open 

new channels to customers and business partners (O'Brien, 1999) as businesses 

become more adept at harnessing the power of technology in order to deliver new 
information-based products and services. 

The effect of the Internet and web technology on business is widespread and has 

significantly revolutionised the business environment. It has allowed new players to 

enter the marketplace and compete in a virtual environment. In order to survive in 

this new business environment, companies need to re-assess their capabilities, 
business strategies, and current technologies, and conceive their own appropriate 

unique plan. The information-based economy poses new challenges for organisations 

particularly for traditional corporate giants usually referred to as bricks and mortar 

companies who have been dominant in their fields in the last few decades. These 

companies are usually structured in a bureaucratic hierarchical manner, which 

according to Tapscott (1996) is often a liability as compared to new smaller companies 
that promotes innovation, agility, and organisational learning that are perceived as 
the key factors for success in the information-based economy. Among these large 
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Chanter l: Introduction 

traditional companies are the utilities with business interests in the areas of electricity 

and gas, communications such as telecommunication or the postal service, or 

transportation such as the railway services. These utility companies used to be 

government or publicly owned and have gone through the privatisation process. 
Their common characteristics were that they were monopolies in their business area, 

they received subsidies from the government to operate and expand, and their styles 

of management were similar to any other government body (Stoft, 2002). Due to these 

characteristics, even when these companies were privatised, some of them still could 

not deliver the level of service expected by the customers and targeted by the 

government as can be seen happened for example in the UK electricity industry (The 

Electricity Association, 1999) and had not brought about efficiency levels to reduce 

service costs to consumers or taxpayers. One of the reasons for this may be due to the 

lack of experience in operating as private businesses. Another reason is, although 

privatised, these companies may not have the urgency to improve services due to a 
lack of competition in a regulated environment. 

As a result of the above, in some countries such as the UK, the government then 

realised that privatisation alone was not enough to change management attitudes and 

methods in order to make these organisations more efficient. The UK government 

and regulators then decided that the next step should be implementing deregulation. 

Deregulation was introduced to promote free competition in the form of new service 

providers (Lo and Yuen, 2001). With competition customers are free to choose the 

services from a company that best meets their needs. At the same time, the Internet 
has allowed a free flow of information at a level that was unseen before and had 

increased the expectation of customers. When deregulation was added to the arrival 

of the Internet and e-Business, these ex-monopoly and hierarchical corporate giants 

encountered significant problems as the new competition started taking away market 

share from them. 

Based on the above setting, this research focuses on the electricity industry, and the 

application of information systems in a deregulated environment. In particular, it 

looks at how e-Business has and is being applied to help respond to the effects of 
deregulation and whether it has significant potential in this industry. In the regulated 

era, the industry was controlled by a few government owned privatised entities such 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

as the Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) in England and Wales, and 
ScottishPower in Scotland. Once privatised and deregulated, the CEGB was broken 

up into smaller companies that compete against each other. Now, the industry has 

four main sectors, which consists of power generation, transmission, distribution, and 

supply. Each sector have been analysed separately as they each operate in different 

market environments and have different needs. The UK electricity market has been 

chosen as the main model for this research due to the fact that the UK market was the 

first to deregulate (The Electricity Association, 1999) and is recognised worldwide as 

one of the most advanced and mature deregulated models. At the same time, the 

Malaysian electricity industry was also investigated, as it will be deregulated in 2005. 

In fact, it can be seen in the Malaysian market that steps towards having a fully- 

fledged markets are already underway with the increasing number of Independent 

Power Producers (IPPs) tapping into the market. Further reasons and justifications for 

the selections of these examples are discussed in the following chapters. 

There have been numerous researches in the area of e-Business since the end of the 

last century (Berryman et. al, 1998; Amor, 2000; Evans and Wurster, 2000; Hackbarth 

and Kettinger, 2000; Andrea, 2000; Kalakota and Robinson, 2001; Barua et al., 2001). 

However, the focus on large companies and especially on those operating in the 

electricity sector has been very limited. It is hoped that the examination of the UK 

experience in the area of e-Business applications in the deregulated electricity market 

can yield new findings on current e-Business perceptions, level of implementations, 

and successes and failures for this industry. Further, this research attempts to develop 

new frameworks of reference for emerging electricity markets worldwide in general, 

and in Malaysia in particular. 

1.2 Research Problems, Questions and Propositions 

As mentioned above, various researches have been conducted to examine the impact 

or potential of information technology, the Internet, and e-Business on small and 

medium size businesses. However, the impacts on traditional and large organisations 

that may have been previously owned by the government have not been looked into 

to any extent. There is therefore a research gap in terms of e-Business applications in 
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areas such as the electricity industry. This is a fundamental issue as it can be seen that 

there is a disparity among electricity companies in their approach in implementing e- 

Business. Since this research focuses on the electricity industry, the main research 

problem, which provides the overall focus for this study, is the question: 

'What are the potentials of e-Business on the electricity industry, both 

in the regulated and deregulated power markets? ' 

The research problem is the core idea of this research and has been examined more 

precisely in the research questions and propositions discussed below. The problem 

addresses the potential of e-Business in the electricity companies and asks if e- 
Business will become one of the more important if not the main strategy for electricity 
industry in the near future. Finally, the problem includes the analysis of current c- 
Business experiences in the electricity companies who participated in the study. 

In order to satisfactorily unravel the research problem, data has been gathered based 

on specific research questions, which are developed in Chapter 2. These questions 

explore current practices and approaches of e-Business strategy in electricity utilities 

with an emphasis on the UK and Malaysian environment, and are organised into 

general and specific questions. The following lists the general questions: 

" What is e-Business? 

" What is the structure and current status of the electricity industry 

specifically in the UK and Malaysia? 

" What are the impacts of deregulation on the power markets? 

" What are the implications of e-Business for the electricity utilities? 

" What are the current approaches and practices with regards to e- 
Business strategy and implementation in the electricity industry? 

" What are the important issues regarding the way in which the 

management and administration of the e-Business implementation 

process contributes to the success or failure of the implementation 

as a whole? 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

" What are the factors considered as barriers to the effective use of e- 
Business with customers, business partners and internal processes in 

the electricity industry? 

" What could be the impact of e-Business on organisational 

performance for the electricity industry and in general? 

These eight general questions were formulated through the discussions that are 

presented in Chapter 2. Further sub-questions from each general question are 

synthesised and listed in both Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. Their rationale is also 

presented in these chapters to further validate this research. Unlike quantitative 

research that usually formulates hypotheses for testing, this research was done 

qualitatively and is more of an exploratory nature. Therefore, this research presents 

several propositions, rather than hypotheses. The propositions developed are used to 
help focus the research and set the research boundaries. They are listed below and 
discussed in more detailed in Chapter 3: 

" e-Business strategy offers a possible business solution that can help 

electricity utilities improve their organisational performance in 

order to survive in deregulated power markets. 

0 Organisation preparedness towards successful c-Business 
implementation can be analysed based on management attitudes 

and perceptions of e-Business. 

" One of the reasons that impact success or failure in an c-Business 
implementation is the way c-Business resources are managed 

The research questions and propositions above have been used to develop the 

interview structure and the questions for the case companies who operate in both 

regulated and deregulated power markets. Data from the interviews was analysed 

and follow-up questions were asked depending on the initial answers from the initial 

interviews. Findings from the propositions listed above form the final analysis of this 

thesis and are discussed in detail in Chapter 5. 
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Chanter 1: Introduction 

1.3 Significance of the Research 

This research was conducted in order to look into current management approaches 

and practices toward e-Business in the electricity industry. The results and findings of 

this research are intended: 

0 To present a set of frameworks for electricity companies with regards to e- 

Business implementation. These frameworks or models can help electricity 

companies to better understand their e-Business targets and the issues that 

surround them. They can also identify critical areas. For instance, companies 

already operating proprietary systems may experience systems integration 

problems when trying to link with newer networks. Identification of these issues 

can result in better planning and resource allocation prior to the implementation 

of their e-Business initiatives 

0 To establish a point of reference for TNB management in particular with regards 

to deregulation and e-Business issues. Like most UK electricity companies prior 

to deregulation, TNB cannot fully appreciate how competition and the industry 

structure in the competitive market will affect them. An example would be the 

emergence of brokers who can buy electricity in blocks from other IPPs and offer 

cheaper prices to customers. In this new environment, TNB needs to assess new 
tools and strategies in order to survive Malaysian electricity deregulation in 2005. 

To establish a point of reference for other parties in the electricity industry il: 

general, who will be involved in e-Business implementation in the future. This 

research can also help other parties understand the current trends and focus of e- 

Business implementation in electricity utilities. Consequently, parties such as 

utility company partners, suppliers, system integrators, and consultants can make 

adjustments, if necessary, on their business focus and strategies. 

In summary, research in this area is believed to be valuable as it looks into a new 

application area of e-Business strategy and the findings can help contribute to the 

body of knowledge. These outcomes can be used by academics and industry to gain 
further understanding of e-Business in electricity companies in a variety of settings. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.4 Overview of Methodology Used 

Originally, both qualitative and quantitative methodologies were selected but due to 

reasons that are discussed in detail in Chapter 3, such as the type of respondents and 

their views, and difficulty in getting access to the other levels of employees within 

organisations, the research methodology was restricted to a mainly qualitative 

approach. The methodology used has also been selected not only due to these 

circumstances, but also based on its capabilities to look into the depth of the 

information collected, as it is more suited to the exploratory nature of the research 

problems. According to Patton (2002), qualitative inquiry can be used to discover, 

capture, present, and preserve the stories of organisations, programmes, 

communities, and families more appropriately. 

Following the qualitative method, data was collected using three approaches. Firstly, 

it involved information gathering from respondents through interviews, which 

provide the main input to this research. Interviews were carried out at the premises 

of the UK case companies and through email correspondence for Tenaga Nasional 

Berhad (TNB), Malaysia. Interviews were chosen as it allows the research to proceed 

quickly as it does not require several levels of initial work (Patton, 2002). By 

comparison, experimental, deductive, and hypothesis-testing approaches can require 

a lot of front-end work. Using these strategies, there is a need to be quite certain 

about design and instrumentation before data collection because once the study is 

underway, changes in design and measurement undermine both internal and 

external validity (Patton, 2002). 

On the other hand, due to the exploratory nature of the qualitative inquiry, the 

researcher can enter the field with relatively little advance conceptualisation, 

allowing the researcher to be open to whatever becomes significant to pursue. The 

design is mostly emergent and flexible. Respondents were also given a free rein 

where they could talk about the issues being researched in a more open manner. This 

approach encourages flexibility as the researcher can gain insights very quickly and 

can pursue what makes sense during the interview process (Patton, 2002). The very 

nature of the qualitative method, makes it possible to get into the field quickly to 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

study emerging phenomena, which e-Business can be classified as, and access quickly 
developing situations in a world of rapid change (Patton, 2002). 

Secondly, data was also collected through documentation analysis. This included 

analysing documentation provided by the case companies and also collected through 

media such as newspapers, journals, magazines, company websites and newsletters. 
Documentation is valuable post interview as it gives further insights, support and 
links the answers given. Prior to the interview, documentation also allows the 

researcher to better understand critical areas of the case companies and make 

adjustments to the research questions if necessary. Finally, data gathering through 

observations method were also made to gain further insights into the operation of the 

company researched. The researcher visited the case companies' facilities such as call 

centres and warehouses to observed and gain further understanding of how the 

company is run. Even the observation of the online visitor handlings protocol of one 

case company provided inputs to the level of e-Business implementation of a 

company. 

Multiple sources of information are used to help provide a comprehensive 

perspective on the issues researched. By using a combination of interviews, document 

analysis, and observation, this research used different data sources to validate and 

crosscheck findings (Patton, 2002). Together, all three approaches make up the 

qualitative assessment of the research. The latter two approaches helped the research 

process gave more confidence to the results and supported the final findings. 

Discussion on the selection of the qualitative methodology is elaborated further in 

Chapter 3. 

1.5 Outline of the Thesis 

This thesis is structured in five chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the research and the 

thesis. Chapter 2 discusses the literature review relevant for the research. Chapter 3 

explains the methodology used for this research and its justifications as well as its 

limitation. Chapter 4 looks at the research findings and its analysis. Finally Chapter 5 
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concludes the findings and discusses the implications. Each of these chapters is 

further described below: 

Chapter 1- Introduction. This is an introductory chapter, which discusses the topic of 

the research, highlighting the research background and stating the research problems 

and research questions. This chapter also states that there are research gaps in the 

area and talks about the relevance of the research. It then proceeds to give a brief 

overview of the methodology to be used in the research process. Finally, the chapter 
defines the limitations and some of the key terminology used in this thesis. 

Chapter 2- Literature Review. This chapter explores the relevant subjects and issues of 
the area of research. In this chapter, c-Business and its many models arc described 

and its evolution is illustrated by using existing research material. The factors that 

interact with c-Business are identified and their relationship examined. Subsequently, 

theoretical models are also investigated to see how they can be applied for c-Business 

strategies and implementation. Furthermore, the electricity industry in the UK and 

Malaysia is discussed to reveal the new challenges that companies face in the 

deregulated and digital age. Finally, the discussions from the literature review are 

used to develop the research questions. 

Chapter 3- Methodology. This chapter presents the methodology used in this thesis 

and the justifications for choosing the methodology. The methodology was selected 
based on the nature of the research that is exploratory and the form of the feedback 

from case companies. The synthesis of the exact research questions is illustrated. The 

chapter also discusses the fieldwork and the observations from the interviews. 

Chapter 4- Data Analysis. This chapter systematically analyses, presents, and 

summarises the case study reports based on the data collected from each case 

company. These data are analysed based on the business analysis frameworks 

presented in the literature review in Chapter 2 to form the research findings. 

Chapter 5- Conclusions and Implications. This chapter concludes the thesis. Each of the 

main research questions posed is answered here. This leads to the conclusion of the 
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research problem and discussion on the implications of the findings on both theory 

illld Practice. 

1.6 Definitions Used 

I )c IiIIit iu is a(h) , lec1 I) re"e, Iri IItýrs II V ci(t&91 n()l unito )rn1, lhrre tcinc key '111 cI 

c'untruvccrsi, dl terms art' delincecl IVIOW to r-l. ihlish the positions t, iken in this research. 

The cletinitioins used are explained in inure ohetnil in Chapter 2. 'fahle I. I I, ru+vides I 

stih1)i)lai'y 4 detinitio tis A the key terms used in this research. 

Terms Definition 

e-Business A holistic business culture, structure and mindset, which is riot just about buying 

and selling on the Internet or implementing new technology but integrates core 
business processes electronically using network technologies to create added 

value such as enhanced customer services and increased efficiency, 

e-Commerce e-Commerce is a subset of o-Businoss and rotors to buying and selling via the 

Internet or defined narrowly as "commercial transactions over tho Internet only'. 

e-Business A plan and activities to synchronise an organisation's business processes and 

Strategy resources, to embrace e-Business, in order to create value and form a 

sustainable business strategy 

e-Business e-Businoss models can be described as the way companies do business 

Model electronically (Weill, 2001) and explain why and how an e-Business case works 

from an economic perspective, whore an o-Business model defines how 

economic value is created and exchanged within a network of actors (Gordijn 

and Akkermans, 2001). Furthermore, e-Business models also frarno the 

business requirements that IT systems and networks must satisfy. 

Management The way management implement or execute business strategy and utilise 
Styles organisational resources 

Organisational The ability of the organisation to meet its business targets. 

Performance 

Customer Providing service such as on-line billing and payments, price structure 

Service transparency, help desk or help centre to handle customer requests and queries. 

Customer Understanding customers' needs, wants and aims in order to build a long term 
Relationships relationship and a shared future with customers 

Management The degree of the management's ability to implement a business strategy 
Preparedness 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.7 Research Assumptions 

In conducting this research, some assumptions have been made to ensure a uniform 

environment. This allows standardised data to be collected and valid comparisons 

can be made. These assumptions are divided into two areas as follows: 

  Explicit Assumptions: 

  The study has been conducted with the assumption that there is no major 

economic downfall or recession that has had a major effect on the 

organisations. 

  Implicit Assumptions: 

  The management strategies of the organisations directly affect the 

organisational performance. 

  UK energy industry is one of the most advanced in terms of electricity 

deregulation and in terms of e-Business adoption and implementation. 

  Malaysian electricity environment is still in its very initial state of e-Business 

awareness. 

1.8 Conclusion 

This chapter has laid the foundations for the thesis. It has introduced the research 

problems and the research questions. Definitions were presented, the methodology 

was briefly described, the thesis was outlined, and finally, the research assumptions 

and some limitations were introduced. On this foundation, the report proceeds with a 

detailed description of the research in the following chapters. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter aims to build a theoretical foundation upon which this research is based 

by reviewing the relevant literature to identify research issues and research questions. 

It will highlight the main topics, which were considered during the research, and 

describes the context within which this research was conducted. These topics include 

e-Business in general and the role it plays in the new economy, traditional business 

strategy, the electricity industry (focussing on the UK and Malaysian environment) 

and the impact of e-Business on the electricity industry. In order to understand and 

proceed with the research into e-Business strategies for the electricity utilities, the 

above areas and topics were initially analysed separately before connecting the 

related issues together. 

More specifically, this chapter discusses the move to the new information-based 

economy and the development of business models and strategies based on the 

capability of the Internet. The combination of these strategies, business models, 

information, and related technologies are referred to in this research as e-Business. 

The new economy poses new challenges for organisations. There are particular 

challenges for big, traditional organisations that have been dominant players for a 

considerable time and which also have been government owned monopolies. Many 

of these companies have now been privatised, in particular those dealing with 

transportation, power, and communications. The privatisation process has 

transformed organisations that used to be government owned and subsidised into 

corporate giants. According to Tapscott (1996), being a big organisation was what 

made companies successful in the old economy, but today big is often a liability. In 

order to survive, these big, traditional and hierarchical organisations need to be 

transformed into much flatter, agile, and innovative organisations, which according 

to Tapscott (1996) are the key characteristics for success in the information- based 

economy, This transformation is not an easy task to perform. 

12 
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Interestingly, however, the potential of e-Business is thought by some business 

analysts to be most apparent in big companies such those as in the utilities sector, 

given the significant changes due to deregulation (Quest, 2000; Mullen, 2000; 

Treadway and Valocchi, 2000). Deregulation was introduced to provide competition, 

which in turn has pressurised companies to be more efficient, reduce operating costs 

and hopefully create healthy competition that will reduce the price of services for 

consumers. 

This research focuses on the deregulated electricity industry, which has been 

introduced in the UK, Scandinavian States, Australia and most states in the US such 

as New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and California (Read, 2001). One of the 

reasons for selecting the electricity industry is because of the researcher's background 

as an employee of Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB), the main electricity company in 

Malaysia. Due to the future deregulation of the Malaysian electricity industry, the 

researcher and TNB are therefore keen on exploring deregulation issues and 

development of other countries, and potential strategies, which can be applied 

effectively in the electricity industry to enhance organisational performance and 

ensure competitiveness. This research looks at e-Business as one of the strategies to 

help companies respond to the effects of deregulation. 

The UK was one of the first countries to embark on electricity deregulation (The 

Electricity Association, 1999). In the deregulated electricity market, there is a 
fundamental change in the way that the commodity is traded. For instance, instead of 

a single seller, multiple buyers model, there are multiple sellers and multiple buyers 

leading to an increase in the number of business interactions. Business interactions 

are defined in this research as the exchanges of services, products or information 

between relevant parties, which includes financial transactions between companies 

and their customers. 

For example, in the single seller, multiple buyer model, there are two types of player: 

the utility company and the consumers. Power transactions are carried out directly 

between the utility and the consumers. In the deregulated environment, brokers and 

supply companies make up a third type of player. They act as middlemen and deal 

with generators and consumers of electricity. This arrangement has effectively 
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increased the number of business interactions where generators, for example, have to 

deal with domestic and large power consumers, and the electricity supply companies. 
The broker and the supply companies' existence are based on their ability to buy 

large blocks of power from generators at discounted prices. This is achieved through 

firm power purchase contracts. However, there are times when the amount of their 

contracted power does not match the actual customer demand. These mismatches are 
dealt with in the Balancing Market (Please refer to section 2.3.1.5 page 76 for the 

explanation of Balancing Market). If these mismatches are predicted well before the 

delivery period, supply companies can even negotiate amongst themselves without 

going to the Balancing Market. These power contract mismatches have also 

contributed to the increase in business interactions. 

Therefore, electricity utilities need to have real-time data on many aspects of their 

business such as their own current generation capability and generation cost, 

competitor's pricing structures and current generation capability, customer's power 
demand, line congestions and network constraints, financial transactions, and 

competitor bidding strategies. A lot of information must be collected, sorted and 

analysed for sound business decisions. This has led many electricity companies to 

look at e-Business for solutions to allow information to be disseminated quickly and 

business operations to be more streamlined and efficient. 

The aims of this review and analysis are to define e-Business and describe the 

evolution of, and current trends in e-Business strategy and implementation; to 

describe and discuss traditional business strategy and management in comparison 

with e-Business strategy; to describe trends in and evolution of the electricity 
industry; to look at e-Business as a possible business strategy for electricity 

companies; and to assess its impact on organisational performance. The findings and 
discussion of this review are important in order to understand and to show the 

significance of the research issues. 

The following section 2.2 and its sub-sections looks at e-Business in general and 
discuss related topics. 
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2.2 e-Business 

The purpose of this section is to define e-Business in general and in order to further 

understand what e-Business is, this section also discuss the context within which it 

exists. This section starts with a brief overview of the e-Business evolution and is 

followed by sub-sections discussing individually: the environment and the new 

economy that led to e-Business adoption; various e-Business definitions and concepts; 
formulation of e-Business strategies and models; and the role that e-Business plays 
today and in the future. 

The increasing pace of business change, often driven by technology in recent years 
(Morrill, 2001) and the development of the digital environment, is creating a new 
landscape for companies. Information technology (IT) is said to have played an 
important role in redesigning the basics of business activities including customer 

service, internal operations, internal communications, and product and marketing 

strategies (O'Brien, 1999). Among the many applications of IT to business activities, 
Internet-based c-Business systems appear to be the most significant (Amor, 2000; 

Hackbarth and Kcttinger, 2000; Kalakota and Robinson, 2001). The Internet offers an 

open systems concept, which is defined as the "approach to IT which aims to remove 

constraints on the way systems can be put together, and on the way information is 

communicated between systems" (Perman and Poulter, 2002). This concept help the 

Internet to rapidly becoming the chosen technology and platform for electronic 
business activities because it can offer businesses an open and standard way to link 

with other businesses and individuals and at a much lower cost when compared to 

the proprietary systems that dominated the commercial sector in the past. 

Handling transactions electronically has been shown to be able to reduce transaction 

costs and delivery time for certain types of good, especially for pure digital items 

such as software, text products, images or videos. For example, printer manufacturers 

such as Canon or Epson are using the Internet to distribute printer drivers and 

updates instead of using floppy disks or CD-ROMs in order to reduce their 

transactions costs (Amor, 2000). Further financial benefits are predicted by companies 

such as BT, the UK telecommunications company, who estimate they will achieve $1 
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billion cost savings through an online marketplace for its procurement activities 

(Gibb, 2002). It is estimated that over US$300 billion in goods and services will be 

exchanged over the Internet by the end of 2002 (Laudon and Laudon, 2000). 

The promise of c-Business offers businesses the potential of generating more 

revenues and wealth than was possible before. However, like any revolutionary trend 

the e-Business phenomenon has resulted in some businesses being rewarded, some 

gaining no significant improvement, and some that have completely failed. There are 

therefore lessons to be learned. Based on the success and failure of these e-Business 

endeavours, companies now have more than mere speculation upon which to base 

their future projections. 

The first generation of e-Businesses, which is generally recognised to have emerged 
between 1997, when the term e-Business was first introduced by IBM (Viehland, 

2000), to the end of 2000 are thought to have "passed into history" following the 

widespread crash of dot-com (Internet-enabled businesses) stock prices and are now 

entering the second generation (See Figure 2.1) (Brynjolfsson and Urban, 2001; 

Osborne, 2001). After the burst of the dot-com bubble, the new Internet based 

economy was confronted with the need to deliver real value to customers and profits 

to investors. In the first generation of e-Business there was huge growth in business 

interest in the Internet and many companies rushed to build their own website as a 

way of keeping up with the competition. However, at this stage, emphasis was not 

placed on how the Internet could be used to improve business and create value. 
According to Lowson and Burgess (2003), the use of a website to conduct e-Business 

can be classified into six general categories: first, as a major sales channel for a 

product or service; second, as a supplemental marketing channel; third, as a technical 

support channel; fourth, as an embellishment channel for an existing service; fifth, as 

a processing channel for orders; and sixth, as an information channel to convey 

further details about the company and its products and services. At this early 

instance, companies' development of their websites is mostly centred on the sixth 

category. 
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been instances where it has been suggested that dot-com companies have been 

overvalued by investors who are keen to make a fast return from their investments. 

Furthermore, inadequate core management, ranging from the naivety of the dot-corns 

managers who had never managed anything before and were sometimes very young, 

to the problem of traditional managers trying to run a dot-corn with no Internet 

experience, may have also added to the causes of the early dot-corns downfall (Glass, 

2001). 

In addition, being the first adopters of e-Business the dot-corns also faced many risks 

as depicted by the technology S-Curve model (Gibb, 2002) in Figure 2.2. This curve 

shows that a successful technology innovation will go through a period of slow 

adoption before experiencing a period of more rapid adoption and then a gradual 
levelling off. When depicted on a graph, the slow growth, rapid expansion, and 
levelling off form an S-shaped curve (Surry and Ely, 2001). The stages of technology 

adoption described in this model are also reflected in the e-Business phases 

illustrated in Figure 2.1 mentioned earlier. The technology S-Curve model suggests 

that the key phases of a company or an industry technology adoption consist of the 

initiation, contagion, control, maturity, and decline phase. During these phases a 

company or an industry will go through a process of determining what technology to 

adopt or reject and if it is selected how pervasively it should be adopted. As the 

technology expands there will be increased interest in the technology that will lead to 

implementation in other applications and businesses. The technology then matures 

and becomes the norm in the industry. At this stage companies need to find other 

new technologies or applications to gain competitive advantage (Gibb, 2002). 
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Figure 2.2 The Technology S-Curve 

(Source: Gibb, 2002) 

Normally the S-Curve shows gradual evolution. However, in the dot-com 

environment time is significantly compressed which exacerbated the problem. This is 

sometimes referred to as dog years where in the web environment change and product 

cycles are much faster, which makes it difficult to monitor performance and identify 

problems and potential failure. Glass (2001) point-out that one of the consistent and 

major causes of the dot-corn failure in various sectors was that these companies "grew 

too fast". The S-Curve also helps to understand the dot-corn phenomenon as the 

period of rapid expansion for most successful technology innovations occurs when 

social and technical factors combine to permit an innovative technology to experience 
increased growth. As early adopters of the Internet-enabled businesses, many dot- 

coms may have also failed because the social and technical factors at the time of 
implementation have not yet converged. 

The dot-corn failure has highlighted that the need for physical assets such as 
"shopfronts" and "warehouses" is still important where it is interesting to note that 

Amazon. com has now purchased its own warehouses and is even opening a high- 

street store (Osborne, 2001). This is also happening with the online discount stock 
brokerage Charles Schwab, whose success has proved that shopfronts are needed to 

attract customers. Schwab believes that it is the combination of people and 

technology that investors want. The company continues to open new shopfront 

offices every year, because it has found out that, that is where customers feel most 
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comfortable signing up for their accounts with the company. But once the 

relationship is established, the majority of customers use Schwab's web site to 

monitor and to manage their accounts, where the customers costs less to serve 

(Kalakota and Robinson, 2001). 

Combining the approaches of pure-play (online) companies with the brick and 

mortar (traditional) companies to develop into click and mortar companies seem to be 

the real success stories in this new economy. Traditional companies such as General 

Electric, UPS, Wal-Mart, Merrill Lynch, Tesco and ScottishPower are observed to 

have begun to take tremendous advantage of the efficiencies and new markets made 

available by e-Business (Brynjolfsson and Urban, 2001). The advantages that 

traditional companies usually have when compared to start-up dot-corns include a 

well-developed and/or receptive customer base, brand recognition, existing 

infrastructure of physical shops and warehouses, as well as people, policies and 

processes that have been built up over time. The existence of warehouses and 

physical shops for example, are evidence of the importance of 'fulfilment solutions" as 

there are still plenty of customers who prefer to walk into a store to make their 

purchases. This is where so many of the dot-coms have fallen down and disappointed 

their customers (Osborne, 2001). Other advantages of having a physical presence 

include: a psychological feeling of solidity and stability; high street brand visibility 

even when the customer is not engaged in a transaction; capture of new customers 

who are already spending in other physical shops; and a limited amount of 

serendipitous purchasing. 

However, even with these existing advantages, there are some drawbacks associated 

with traditional companies, which include: legacy of inefficient processes or single 

channel processes; inflexible legacy systems; and variable profitability depending on 

locations. With these negative aspects, to make the transformation to an e-Business 

will not be an easy task and requires radical re-thinking and changes in the overall 

company structure and culture. Therefore understanding e-Business fundamentals 

and determining the appropriate goals and objectives based on the company vision 

need to be considered in order to form the most suitable e-Business strategy for the 

company. 
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There is a general trend in this changing business environment to embrace e-Business 

strategies wholeheartedly (Morrill, 2001). However, e-Business means different things 

to different businesses and individuals. In some instances e-Business is viewed as 

simply utilising the Internet as a new marketing or sales channel that will help 

revolutionise the way products are sold to customers (i. e. Business-to-Customers or 
B2C) and how businesses will conduct business with one another (i. e. Business-to- 

Business or B2B). However, e-Business can be more than that. For instance it can also 
focus on other interaction patterns such as business to employees or B2E, business to 

government or B2G and business for business or B4B. 

To ensure success in e-Business implementations companies need to understand that 

e-Business is not just about implementing new technology or simply having a Web 

presence or conducting online transactions with customers. It is more than business 

process reengincering which, according to Champy (2002), is no longer sufficient 
because it has primarily focused on the company's internal business processes (which 

is referred to by this research as the micro level of e-Business, see Figure 2.3). Rather, 

it involves a radical change in the organisational culture, and societal and market 
interactions, as well as economic rules and regulations. It is a fundamental shift in the 

way stakeholders, which include customers, employees, regulators, business partners 

and suppliers, interact and conduct business (Morrill, 2001) (which is referred to by 

this research as the macro level of e-Business, see Figure 2.3). Therefore companies 

need to extend their reengineering processes and activities to also include external 

entities, which Champy (2002) refers to as "X-engineering", which "stands for crossing 
boundaries between organisations". According to Champy, X-engineering focuses on 
improving internal efficiency as well as concentrating on major improvements in 

business operations and processes between companies and their suppliers, business 

partners and customers (i. e. looking at business network processes). 
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1996); and "the increasing rate of knowledge consumers or informed customers on their 

choices of products and services" (Tapscott, 1996; O'Brien, 1999). 

The information economy, which is also referred to as the knowledge economy, the 

digital economy, and the weightless economy (Tapscott, 1996; Gibb, 2002) has no 

geographic boundaries and in this economy, organisations compete on the basis of 
their ability to create, acquire, manipulate, interpret, and use information effectively. 
According to McGee et al. (1993), in this kind of economy it is what you know, not 

what you own, that determines success. "Information, rather than land or capital will 
drive the creation of wealth and prosperity". In this economy there is a new basis for 

competition. According to Tapscott (1996), in the digital economy, competition does 

not necessarily come from existing competitors in the same geographical location 

only, but it can come from everywhere else in the world. Customers have a wider 

range of choices since markets are now global. Businesses must now move quickly to 

capture customers who are more mobile and more informed. 

It is also important for organisations to understand that in order to compete 

successfully they must be prepared to transform the structure of their internal 

organisation. This structural change requires organisations to develop an innovative 

business strategy, with an infrastructure oriented toward continuous service 
improvement (Kalakota and Robinson, 2001). In preparation for this transformation, 

businesses need to first understand the characteristics of the new economy in which 
they will be competing. Tapscott (1996) provides a comprehensive description of the 

new economy by emphasising important characteristics that differentiate the new 

economy from the old in what he calls the twelve themes of the new economy: 

  Knowledge: the new economy is a knowledge economy where information 

technology facilitates an economy based on knowledge. With the Internet, 

information is now more readily available and accessible, and there are 
knowledge consumers or informed customers that are more aware of their 

choices and can now make more informed decisions. Organisational success will 
be determined and measured by what a company knows rather that what it owns 

which has led companies to focus on the knowledge worker and other 
intellectual property, such as patents and brands, as its key resources or assets. 
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  Digitisation: the new economy is a digital economy where information, which 

includes data, text, picture, video and sound, are being created, captured, 

analysed and distributed in a digital format. It can now be stored and retrieved 

electronically in large quantities through the application of semiconductor 

technologies. Data manipulation is made easier through computer at a scale 

unthinkable within the last few decades. Digital technology has also allowed 

greater information exchange between parties. Multimedia information can be 

sent in the form of email, voice, or video across the network. This has enabled 

people to work from any location, negating the need for coming together for a 

meeting or even office space. Digitisation has enabled a whole new way of 

working by allowing companies to break down any spatial or temporal barriers. 

  Virtualisation: Technology has evolved to allow certain physical entities to exist 
virtually or to replace elements of the physical assets with information. For 

customers, marketplaces, bulletin boards, government and shops no longer have 

to exist in their traditional forms. For instance eBay can run auctions on-line and 

is open to a bigger market than it could if it were a physical auction. Some 

companies, like Nike, use information to reduce inventory and eliminate the 

need for production capacity by employing third parties and coordinating them 

through information systems. Workers in the east have been labelled virtual 

aliens by providing data entry services for Western economies. The effect of 

virtualisation is that it changes the relationship of the parties involved and the 

nature of the economic activity. 
  Molecularisation: Old corporations are being restructured into smaller teams, or 

units, or sections that form basic economic activities. This challenges the slow, 
bureaucratic command and control structures of the past and promotes flatter, 

more agile team based structures. Such structures could not have operated 
independently previously due to their inability to make decisions because of the 

lack of information. As technology evolves, the cost of distributing and sharing 

information drops and knowledge worker teams can be empowered to make 
local decisions and have greater opportunity to create value. The role of the 

organisation is no longer to instruct but instead to provide a base environment 
for the smaller units or teams to work in and interact between themselves and 

relevant external parties. Molecularisation to the economy as a whole introduced 

different kinds of relationships between companies, customers, and business 
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partners. As companies become restructured into clusters of economic activity, 

market segments are becoming increasingly focused through mass customisation 

of products and services (Perman and Poulter, 2002; Tapscott, 1996). 

  Integration/Internetworking: The new economy is a networked economy based 

on a network of relationships that are formed in order to create value. These 

relationship models are formed at all level of business function and include the 

interconnection of business to customers or B2C, business to business or B2B, and 

business to employees or ß2E. In this networked economy, companies can 

operate more efficiently, extend traditional to electronic markets, and create 

wider inter-organisational virtual structures that are composed of the company 

and its customers, business partners, and suppliers (Phan, 2002). For example, in 

order to better manage its suppliers and customers, Intel created a self-service 

extranet called "e-Business Program", which focused on procurement and 

customer support for its products. In terms of customer connectivity, this system 

in its first run, has enabled around two hundred of Intel's customers in almost 

thirty countries to place orders for Intel products, check product availability and 

inventory status, receive marketing and sales information, and obtain customer 

support, all in real time twenty-four hours a day and seven days a week (Phan, 

2002). 

  Disintermediation: The advent of network technologies allows customers to 

directly communicate with suppliers or producers without the need for 

middlemen. This saves time and money and creates added value for both the 

customers and suppliers. A cheaper price can be a better value and can be 

achieved by contacting the customers with a minimum number of intermediaries 

in the supply chain (Alomaim et al., 2003). Companies will be able to pass on the 

savings to its customers and become more competitive. As a result, brokers, 

wholesalers, distributors and agents must change their business functions to stay 

relevant. They need to add value to the transaction by giving extra information 

or bulk discounts, thereby facilitating the closure of the deal. Government is also 

seen as a candidate for disintermediation where for example it can introduce 

systems to improve public services by eliminating layers of different government 

agencies and creating a single point of access for public interactions. For instance, 

small traders who may be interested in selling their goods may not necessarily 
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have to queue over and over again at different government departments to 

obtain a trading permit. 

  Convergence: In the new economy, three sectors: computing, communications 

and content industries, have converged to create a new dominant economic 

sector also referred to as the "new media". Together, they can help provide the 

infrastructure or solutions for wealth creation for other sectors. Convergence is 

seen as becoming the basis of most other sectors as well. The new media created 

with the initial major convergence have already transformed the way art is being 

presented, the way scientific research is carried out, and the way education is 

delivered. These have lead to changes in the way businesses are conducted, and 
the way people work, play and live. For example, viewing a museum's art 
display through the Internet, booking holiday packages online, and attending 

long-distance education lectures through video-conferencing systems. 
  Innovation: The new economy is an innovation-based economy where 

companies need to make their own products obsolete before their competitors 
do. Businesses need to develop products that are better than their competitors. 
To do so, they must have a culture of innovation in their organisation, as the life 

cycle of many products is very short in the new economy. Innovative culture can 
be seen in companies, such as General Electric who in order to stay ahead of its 

competitors operates a "destroy your own company" programme on their Intranet 

to encourage employees to look for threats to their market dominance and 

opportunities to improve their offerings (Perman and Poulter, 2002). Innovation 

should not be limited to only an organisation's products but also in the way an 

organisation is structured, its management approaches, the strategies it employs 

and its marketing activities. In the information age human innovation, rather 
than productivity, labour costs, and production scale, becomes the premium. 

  Prosumption: In the new economy the gap between consumers and producers 
blurs. Mass production is now being replaced by mass customisation. New 

technologies have enabled customer input to be processed and implemented by 

companies. For example, customers in the motor industry now have a say on 

what extras their vehicles should carry prior to their manufacture. Television 

viewers can pre-select the programmes that are of interest to them and watch 

them whenever they please. The customer effectively takes responsibility for the 
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product that it consumes. This effectively blurs the line between consumer and 

producer. 

  Immediacy: In an economy based on bits immediacy becomes a key driver in 

economic activity and business success. As information is converted to bits its 

use, management, and transmission becomes effectively instantaneous. This has 

enabled companies to analyse real-time data and react accordingly. Companies 

have configured their operations based on real-time information to receive goods 
from suppliers and immediately ship them out just-in-time to their customers. 
For example, car manufacturers can share information internally between small 
teams, which has helped to reduce product cycles from the initial six years period 
from concept to production, which was typical in 1990,, to two years (Tapscott, 

1996). This ability to exchange information in real time is radically changing the 

way business is done and the internal and external relationships of companies. 
On the other hand, it can be argued that shopping online for customers still 
involves an element of time lag between order and delivery. If the goods were 

purchased in a shop, this would not be the case. 

  Globalisation: The new economy is a global economy. The world has become 

smaller due to digital technology. As trade barriers have gone down, free trade 

zones such as NAFTA (North American Free Trade Area), EEC (European 

Economic Community) and AFTA (Asean Free Trade Area) have promoted 

economic growth in their respective areas. Companies need to reposition 

themselves to take advantage of these changes by forming alliances to benefit 

from the disparity in business costs between regions. It is no longer the case of a 

traditional joint venture jostling for business but rather a global group against 

another. On the other hand, smaller companies have the ability to sell their 

products worldwide through the Internet. On an individual level, it is no longer 

necessary for employees to work in a traditional centralised office. An 

organisation's workforce can now be spread across time zones to ensure 

continuous progress of a product or constant monitoring of investment portfolios 

across world markets. 

  Discordance: All of the above may result in discordance as social and economic 

structures change. It is likely that, there will be increased disparity between the 

knowledge workers and blue-collar workers, the haves and the have-nots. The 

irony is that the great potential of the new technology makes knowledge workers 
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more marketable and those who are not, less marketable, thus increasing the 

economic and social gap between them. The disparity is not just between classes 

of workers but nations as well. It is now harder for third world countries to close 

the gap between them and the wired world. Internet technologies also allow 

organisations to monitor the behaviour of unsuspecting users, which infringes 

individual privacy. 

Tapscott's twelve themes of the new economy discuss the environment as well as the 

advantages and disadvantages that come with it. Companies need to appreciate 

where they stand in this environment and in order to compete in this new economy, 
they need also to understand the relationships between the new economy, 

organisations and technology to help them form a sustainable business strategy. The 

potential of e-Business is perceived by some business analysts to offer a possible 
business solution for success in this new environment (Kalakota and Robinson, 2001). 

The next sub-section elaborates further on e-Business. 

2.2.2 e-Business Concepts and Definitions 

The term e-Business was first introduced in 1997 by IBM in its marketing campaign 
(Amor, 2000; Viehland, 2000) which defined e-Business as "how network technologies 

can be used to transform key business processes conducted both within an organisation and 

externally with its customers, partners, stakeholders and suppliers". In this definition 0- 
Business is perceived as a secure, flexible and integrated approach to delivering 

differentiated business value by combining the systems and processes that run core 
business operations with the ease and reach made possible by Internet technology. It 

is seen as a step forward from e-Commerce and refers to more than just buying and 

selling via the Internet where e-Commerce, as an element of e-Business, is defined 

more narrowly as "commercial transactions over the Internet only". This research will 

adopt this separation of concepts by identifying e-Commerce as a subset of e-Business 

and involves primarily in the front-end transactions of e-Business (see Figure 2.4). 
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hardware and software solutions (Amor, 2000). Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 

technologies were also available long before the Internet. These were used for the 

electronic transmission of commercial documents such as purchase orders between 

companies and trading partners and can be seen as the beginning of e-Commerce 

applications. 

However, EDI used proprietary systems that were "usually managed by third parties 

and were restricted to closed user groups organised around industry sectors such as the 

chemical or car industries" (Gibb, 2002). These private networks, which were used in 

the 1970s and 1980s, required expensive and complex custom software, dedicated 

communication links, and in many cases strictly compatible equipment (OECD, 1998). 

These technologies were also often too expensive for smaller businesses and were not 

accessible for private use. Therefore, their main users were large businesses and their 

first-tier suppliers who provided essential materials for them (for example a car 

manufacturer would have steel or tyres companies as their first-tier suppliers). 

Increasingly, the Internet has facilitated changes in the way businesses operate and is 

creating new ways of conducting business electronically both inside and outside the 

company. The popularity of the Internet is mainly due to its open, non-proprietary 

protocol (Transport Control Protocol/ Internet Protocol - TCP/IP), combined with the 

development of the World Wide Web (WWW) which uses a standard coding system 
(hypertext markup language, or HTML) for representing data, and the development 

and diffusion of browsers, that provide a standard interface for accessing WWW sites. 

Other relevant standards and protocols include XML (Extensible Markup Language), 

a universal format for structured documents and data, designed to improve the 

functionality of the Web; WSDL (Web Services Description Language), an XML-based 

language used to define Web services and describe how to access them; UDDI 

(Universal Description Discovery and Integration), an industry initiative for a 

universal business registry of Web services designed to enable software to 

automatically discover and integrate with services on the Web; SOAP (Simple Object 

Access Protocol), a lightweight and simple XML-based protocol that is designed to 

exchange structured and typed information on the Web; and HTTP (Hypertext 

Transfer Protocol), an application-level protocol with the lightness and speed 
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necessary for distributed, collaborative, hypermedia information systems. It is a 

generic, stateless, object-oriented protocol, which can be used for many tasks, such as 

name servers and distributed object management systems (SOLON Consultants, 

2002). 

All of these technologies use existing communication systems to create a network that 

is independent of any one platform (Laudon and Laudon, 2000; OECD, 1998). The 

Internet combines and exploits almost the entire communication infrastructure 

including the telephone systems, computer systems and cable TV systems, so that it 

can be used with a minimal amount of new investment. 

Businesses can use Internet networking standards and technologies to create private 

networks called Intranets, which are internal organisational networks that can 

provide access to data from multiple information systems across the enterprise. An 

Intranet uses the company's existing network infrastructure, supported by Internet 

connectivity standards and software developed for the World Wide Web, but is 

protected from public access by firewalls (a security system with specialised software 

to prevent outsiders from invading private networks (Laudon and Laudon, 2000)). 

An Intranet can be expanded so that it is also accessible to customers and business 

partners. Private Intranets that are extended to authorise users outside the company 

are called Extranets. Companies can use firewalls to authenticate users, and to ensure 

that access to its internal data is limited and remains secure. 

In order to explore the capabilities and the impact of e-Business, it is essential to 

define e-Business and its related terms and concepts. This section reviews key 

definitions and also introduces the definition of e-Business used for this research. The 

following sub-section continues the e-Business discussion and establishes this 

research definition of e-Business strategy. 

2.2.3 Formulating e-Business Strategies 

Strategic thinking and strategic management are two of the most important activities 

undertaken by any business or public sector organisation. How skilfully these 

activities are carried out will determine the eventual long-term success or failure of 
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the organisation. The word strategy is used in many ways and has many definitions. 

Due to the variety of uses of the term Mintzberg (1995) proposed his 'five Ps" of 

strategy in which he suggested that a strategy could be a plan, a ploy, a pattern of 
behaviour, a position in respect to others, and a perspective. According to Campbell, 

Stonehouse and Houston (1999), it is important not to see these Ps in isolation from 

each other because there is a possibility for an organisation to show evidence of more 

than one interpretation of strategy. 

Johnson and Scholes (1999) define (business) strategy as the "direction and scope of an 

organisation over the long term: which achieves advantage for the organisation through its 

configuration of resources within a changing environment, to meet the needs of markets and to 

fulfil stakeholder expectations" where strategy can also be seen as the matching of the 

activities of an organisation to the environment in which it operates. Based on these 

definitions and the e-Business definition given in Section 2.2.2, this research defines e- 

Business strategy as: 
A plan and a set of activities to synchronise an organisation's business 

processes and resources to embrace e-Business, in order to create value 
(where value is perceived as the ability to find new markets, form new 

alliances, create new businesses, or establish superior customer services) 

and form a sustainable business strategy (that can help ensure the 

organisation's competitiveness, profitability, and futuregrowth). 

According to Johnson and Scholes (1999), there are different levels of strategy within 

all organizations. They identify "corporate strategy" which is concerned with the 

overall purpose and scope of the organization, "business unit strategy" which focus on 

how to compete successfully in a particular market, and "operational strategies" that 

are concerned with how the organisation in terms of resources, processes, people and 

their skills, effectively achieve the corporate and business unit strategic goals. In this 

research, e-Business strategy is seen as a strategy that supports the overall 

organisation's strategy in which it should support the corporate strategy objectives 

and also support the operational strategies, which include marketing, supply chain 

management, human resources, finance, and information systems strategies. 
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In the late 1990s many e-Business projects were undertaken very rapidly as a way of 
keeping up with the competition. For example, it has often been the case that when a 

company heard about another competitor company preparing to launch an e- 
Business website, it would then immediately instruct its own IT department to do the 

same (Osborne, 2001). In many cases, the solution was done half-heartedly with no 
integration into the back-end systems and processes, leading to problems such as 

making online orders or enquiries difficult to fulfil or creating duplication in work 

processes by having to enter the requests twice. To avoid these situations, businesses 

need to understand that any technology decision must be made in conjunction with 
the overall organisational business strategy, otherwise there will be no clarity as to 

the role of the solutions, what they are supposed to achieve and how they will grow 

with the business in the future. 

To develop an e-Business strategy, especially in an existing company, there will be 

various areas that have to be taken into account. In determining the right e-Business 

strategy, companies need to identify what the advantages and strengths of 
implementing the strategy are and what types of strategic opportunity are available 

to the company as well as identifying the criticality of the implementation and 

possible threats to the company if transformations towards e-Business are not 

undertaken or are delayed. To analyse and study these factors, van Hooft and 
Stegwee (2001) suggested adopting an existing comprehensive strategic information 

systems planning (SISP) process where SISP is defined as "the process of deciding the 

objectives for organisational computing and identifying potential computer applications which 
the organisation should implement". e-Business was incorporated into the basic 

alignment model for SISP as illustrated in Figure 2.5. 
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minimise weaknesses, capitalise on opportunities, and minimise threats. Their study 

emphasised how SWOT analysis can be used as a tool to help managers build an e- 

Business strategy. SWOT was considered to be a familiar tool for managers, which 

can be targeted to the fast-changing e-l3usiness environment and can help companies 

toi quickly react to changes in their own environments. The SWOT assessment offers 

what they call a "snaps/10t" picture of the coºmpalny's strategic position at the present 

tiiiw. 
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van I looft and Stegwee (2(1(11) also used SWOT a11,1lysis in their study to examine al 

company ill its I)resellt state, in order tl) identify where e-Uusiness call affect ýl 

company and ensure that all relevant aspects are covered. 'I'dly fell that this is 

because each assessment in SWOT focuses on a tiltl'c Itic area and can give 111 

Overview of b )th the rOnll, ýlny 111di its products Or services regarding aspects relevant 

to r-ßusint'tis issues. '10 investigate both OR' organisation and its surrutlndI 

L111VIc)nment, they gills() used another business model ILlOl)tVd IrOnl Iporter's Five 

Forces Model (I'l)rleT, 1985) illustrated in Figure 2.7, which describe" the rules of 

competition. The combined results from both thtese models are then used to help a 

company Construct its h-Business vision that it will subsequently litillst, to help 

formulate the cOIllhalny's c-titlsiness strategy. 
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a company, and relates them to an analysis of the competitive strength of the 

company or its ability to provide value for money products and services (Johnson 

and Scholes, 1991)). Further, a value system is created when Porter's value chains are 

linked by business network processes, which were described earlier (sve Figure 2.3). 

A COlIlPany can Use this model to assess the degree Of efficien v and effectiveness of 

the flow Of processes and resources used in the Company's value (11,1111 and to an'llyse 

how to improve productivity (Robson, I9Y7). This assessment can be used to identify 

where e-BlIsiness opportunities could be exploited for the company. 
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'I'hr Boston Consulting (; roue (BC(C) model (see Figure 2.9) is regmrded as I 

complementary tool to SWOl analysis for , in'alysing an organi"dtiR)n kv using a two 

by two matrix, which categorises "I'usiºr('*'es, , üt'isinrºs o lýrý,, lrrrh; , ºrcor, lirr, \' to the 

present rnrrrtit't 4rrrn' and hie (IIIur, ', A'r,, wvtlr of that market' (Kobso n, 1OO7). 'I h(ý obje tive of 

this model is to differentiate between "c, rslr `, 'rºý'rrrlnr: ý� and "cash rcrrr511mi l. 's" and 

suillnlarises the expected profit a11d cash flow, which can then he u se(1 as ,1 guilt-t1 e 

to form appropriate Strategies for companies. I'liis model can be used as 0 I)rodictive 

device since Positioning a husinesS eIrnl('nt in a particular quad rant gives some 

advice as to how to manage that business (ýI(ýrn(ýnt appropriately (Roolbson, I1)97; (; ibb, 

2002), which can be useful to help ('llllipa liCS formulaic their (-Business vision and 

mission. 
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High 

Low 

Wild Cat Star 
(Review) (Invest) 

t7 

Dog Cash Cow 
(Divest) (Milk) 

Low Market Share High 

Figure 2.9 Boston Consulting Croup (13CC) Matrix 

(' 'ufre: Rol,. on, (; ihh, 200)) 

C otiipIc'mrntin}; the UCG mc>c1c'I, Nicholls (Ic)tl, ) Bugg 'steci that ut'ý; ýtniS ation, tl 

resources should he allocated to activities that support rOtinhanic's' core ci tpc'tc'ncie. " 

and help toi achieve cOmhanies' missions by using the Mission and Core 

Competencies (MCC) Portfolios decision matrix (see Figure 2. IU). The MCC decision 

matrix "looks at (lie frrnllamerltlº1 lºrnltlr of the e'ntire' url'1ººristrtiuºrtºl tre'e bi/ lilrkirr,. ' tilt 

er\'N11lsation's misslau rillt! its c'art' ooPN/)c'tl'llc'JCs v, 111'1I makin\'' , 4raft'c i det'iswU11 
. 

This 

1110del is haasrcl on regarding «i company as at tree with its itiis-, ittn and vision 

providing the nutrients that teed the tree, the Cure cttipett'll ies as its roots, and 

through core processes produces fruits in terms of proje.. is and prOdui is (Nicholls, 

1995; Robson, I997). 'I'hr advantage Of this ii (del is that it can he used for strategic 

assessment to support making holistic company decisions, at any ICVVI wIIhin a 

ccmlhany including Smaller units. 

Good 

c Dilution Drive 
(Rodofuno framework) (Cherish) 

E 

Drain Distraction 
(Discard) (Develop) 

Poor 
Poor Fit with Core Competencies Good 

Figure 2.10 NichOIIs's Mission Core C'oni etencies (MCC. ') I )ri i,, ion Mddtri\ 

(Source: Nit hulls, 

Rackoff's 'Strategic Options Generator franiework has expanded Porter's work on 

competitive strategies and proposes a more (' I11F) (I1(91Sive niOdiel Of industry 

competition (Robson, 1997). According toi this model "stra1e'Nic 11ºrººsls� are �tilt' ºººaºjor 
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moves, or actions, that ºº cornpant/ takes and tlºrsr an be offi"ººsiz'r or deJi"ººsiz'e in nature" 

Which can be applied to three possible "strategic target" categories (see Figure 2.11 ) 

This model provides a framework for determining strategic opportunities, which can 

be used to identify e-Uusiness 0I)portuºniti& Ir. t mpanie". 

Strategic Target 

Strategic Thrust Supplier Customer Competitor 

Differentiation 

Low Cost 

Innovation 

Growth 

Alliance 

Figur 2.1 1 Strategic Option Cent-rotor 

( tiýU (i'ý Robson. J011)i') 

The MrFarlan and Mc"Keniwy Stº"Megir IS/IT Ii purt, ºnre Matrix (tice Figure 2.12), 

derived from lhe IVG Matrix, St 'll"IteS c"c, ml,, ºnieS by virtue cif tln different cle}; rvr 

tc, whirr thi' CI fl1, Iny is funrtic, naIly dependent un Inturnl, ºtir, n Systems (IS) , ºncl 

In1urmati(, n Tech ok)gy (IT) or the degree to which IS and IT kievelhnlc'nts will 

creak runihetilive edge. IS and IT systems can 'ºIsr, he i ositic, nccl 11000Riin}; tc the 

importance they hold to the business under review (I: c, I)sc, n, 1997). The fr, ººr 

qu. acirants in this mc, clcel consist c, f "tilrntrl'ir� "1"rtr'tr, r1/" "' I'll rrrrrroºrrrrl ' . an(l 

and "call lire used ti, r rºSsr ssirrý cº c"nººrl)rrrrl/'s nr lirr5iºrr; a rrrrif'. s Irrlid lb/17' ul)l)lir'rctiurr port/i, /irr 

in order to determine the iºrrpurtrrrree, rrnrl t/rr'rr'ti, rr (lie rºtrrnrrXc rrrrrrt approach required ol 

IS/17' irr the fýuýirrr sý" (Gihb, 2002). This in turn will he useful low conil, anic" as ýI 

guideline tc, hellp them identity the apI'rr, luri', lr r Iýtºýiný ýý , IýIýlic. ýtiý, ný and formulate 

their r-[ill siness strategies. 
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High 

Turnaround Strategic ö 
o QI 

- 

yCy 

OC 
E Support Factory 

Low 
Low Strategic Importance of Current IS High 

Figure 2.12 McFarlan and McKenney Strategic IS/I'I' Importance Matrix 

(Source. Robson, 1997) 

Another model that is more specific tu the impact of IS and IT in a company and in 

industry is I Iamnwr and Mangurian's IT Value-Impart Analysis (sec' Figure 2.13), 

which the potential iu,; iart ill-errs tunt ºnýrrrýrýýý rrrc rrt 41o11ldl f irus on tip ci; thlit IS 

and 17 ul, l)nrturriti, w " ((Ah, 2U02). This MOM cdesL'rihes the impart of IS and VF on time 

liner, SPACt_ anti rvl. ltR)Il Ili1)s O( i husinitis Which can tv nl( SL Ietl in t('rniS of 

efficiency, effl'ltivt ii ss and innýn. lticnl. 

Value 

Accelerate Business Reduce Information 
Time 

Process Float 

Space Recapture Scale Ensure Global 

Management Control 

Bypass Replicate Scarce 
Relationship 

Intermediaries Knowledge 

Efficiency Effectiveness 

Create Service 

Excellence 

Penetrate Now 

Markets 

Build 

Upstroarn/Downstream 

Umbilical Cords 

Innovation 

: igtur ?. 13 I I. 1mmor "lnei Mangtiri, in's I'I Valor-Ifl1}) mpact Analysis 

('o, rrr r: (; i! /, .' )i !) 

Impact 

In cIn effort to provide murV sped tic nludelti and frameworks for an e-Business 

environment, Riggins (I' )Y), d0%'Clu1, rd tlu0 Iilertruºlic' ('0nlm rc Value (grid (time 

Figure 2.14) based Oll I I, llllºlll'r and M. inguuri, ln's IT Value-Impart Analysis model, to 

categorise different l'-C011111leric applications. This grid is based on the Concept that 
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"businesses coºrºE)t'tt, alO? ls.. fiz'z' dimensions of c unºmrrrt,,, and that "by using various ºººodlc's (! f 

interaction, conºpaºººit's compete over both time' and distance in order to provide some product 

or service through a chain of relationships eveººtºroº11 y eººdi,, with the end customer". Riggins 

(1991)) also highlighted that "new inz'rstmrnts in iººfiºrºººatinºº technology are t. 11pically 

justified using threce diffi'rrºtt criteria", which includes "generating efficiency, effectiveness, 

and/or strate, c'ic benrfits� 

Dimension 

Time 

Distance 

Relationships 

Interaction 

Product 

Efficiency 

Accoluratu Usur I asks 

Improve Scale to Look 

large 

Altur Role of 

Intormodiarios 

Make Use of Extensive User Controls Detail of Usois Intoiact via Online 

User Feedback Information Accessed Community 

Automate Tasks Using I'mvido Online Decision [hindun Diverse Conlon) 

Software Agents Support Tools with Ilich Mullimodsr 

Figure 2.14 Rigginti's e-CllillºlllT(r Value Grid 

(Starr: I9'1q) 

Value Creation 

Effectiveness Strategic 

Eliminate Informmtlion Lstabhsh 24/7 Intogrrlod 

HoM Service 

I'msont Singlo Gateway Achieve Global Presence 

Access 

Engage in 

Porsonalisaliorl to Look 

Small 

Croato Dopondoncy to 

t ock-in Usor 

13y combining the three types of vaRR creation With the five diinensitºnti of r- 

Cunlnlerce, the grid identifies fifteen (liiterrnt arras where c i11panics can use wCb- 

based electronic shc, hfr()nlti to add value toi their custunuý rs by cre'Itin}; a tinitltie 

online buying experience. This model describes path internally focused web sites as 

well IS externally orielltled sites, which include Intranet , lpplic, ltiotns, .l B2C I, urt"tl ttr 

community site, a weh-based information news site, sind an online ýIltll, (rttnt selling 

physical or information goods (Riggins, 199)). Il )carver, for malºly c-business 

applications, particularly many 13213 applications, the e-C'milmcrce Value (; rid model 

is still not sufficient to represent a comprehensive c-business strategy for cttnipanit's. 

Taking into account the activities of a company's value chain IS described in Porte r"s 

Value Chain Model (see Figure 2. M), which include inbound logistics, operations, 

outbound logistics, marketing and sales, and service, the c-C l1ºlllllhrce Value (; ritt 

ºllaly be useful for defining marketing, sales and service applications because it is 
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primarily concerned with the functionality o>f the web browser interface, however, it 

does not address issues related tu the activities further tip the value chain (inbound 

logistics, operations, and outbound logistics) (Riggins and Mitra, 2(X)I). Riggins and 

Mitra (2(101) later introduced a complementary c-Business Value Grid (s(e Figure 

2.15) that takes into account these upstream activities. 

Dimension 

Efficiency 

Plan Implement Rich Modia 

for Company Wide 

Interaction 

Develop Standardised Platform for 

Cross-Functional Design 

Inbound Support Eloctronic 

Transactions with 
Suppliers 

Produce Integrate Shop Floor with 
ERP System 

Outbound Support Eloctronic 

Transactions with 

Customers 

Value Creation 

Effectiveness 

f-'rovido Online Exocutivo 

Information Systems 

Achieve Design for 

Manufacturability 

Generate Supply 

Flexibility Through E-Nub 

Communities 

Exchange Production 

Data Bolwoon Partners 

Furnish Online Order 

Status Information 

Strategic 

I acilitato Knowlodyo 

Managoment Botweon 

Partners 

Enablo Concurrent 

Dosign Across Virtual 

Organisation 

Offload Itoplonishmont 

Rosponsibility to 

Sr q liars 

OpUnuso Utilisalion of 

Global Production 

Capacity 

Iin; titutu Soaminss 

Intogralion with 

Fulf lmont Partners 

Figure 2.15 Riggins's e-I3tisiness Value C rid 

(So up c: it is m ul MiIw, 200 1) 

In the e-Business Value I: igginm and Mitra (2001) introdUCOL4 five . icii. litiuýn. al 

dimensions related to drliVitic'S further ui, a c"0m11,111Y'S value ilýºin, which include 

inbound logistics, internal 1 rucluc"tion systems and oºutl, ()uncl logistics as well as twco 

preliminary support activities that consist Of planning the overall vaIur chain strategy 

and teehncilugy develo p1)lent tlu-cnigh ,I co nIImny's researc"II allot (IeveI()pnIenI 

Iunctio)n (hold )). In this grid, fifteen additiin, 11 hack-end Internet . 1I)I) ir, ItiunS W& ii 

identified. 

Riggiins's eý-CumnmCrcr 1n(1 &-UuyiniS, V, 1Iue (. rids rrºwlili a ("OnºI, r(-lºcnsive set t)f 

Internet-t) Scd applications that encompasses , ºII asptctti of the , ºlu&' chain, which 

CUUId he tI t'LI by to i mgrrs tu consider their business envirunn'rnt. The '7! ,, tiO)! Iililt/ 
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interaction" (which is "based on the idea that a given e-Business application is enabled and 

made more effective by interaction with other e-Business applications" Biggins and Mitra 

(2001)) described in these frameworks could be used to plan a company's overall e- 
Business strategy as well as to evaluate gaps in a company's current strategy by 

focussing on the key dimensions suggested. 

Knowing the importance and structure of e-Business is not enough. Companies need 

to create and implement a plan that allows them to make the transition from an old 
business strategy to a new e-Business strategy. The above studies have highlighted 

that in planning for a successful e-Business strategy, companies need to have a clear 
idea of where they want to go and what they want to do. To get started they need to 

ask themselves some preparatory questions such as: 

  What role will e-Business play in the company today and over time? They need to take a 
long view of how they want their company to manage its e-Business initiatives. 

They need to consider overall goals and how e-Business can help them achieve 

those goals. In addition, they also need to look at trends in their market and 

industry in relation to e-Business. 

  What resources do they need to allocate in order to implement e-Business? They need to 

consider the time, money and energy necessary to get involved in e-Business. 

They need to analyse their IT budget to see what areas require financial 

investments. Up front costs and ongoing costs that may be related to their 

technology investment also need to be considered. They will need to take a look at 

their personnel and identify who will oversee the e-Business projects. What kind 

of return can they expect on their e-Business investment? It is important to have 

some kind of way to measure the success of e-Business investment, for example 

by looking at the percentage of a company's total business that has been 

transacted online; percentage of goods purchased online from suppliers; number 

of existing customers doing business online; number of new customers acquired 

online; and the percentage of customer service requests handled online. (Barua et 

al., 2001). Companies can also use traditional measures such as reduction in 

operational costs; increase in revenue; reduction of product development cycle; 
increase in employee motivation; and improvement in customer satisfaction. The 

measures used will depend on the company's specific goals, which might relate to 

revenue, customer retention, costs or employee satisfaction. 
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  What will the impact of e-Business be on their companies? They need to consider 

current business processes and how getting involved in e-Business will affect 
them. For example, getting involved in customer relationship management will 

affect how customer service, marketing, sales and even product development 

departments operate. How will they encourage employees to use the new tools 

and applications? 

  What should they develop in-house and what should they outsource? A careful 

examination of the internal resources may help determine what can be done 

internally and when it is appropriate to use the services of an outside expert. 

The e-Business planning process may look like common sense, but doing it right 

requires an ongoing and firm commitment of time and energy. Transformation from 

traditional businesses to become e-Businesses may involve a number of phases or 
levels and usually evolves from initial experimentations with Internet-related 

technologies to a transformation of the company into an enterprise prepared to 

compete successfully in the new economy. According to Hackbarth and Kettinger 

(2000) as companies evolve they will go through three distinct levels of e-Business 

strategy development and competence (see Table 2.1) which can be compared with 
McFarlan and McKenney's model's (sec Figure 2.12) four degrees of companies' 
dependency on IS and IT. 
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Level 1 Experimentation Level 2 Integration 

e-Business No e-Business Strategy 

Strategy 
o-Businoss strategy supports 

current corporate strategy 

Corporate e-Business strategy not 
Strategy linked to corporate strategy 

Scope Department or functional 

orientation 

o-Business strategy subservient 

to corporate strategy 

Cross-functional participation 

Payoffs Unclear Cost reduction, business support 

and onhancomont of existing 

business practice, revenue 

enhancornont 

Levers Technological Infrastructure Business processes 

and software applications 

Role of Secondary to technology Supports process efficiency and 

Information effectiveness 

"fahle 2.1 'I'hrre I, rvris of v-I tininess 

(Source: Iluekhcuulh am! ketfüipv, 1000) 

Level 3 Transformation 

e-Business strategy supports 

breakout (to be) corporate 

strategy 

e-Business strategy is a 

driver of corporate strategy 

Cross enterprise involvement 

(interconnected customers, 

suppliers, and partners) 

Now revenue streams, now 
business lines, drastic 

improvements in customer 

service and customer 

satisfaction 

People, intellectual capital 

and relationships, cooperation 

Information asymmetries used 

to cruato business 

opportunities 

The tI t&v levels consist of "expt'riºnrºIIII Iiuºº li'vel", "iºI1eý, \riºlioºi 11-r'rl" and 
t IYllIst( rº-NliIt iOll level 

Level 1 (", ýu; l; lort Qllclclrllrlf "): At the e\herimentatiun level, individuol department", ill 

the company will have liken a terlhnuIu. ic'll Ic', ad in devc'L ing Isolated Internet or 

information systems applications that Lick integration witli the cm-pm-ate stratk-gy ur i 

cum fMny-wide e-lhisilu'ss strategy. 

Level 2 (�l"ctc'hlll/Qua dram'"): At the integration level, cmill), anieti will have I, rcý}; rrtiýýý1 

tu incorporating r-ßiltiine. ss to) support their current Inisiness strategies l)y integrating 

business processes across funrtio)naI deep artments. 'T'heir fcu"us is on llle direct support 

of existing husinosti processes. 

Level 3 (' I'urrmiiml antl Strc1tr, ýic" Qtºdnººrts�): At the transformation level, 

companies vnipower themselves by using e-I3utiincss strdWgy tu drive the cogmndt' 

str'Itegy and will have Created a transparent communications network belwrrn 

customers, suppliers, and hlISinrss IMI-tnrrs. The value chain hecon es interrunnec tc(I 

and nVw 1-rv19nuc' S(! 1 1niti are identified , 111c1 c1c vc lohe ý1, cost mice ti<itisf, u"ticýn 
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increased and customer service improved. Level three strategies recognise that people 

and their intellectual capital give an e"l3usiness its strength and flexibility. 

To move from the first level to the higher levels, companies need to overcome many 

challenges. Becoming a level three company symbolises the transformed businesses 

of the new economy with characteristics such as having stronger customer relations, 
being capable of utilising intellectual capital and having established cooperative 

relationships with competitors. To reach this position, companies need to continually 

respond to strategic threats and capitalise on market opportunities (Hackbarth and 

Kettinger, 2000). 

Once the strategy has been formulated, companies need to look at possible e-Business 

models that help determine how to implement the strategy and achieve the company 

organisational objectives. The following sub-section will elaborate on the various e- 

Business models used currently. 

2.2.4 e-Business Models 

The global reach and interconnectivity of the Internet have led to the creation of new 

business models and radical transformation of existing ones (Pant and Ravichandran, 

2001; Kalakota and Robinson, 2001). Rappa (2002) commented that while there is 

much discussion on how the web and the Internet change traditional business 

models, there is less straightforward verification of exactly what this means. Some of 

the growing literature on e-Business models by academics and consultants refer to 

"Internet business models", "business models for the web" or "online business models" 

(Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2002; Rappa, 2002; Pant and Ravichandran, 2001) and 

discuss various classifications of these e-Business models. However, currently there is 

no one comprehensive and commonly accepted e-Business model for each industry. 

This section will therefore discuss some of the e-Business models that are currently 
being used as well as looking at the relationships between businesses, their partners 

and customers. 

Rappa (2002) defines a business model as "the method of doing business by which a 

company can sustain itself and generate revenue. It spells-out how a company makes money 
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by specifying where it is positioned in the value chain". According to Rappa, some models 
can be quite simple. For instance, where a company produces goods or services and 

sells them to customers and if it is successful the revenues from sales exceed the costs 

of operations and the company realises a profit. While other models can be more 

complex. Osterwalder and Pigneur (2002) define a business model as "a description of 

the value a company offers to one or several segments of customers and the architecture of the 

firm and its network of partners for creating, marketing and delivering this value and 

relationship capital, in order to generate profitable and sustainable revenue streams". This 

definition emphasises that a business model encompasses several activities including 

product innovation, customer relationship management, infrastructure management, 

and financial matters. 

This research has adopted the above definition by breaking it down into three 

components as suggested by Timmers (1998) where a business model is defined as: 

  An architecture for the product, service and information flows, including a 

description of the various business actors and their roles; 

 A description of the potential benefits for the various business actors; and 

 A description of the sources of revenues. 
Business actors include the companies, customers and business partners within the 

model. 

Based on these definitions of a business model, c-Business models therefore can be 

described as the way companies do business electronically (Weill, 2001) and show 

why and how an e-Business application works from an economic perspective where 

an e-Business model defines how economic value is created and exchanged within a 

network of business actors (Gordijn and Akkermans, 2001). Furthermore, c-Business 

models also frame the business requirements that IT systems and networks must 

satisfy. 

As mentioned earlier there are various classifications of e-Business models at present 
(Timmers, 1998; Rappa, 2001; Weill, 2001; Pant and Ravichandran, 2001). These 

classifications describe different aspects of e-Business models, which can be revenue 

and product specific, business actor and network specific, as well as marketing 

specific (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2002). This research looks at some of these e- 
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Business models (see Table 2.2) that have been identified and classified by this 

research as the key c-Business models that arc currently being used by companies. 

Business Model Description 

e-Tailing, Merchant, In these models businesses provide goods or services to the customers on the 

e-Shop, Direct-to- Web. These range from businesses that operate only on the web, also known 

Customer as pure e-tailers, to traditional brick-and-mortar companies with a web 

shopfront. They usually focus on 132C interactions. Example includes 

Amazon. com, Dell, Ryanair, Ticketmaster. com, and Tesco. 

Infomediary, An infomediary is a body or a company that provides specialised information 

Information usually published using a website on behalf of producers of goods and 
Brokerage services and their potential customers. The term is a combination of 

information and intermediary. Infomediaries can be divided into those intended 

for consumers and those intended for businesses. Some companies in those 

models serve as infomodiaries by collecting and selling information to other 

businesses (B2B), for instance information on customer buying habits, or can 

also work in the other direction by providing consumers with useful information 

to help them make decisions (B2C). Examples include onorgywatch and 

Elexon. 

Supply Chain, e-Procurement is the business-to-business purchase and sale of supplies and 

e-Procurement services over the Internet. An important part of many B2B sites, e- 
Procurement is also sometimes referred to by other terms, such as supplier 

exchange. This model makes use of the ubiquitous connectivity of the Web to 

enhance and replace existing EDI linkages between business partners. 
Examples include Dell's supply chain with its partners and similar initiatives by 

Nike. 

Advertising, The web-advertising model is an extension of the traditional media- 

Content Provider broadcasting model. The broadcaster provides content via web sites that are 

usually, but not necessarily, free and services like e-mail, chat and forums, 

mixed with advertising messages in the forni of banner ads. The banner ads 

may be the major or sole source of revenue for the broadcaster. The 

broadcaster may be a content creator or a distributor of content created 

elsewhere. Examples include Yahoo!, AOUTimo Warrior, BlueMountain and 
Reuters. 

Virtual mall, This model relies for its success on presenting to customers a number of 

e-Mall products for sale from one portal. It provides a site that hosts many online 
traders. The Mall usually charges set-up, monthly listing and/or per 
transaction fees. Examples include Yahoo! Stores, Choicemall, and 
MarketStreetMall. 

Virtual communities This model creates and facilitates an online community of people with a 

common interest, enabling interaction and service provision (C2C). The 

ultimate value of virtual communities comes from the members, either 
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Business Model Description 

customers or partners, who add their information to a basic environment 

provided by the virtual community company. Membership and advertising fees 

generate revenues for these companies. A virtual community can also be an 
important add-on to other marketing operations in order to build customer 

loyalty and receive customer feedback. Examples include ExpertCentral and 

The Classical Station. 

Value Chain In these models, businesses coordinate activities across companies in a value 
Integrator, net or value chain, by gathering, synthesising and distributing information. This 

Value Net Integratoi focus on integrating multiple steps of the value chain with the potential to 

exploit the information flow between those steps as further added value. 
Revenues come from consultancy fees or possibly transaction fees. Examples 

include Cisco Systems Inc., and enableNet Data Integrator. 

Value Chain These models specialise in a specific function of the value chain, such as 
Service Provider, electronic payments, with the intention of making that their distinct competitive 

Service advantage. Businesses create portals that offer different services including 

stock brokerage services, online banking, travel services and education. 

Examples include e-Trade, travelocity and ecollege. 

Intermediary, Companies in these models are called 'market-makers'. They bring buyers 

Brokerage, and sellers together and facilitate transactions. This model makes use of the 

Exchange, universal connectivity of the Web to bring buyers and sellers of the goods 

e-Auction together via the same portal. The portal works on the principle of matching 
buyer's demand with suppliers' supply in a two-way interactive manner. A 

broker or an intermediary or an exchanger makes its money by charging a fee 

for each transaction it enables. Examples include (Bay, Chemical Exchange, 

CarsDirect, ConvorgeTrade, AutoXchange, and Yahoo!. 

Collaboration These models provide a set of tools including IT infrastructure and an 

Platforms, information environment for collaboration between enterprises. It can focus on 

Shared specific functions, such as collaborative design and engineering or providing 

Infrastructure project support with a virtual team of consultants. Business opportunities are in 

managing the platform (momborship/usago fees) and in selling the specialist 
tools (design, workflow, document management). Examples include Covisint 

and ABACUS International. 

Full-Service These models provide a full range of services in one domain (for example 
Provider finance, health) offering both its own products and those of others and 

attempting to own the primary consumer relationship. Examples include GE 

Supply Company, and Prudential Securities. 

Whole-of- These models provide a company-wide single point of contact, consolidating 
Enterprise/ all services provided by a large multiunit organisation. Examples include 

Government Colonial Limited and the State of Victoria (Australia) 

Manufacturer This model is based on the power of the web to allow manufacturers (i. e. 

companies that actually produce a product or service) to reach buyers directly 

and thereby compress the distribution channel by eliminating wholesalers and 
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Business Model Description 

retailers. The manufacturer model can be based on efficiency, improved 

customer service and a better understanding of customer preferences. 
However, this model has the potential for channel conflict with a 

manufacturer's established supply chain. Examples include Intel and Apple. 

Table 2.2 Classifications of e-Business Models 

The various o. -Utrsiness models clcsc rihcd in Table 2.2 have altirr created many 

transaction or relationship patterns. 'T'hese include: 13trtiincýsti ttý C'tmýumc r (B2C), 

13trsiness-ht-ßusinrss (11213), Business-to-Iý*nIhloyee (1 21? ), 1? ntl, lrýyýýc try I: nýl, luycýc 

(F. 21i), 13utiinc tis ftrr ßusint ýý (B4B), C'cinstnnt r to 13trsintýýý (('213), Consumer-to- 

Consumer (C2C), Utisincess-to-C; uvrrnnirýnt (U2(; ), ('itiicýn tu (; rwý rtýnrý nt (C'2(; ), and 

Tier-to-Peer (I'2l'), trainsaarliuns and intcractR)ns pattern, ". Iltis section will l, rit'Ily 

describe and review the above models, however for this I'VSCM'ch emphasis will be 

given ttr tlice first tIirtee nuculrls, I32ß, 132C ýIII(] 1321:. 

C'tu-rentIv the primary rc'Iitic, nshil, nmuirls (if c-liusiness dr sc ell to be centred 

1tr0unci a rc, nýl, ýtny'ti interactions With its Suppliers and (Aller partners (b2li 

n, uclc'I); its interactions and services with customers (B2 nlmlt l); and Ilia internal 

business pruresses including internal ittter, tc"tioIls M Id runtntunic'. ltiutns with 

employees (132F mucleI). 'I'hre lull()wing reviews the three niuclels: 

Business-to-Consumer (B20: The 132(' model is mcýrv focused on i Commerce issues 

and addresses the utilisation of a new channel (car the distribution Of goods and 

services to the end-user. It is the retail hart Of lhusint s can the In(ernet, d1. S0 called C- 

tailing. In this form Of e-Business, organisations must develop attr, it'tive electronic' 

marketplaces to entire and sell product" and services to rttnst111)(T. s (()'Brien, I999). 

for example, orpnis, ltions may offer Illtltlll edia Web sites llt, lt provide virlu, )I 

shoptronts and virtual shopping smalls, interactive order I, rOrl SSing, 1nci secure 

electronic payment systems. 

Business-to-Business (13213): The ä2l3 model 111VOIves the activity of buying and 

selling Of prodtic s, services or information between businesses (fur example between 

the organisation and its suppliers), rather llT, an between businesses and consulncrs. 
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Therefore, for the purposes of this research, B2B companies are companies whose 

primary customers are other businesses. In this model, companies are normally more 

concerned with back-end e-Business issues such as new product development and 
integration, manufacturing and production capabilities, and back-end supply chain 

management. 

Business-to-Employees (B2E): The B2E model is about using the Internet to develop 

the relationship between the business and its employees in a new way. 132E supports 

an organisation's internal processes where information is distributed through the 

Web and employees deal with more tasks on-line. It creates a common 

communication channel for communicating with employees, instantly, consistently 

and globally. It is a tool that moves work to the web, simplifies work processes, 

reduces cycle times, cuts costs, and increases revenues. 132E introduces self-service to 

employees, which is about convenience and access to information and internal 

processes, at any time and from anywhere. From an employer perspective, it is more 

about making employees more self-sufficient so that they can take ownership of their 

personalised information, thereby relieving the organisation of a key administrative 

burden while increasing customer-service levels to employees. 

In addition to the above three models there are a number of other e-Business models 

that have been developed recently. The following will review briefly some of the other 

e-Business models mentioned earlier: 

Employee-to-Employee (E2E): The E2E model connects employees with other 

employees and organizational groups. Usually based on Intranet and Extranot systems, 

this model enables individuals, and virtual and real teams, made up of employees from 

within the same or different companies to work together. The E2E systems must be 

able to provide these teams with services and spaces where they can collaborate, 

communicate, share knowledge and innovate. For example, project teams composed of 

employees from a company and its client will need to be able to share documents, 

discuss findings and results and build knowledge together in order to achieve the 

project goal. Appropriate E2E systems could help companies' build and conserve 
knowledge on these projects and ensure that it is not lost when team members move to 

new jobs, internally or externally. 
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Business-for-Business (B4B): The B4B model applies to companies, which provide 

infrastructure, intermediate or infomediary services to facilitate e-Business between 

companies. For example companies such as Oracle, Cisco and Netscape offer IT 

infrastructure such as the hardware, software and networking solutions including e- 

Business operations and consultation for other companies to move into the e-Business 

area. Other examples include specialist portals and on-line trading centres for goods 

and services. 

Consumer-to-Business (C2B): In the C2B model, individual consumers can form 

groups to initiate transactions with businesses. As part of this larger group, consumers 

will then have more leverage to negotiate for discounts due to their bulk purchases. 

Customer-to-Customer (C2C): In the C2C model, consumers are involved in 

transactions amongst themselves. The consumer is the initiator of the exchange 

process. For example a business entity may create a neighbourhood for its customers. 

Customers can then interact with each other to discuss their interests and transactions 

may occur. 

Business-to-Government (B2G): B2G is a variation of B2B, in that businesses and 

government agencies can use central Web sites to exchange information and do 

business with each other more efficiently than they usually can without the Web. For 

example, a Web site offering B2G services could provide businesses with a single 

place to locate applications and tax forms for one or more levels of government (city, 

state or province, country, and so forth); provide the ability to send in filled-out forms 

and payments; update corporate information; request answers to specific questions; 

and so forth. B2G may also include e-procurement services, in which businesses learn 

about the purchasing needs of the government agencies and agencies request 

proposal responses. It could also support the idea of a virtual workplace in which a 
business and an agency could coordinate the work on a contracted project by sharing 

a common site to co-ordinate online meetings, review plans, and manage progress. 

B2G may additionally include the rental of online applications and databases 

designed especially for use by government agencies. B2G is sometimes called e- 
Government. 
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Citizens-to-Government (C2G): The C2G model involves commercial or 

administrative activities taking place between citizens and government agencies. This 

may enable citizens to renew licences, deal with immigration, pay income taxes, etc. 

electronically. This results in a government, which in theory is more accessible, 

efficient, and people friendly. However, it is not an easy task to have this model in 

place. For example in the UK recently, the Inland Revenue had to suspend a system 

enabling taxpayers to file returns over the Internet due to issues with security 
breaches where users were able to view other people's data on the site (Arthur, 2002). 

Peer-to-Peer (P2P): Peer-to-Peer computing is not new. Some argue that it is exactly 

what the Internet is and always has been about. Many of the Internet's elements are 

P2P, such as file transfer and Telnet for remote logon. There are predecessors to P2P 

computing, but they are dedicated to simple functions such as instant messaging, 

including America Online's Instant Messenger and ICQ and Microsoft's MSN 

Messenger Service. Another example is whiteboarding, such as Microsoft's 

NetMeeting, which lets two people communicate and work together in an application 

such as Microsoft Word. P2P networks in essence, provide a way to link PCs together 

without the need for powerful central server computers and allow people to search 
for and retrieve files from individual computers around the world. 

e-Business models are described as the missing link between strategy and business 

processes (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2002) where the model can be used as a bridge 

to communicate the business strategy concepts to the operational side of the company 
in order to ensure a smooth strategy implementation. An e-Business model in this 

sense is regarded as the conceptual and architectural implementation of the e- 
Business strategy and represents the foundation for the implementation of business 

processes and information systems. 

2.2.5 Strategic Role of e-Business 

To gain financial and competitive advantage in the marketplace, many organisations 
today are gearing toward e-Business. Some examples of the typical objectives 
defining why organisations want to venture into e-Business include: 

  To expand existing markets and reach new customers; 
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  To improve company and product image; 

  To eliminate redundancy and the inefficiency of intermediaries; 

  To lower transaction costs; 

  To improve communication with external parties; 

  To reduce delivery times; 

  To personalise and improve customer service. 

The open structure of the Internet and the low cost of using it allow the 

interconnection of new and existing information and communication technologies, 

and offer businesses and consumers an innovative and powerful information system 

and communication channel. The power of this effective communication system that 

can targets and focuses on the people that matter most to the organisation is believed 

to be the core of e-Business applications (Coppel, 2000). This makes it possible for 

buyers and sellers to come together in more efficient ways and is creating new 

marketplaces and opportunities for the reorganisation of business processes. It is also 

changing the way products are customised, distributed and exchanged and how 

businesses and consumers search for and consume products. 

The opportunities of e-Business may seem limitless but so do the challenges. The 

components of the marketplace, such as customers and markets, competitors and 

alliances, policy and regulation, emerging technologies, and business processes, are in 

constant evolution and e-Business is thought to be at the heart of these changes 

(Potter, 2000; Edrich, 2000). 

2.2.6 e-Business Critical Success Factors/ 

This section reviews some of the main e-Business critical success factors identified in 

previous studies. In this research, critical success factors (CSF) are defined as "key 

factors that companies consider critical to the success of the implementation of e-Business 

strategy. These are key areas where successful performance will assure the success of the 

organisation and attainment of its e-Business goals" (adapted from O'Brien, 1999). 

Various studies (discussed below) have identified several areas that companies need 
to look into in order to succeed with their e-Business implementation. The critical 
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areas established from these previous researches were used as guidelines to help 

analyse the critical areas identified by the case companies of this research (discussed 

in more detail in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, see Table 4.14, Table 4.16, Figure 4.6). Each 

company has its own unique features and will have its own critical success factors, 

which can be identified by investigating key characteristics such as its infrastructure, 

supplier value chain, and current customer relationship functions. The following are 

some of the main issues or critical success factors identified by previous researches 
that need to be addressed when implementing e-Business. 

CSF 1: Customer Focus 

Research has shown that the biggest complaint about e-Business is the poor level of 

customer service in the event of problems. (Whyte, 2000; Seybold, 2000). These 

studies show that one of the toughest things for business organisations today is 

differentiating themselves from competitors who offer similar products or services. 

One of the ways to overcome this problem is to have excellent customer service 
(Grimes, 1999). Providing first-rate service is really important as organisations come 

to accept that power is shifting towards the consumer. 

According to Viehland (2000), the Internet has changed the information flow from 

one-to-many and producer-to-consumers, to many-to-many communication flows. 

The Internet allows consumers to talk to other consumers, producers, suppliers and 

other business competitors. It has made it easier than before for consumers to find 

and access information. It also enables the information flow to be reversed so that 

producers or organisations can also pull information from consumers in order to 

improve products and services. 

Kalakota and Robinson (2001) also stress the importance of having a strategy that 
focuses on customers in order for organisations to remain competitive. In their 
discussion on what they call the "ten-rules of e-Business" (see Table 2.3), they highlight 

some of the rules that are forcing companies to change their business model or design 

and also to adopt outsourcing strategies in order to "make the customer ecstatic" and to 
"meet customers' needs". 
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Rule 1 Technology is no longer an afterthought in forming business strategy but rather the cause and driver 

Rule 2 The ability to streamline the structure of information and to influence and control its flow is a 
dramatically more powerful and cost-effective service than is that of moving and manufacturing 

physical products 

Rule 3 Inability to overthrow the dominant, outdated business design often leads to business failure 

Rule 4 Using e-commerce, companies can listen to their customers and become "the cheapest", "the most 

familiar', or "the best". 

Rule 5 Don't use technology just to create the product. Use technology to innovate, entertain, and enhance 

the entire experience surrounding the product: from selecting and ordering to receiving and service 

Rule 6 The business design of the futuro increasingly uses reconfigurable e-Business models to best moot 

customer's needs 

Rule 7 The goal of new business designs is for companies to create flexible outsourcing alliances that not 

only off-load costs but also make customers ecstatic 

Rule 8 For urgent e-Business projects, it's easy to minimise application infrastructure needs and to focus on 

the glitzy front-end apps. The oversight can be costly in more ways than one. 

Rule 9 The ability to plan an e-Business infrastructure course swiftly and to implement it ruthlessly is key to 

success. Ruthless execution is the norm. 

Rule 10 [ho tough task for management is to align business strategies, processes, and applications quickly, 

correctly, and all at once. Strong leadership is imperative 

Fable 2.3fen-rules o C-BusinCSS 

(Source: RalaAo1 , and Kolli ,; oii, '(1(11) 

As mentioned earlier, power his shifted towards rýýntirinýý rý. 'I'll is is (1rir for tht Gict 

that ()Il to}) of brim; mowe in(rrrmý ýi, co milli 'rs have iflofl' t'h is es. In Iltis nu'w V- 

ßusincss cra, more nt'w entrants are ent&'ring (IIn . 1Ir('ariy COMIlCtitIVC marketplace. As 

,i result, customcers lire nu longer willing to torlerlite inefficient service front 

urgallis itioýns that Lire not willing to eernh, int'e the quality of their systems and 

prru't'ssey for meet rutitoili rs' e\pei l, ltioýnti. 

In 1-CS0,1rrh jcýilltly 1011(tticted by InIOrmatiOn Weck mid Btl-ineS,; Wcc'k (I ). iIltýn, I')99) 

into the opinions Of th CO him dreci and scvcnty five (375) senior business and II 

executives, in order to gauge the imnI) arl of e-I311siness 011 (70111l. ), 111iCS, IT 111d 

cexertltivrs fl-011l Al industries agreed that generating new sources of revenue was 1)01 

the plain goal of deploying r-Business applications. The research showed that 

improving customer satisfaction in order toi keep pace wills the C4. nlpetitio n was one 

of the important goals of Implementing e-Business. It ranked second after creating Or 

maintaining Competitive edge. 
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CSF 2: Infrastructure 

Failure to thrive in e-Business is primarily due to a lack of emphasis on reengineering 

the core business to establish a robust infrastructure. "e-Business infrastructure is the 

share of total economic infrastructure used to support electronic business processes and 

conduct electronic commerce transactions" (Mesenbourg, 2000). This infrastructure 

includes hardware, software, telecommunications networks, support services, and 
human capital. 

Building an e-Business infrastructure could be the most important task for companies 

to address. From client PCs to back-end servers, and network infrastructure to 

management tools, the decisions made will impact on the way the company handles 

and responds to unexpected events. In order to succeed, managers must look to 

intelligent solutions to defeat bandwidth and congestion problems, enable a well- 

protected environment, and provide for a stable operating platform. Among the key 

areas to look at are: how to configure and outfit servers, network infrastructure, and 

other hardware to manage the strains of high traffic; various security issues facing e- 

Businesses, including the challenge of protecting against the growing threat of 

internal breaches of security, and how to manage and select mobile PCs and 

workstations (Intel Corporation, 2001) 

The computing infrastructure is the fundamental foundation of any e-Business. 

Managers must be constantly aware of the latest advances and emerging issues in 

order to ensure that this foundation is able to withstand new challenges. In an article 

titled: 'How to succeed in e-Business' Voon Seng Chuan, (2000) CEO of IBM 

Malaysia, discussed the importance of having a stable infrastructure to ensure success 

in an e-Business implementation. According to Voon, the infrastructure that the e- 

Business is built on must be solid, yet flexible. "The infrastructure must be available and 

accessible to unlimited data, connects and integrates through a massive platform of networks 

and allows an explosion of transactions which is monitored, controlled, and managed by 

Internet security. In short it must be reliable, available, secure and scaleable". 

Kalakota and Robinson (2001) also supported Voon's suggestion. In discussing the 9th 

rule of e-Business success (see Table 2.3), they emphasised the importance of having 

and designing an integrated yet agile infrastructure: "the ability to plait an e-Business 
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infrastructure course swiftly and to implement it ruthlessly are key to success. Ruthless 

execution is the norm". According to Kalakota and Robinson, management need to give 

the same attention to understanding a customer's needs when identifying the 

business's infrastructure needs. 

CSF 3: Outsourcing 

During the past decades, it can be observed that one of the key issues to emerge for 

many organisations has been the growing importance of outsourcing (Mclvor, 2000; 

Viehland, 2000; Zhu et. al, 2001). Adapting Franceschini et al. (2003), this research 

defines outsourcing as "a management approach that allows delegating to an external agent 

operational responsibility for processes or services previously delivered by an enterprise". 

According to Deavers (1997) the increase level of outsourcing activities can be 

attributed to changes in the competitive market environment, which include "rapid 

technological change", "the search for flexibility", "greater emphasis on core corporate 

competencies", and "globalisation". Each of these factors is likely to drive companies to 

move some of its business functions outside the organisations in order to reduce 

costs. Outsourcing is expected to help improved business performance by reducing 

costs (Viehland, 2000). Zhu et al. (2001) highlighted that while cost savings has been 

identified as the primary motive behind outsourcing initiatives, other factors such as 

improvement of services, the ability to focus on core business, and the ability to 

access outside expertise, were also recognised as important reasons for outsourcing. 

Most significantly for e-Business, outsourcing enables an organisation to create the 

virtual enterprise, which is a key organisational structure in an e-Business 

environment (Viehland, 2000). 

Lord (2000) has also stressed the importance of outsourcing. According to Lord, when 

developing a practical e-Business strategy, companies need to first determine how 

much is going to be developed and maintained in house and how much will be 

outsourced. Companies will face several obstacles if they want to manage their e- 

Business entirely within their organisation. This includes bringing in new people who 

have experience and knowledge in designing and implementing e-Business 

applications to help the companies manage the transformation to an electronic 

enterprise. In addition companies must be prepared to develop and grow the e- 
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Business infrastructure according to business priorities. These activities involve a lot 

of costs and are often too much, especially for mid-sized companies, to absorb. 

CSF 4: Strategic Collaboration or Alliances 

According to many business analysts (Prigg, 2000) to compete successfully in an e- 

Business environment, good collaboration is the key. Good collaboration is said to be 

one of the factors that will decide which company will survive and which will offer 

the best services. Currently too many companies operate as an island, concerned only 

about their part of the chain. Companies need to bring their customers, suppliers and 

other business partners into the business equation to enhance their ability to respond 

more quickly than ever before to changes in the market place. 

In an e-Business environment it is becoming an accepted and important practice to 

form new organisations through strategic alliances. The benefits of these alliances 

include increased market penetration; lower development and delivery costs; and the 

strategic advantage of allowing each company to concentrate on what it believes is its 

strengths. Creating alliances will also allow companies involved to share risk (Edrich, 

2000). According to Kalakota and Robinson (2001) who also support this belief, 

integration is the key to e-Business. "The goal of new e-Business design is for companies to 

create flexible alliances that not only off-load costs but also make customers ecstatic". 

CSF 5: Flexibility 

As discussed earlier, the information-based economy has brought about various 

changes to the market environment, such as increased competition, introduction of 

new information-based technologies, and extended global scope of the competition. 

These changes are forcing many companies, especially established bricks and mortars 

to experiment with new forms of organisational structure. These include seeking to 

become "networked", "virtual", "horizontal" or "project/team" based organisations 

(Walters and Buchanan, 2001), which basically underline the need to develop 

organisations that are flatter, and more flexible and open to new ideas or ways of 

doing business (Viehland, 2000). 

The need for organisational flexibility to accommodate the changing world is 

inevitable as the highly competitive e-Business markets that are aided with advance 
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technologies and applications, apply added pressure for companies to adapt rapidly 

and perform at the highest level possible (Englchardt and Simmons, 2002). 

Transformational thinking is required, in which companies need to be more flexible 

and adopt an open-minded strategy and act like new entrants to continuously search 
for new value in existing products and services and create fundamental change. 

Senior management must revise a lot of the principles they have learnt about business 

and nurture a healthy sceptism of the status quo, develop the ability to detect trends 

earlier than the competition, make rapid decisions and be agile enough to create or 

adopt new business models (Viehland, 2000; Tapscott, 2000). 

CSF 6: Good and Strong Leadership 

An e-Business strategy does not happen without the leadership and commitment of 

senior executives. Too often the strategy is not clearly defined by executive 

management and has been left to the information systems or marketing department 

to implement it. "The technologists have in-depth knowledge about specific technologies to 

meet the identified needs, but strategies come first and for this leadership at the top is 

required" (Viehland, 2000). If the c-Business strategy is not integrated with the overall 

business strategy, which is determined by the companies' top management, then it 

will lose its clarity with respect to the role it is supposed to play and the objectives it 

is supposed to achieve (Osborne, 2001). 

Kalakota and Robinson (2001) also stress the importance of strong leadership in order 

to ensure the success of e-Business implementation. This is clearly stated in the 10th 

rule of e-Business mentioned in their latest book: "the tough task for management is to 

align business strategies, processes, and applications quickly, correctly, and all at once. Strong 

leadership is imperative. " According to Kalakota and Robinson, the task of relating 

technology to overall business strategy must not be left to IT managers alone. Top 

management must take responsibility for understanding the implications of the 

current technologies and anticipating when they will affect business strategy. 

CSF 7: e-Business Skills 

To implement e-Business, companies need to form e-Business teams. This is not a 

simple task, considering the scarcity of available talent for e-Business propositions, 
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which require developers, Web site managers, security experts, e-Commerce 

specialists, networking specialists, database administrators, among others. 

According to a survey conducted by the Thought Leadership Services division of the 

Economist Intelligence Unit together with IBM, titled "e-Business Transformation" 

(Fridman, 2000), executives now see organisational constraints and skill development 

as more significant obstacles to c-Business transformation than technology challenges. 
Over half of the survey respondents (which included more than 350 senior executives 

world wide) referred to a lack of employees with e-Business skills as a major obstacle 

to e-Business strategy implementation, while about the same number pointed to a 
lack of understanding on the part of key middle managers. 

Beside the difficulty in locating people with the right skills in c-Business, it is also 

hard to retain those that have been found over the long term. Most talented IT 

workers are attracted to the hottest projects and will readily change jobs in search of 

these high-profile challenges. Due to this fact, companies need to be prepared to form 

a strategy to increase employee retention. 

As discussed in the earlier sections, organisations arc using e-Business applications 

such as enterprise resource planning, customer relationship management and c- 

Procurement to transform traditional businesses into e-Businesses. As organisations 

pursue an c-Business strategy what are the most important factors to consider? What 

are the opportunities? What are the threats? The purpose of this section is to answer 

these questions by highlighting some of the main c-Business critical success factors 

identified by previous studies. The following section discusses the forecasted future 

of e-Business in general and summarises recommended key factors to help ensure 

successful e-Business implementation in the future. 

2.2.7 e-Business Future 

A study by Gartner Group (Vantage Systems, 1999) has highlighted that the main 
trend of e-Business in the future will be a switch from enterprise-centric business 

models to customer-centric business models, increased global competition and 
increased demands from customers for service that is faster, cheaper and better. The 
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emphasis of e-Business has shifted to application integration, the integration of all e- 
Business applications with existing processes, linking supply-chain management with 

e-Commerce and customer relationship management, and creating end-to-end 
business processes. This will reduce cycle times and eliminate a lot of process steps. 
The e-Business of the future is also about creating business processes without 

technological or organisational boundaries. This will lead to the virtual enterprise 

model where organisations can begin to outsource components of their business 

processes to others that can do that particular component better. 

Another important factor to look at is network infrastructure. According to 

Thompson (2000), everyone and everything will be connected. In addition, this 

connectivity will increasingly be provided through wireless medium.. The future is 

said to be about being able to interconnect everything, including devices, 

infrastructure, applications, and business processes. The future is also about 

collaboration. According to business analysts (Prigg, 2000), collaboration will become 

one of the most important elements within the e-Marketplace. It will be the key to 

surviving in the e-Business environment of the future. 

Quest (2000) recommended five key factors to ensure successful implementation of e- 
Business in the future, which include: 

" Strategic alignment of a company's business objectives, mission, business processes 

and its IT capabilities will be vital to delivering e-Business value. Organisations 

that see e-Business as a "bolt-on" strategy arc immediately vulnerable. Those that 

pursue e-Business without full regard to the rigour of business metrics and 
disciplines will be equally at risk. Alignment is key to delivering success both at a 

business strategy and business process level. 

" Connecting value chains lies at the heart of online business. Connecting directly 

with customers and suppliers, will increase value, cut costs and increase 

opportunity. 

" Customer loyalty is another critical consideration. Organisations will be required to 

demonstrate that they know and understand the needs of individual online 

consumers and can tailor unique service offerings to them. 

" Accelerated delivery is essential to achieving e-Business success. Organisations that 

fail to move quickly and nimbly, turning concepts into services within weeks not 
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months, risk being overtaken by competition. Speed and agility in e-Business 

require strong project management, involvement from top management, flexible 

organisational culture and an aggressive approach to managing risks and 

uncertainties. 

" Trust is an essential factor of e-Business. Organisations need to communicate 

trustworthiness and overcome concerns over security and confidentiality in all e- 
Business relationships. 

e-Business initiatives have a lot of potential and may greatly increase organisations' 

profitability. However that will only happen if organisations have clear objectives 

and if those objectives concentrate on adding value for the people with which they 

deal. 

2.2.8 Summary 

In this part of the literature review, different issues of e-Business have been 

discussed. Firstly the phases of e-Business was reviewed including the rise and fall of 

the early dot-corns. The new information-based economy that was thought to have 

promoted c-Business as a possible solution was described using Tapscott's twelve 

themes of the new economy. This section then went on to discuss the concept of e- 
Business in order to explore its possible impact and capabilities. e-Business was also 
defined to help create the basis of this research. It also looked at traditional business 

models and analytical frameworks and discussed the viability of using these models 
for developing e-Business strategies. In addition, this section also talked about the 

possibility of adapting e-Business as an organisation's overall business strategy. 

Various e-Business models (as described in Table 2.2), which were introduced by 

academics and consultants, were explored and then classified based on their 

description, design and operation. The relationship patterns (such as 132C, B213, etc. ) 

within these models were also illustrated. Finally critical factors, which might ensure 

the success of e-Business ventures and the future of e-Business, were reviewed. 

This section aims at providing a basic understanding of e-Business in general. As 

described earlier, in order to explore the e-Business opportunities for the electricity 
industry, it is essential to first understand the basic question of what e-Business is and 
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the context within which it exists. Further fundamental questions such as how e- 

Business affects organisations and what can they do to capitalise from it are also 

provided in this section. The next section aims at reviewing the electricity industry in 

general by focussing on the deregulated situation in the UK and Malaysian regulated 

electricity systems. 

2.3 Electricity Industry 

The electricity utilities in many countries have been, or are being restructured. There 

are many reasons for restructuring. In some countries restructuring was driven by the 

desire of government to meet increasing demands for electricity by encouraging 

independent power production, which relieves government of many financial 

obligations. In countries where electricity companies are privately owned, mergers 

and acquisition have driven restructuring, as companies seek to gain competitive 

advantage. For advanced countries, restructuring is being driven by the desire to 

allow consumers to choose their electricity supplier on the basis of price and service 

provided (Jefferies, 2001). 

The success of privatisation of the airline and telecommunications industries has also 

motivated the deregulation and restructuring of the electricity Industry. In 1989, the 

UK became one of the pioneers in privatising its vertically integrated electricity 

industry. Norway and California followed in 1990 and 1996 respectively. The success 

of energy privatisation in the UK and Norway has encouraged other countries 

worldwide to follow the trend. Countries that have been undergoing energy 
deregulation include Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Germany, New Zealand, Spain, 

Taiwan and Malaysia (Lo and Yuen, 2001). 

These changes in the organisation of electricity utilities bring with them new 

challenges and opportunities, as the previous centrally designed and operated 

systems are dismantled and replaced by a new competitive framework. Table 2.4 lists 

some of the different characteristics between the regulated and deregulated electricity 

markets. Companies operating in a competitive market need more sophisticated 

control and management systems to ensure that their business objectives can be 
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achieved. The development and application Of new technologies is ºlS0 accelerated in 

this new environment, ati coilip ºnies seek to improve their effectiveness and 

efficiency. For e\aamhle F. Iexon, an infomediarv company' in the UK, provides real 

time prices of electricity for the R, ºIancing Market in UK electriciIv trading 

arrangements. 

The Regulated Electricity Market 

  The utility is vertically integrated where 

they generate, transmit and sell their 

own power, in their own franchise area 

  The consumer has no choice; they 

have to buy their electricity from their 

local utility company 

  'Simple' financial transaction between 

single seller and multiple buyers 

  Data generated for the local utility 

mainly for operational decisions for 

running power systems 

" System operation is simpler clue to 

single seller, multiple buyers model 

The Deregulated Electricity Market 

" Introduced to promote competition, efficiency and 

lowering of cost, for customer benefits 

" The utility is broken up into separate entities and 

may compote with each other for market share 

" Deregulation has opened up the market to 

everyone, e. g. Consurnors can buy directly from a 

generator in a different franchise area, giving 

consumers choice 

  Multi layor business transactions between many 

players 

" Data generated for operational decisions and to 

clotermino business strategies for increasing 

market share 

" System operation relatively more complicated 

than the regulated system as system operation 

determined by contracts between many players 

  Now kinds of data required for: 

" Financial 1º. ºns, n: tions between consumer, 

broker, generator 

" Competitor bidding strategies 

" Transmission line congestion nian; ºgornont 

"L oad forecasting 

" Competitor generation capacity 

Table 2.4 Characteristics of Regtil, itt-d and I )t'neguIatt'd I Irt'tri liv Marl 't 

The ongoing worldwide deregulation dud restrtk ttºrin}; OI Ill e iie r}; ý' lildil"ti-N, have 

resulted in a move front the traditional nlollo, olirs toward', enlt'tºiced competition. 

Deregulation has promoted , 1n increase in the n11111Ner of ion h. 1mndettt r oweIt. 

producers and the break-0F Of 0i0 nýcýnuhuliýtiý titrui"ttirc . 111i1 the tiiil, tinnlliii}; ()I (lie 

mein service. Unbundling refers to "cli; rºý'ý'rr'ý'rºlirr` all rlrvlrir ili/ ºrliliti/ ticn irr intrr il-; 

basic r'uºººE)nnr'nls and ujtr, riºº, s rrºclt iunºIrr)nr'nt , rýlrrºrrºtýýli/ for srº! rý rýýillº srlýrºrrºIrý rrrle, 11, r elrr'lº 
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component" (Lo and Yuen, 2001). The transition towards more deregulated and 

competitive markets was driven by the large differences in electricity tariffs across 

regions; the advances in power generation and information technologies that allow 

small producers to compete against larger generators; and a strong belief that 

competition will produce a win-win situation (Lai, 2001). 

Figure 2.16 illustrates the structural difference between the vertically integrated 

electricity utility and the unbundled model. Before restructuring and deregulation of 
the electricity industry and power markets the traditional utility model was 

centralised and the structure was manipulated by the economics of scale. The 

industry was later transformed into monopolies and the price of electricity became 

regulated. In this traditional power systems environment, electricity utilities were 

mostly owned by governments. Vertically integrated electricity utilities naturally own 

the generation, transmission, distribution and supply units (refer Table 2.5 for the 

definition of each unit) covering a wide area of service. Each utility has one or more 

control centres to maintain the security and reliability in its region. 

In the unbundled form, the generation, transmission, distribution and supply services 

are separated. Generators compete among themselves to sell electricity to the supply 
business. The supply businesses will then compete to find customers. The 

transmission and distribution business are natural monopolies in their controlled area 

and market players pay them a fixed charge on line usage. 
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Company A 

Generation 

Transmission 

Generation Company B 

Transmission Company C 

Distribution Company D 

Distribution 

Supply Company E 

Supply 

Vertically Inteqrated - One Unit Indopendent Operations - Separate Units 

I: igtirr 2.16 UnI)mitIIing (A Fi&'c tririt\- l IIiIilws 

Unit Definition 

Generation The production of electricity at power stations 

Transmission 1 tie bulk transfer of electricity across a high voltage transmission system 

(from generators to distributors). 

Distribution The transfer of electricity from the high voltage transmission system and its 
delivery across local low voltage distribution systems to customers. 

Supply The bulk purchase of electricity by suppliers and its sale to customers, with 

associated customer service activities, including sales and marketing, 

billing and income collection. 

'I aI)Ic 2.5 1) 'tinilions ut F. lcctrictt`, I hits 

In genrral, there are three basic d1cregulation phases th, ut rIritri, ity runºP, ºni01, Will y; O 

thto ugI I, which i11 CIu1IV hhaSC 01W, the �l)ºu'ChiISflR, ' (1, ýo n . º/� I)Ih, is(, t\VO, IIle �ý 'In lf'siºl(' 

r(rnt/)('titioll", Inci pliaS t11rrc', the , 'ii'liºil ( !? l/wlIti)ºl", (I NI OIca( I, I, 2002). 

1 luwewrr, rumpanic's do not nc'cc'ss, irily luve toi foollow the order oI [lit, I'l11S('ti or s; l, 

through all three Phases. Some (' oir1},, 1nirti li, dvee l, ren "tern toi hvpa". " Ol( , Intl 

WOW straight to phase two, and some were seen to reiiiain ()niv in I, h, dsc (me. ti(mic 

roe ij iiirs go directly to phase two 1', this structure oi, eim ººI) more c"onil, (1itioº1 V, 

more copa nies can negotiate Nvith each uthcer (i. e. "uppIv-p-11 , rate r 

tr, mnsiirtions). I Iowever, tO do SO retltºims moth fpl, tnnin,; ()If the market regtºI. ºlo 1. sit l& 

mid present,, higher risks of market failtir or pricc vuI, ºtility. I Iºcreh nc, rogul. ºlorS 
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niest be really confident that phase two can work before bypassing phase can(,. ( )ttier 

markets may stop at phase one to allow the market to consolidate (stabilise) and wait 

for the right environment before moving on to the next phase. 

In the first phase (see Figure 2.17), a single buyer or the sole "I)MV/lIrsrrº`' wiII 

bury power from its ()wn generators or the independent power prooduceTs and 

stimulate competition hetween the generators. II'I's will usuallv Ii, ive a Power 

Purchase Agreement (I'PA) with the purchasing agency. The I1'A includes capacity 

i) dyl11011ts to unsure that thV (', Ii)ital costs u( tllr gV11CI- tors «11V ()VVVreedt and all cin«rgv 

rast toi cater for the variations of demand during plant ooperaliin. I'lle purchasing 

agency can he the transmission company itself and has no competition. It then sei Is 

the power to distribution companies, which have no choice hut tu thiiN, Irani the 

purchasing agency. 't'here is no "mnl etithon on hie retail AN either. 

IPP IPP IPP 

W holosalo 

Purchasing 

Agont 

DistCo DistCo DisICo 

Nj 

Customer Customer ` Custunwr 

Logond 

Energy Sales 

IPP Independent power producers 

DlstCo Distribution companies 

figure 2.17 I)ercgulation I'hise I: Purchasing Agency /Single Buyer Model 

In f)i ise two, the ' wllole'sali' t'ompi'titi ;! model (see Figure 2. I8), the tr, insniis, "iun 

network is open to all parties. This allows gern rators tu compete' and st il IIie'ir 
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electricity directly to any distribution companies and brokers or offer it in l power 

exchange. The transmission company ncl longer deals with buying and selling 

electricity and is now focused on facilitating the power flow between 1ITS 'Ind 
distribution companies. In turn, the company collect payments from the generators 

and distribution cclnipanies for using their transmission fa ilities 'Ind services. 

I)istributicln companies in this phase have the dual role of operating the dlistriluition 

network and selling electricity. 'Ihr latter role requires distribution l'l1nlpani& s to sIltýlý 

around and get the hest deals from generators. I, his has prompted the growl 11 of 

brokers and power exchanges, which can facilitate tºirther cmilpetition. If I)(-( 

(listri)ulio>n COMI hies can also agree on Ih)iig-ternº COntracts, which can stabilise tllee 

price of their eeIectricity purchases. Wlluleti, lle compel ition can Iºirtller liberalise the 

market and bring down wholesale electric itV prices 

IPP IPP IPP IPP IPP 

Broker 
Transmission Company 

(Provido Notwork Facilities & Sorvicos) 

Broker 

DlstCo DlstCo DistCo DislCo 

Power 
Exchange 

Customer Customer Customer Customor Cuslomor Custonmr 

Logond 

Energy Payment 

Power Delivery 

IPP Independent power producers 

Powor Exchango II cancdy markoIplaco 

(Wh )II . 114) Murkot 

DlstCo Di lrihution comtruuns 

Figure 2.18 Deregulation I'hase 2: Wh�It-s. lc Competition Model 
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Phase three, the �retail COflilºc'titianr" model (see Figure 2). 19) shows the most advanced 

phase of electricity deregulation. 'I'bis phase is an extension of the ýý luýlc s, ºIr 

competition model, but in this model, access to both transmission and distribººticºn is 

open to all parties. This effectively limits distribution COMI) nies to netwOrk 

operation functions, and allows customers tcº select their cºwn supplier rattler th, ºn 

being constrained to their local distribution company (, I-, ill 111c w1mle. "'11c 

runspetition º110dVI). 'T'his results in the development cºf the supply sector, which only 

deals with buying electricity from brokers, generators, ur pc)wer exchanges. The retail 

CO MI. etitiun ºncºdel represents the final phase of electricity deregulation and can he 

seen to open uh the market considerably. 

IPP IPP IPP Ipp 

ii 

Broker 

Broker 

Power 
Exchange 

Transmission Company 
(Provido Notwork Fdcillios & Sorvicos) 

DistCo j DistCo DistCo DislCo 

SupplyCo SupplyCo SupplyCo SupplyCo SupplyCo 

Customer Customer Customer Customer Cuslomor 

Logond 

Energy Payment SupplyCo Supply companies 

Power Delivery DIsICo Distribution companies 

IPP Independent power producers 

Figure 2.11) Deregulation I: 3: hctaiI C'ulnretitiun NIOde I 
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As the market matures, companies were seen to realign themselves to take advantage 

of the market environment. For example, Powergen has diversified from a generation 

only business into the distribution business by acquiring East Midlands Electricity 

and are also involved in the supply business. Further, ScottishPower and National 

Grid were seen to acquire American generation assets in order to diversify 

themselves. Many companies, which traditionally deal only in the electricity business, 

were also seen to aim to be a multi-utility companies by providing gas and telephone 

services. 

In summary, in this radically changed deregulation environment, electricity 

companies may need to reassess their business approach to ensure survival. For 

example, in the UK, competition has shown that electricity prices have dropped 

significantly and reduced the profit margins of utility companies. To counter this 

decline, new business solutions are being sought and e-Business is considered as one 

of these. The possibility of e-Business in the electricity industry is discussed in Section 

2.4. 

This research focuses on the UK and Malaysian electricity industries. The UK system 

has been investigated because it is the pioneer in electricity deregulation and 

possesses a wealth of experience on the issues. It has gone through a metamorphosis 

through several electricity trading arrangements. On the other hand, the electricity 

industry in Malaysia is heading towards deregulation. The Malaysian government 

has announced that the country aims to have a fully deregulated electricity market by 

2005. Various steps have been taken to prepare the industry for the transition. Some 

of the lessons learned in the UK may be relevant and can be applied to newly 

deregulated electricity markets such as in Malaysia. 

The following sub-sections will elaborate both the UK and Malaysian electricity 

systems. 

2.3.1 UK Electricity System 

The UK became one of the first nations to launch energy privatisation with the 

enforcement of the Electricity Act of 1989 (Electricity Association, 1999). The main 
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aim was to reduce the government's role in the public sector economy. Before 

privatisation the market structure was a partially vertically integrated monopoly with 

several distributors. Generation and transmission assets were owned by the state. In 

the new competitive electricity market in the UK, the industry consisted of a number 

of large private generating companies that produced electricity, and initially twelve 

privately owned regional companies that distributed electricity over the network and 

supply electricity to final customers. The ownership and operation of the 

transmission system were transferred in 1990 to the newly created National Grid 

Company (NGC), which is responsible for despatching generation in accordance with 

a transparent economic "merit order" (generator selection based on lowest bid price 

and technical feasibility). The supply market was opened up to competition in three 

phases, concluding in May 1999 when all consumers became eligible to choose their 

suppliers. 

The 1989 Electricity Act also created a system of independent regulation, headed by 

the Director General of Electricity Supply (DGES), covering England, Wales and 

Scotland. The regulator's principal roles are to ensure that competition develops 

smoothly and effectively and that, where competition is inappropriate, adequate 

safeguards are in place to protect customers. In 1999 the regulatory offices for 

electricity and gas (Offer and Fogies) were merged to form the Office of Gas and 

Electricity Markets (Ofgem). Northern Ireland has its own regulatory body, the Office 

for the Regulation of Electricity and Gas (Ofreg). 

The UK electricity industry is at the forefront of energy liberalisation in Europe and 

the liberalisation process has created a highly competitive market in the UK in which 

suppliers can sell energy nationwide and all customers can choose the supplier which 

best meets their needs. Competition is supported by open access to the grid and 

distribution networks on non-discriminatory terms both in relation to granting the 

use of the system and the charges. Privatisation, which was carried out in stages, 

beginning in England and Wales, then in Scotland and lastly in Northern Ireland, has 

resulted in different structural, commercial and legislative arrangements for the three 

regions, although the same principles have been applied (Electricity Association, 

1999; ScottishPower, 2000). 
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2.3.1.1 Electricity Industry Structure in England and Wales 

In England and Wales the monopoly elements of the business (transmission and 

distribution) have been separated from those that are subject to competition (supply 

and generation). The generation market in England and Wales has changed from a 

highly concentrated market with a few players to a market with many diverse 

generating companies including new generators often owning only one plant. There 

are now thirty-eight companies regarded as major power producers, which include 

British Energy, Powergen, Innogy, AES, LE Group and TXU Europe. 

Since privatisation, virtually all electricity generated in England and Wales has been 

sold by generators and bought by suppliers through the Pool, which was a 

mechanism established on industry privatisation in 1990 for bulk trading of electricity 

in England and Wales. Wholesale electricity prices were set by the Pool daily for each 

half hour of the following day, based on the bids of the generators and a complex set 

of calculations matching supply and demand and taking account of system stability, 

security and other costs. The New Electricity Trading Arrangements (NETA) replaced 

the Pool in March 2001 with market-based arrangements more akin to those in 

commodity markets and comprising a three-tier trading system which consists of a 
forward and futures market, a short term bilateral market and a balancing 

mechanism with a settlement process for imbalances. In this new arrangement all 

generators have to find buyers for their output by offering them competitive prices, 

and all suppliers have to contract with generators to purchase sufficient electricity to 

meet their customers' demand. The pay-as-bid and balancing process exposes market 

participants to the costs and consequences of their actions, and thus leads to more 

cost-effective prices and more effective management of risk. 

NGC, the transmission network operator in England and Wales, has a central role in 

the industry. It has a statutory duty to develop and to maintain an efficient, co- 

ordinated and economic transmission system and to facilitate competition in supply 

and generation. NGC must ensure that the system in England and Wales is balanced 

nationally and locally at all times, taking into account and resolving any constraints 

on the transmission network. It also owns and operates jointly with EdF (Electricite 

de France) the interconnector between the systems of England and France and owns 
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jointly with ScottishPower and Scottish and Southern Energy the interconnector with 
Scotland. 

Distribution remains a monopoly business and under the Utilities Act 2000 it has 

become a separately licensable activity. There are currently nine distribution 

companies operating twelve authorised distribution areas, which includes GPU 

Power UK, United Utilities, Western Power Distribution, East Midlands Electricity 

and SEEBOARD. Distribution companies hold separate licences in respect of each 

area and are governed by the terms of their distribution licences. They are under a 

statutory duty to connect any customer requiring electricity within a defined area and 

to maintain that connection. This involves operating and maintaining a network of 

overhead lines, underground cables, switchgears and transformers. 

Any company holding an electricity supply licence can sell electricity. Suppliers may 

supply customers nationwide using other company's distribution networks and pay 

the distribution network operators for the use of the system. Suppliers who are 

authorised to supply domestic customers must meet all reasonable demands made by 

domestic customers. A number of the major generators are active in the supply 

market where some of them became suppliers through acquiring the former public 

electricity suppliers. These companies include, Innogy, Powergen, LE Group, British 

Gas Trading and some other new suppliers. 

2.3.1.2 Electricity Industry Structure in Scotland 

The electricity industry in Scotland is principally composed of two vertically 

integrated companies, ScottishPower and Scottish and Southern Energy, each 

generating, transmitting, distributing and supplying electricity within their respective 

authorised areas. British Energy is the third main company operating in Scotland, and 
is primarily a generator, selling all the electricity it generates at its two nuclear power 

stations in Scotland to ScottishPower and Scottish and Southern Energy under the 

Nuclear Energy Agreement (NEA). In addition, there are a number of other 

companies supplying electricity competitively to customers in Scotland, of which the 

most significant is British Gas Trading. 
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The integrated structure in Scotland has required different arrangements for the 

wholesale market than in England and Wales. The Scottish wholesale price is indexed 

to that in England and Wales on the basis of a price administered by Ofgem. 

Following lengthy consultation on future trading arrangements in Scotland, Ofgem 

and the industry agreed that NETA should be extended to Scotland to allow Scottish 

companies to participate in a larger British market. Scotland will become a part of the 

British Electricity Trading and Transmission Arrangements, BETTA, which is 

expected to be introduced in 2005, with a common set of rules for trading and 

transmission access. 

ScottishPower and Scottish and Southern Energy generate electricity from their own 

portfolios of power stations. In addition, the companies are obliged, under the NEA, 

to purchase the entire output from British Energy that provides the bulk of baseload 

in Scotland accounting for about fifty percent of output. ScottishPower's own 

generation capacity comprises two large coal-fired plants, hydro plant and wind 

turbines. The generation capacity of Scottish and Southern Energy consists of the gas- 

fired Peterhead plant, a large number of hydro plants and wind turbines. Both 

companies have also invested in generation capacity in England and Wales. 

The transmission systems of ScottishPower and Scottish and Southern Energy are 

connected to NGC's transmission system in England and Wales via a 1,600 MW 

interconnector. Both companies have access to this link, which enables the companies 

to export and import electricity from England and Wales and which provides a 

substantial additional market for the Scottish generators. 

The distribution systems are made up of a network of overhead lines and 

underground cables, operating at voltages ranging from 33kV to 0.23 kV depending 

on the users requirements and their location. ScottishPower serves an area of 22,950 

km2 in the south of Scotland with more than 2.1 million customers and Scottish and 

Southern Energy serves a large, predominantly rural area of 54,390 km2 in the north 

of Scotland with more than 670,000 customers in 2000-2001. 

The supply businesses of ScottishPower and Scottish and Southern Energy purchase 

electricity, primarily from their own respective generation businesses, for sale to 
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customers both within their areas and in each other's area. Competition in supply in 

Scotland is made possible as a result of third party access to the transmission and 
distribution systems on a non-discriminatory basis. There are presently ten suppliers 
licensed to supply electricity in Scotland. These other suppliers generally purchase 

their electricity either from ScottishPower or Scottish and Southern Energy at a price, 

which is controlled at the England and Wales price, but may also purchase electricity 
from independent generators or across the interconnector from England and Wales. 

2.3.1.3 Electricity Industry Structure in Northern Ireland 

The industry in Northern Ireland differs from that in the rest of the UK in a number 

of important ways. The electricity system serves a comparatively small area with 

690,000 customers. Until March 1995 it had been isolated from other networks. There 

are only four major power stations, which include Ballylumford, Kilroot, Belfast West 

and Coolkeeragh with a total generating capacity of 2,082 MW. These four power 

stations were purchased by a number of competing generators in 1992. Northern 

Ireland Electricity (NIE) became responsible for transmission, distribution and supply 

and was successfully floated on the stock exchange in 1993. A further reorganisation 

carried out by NIE in 1998 resulted in the creation of a holding company called 
Viridian Group Plc. 

The Northern Ireland system has been re-connected with the Electricity Supply Board 

system in the Republic of Ireland and a new High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) 

submarine link with Scotland is being commissioned, which is expected to meet 

about twenty percent of future demand. Responsibility for the regulation of the 

industry is the task of the Office for the Regulation of Electricity and Gas (OFREG), 

which oversees the development of competition and protects the interest of 

customers in Northern Ireland. 

2.3.1.4 OFGEM 

Ofgem is short for the Office of Gas and Electricity Markets. Ofgem was established 
to promote and protect the interests of gas and electricity customers. It is in charge of 

overseeing and regulating the gas and electricity industries in the UK. It is governed 
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by an authority made up of non-executive and executive members, responsible for 

determining strategy, and decides on major policy issues. Its powers are provided for 

under the Gas Act 1986, the Electricity Act 1989 and the Utilities Act 2000. Ofgem 

aims to bring choice and value to all gas and electricity customers by promoting 

competition and regulating monopolies. 

Ofgem promotes competition in all parts of the gas and electricity industries by 

creating the conditions, which allow companies to compete fairly, and enabling 

customers to make an informed choice between suppliers. Ofgem is also empowered 

to grant licenses to utility companies. Further, it is also responsible for regulating 

areas of the gas and electricity industries where competition is not effective by setting 

price controls and standards to ensure customers get value for money and a reliable 

service. 

Ofgem also runs a public service by publishing any new proposals or discussions of 

how gas and electricity trading will change and any amendments to the rules, and 
Raises closely with energywatch, an independent gas and electricity consumers 

watchdog under the Department of Trade and Industry, which carries out price 

comparisons between suppliers for the benefit of electricity and gas customers. 

2.3.1.5 NETA and The Pool 

The New Electricity Trading Arrangement (NETA) was introduced in March 2001 

(Ofgem, 2001). It is a new wholesale market, encompassing trading between 

generators and suppliers of electricity in England and Wales. The aim of NETA is to 

bring about a more competitive wholesale market, bringing downward pressure on 

the price of bulk electricity and ultimately prices to all consumers. NETA has 

replaced the old Pool arrangements and is in large measure designed to overcome the 

alleged abuse of the Pool by setting prices too high. NETA only applies in England 

and Wales but Scotland will be included when the British Electricity Trading and 

Transmission Arrangements (BETTA) take effect in 2005. In the meantime, 

transitional arrangements are in place that brings the two systems closer together. To 

date, NETA has mainly been a topic of interest to generators and suppliers but it is 

now having a profound effect on consumers as well. 
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Under NETA bulk electricity will be "traded forward" (price of electricity agreed much 

earlier than delivery time) through bilateral contracts and on one or more power 

exchanges such as UK Power Exchange (UKPX). Those trading will include 

generators, suppliers, traders and customers. NETA also provides central 

mechanisms, called the Balancing Market, which does two things: They help NGC to 

ensure that demand meets supply, second by second, and they sort out who owes 

what to whom for any surpluses or shortfalls. 

The electricity Pool of England and Wales was created on 31st March 1990 in readiness 
for privatisation of the electricity industry. It is a contractual arrangement entered 

into by generators and suppliers that provides the wholesale market mechanism for 

trading electricity. The Pool does not itself buy or sell electricity but those trading in 

the Pool do so against a defined set of rules. Each day the NGC used to estimate the 

amount of electricity to be used during each half-hour of the following day. They did 

this using a complex computer program known as GOAL. Demand is heavily 

weather dependent but major social events, such as a big football match, can have an 

effect as a significant number of households are assumed to have got up at half time 

and boiled a kettle of water (NETA, 2002). For example in a recent football world cup 

match between England and Argentina, a National Grid spokesman said that the 

game had produced a new record in demand for power for a daytime sporting event 

where there was a surge at half-time to 1,500 MW which is equivalent to 600,000 

people putting the kettle on (Lee, 2002). 

Once the demand had been estimated, the NGC invites generators to bid in capacity 

to meet that demand. They then schedule the various plants to generate, taking the 

cheapest first, then the next and so on until the requirements for a given half-hour are 

met. This is known as the "Merit Order" (NETA, 2002). One feature that often 

surprises customers is that the price bid by the last generating set called into the Merit 

Order, the so called System Marginal Price, determines the price paid to all 

generators regardless of the price bid in. It has long been alleged (by players in the 

UK electricity industry), although not proved, that some generators used their 

knowledge of The Pool to fix prices by, for example, making cheaper plant 

unavailable on the grounds of emergency maintenance. 
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In conclusion, the UK electricity industry has shown the way to much of the 

world with regards to the development of the energy markets. The liberalisation 

process, which started in the UK in 1990, has created a highly competitive market 

supported by the open access to transmission and distribution networks. 
Privatisation of the industry has created different industry structures for England and 

Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland. However, all of them are based on the same 

principles where the market was designed to encourage competition where feasible 

but at the same time regulating prices where natural monopolies exist or where 

competition required time to emerge. The UK electricity privatisation and 
deregulation process has provided lower prices and better quality service for the 

customer, whilst creating dynamic private companies to drive the UK economy. 
Therefore, based on the success and maturity of the UK market structure, it is 

regarded as a very good example for other emerging markets to emulate. Apart 

from the deriving lessons on how the market can be structured, the UK 

electricity industry can also provide a snapshot of the business plans or strategies 

employed by UK electricity companies which can be a useful lesson to other 

electricity companies worldwide 

2.3.2 Malaysian Electricity System 

The electricity industry in Malaysia was privatised in 1990. There are three main 

electricity utilities in the country comprising, Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB), Sabah 

Electricity Sdn. Bhd. (SESB) and Sarawak Electricity Supply Corporation (SESCO). As 

a first step in implementing the government's privatisation policy, the National 

Electricity Board was corporatised in 1990 as Tenaga Nasional I3erhad (TNB) and 

subsequently privatised and floated on the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange, with the 

Ministry of Finance holding about seventy percent of the shares. The Sabah Electricity 

Board was privatised in 1998 as Sabah Electricity Sdn. Bhd., with TNB as the major 

shareholder, while the Sarawak State Government divested fifty percent of its equity 
in SESCO to the private sector in the late 1990s. 

Until recently the utilities were vertically integrated entities undertaking generation, 

transmission, distribution, supply, metering and billing activities. However, TNB has 

formed two wholly owned subsidiaries which have taken over the operation of its 
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thermal and hydro stations, selling the energy generated back to TNB through power 

purchase agreements. TNB has also appointed its subsidiary TNB Metering Service 

Sdn Bhd to undertake its metering services. 

The electricity industry in Malaysia is undergoing further changes. Governments are 

being pressured by investors to liberalise their electricity industries. This is a huge 

challenge as every country is different and requires an individual formula to make 

deregulation work. As the Malaysian economy returned to growth after the economic 

downturn in 1998, energy demand increased accordingly. This is still the case in 2002 

where the industry is seen growing at a relatively fast rate (Business Times Malaysia, 

14/5/2002). The population of the country is increasing, more rural areas are being 

supplied with electricity and as Malaysia works towards Vision 2020 (its target of 

achieving developed country status by the year 2020) the demand for energy will 

grow still further. 

The Energy Commission of Malaysia was established In May 2001 as an independent 

regulatory body for the electricity and gas sectors. The Commission consists of a 

chairman, two members representing the government, and four other members from 

the private sector appointed by the Minister of Energy, Communication and 

Multimedia. Its main functions are to act as the technical, economic and service 

regulator of the electricity supply and gas distribution Industries, responsible for 

matters such as ensuring adequate, affordable and quality supply; promoting 

competition and efficient market conduct; and promoting the interests of consumers. 

The Commission is also responsible for safety issues, promoting the use of renewable 

energy, promoting research and development, training initiatives, and for advising 

the Minister on matters concerning national policy objectives for energy supply 

activities. 

2.3.2.1 Generation 

The electricity supply utilities in Malaysia have been transformed from state-owned 

entities to investor-owned utilities. There are three main electricity utilities: TNB in 

Peninsular Malaysia; SESB in the State of Sabah; and SESCo in the State of Sarawak. 

There are also a number of Independent Power Producers (IPPs) operating in the 
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Peninsular, Sarawak and Sabah. The total installed generating capacity in Malaysia is 

14,614MW; 12,965MW in Peninsular Malaysia; 872MW in Sarawak, and 777MW in 

Sabah. Within the total installed capacity in Peninsular Malaysia there is an 

approximate reserve margin of thirty percent. At the moment it is this generation 

sector that has experienced liberalisation most. The main IPPs arc Genting Sanyen, 

YTL Power, Powertek and Segari Ventures. Between them they account for about 30 

percent of all electricity sold in Malaysia through its Power Purchase Agreement 

(PPAs) (The Association of Independent Power Producers, 2001). 

2.3.2.2 Transmission and Distribution 

A subsidiary of TNB, TNB Transmission Network Sdn Bhd, has a monopoly for the 

transmission of electricity in Peninsular Malaysia. Similarly, SESCo and SESB have 

monopolies for transmission in Sarawak and Sabah respectively. TNB's monopoly for 

the distribution of electricity has been removed. The Government has issued licences 

to twenty-five companies who are allowed to operate as local distributors or 

suppliers of electricity in certain designated locations, such as shopping complexes 

and industrial parks (Mustapha, 2001). Some of these companies also operate their 

own co-generation plants to supply part of their demand. Combined, these 

companies distribute a total of approximately 1150MW. TNB Distribution Sdn Bhd 

(another wholly owned subsidiary of TNB), SESCo and SESB remain the main 

distributors of electricity throughout the Peninsular region, Sarawak and Sabah 

respectively. 

2.3.2.3 Restructuring 

In 1998 the Malaysian Government established a task force and appointed a 

consultant to study and put forward recommendations for the restructuring and 

market reform of the electricity supply industry. The aim was to improve efficiency, 

greater transparency and promote competition. Various proposals and models have 

been considered such as implementing new legislation with a revised regulatory 
framework, setting up an independent agency to operate the grid system, and 
divesting some of TNB's generating assets to create more competition (Mustapha, 

2001). Although some restructuring has taken place, it is now anticipated that no 
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major reform will be introduced in the near future, as the Government believes that 

tangible benefits have already been achieved. 

2.3.2.4 Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB) 

Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB) is the largest electricity utility company in Malaysia 

with RM54.6 billion in assets and serving over five million customers throughout the 

Peninsular Malaysia and Sabah. TNB's core activities are the generation, transmission 

and distribution of electricity. To date, TNB remains a major player in electricity 

generation, which forms a significant part of the Group's diversified range of 

business activities. Through its wholly owned subsidiaries, TNB Generation Sdn Bhd 

and TNB Hidro Sdn Bhd, TNB has the largest generation capacity of 8,660.5MW 

which accounts for sixty-five point nine (65.9) per cent of the total power generation 

of Peninsular Malaysia. Currently, TNB has a complete power supply system, 

including the National Grid, Customer Service Centres, Call Management Centres 

and administrative offices throughout Peninsular Malaysia and Sabah (TNB (a), 2002) 

TNB, through its subsidiaries, is also involved in the manufacturing of transformers, 

high voltage switchgears and cables. It also provides professional consultancy 

services, architectural, civil and electrical engineering works and services, repair and 

maintenance services, fuel, logistics, freight and insurance coverage, and undertakes 

research and development, property development, and project management services. 

2.3.2.5 Current Situation, Problems and Future Plans for the Industry 

The Malaysian model of privatisation of the power industry, which was designed to 

meet the country's social and economic objectives, was claimed by the Malaysian 

government to be able to secure an adequate supply of reasonable quality, ensure 

affordable and stable electricity prices, provide confidence to the investors, meet the 

funding challenges, and promote competition, efficiency and productivity. The main 
features of the model are: 

" The incumbent utilities basically remain as vertically integrated entities 

undertaking generation, transmission, distribution, supply, metering, and billing 
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activities, although they now operate as independent divisions with greater 

accountability. IPPs are also allowed to construct generation plants. 

" The IPPs sell power to the utilities through long-term power purchase agreements 

(PPAs) 

"A committee of representatives from both government and TNB evaluates 

proposals for new generation plants before a licence is granted. The PPA prices 

are negotiated between the IPP and the utility, with government acting as a 

moderator, although subsequently government has decided to introduce a 
bidding system to improve the process. 

" TNB's National Load Despatch Centre (NLDC) is the Grid System Operator in 

Peninsular Malaysia, responsible for the operation and planning of the grid 

system, despatch of generating units, and load forecasting in accordance with the 

Grid Code. 

" The Grid Code establishes the "merit order" (generator selection based on lowest 

bid price and technical feasibility) in despatching generating units and the 

responsibilities and procedures in the operation and planning of the grid system, 

testing of generating facilities, and load forecasting. 

"A committee chaired by the Minister, with representatives from government 

agencies and utilities, has been set up to review and approve the construction 

programmes, tariffs and charges levied by the utilities, and conditions of supply. 

" The utilities are required to submit annual reports to the regulator on generation 

security standards achieved in the previous year and expected in the next few 

years, the performance of the transmission and distribution systems, and 

customer services. 

" Utilities and IPPs are required to engage independent auditors approved by the 

regulator to carry out management and engineering audits every four years. 

One of the benefits of privatisation is that the government's funding burden is lifted. 

Other benefits include an improvement in the operation of the generation, 

transmission and distribution systems. However, there is still room for improvement, 

particularly in metering and billing, customer relationship management, customer 

information services, quality of supply, demand side management and energy 
efficiency. At the moment, the supply, calibration (zero setting) and testing of meters 
is done by the utilities or their wholly owned subsidiaries, which has led to questions 
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regarding conflict of interest and fairness. The government and regulator feels that 

these activities would be better carried out by independent meter service providers to 

ensure neutrality. Customers have claimed that meters have not been inspected in 

order to determine if the incumbent distribution company had installed them 

correctly. There is a lack of emphasis on correct meter readings in a regulated 

environment in which companies like TNB operates. In this regulated environment, 

the distribution and supply companies are the same and their meter reading, though 

inaccurate, would not cause major complications for the company. (Whereas, in the 

deregulated environment such as in the UK, distribution companies serve not only 

electricity consumers but also a number of different supply companies. Therefore, the 

pressure to provide accurate metering information to these supply companies and 

electricity consumers is much greater. ) 

Furthermore, estimated meter readings were seldom audited against actual readings, 

especially for the new large power customers. This resulted in higher "non-technical 

losses" (human errors) and over or under billing, causing problems for both customers 

and utilities (Metering International, 2001). The need to use a multiplying factor to 

calculate the actual energy supplied when reading the meter should also be 

minimised, in order to reduce human errors in billing. Meters should be suitable for 

the type of load, especially for loads with low power factors. Utilities should carry 

out inspections and audits on meter installations from time to time, particularly those 

of large power consumers, for earlier detection of problems. Even though meter 

inaccuracy of up to three per cent is allowed under existing law, the utilities should 

periodically have their meters inspected, tested, recalibrated or replaced. Installing 

smart meters, which can provide information to consumers for load management, 

and introducing "time-of-use" (time sensitive) tariffs, will enable consumers to save on 

electricity costs and utilities to reduce peak demand. 

In summary, privatisation of the electricity industry in Malaysia has produced a set of 
desired results, but there are areas that need further improvement to enhance the 

performance of the utilities and increase the level of customer satisfaction. The 

Malaysian electricity industry is still a long way from being a complete deregulated 

system especially in the distribution and the supply side. Most of the competition is 

limited and will be focused on the generation side where bids will be tendered for 
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building a power plant that can generate the cheapest price per unit of electricity. 
However, the unbundling of TNB is seen as a positive step towards deregulation in 

the long term. 

2.3.3 Summary 

This section looked at the electricity industry in general, focusing on the UK and 
Malaysia electricity system. It dealt with the changes occurring within the electricity 
industry due to deregulation, which is supposed to promote investment, competition 

and efficiency. The characteristics and differences of the deregulated and regulated 

system were included to illustrate the fundamental changes that had occurred. This 

section also highlighted the impact of deregulation, which requires electricity 

companies to reassess their position in the market in order to compete effectively. 

Further, different categories of the industry such as generation, transmission, 

distribution and supply were introduced to facilitate understanding of the industry. 

This section then went on to look at the UK electricity system, which consists of the 

electricity industry structure in England and Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. 

Brief introductions to the role of the regulators, Ofgern and Ofreg, as units that 

determine the market arrangement and continuously monitor its condition, were also 

included. It also discussed the initial power Pool structure, which has been replaced 

by the present NETA. 

Finally, the Malaysian electricity system was described, including an overview of the 

industry at present and how it will evolve when deregulation takes effect. A brief 

description of the main electricity company in Malaysia, TNB, was also provided. 

The next section discusses the possibility of e-Business in the electricity industry and 
looks at current trends regarding e-Business implementation in the industry. 
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2.4 e-Business and Electricity Industry 

The e-Business era emerged as the utilities industry in general faces an intense period 

of structural change. The industry structure is fragmenting and realigning as markets 

move from regional and national arenas to international marketplaces with world- 

class companies seeking to specialise in different parts of the value chain. For the 

energy sector, e-Business represents one of the most significant business imperatives 

in recent years. Industry leaders expect this phenomenon to fundamentally change 

the ways in which the energy sector conducts business. 

The industry is expected to transform from an industry that makes money on assets 

to one that focuses on customers and makes money from its effectiveness in gathering 

and utilising information and knowledge. Wall Street, which was said to have 

overlooked the potential for c-Business applications in the energy industry, now 

places a premium on energy companies that demonstrate c-Business strategies and 

processes (Treadway and Valocchi, 2000). Global market conditions for utilities arc 

creating entirely new rules for how companies conduct business and create value. In 

the past few years, major change such as deregulation, globalisation, the integration 

and greater efficiency of capital markets, and the significant consolidation and 

convergence of industries, have created a new competitive landscape for the energy 

industry (Treadway and Valocchi, 2000; Harmon, 2000; Fish et al., 2000). 

Among these major forces of change, deregulation appears to have had the most 

significant impact on energy companies (Popper, 2000; Mullen, 2000). Deregulation 

has happened in the UK, Norway, Chile, Argentina, New Zealand, Australia, and in 

most states in the US such as New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and California 

(Read, 2001; Popper, 2000). In the deregulated market, there is a fundamental change 

in the way that the commodity is traded. Electricity utilities need to have real-time 
data such as their own current generation capability and generation costs, 

competitor's pricing structures and current generation capability, line congestions 

and network constraints, financial transactions, competitor bidding strategy, and 

many more. A lot of information must be collected, sorted and analysed for sound 
business decisions. This may require companies to look at e-Business for solutions to 
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allow information to be disseminated quickly and business operations to be more 

streamlined and efficient. 

An electronic link for consumers to their local energy suppliers, along with 

information services, can greatly increase efficiencies by cutting processing and 

payment times. For example, Houston-based Reliant Energy has used customer 

relationship management technology and launched an online service for customers to 

reduce customer care costs, particularly for routine matters. The service gives 

customers the ability to use the Internet to start, transfer or end services and to view 

energy usage and pay bills (Mullen, 2000). Web-based software allows commercial 

and industrial users to access and analyse energy-usc data and associated costs on a 

real-time, hour-by-hour basis. Timely information on load profiles, bill summaries, 

exception reports, and weather, means users have an increased level of control over 

their commercial and industrial facilities. 

The introduction of Web-based exchanges and private e-Marketplaces for utilities and 

utility related services have disrupted the traditional value chain. According to a 

study by PricewaterhouseCoopers' North American Energy and Utilities Industry 

Consulting Practice (Treadway and Valocchl, 2000), within this transformed 

environment, significant opportunities for value creation exist in all e-Business 

spaces, provided that companies account for and leverage the following: 

" Redefining virtually every business process and function 

" Changing conventional concepts and rules about strategic alliances, out-sourcing, 

competition, industry specialisation, and customer relationships 

" Creating an unprecedented wealth of information about customers 

" Challenging every business to continually reinvent themselves. 

This change in the business environment forces companies to rethink the traditional 

form of competitive analysis and business strategy. 

e-Business combines commoditisation of products and services with personalisation 

at the same time. On one hand, it encourages users to regard many products as 

commodities varying mainly in price. On the other hand, it allows more scope to 

tailor products and services to the needs and tastes of individual customers. Energy 

companies could choose to focus on commoditisation and drive down unit costs, or 
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they could concentrate on a more price-insensitive market segments and differentiate 

through personalisation. With e-Business both are fast becoming a reality (Fish et al., 

2000). 

The network economy is changing the way utilities do business. The impact of e- 

Business presents real management issues in the energy industry. As the new 

economy shifts companies from an asset focus to an information focus, managers 

need to understand that e-Business changes the way they should look at business and 

that it is not only about technology or having a Web presence. e-Business demands 

new thinking and therefore managers need to understand that it encompasses more 

than just selling products and services through an electronic medium and that it is 

also about the exploitation of information networks to gain competitive advantage. 

The challenges are primarily how to utilise e-Business to be a strategic business tool 

in relation to customers, suppliers, partners and employees. Connectivity among the 

market participants becomes increasingly important across the entire value chain. 

2.4.1 The State of e-Business in the Energy Industry 

Like many traditional businesses, utilities have proprietary legacy systems that 

cannot easily be made accessible via the Internet and, because many utilities have also 

been slow to change their business models, linking legacy systems to the Web has 

been slow moving. According to AMR Research (Mullen, 2000), only half of the 

largest utilities have implemented full-scale e-Business initiatives. The biggest 

challenge seems to be systems integration. As regulated monopolies, electricity utility 

company revenue was guaranteed and the cost of doing business was incorporated 

into their rate structures. Now that deregulation has taken away that guarantee, 

electricity companies are trying to develop new ways to generate revenue and 

develop processes, find new ways to attract customers, and manage relationships 

with partners and suppliers. This condition has made it more necessary for utility 

companies to adopt e-Business as a possible solution, following the example of 

companies in other industries such as banking and advertising (Senia, 2000). 

In market research conducted by IBM (Dyson, 2000), it was found that companies 

across many industries follow a similar pattern of e-Business adoption. Figure 2.20 
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illustrates these common adoption stages and where in general the majority of 

companies from each industry that have adopted e-Business are positioned. 
According to these findings, most mainstream utilities have passed the initial stage of 

creating a Web presence, where information about the company is published on a 

website. Utility companies are seen to have started to link customers with their 

existing business processes; for example, enabling online enquiry, online billing 

systems and online account management. These transactions help address the 

growing demands of today's consumers while helping the utility company to reduce 

service costs. 

The findings also identify two major challenges known as the "security chasm" which 
is concerned with potential security issues as well as exposing inefficient processes in 

the company, and the "business value chasm" (concerns with the streamlining of 

business processes to gain the most value from e-Business solutions) which need to be 

addressed in order to justify significant process transformation and integration. The 

big leap over the "business-value chasm" comes when the company integrates the Web 

with core business processes including customer relationship management, supply 

chain management, knowledge management and operations. At this point, 

management must fundamentally rethink its business strategy. 
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companies were witnessing very low customers interest in using their websites. The 

utilities interviewed in this study, which covered electricity, gas and water 

companies, in the UK, Australia and Scandinavia, believed that the main focus of e- 
Business activity was B2C and e-Business was perceived to be something owned and 
driven by the marketing department. Plans to extend the use of Internet and Web 

technology into mainstream operations, such as transactions or supplier 

management, did not rate as highly as expected. In addition since PA's field study, 
further e-Procurement initiatives have been launched in the UK by the Eutilia utility 

group, which demonstrate a growing recognition of the possible benefits. 

2.4.2 e-Business Strategy for Electricity Utilities 

As companies increasingly shift to Internet based e-Business, energy companies must 

develop a keen understanding of their relative participation in this web-enabled 

business. This understanding provides the framework for developing the e-Business 

strategies necessary to deliver success in the new utilities landscape. 

Supported by the IBM model of the common adoption stages of e-Business by 

companies in various industries (see Figure 2.20), and based on recent experience, 

there appear to be four stages that define c-Business development (Treadway and 

Valocchi, 2000; Dyson, 2000). The first stage is '"Channel Enhancement" where 

companies use e-Business technology as an enabler to modify existing business 

processes and in some case create new ones. In this stage, companies employ c- 

Business technology primarily for information sharing and essentially establishing a 

new channel to market. The second stage is "Value Chain Integration" where 

companies search for the next major step in e-Business as the level of the companies' 

Internet competence and confidence grows. Companies realise that value chain 
integration allows them to share real-time planning, cost and production data 

between the company and its value chain partners. The third stage is "Industry 

Transformation" where e-Business creates ways for companies to maximise 

shareholder value by completely transforming their industries. In this stage 

companies will find ways to work together and leverage each other's core 

competencies. Lastly, the "Convergence" stage is the coming together of companies in 

different industries to provide goods and services to customers. 
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Based on these four stages energy companies seeking to harness and leverage the 

power of e-Business generally can respond to the new competitive forces along two 

paths (Treadway and Valocchi, 2000). The first one is the "enabling" path, which 

represents incremental change to the organisation's existing model and may provide 

the opportunity for a winning solution in the areas of cost reduction and improved 

business processes. Alternatively like many other industry players, companies can 

choose the "transforming" path where they can transform themselves and the industry 

through radical application of e-Business strategies, processes and implementation 

methods. This path presents the greatest risk and the potential for the most rewards. 

In a survey conducted by PricewaterhouseCoopers (Quests, 2000), to find out the 

views of directors and senior managers in UK utility retailers with respect to e- 

Business, it appears that while many companies were putting e-Business at the heart 

of their business strategy, others seem to view it in more secondary terms. Even 

though board leadership of e-Business strategy is the norm for the majority of utility 

companies, thirty percent of the companies participating in the survey said that they 

did not assign board leadership to support their e-Business activities. Among the 

electricity and gas utilities that participated in the survey this rose to forty-two 

percent. In these companies both sponsorship and delivery of e-Business was much 

more likely to be assigned to marketing managers. There are also signs that the 

industry is taking a narrow view of c-Business, seeing it primarily in consumer 

marketing terms and not so clearly as a driver of change for the supply chain and 

internal processes. 

PA Consulting Group (2000), in its study on the adoption of e-Business by utility 

companies across the UK, Australia and Scandinavia, has also reported similar 

findings. According to the study, utilities are failing to perceive the strategic 

opportunities created by e-Business across their various business units. The results 

when assessing top management's level of understanding of the commercial 
implications of e-Business and its translation into a clear and communicated strategy, 

shows that most companies were at the starting blocks in terms of taking a planned 

and wide-ranging view of e-Business. These companies perceived the development of 

e-Business strategy to be in its infancy and only twenty percent of the companies 
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Waiting for e-Business and the Internet technologies to settle down and mature could 

take a long time and could result in loss of revenue and market share for the 

companies. 

According to some studies (Dyson, 2000; Quest, 2000), several of the larger utilities 

are currently in the process of fine-tuning their corporate e-Business strategies while 

other companies are approaching e-Business in various trial and error ways. The 

rationale behind the increasing focus and interest on e-Business among the utility 

companies is believed to relate to a large number of benefits provided by e-Business, 

which include opportunities to streamline processes and cut costs, as well as 

providing companies with access to potential new revenue streams. e-Business is also 

said to enable companies to build strong customer relationships by offering 

convenience and control through online communication. It provides the greatest 

value when applied to the transformation of business processes that helps eliminate 

inefficiencies by integrating across operational units. Through linking processes from 

customer to supplier and reinventing the existing traditional processes, 

organisational performance is enhanced through lower cost structures and quicker, 

more informed decisions. The integration of e-Business cost reduction strategies into 

all company processes is considered to be critical to future competitiveness. 

In accordance with the benefits mentioned earlier, Braun and Lai (2001) have 

identified some of the many possible benefits that e-Business can provide specifically 

to the energy industry. They have categorised these benefits into four major areas of 

the energy industry, which include: 

  Deregulation of the energy market 

" General information on power privatisation available for customers 

" Presentation of private energy supply companies 

" Online price comparison for energy customers 

" Online sign up to electricity supplier 

"A revolutionised supply chain by reducing supply chain costs 

" Establishment of remote c-partnerships 

" Improved customer relationship management 

" Broadcast load control for managing peak demand energy pricing 
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" Power station monitoring 

9 Remote power systems component monitoring and component control 

9 Real-time expert advice for problems which have been experienced on other 

sites 

9 Online consultancy (e-knowledge) improving knowledge management 

" Real-time distribution automation for continuous energy supply monitoring 

to optimise power system operation, for example in case of point failure 

  Digital marketplace in the energy sector 

" Online energy trading floors or NetMarkets for electricity suppliers 

" Real-time energy price auctions and negotiations between energy producer, 
distributor and supplier 

" Ability of governmental regulators to monitor energy companies on-line 

" Purchase of machinery or spare parts from a wider range of suppliers 

" Online trading of raw materials such as oil, coal or gas 

" Independent on-line marketplaces control inventories 

" Quick sales of energy surplus In the marketplace 

  Power industry services 

" Using the power grid for telecommunications 

" Offering Internet service provider (1SP) services 

" Advertising outsourcc services 

" Selling of commodities and equipment 

" Offering specialist consultancy and training 

" Publishing power benchmarking information 

" Advertising electricity prices for consumers 

These benefits can be observed to be mostly focused on services for customers, 

cutting operational costs, improving organisational internal processes, and enhancing 

interactions with business partners. These findings are also reflected in Cap Gemini 

Ernst & Young (2000) research, which shows that, in dealing with the deregulating 

markets and other events that are driving change in the utility industries, there are 

four areas in which most utilities are focused: "Customer Service", "Value-added 

service", "Customer Acquisition" and "Cost Reduction". e-Business strategy and 

application is seen to have a substantial influence on these activities. Customer 
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service and value added services to large consumers via the web are prioritised areas 
in most of the companies. The most advanced e-Business developments were found 

to have started in business-to-business (ß2B) Extranot solutions. The main activities 

were aimed at the use of the Internet in creating enhanced relations with large 

industry customers and specifically with the purchasing managers in these 

organisations. 

The overhead and operating costs associated with reaching new markets was found 

to be one of the largest costs that energy suppliers experience (DeWeese, 2000). One 

of the greatest efficiencies of using e-Business applications over the Internet to 

conduct energy business is that it drives down these costs and the cost of 

transactions, which in turn results in lower costs to energy buyers and a better 

opportunity to win business. Large utilities are also increasingly looking at 

implementing e-Business solutions in asset management, internal reporting and 

knowledge sharing. Cost reductions by deploying e-Procurement are also now being 

investigated by a number of utilities. Some of the companies are gradually replacing 

paper oriented work processes by interactive electronic communication (Quest, 2000; 

Cap Gemini Ernst&Young, 2000; DeWcese, 2000). 

Reducing costs in customer-facing operations is a central management issue. By 

moving towards less expensive Internet related solutions, there are cost saving 

opportunities, from which it is possible to benefit. A growing number of utilities are 

looking beyond traditional paper bills and embracing "electronic bill presentment and 

payment" (EBPP) technologies to address the competitive challenges brought about by 

deregulation (Averett, 2000). EBPP is more than just a new and different way to send 

bills and collect payments. It provides utilities with a platform for customer 

communications, and the customer relationship management and marketing 

programmes they will need to retain current customers and attract new customers in 

the future. 

2.4.2.2 The (New) Competitive Forces 

The forces of globalisation, deregulation, the Internet and the World Wide Web have 

increased pressure for utility companies to have competitive prices and to be more 
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combined forces of increased customer choice and e-Business require energy 

companies to more fully understand and fulfil customers' needs. 

  Connectivity with Suppliers - Connection with key suppliers represents a critical 

new aspect of the changing economy. The introduction of an e-Marketplace 

fundamentally changes interaction with suppliers. Benefits such as cost 

reductions and streamlined processes can be gained through this connection. 
However the greatest benefits forecast would be the new relationships that core 

suppliers to the industry will have with the industry as a whole. 

  New Offerings and Competitors - e-Business will accelerate the introduction of 

new products and services to customers. Through connectivity between 

customers and suppliers, companies will be better able to anticipate and fulfil 

customers' needs as well as shorten the product or service development cycle. 
Due to deregulation, the majority of the existing energy companies can expect 

competition from new online entrants to intensify the energy market. A survey 

conducted by PricewaterhouseCoopers (Quest, 2000) on the UK energy industry 

has found that more than a third of the energy survey respondents anticipated 

that there would be at least three to five new entrants in the gas and electricity 

markets within twelve months (from the time the survey was conducted) entering 

their marketplace, coming in solely via the e-Business route. Already the Internet 

has opened the door to new players in the UK market who have come in with an 

online service offer. The introduction of competition in the electricity industry has 

also posed new concerns. For example, in the UK business critics say (Taylor, 

2002) that the determination to pursue competition, which has prevented UK 

energy companies from developing dominant positions, has resulted in delivering 

the industry into the hands of powerful foreign "predators" such as Germany's 

RWE, France's EdF and US's TXU. This situation may end in the UK having no 

national champion to compete in Europe's emerging electricity and gas markets. 
  Alliance/Partner Relationships - In an e-Business environment it is becoming an 

accepted and important practice to form new organisations through strategic 

alliances. The benefits of these alliances include increased market penetration; 
lower development and delivery costs and the strategic advantage of allowing 

each organisation to concentrate on what it believes are its strengths (Edrich, 

2000). Alliances among competitors are forming in many industries to take 

advantage of economies of scale and to extract increased efficiencies throughout 
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the value chain. Many companies are engaging in co-branding and joint 

marketing to make offers that cater more to their customers' needs, an action that 

each company alone might not have had the expertise to carry out before 

(example: Strategic alliances between London Electricity and Virgin to form 

Virgin Energy). Creating alliances will also allow organisations involved to share 

risk. 

  Existing Competition - With deregulation and the introduction of competition, 

customers may choose their energy providers, generating opportunities for 

companies with sharp marketing skills and innovative products and services. 
Physical restrictions, such as service territories, pose fewer barriers for the new 

economy companies that want to enter the market. The utility industry must 

move quickly to respond to this emerging trend. Otherwise companies ranging 
from energy service providers to consumer product companies might enter the 

market to provide the same or better level of service. 

2.4.2.3 c-Business Barriers 

In a survey conducted by PricewaterhouseCoopers (Quest, 2000), which assessed the 

attitudes and behaviour of directors and senior managers in UK utility companies, 
"trust" emerged as one of the main concerns to be standing in the way of the effective 
development of the business-to-customer (B2C) e-Business. Worries about the 

security of e-Business transactions and data confidentiality scored highest in a list of 

barriers blocking the e-Business path to customers. "Trust" issues that act as barriers 

to the growth of B2C e-Business is also reflected in the study conducted by Udo 

(2001), in which the result shows that there is a great lack of public confidence and 

trust in the B2C c-Business transactions. The study concludes that for every three B2C 

users, there are seven others who are too concerned to use the application. The study 
further concludes that for B2C e-Business to strive, companies need to assure their 

customers that their privacy and safety are protected (Udo, 2001). So and Sculls (2002) 

also supported this finding and stresses that "trust" in an c-Business environment has 

become an increasingly more important factor than It was in the past business 

practices. They emphasised that the need for building trust in 13213 and 132C 

businesses, particularly in B2C e-Business where the general public perceive the risk 
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in the Internet environment as being very high, is a crucial element for business 

success. 

"Trust" is still a major concern in e-Business implementation, where recent studies 
(Aljifri et al., 2003) highlighted that the successful implementation of any technology- 

based application such as e-Business is subject to a variety of forces, which include 

"trust" within the system itself. According to Aljifri et al. (2003), there are several 
trust factors that can affect the development of B2C c-Business. These factors include 

"information security", "technical and industrial infrastructure", "educational", 

"governmental", and "socio-cultural topics". More specifically, these factors have been 

identified in B2C transactions as issues involving "hardware and software security", 
"regulatory regimes", 'familiarity", and "user perceptions" (Aljifri et al., 2003). 

Another barrier in this B2C segment was found to be an internal organisational 

culture of low trust and confidence in e-Business where organisations were not 

convinced of the benefits of e-Business. Other barriers included: lack of awareness, 
low customer use, lack of understanding in the 132C business model, legal and 
liability concerns, and high cost of the overall e-Business implementation (Quest, 

2000). 

In general, utilities felt that the barriers standing in the way of successful 
development of e-Business with suppliers (B2B) and in c-Business implementation to 

internal processes (B2E) were lower (Quest, 2000). However, worries about security 

and data confidentiality led the rankings of barriers in the case of e-Business 
transactions with suppliers. When it came to applying e-Business to internal 

processes, the main problem was seen as the possible disruption caused to the normal 

operations of the company in order to implement e-Business technology. 

2.4.3 Energy e-Marketplace 

An e-Marketplace is usually a World Wide Web site where goods and services can be 
bought from a wide range of suppliers. "Electronic marketplaces are shared spaces, 

usually on the web, which enable buyers and sellers to trade electronically under one roof" 
(Bray, 2000). It is still a fairly new concept, barely existing two years ago, and which is 
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still evolving. According to Bray (2000), there are plans to establish thousands of 

these on-line businesses. e-Marketplaces perform three basic functions. First, they act 

as exchanges for business transactions such as purchasing, checking prices and stock 

availability, invoicing, order chasing, and so on. Second, marketplaces manage 

catalogue content and, third they can provide extra services, from shipping, payment 

and tax, to online auctions, tendering and vetting suppliers or customers. For buyers, 

e-Marketplaces promise more competitive prices. Sellers get a new efficient 

distribution channel to new markets and the opportunity to compete with previously 

established vendors. In short, an e-Marketplace facilitates product availability, 

increases price leverage, and improves service levels due to the competitive forces 

present in a consolidated, frictionless market. 

Online business-to-business (B2B) activity in the utilities sector covers a wide range of 

initiatives from indirect supplies such as office consumables and stationery, through 

to direct goods in the supply chain and capital expenditure. These activities might be 

simply shifting existing offline paper-based procurement to an online channel offered 

by suppliers. To increase benefits, utility companies can deepen online integration 

with key suppliers, integrating back office systems, sharing information and 

collaborating on common standards and protocols. In addition utilities are 

experimenting with online auctions for the procurement of goods and services 

(Quest, 2001). 

e-Marketplaces offer communities of purchasers and suppliers the opportunity for 

wider collaboration. They are expected to form along two primary dimensions 

addressing either industry-specific processes and direct procurement, often referred 

to as "vertical" exchanges, or cross-industry functional processes that deal with 

indirect supplies and services and cover many industries, often referred to as 

"horizontal" exchanges (Porta, 2000). Successful e-Marketplaces create value for both 

purchasers and suppliers. e-Marketplaces may be the secret to major improvements 

and cost reduction for the utilities purchasing processes. Their benefits are driven by 

the advantages of demand aggregation, process efficiency, integration of the supply 

chain and market efficiency as well as the added content that rises from the creation 

of a community of interest (see Figure 2.25) (Means and Schneider, 2000). 
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that between forty-five percent and seventy-five percent of e-Business business-to- 

business transactions would occur through e-Marketplaces over the next few years. 

The heaviest activity is predicted to take place in computing and electronics, shipping 

and warehousing, and the utilities industry, where Forrester predicts that more than 

seventy percent of online trading will go through e-Marketplaces. 

Even though it is still too early to predict whether or not these newly created e- 

Marketplaces will succeed, based on the investors they are attracting and the number 

of large utilities supporting them, it appears that many in the industry believe e- 

Marketplaces are the way to go. Currently the US and European countries lead in the 

development of these utilities e-Marketplaces. The following are some of the 

examples of major e-Marketplaces in these countries (Quest, 2001; Hansen, 2001): 

" Europe 

o The Achilles marketplace (l: ttp: //wwzv. acliillesmrmarket. coui) is an online 

trading exchange for the utility industry. It began operations in June 2000 and 

consists of thirteen participating UK utilities which include: Anglian Water, 

Transco, Environment Agency, GPU Power, Innogy, Powergen UK, Seeboard, 

Severn Trent Water, South West Water, TXU, Yorkshire Water, 24Scvcn and 
Yorkshire Electricity Distribution. 

o Eutilia (littp: //www. eutilia. cotn) is an independent procurement portal with 

an initial focus on electricity and water. It was first announced in May 2000 

and began operation in March 2001. Its members consists of eleven European 

utilities which include: ScottishPower (UK), Endesa (Spain), Electricite de 

France (France), RWE (Germany), Enel (Italy), Iberdrola (Spain) Electrabel 

(Belgium), United Utilities (UK), Vattenfall (Sweden), National Grid Company 

(UK) and Nuon (The Netherlands). 

" US 

o Pantellos (http: //www. pantellos. com) is an online marketplace for utility 
industry procurement. It was intended to operate as a global portal for 

purchasing anything from transformers and wire to turbines and equipment 

repairs. Pantellos was founded by twenty-one North American utilities in 

March 2000. Its members include American Electric Power, Progress Energy 

(formerly known as Carolina Power & Light), CINERGY, Consolidated 

Edison, Dominion Resources, DTE Energy, Duke Energy, Edison 
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International, El Paso Energy, Entergy, FirstEnergy Corp., FPL Group, GPU, 

Ontario Power Generation, PG&E Corporation, Public Service Enterprise 

Group, Reliant Energy, Sempra Energy, Southern Company, TXU, and Exelon. 

o Enporion (littp: //www. enporion. com) is a new marketplace serving the 

electricity and gas industries. It aims to bring buyers and suppliers together to 

conduct secure transactions, share knowledge and collaborate to achieve 

excellence throughout the supply chain. Founding members of Enporion 

include Allele (formerly known as Minnesota Power), Allegheny Energy Inc., 

Ameren Corporation, CMS Energy Corporation, Keyspan Corporation, UGI 

Corporation and PPL Corporation. The first transactions, comprising five 

auctions, were completed in November 2000. 

In addition to the above well-known e-Marketplaces in the utilities industry, several 

other e-Marketplaces have been formed in the past few months (Quest, 2001; Hansen, 

2001). These include a business-to-business e-Procurement exchange called 

UtilityFron tier. com created by publicly owned electricity utilities through a 

partnership between Hometown Connections, a subsidiary of the American Public 

Power Association and KnowledgeA-Z, a software technology firm. Other initiatives 

include Globalpowerassets. con: that provides an exchange for new and used power 

generation, transmission and distribution equipment around the world. Opciona. cont 

is another e-Marketplace, launched by Endesa, a Spanish utility, as part of its major 

drive to increase revenues from its e-Commerce initiatives. It began operations in 

May 2000 and is seventy-eight percent owned by Endesa, twelve percent by 

PricewaterhouseCoopers and ten percent by CommerceOne (a global B2B e-Business 

solutions provider) (Green, 2001). Another utility industry business-to-business 

Internet exchange is a Portland, Oregon-based company called Utilitywareltouse. com. 

This company has been around for five years and deals primarily with the utility 

energy surplus business. 

The e-Marketplaces mentioned above are just a few of those in the utility industry 

currently in operation or expected to begin operation in 2002. It is evident that many 

in the industry believe e-Marketplaces will provide a valuable service to the Utilities 

industry especially for the energy utilities during the 21, t century. With so many 

players in the market it is unlikely that utility buyers or suppliers will position 
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themselves with only one e-Marketplace. With hundreds of utilities that can benefit 

from this there is room for more than one provider. Time will tell just how many 

providers will survive. 

2.4.4 e-Business Future in Energy Industry 

The global utilities industry is changing to meet the new competitive environment. By 

becoming an e-Business, utility companies can implement new business strategies to 

improve competitiveness in this deregulated environment. e-Business is radically 

changing the way business is done. Emerging technologies that allow companies to 

more effectively unite with customers, partners, and suppliers, enable new e-Business 

models. Utilities that can successfully leverage these new technologies and ways of 

doing business could position themselves for substantial growth (Treadway and 

Valocchi, 2000). 

e-Business is thought to represents one of the most significant paradigm shifts in the 

energy industry (Shankar and Smith, 2000). As electricity and gas increasingly 

become commodities, companies will need to go beyond cost-efficiency and pursue 

growth-oriented e-Business initiatives, such as customer relationship management (e- 

CRM) processes. At the same time partnering with other type of utilities such as 

telecommunication and water companies may prove to be an essential strategy to 

provide customers with easier to manage and lower cost, one stop shopping they are 

increasingly seeking from their utility companies. Mergers and acquisition strategies 

may provide these companies with the necessary diversification into other types of 

utility industries. 

According to Dyson (2000), the successful energy companies will be open to and 

encourage new business models and ideas. They will need to fundamentally change 

the culture of their company to become more information focused. Companies need 

to be able to create as many options as possible to face the market, to change 

products, to improve processes and to restructure their organisation. At the same 

time, they need internal business management approaches that identify the best of 

these options and rapidly adopt them to create value. 
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Currently some of the leading energy companies are developing enterprise-wide e- 

Business strategies or aggressively pursuing e-Business solutions. Some of the most 

common value propositions include (Treadway and Valocchi, 2000): 

  Cost competitiveness - e-Business enables active outsourcing of internal and 

customer service-related processes and significantly reduces supply chain 
transaction and material costs. 

" New competition - Web upstarts and industry convergence pose a significant 

threat for utility industries with traditional characteristics and business models 

that have been operated in a tightly controlled, highly regulated environment 

with little or no competition (Mullen, 2000). The traditional utility must focus on a 

winning strategy of branding, personalised websites, and integration with front- 

end (CRM) and back office (ERP) operations, amongst others. 

  Retain and reach customers - e-Business with an Internet platform has become 

one of the important methods of interaction with customers requiring 

personalisation and effective customer relationship management. This is 

especially critical for those utilities focused on serving large industrial and 

commercial customers on a national basis. 

" New business ventures - Vertical industry portals and other equity ventures are 

becoming the norm in the market-Place, and thereby providing utility companies 

with opportunities to realise profit from new sources. 

Treadway and Valocchi (2000) emphasises that recognising and capitalising on these 

value propositions should be the companies' first step in developing a credible and 

sustainable e-Business strategy. 

e-Business offers the energy industry tremendous opportunities for accelerated 

growth. To take advantage of these opportunities, companies will need 

comprehensive e-Business strategies and the will to implement them. According to 

Shankar and Smith (2000) in their study on e-Business in the US Electric and Gas 

Industry, the following seven-step plan should help revise companies' e-Business 

strategies and move them in a better direction: 

1. Perform an e-Business audit of the business unit 

2. Revise e-Business vision, goals and measures 
3. Analyse the company's "e-Business Gap" 

4. Established revised e-Strategy, e-Initiatives and actions steps 
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5. Arrange revised e-Partnerships 

6. Monitor and control the mechanisms put in place 

7. Revise organisational culture and hiring and retention processes 

From the previous discussion it can be observed that many utility companies are 

making e-Business part of their strategic response to the changing market landscape 

due to the perceived benefits that e-Business can leverage brand, cost and service 

advantages. However, companies should realise that embracing c-Business will not 

necessarily guarantee future success. Therefore, it is important for companies to 

emphasise research on finding the best route for them to follow on the c-Business 

path, as it could be critical for their future competitiveness. Aligning the e-Business 

strategy to support the overall business strategy while actively managing risk will be 

essential for companies to achieve their organisational objectives. High profile 

publicity of c-Business problems has demonstrated that the concept alone is not 

enough; utilities must be able to demonstrate strength and expertise in the design, 

implementation and on-going operation of their e-Business services in order to 

achieve success. 

2.4.5 Summary 

This section discussed the potential of e-Business in the deregulated electricity 

industry where deregulation is perceived to have created new competitive forces that 

require companies to re-think their position in the market. The discussion included 

the current state and trend of e-Business implementation within the industry. It was 

observed that most companies have established a web presence and a varying degree 

of electronic interconnectivity with its partners, suppliers and customers, which led to 

various examples of possible B2B, B2C and 13213 applications. 

Utility companies hoped to achieve objectives such as channel enhancements, value 

chain integration, industry transformation and convergence with their e-Business 

initiatives. The benefits of achieving these objective were believed to be most 

apparent in deregulating the electricity market, power station monitoring, creating 
digital marketplaces and enhancing other spin-off services such as power grid 

telecommunication and consultancy services. 
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In addition, this section looked at some of the e-Rosiness implementation harriers 

such as trust, security sind legacy Systems. l)-spite these harriers m, ainy e- 

Marketplaces were seen tu have emerged due toi the perceived Of train actiun and 

value adding capabilities. Finally, the future uut e-Business in the electricity industry 

was discussed. 

2.5 Conclusion 
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General Questions Specific Questions 
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" What are othor rotated forms and concept in an o-flusinoss 

environment? o-Commorco? EDI? Internet? I in Infornrnliou 
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 1 low dons o-Business work? Doos it really work? 
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2. What is the structure and " What is the trond of oloctricily industry traditionally and currontly? 
current status of the 

electricity Industry 
What aro the strategies and models adopted previously raut 

specifically In the UK and 
currently? 

" What aro the common characteristics between electricity utility and Malaysia? 
other utilities? 

" What are the common and dittoront characteristics between the UK 

and Malaysian oloctricity systems? 

3. What are the impacts of   What is olochicity doropulation? 
deregulation on the 

" Why is electricity dotogulation introducod or going to bo intioducod? 
power markets? 

" What are the benefits of deregulation in the power rnarkots? 

" What are tho problems associated with deregulation irr tho power 

markets? 

" How does utilities deal with durogulation'? 

4. What are the implications  I low does it affect utility companies particularly the oloctrlcity 
of e-Business for the 

industries? 
electricity utilities? 

What is the potential of e-Business in electricity induslnos? 
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General Questions Specific questions 

" Will it make a difference? How? Whon? Why? 

5. What are the current " What are the current approaches? What are the current practices? 
approaches and practices 

" What strategies are being pursued by the electricity companies to 
with regards to e-Business 

benefit from the o-Business environment? 
strategy and 
Implementation in the " What are the e-Business applications involved? What are the most 

electricity Industry? widely implemented o-Businoss applications? 

" What are the important elements that must exist in an organisation 
before implementing o-Business? 

6. What are the Important   How do policy/strategy makers behave in rotation to the concept of o- 
Issues regarding the way in Business? 
which the management and 

I low do they perceive o-Business? How important is o-Businoss for 
administration of the e- 

their companies? 
Business implementation 

process contribute to the 
' How important is o-Business to the company with ru4j; uds to its 

success or failure of the current business strategy? 

Implementation as a " In what way does o-Business affect tlio way they currently conduct 

whole? their business operations? 

" How do they cope with the rapid pace of u-E3usinoss technology 

dovolopmonts? 

" I low do they prepare their omployoos for o-Business? 

" What kind of exposure is needed to prepare managers for the o" 
Husinoss onvironmonl? 

" What sorts of investments are being made? 

7. What are the factors   What are the barnors or problems faced by olr+ctnc: ity companios in 

considered as barriers to iniplomenting their o-Businoss strategy both in it doto(julalod find 
the effective use of e- regulated onvironmont? 
Business with customers, 

What are the main or major problems faced among those factors? 
business partners, and 

Internal processes In the " What are the roasans or ctrusrrr for Ihuso probloms to happen? 

electricity Industry? 

8. What could be the Impact   In what way could o-Businoss facilitate bettor customer services and 
of e-Business on relationships building? 
organisational performance 

ý In what areas of the electricity industry can o-E3uslnoss be applied to 
for the electricity Industry 

reduce cost? (o. g. data acquisition for motoring, project rnanagomont 
and in general? 

for just-in-time production or installation of components such as 

generators, transforrnors, etc. and buying and selling of electricity) 

' How can o-Businoss help find now murkots or foram now alliances to 

increase revenue? 

' How can now products be developed using o-Businoss? (e. g. 
diversify into telecommunication, high quality electricity supply et(;. ) 

" Does o-Business help increase employee motivation? It yes, in what 

way? 
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The above framework provides the structure of the literature review and the studies 

that were included in it. Based on these studies, this research believes that e-Business 

can help companies operate more efficiently by creating larger interorganisational 

virtual structures that are composed of the company, its customers, business partners, 

suppliers and other relevant entities. At this stage e-Business is perceived to have a 

high potential for growth as the market acceptance and understanding of e-Business 

and the technology that supports it has not reached the maturity stage as shown in 

the diagram of e-Business phases (see Figure 2.1) and from the description of the 

technology S-Curve (see Figure 2.2) discussed earlier. The recent collapse of many 
dot-corns indicates that e-Business is still at the initiation stage. 

It was observed that companies with physical presence tend to pass through the 

volatile e-Business phenomenon better than virtual companies. As a result, the 

concept of click and mortar companies, combining both physical and network 

presence, seems to be the formula for success. Previous failures of e-Business 

implementation can teach valuable lessons. Companies need to understand clearly 
how they can structure their organisation and processes to maximise the potential of 

e-Business. Phan (2001) highlighted that to succeed, "companies will need to constantly 

search and implement innovative strategies that capitalise on both the Internet and changes in 

both traditional and electronic markets" Traditional business models and analytical 
frameworks could be considered to assist companies in producing a comprehensive 

e-Business strategy. 

While the technology and business models in the digital economy continue to evolve 

and change on a regular basis, the fundamentals still remain the same (Koushik, 

2000): 

" The e-Business solutions should be built on a solid, viable and eventually 

profitable business model; 

"A strong network of partners whose combined buying and selling power can 

provide the liquidity required to support a strong and thriving marketplace; and 

" e-Business solutions should be built on a scalable and reliable architecture that 

utilises standards that promote integration and interoperability. 
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In the electricity industry, large scale changes in the form of deregulation provide a 

competitive environment and increase the number of players dealing with electricity. 

In this new competitive environment, companies need to use the right tools to stay 

ahead. However, the take-up rate of e-Business applications in the industry is slow as 

many companies are quite happy to wait and see rather than becoming the leaders in 

implementating e-Business in the early stages. This observation supports the earlier 

point that there is still much potential for e-Business growth in the electricity 

industry. 

The UK electricity industry was seen to be very open and allows competition in all 

areas, whereas the Malaysian electricity industry is still taking small tentative steps 

towards deregulation. However, the UK experience is very much relevant to 

Malaysia and the rest of the world as one of the more succesful power market 

models. Some of the lessons that can be learned from the UK market includes its 

development and implementation of e-Business strategies for the UK electricity 

utilities. Based on these experiences, electricity companies in Malaysia can identify 

critical variables that can make or break their e-Business initiatives and take early and 

appropriate action to leverage themselves in the new market. 

The following chapters will discuss and answer the research questions developed in 

this chapter and the method for answering these questions will be discussed in 

Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 
, 

This chapter discusses the method used to find the answers to a number of issues and 

questions unearthed during the literature reviews presented in the previous chapter. 

It describes the various steps followed in this research and provides justification for 

the appropriateness of the methodology used, the suitability of data collection 

instruments and the rigour of checks and balances applied throughout the research. 

This chapter also elaborates on the problem statement of the research as well as 

describing a set of working hypotheses that have been used to focus the study rather 

than to test or to prove them. These working hypotheses are referred to as "study 

propositions" and were derived from the research questions where each proposition 

helps to direct attention to issues that should be examined to answer the research 

questions within the scope of the study (Yin, 1984). Also, due to the exploratory 

nature of the research, these propositions have also been developed in the form of 

"statements of purpose" (statements that establish casual relationships) to focus the 

information gathered on the issues being studied. 

Based on the issues and questions being investigated, which involves e-Business as a 

new organisational phenomenon, this research has adopted a mainly qualitative 

research method focusing on a case study approach. Qualitative studies of 

organisations and organisational culture have become fairly common in recent years 

(Martinsuo, 2001). As indicated by Miles and Huberman (1994), the acceptance and 

appreciation of qualitative studies has increased phenomenally during the 1980s and 

1990s. According to Tellis (1997) and Yin (1984) the qualitative case study is an ideal 

methodology when a holistic, in-depth investigation is needed. Case studies are also 

designed to increase the depth of findings by drawing out detailed information 

regarding the research issues from the viewpoint of the research participants. 

For this study, in which the objective is to look at e-Business strategy for the 

electricity utilities in more depth, case-based research involving qualitative data 
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collection and analysis was felt to be the most appropriate methodology to use and 

further justification for this choice is discussed in the following sections. This research 

started with an extensive literature review of e-Business topics, the electricity 

industry (including the privatisation and deregulation processes), and the potential of 

e-Business for the electricity utilities. Other relevant topics such as strategic 

management and organisational performance were also investigated. The conceptual 

framework developed and the research questions derived from the literature review 

were used to formulate the fieldwork strategies including preparing the case study 

procedures and protocols. These were used to investigate five individual cases from 

the UK electricity environment and one from Malaysia. Most of the data about each 

case were gained from in-depth interviews with managers in a position to develop, or 

involved in the forming of, the company's policy and strategy. A series of interviews 

with the strategy and policy makers were conducted to gauge their views and 

experiences regarding e-Business. For example, they were asked how they thought e- 

Business could help in the overall strategy of their company, which might include 

new ways of doing business, smart partnerships or strategic alliances with other 

parties in the market, specialised training schemes, or maybe investments in new 

technologies. 

Data were also gathered from brochures, companies' internal and external reports, 

companies' websites, government regulators' reports and websites, electricity 

associations' reports and websites, newspapers and other media, as well as from 

books, journals, and databases to help triangulate the information discovered. The six 

cases were then compared to build the final theory and framework of how e-Business 

was used in the new deregulated electricity environment and what were its current 

and future roles. A proposed strategy matrix was also developed to help companies 

evaluate their preparedness to venture into an e-Business environment. 

3.2 Research Design and Methods 

According to Gay and Diehl (1992), research method refers to the overall strategy 
followed in collecting and analysing data; this strategy is also referred to as research 
design. Yin (1984) said that in the most basic sense, "research design is the logical 
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sequence that connects the empirical data to a study's initial research questions and ultimately 

to its conclusions". In identifying the most appropriate design and methodology for 

this research several important issues and options highlighted by Patton (2002) were 

considered. These are summarised in Table 3.1 and discussed at length in the 

subsequent sections. This study implemented a mainly qualitative method and 

adopted Patton's (2002) philosophy for the research. According to Patton (2002), "a 

qualitative design needs to remain sufficiently open and flexible to permit exploration of 

whatever the phenomenon under stndij offers for inquiry. Qualitative designs continue to be 

emergent even after data collection begins". 

Issues Design Options and Options Selected for This 

Concerns Research 

1. What is the primary Basic research, applied Based on applied research as well 

purpose of the study? research, summative as using both summative and 

evaluation, formative formative evaluation. 

evaluation, action research. 

2. What is the focus of Breadth versus depth trade- Less breadth and more depth in 

the study? offs. terms of number of respondents 

3. What are the units of Individual, groups, programmes The organisation 

analysis? components, whole 

programmes, organisations, 

communities, critical incidents, 

time periods, etc. 

4. What will be the 

sampling strategy or 

strategies? 

5. What types of data 

will be collected? 

Purposeful sampling, probability Purposeful sampling strategies 

sampling. Variations in sample involving multiple-case study with 

size from a single case study to emphasis on two main cases. 

a generalisable sample. 

Qualitative, quantitative, or Qualitative 

both. 

6. What type and Naturalistic inquiry (no control), Naturalistic case study inquiry. 

degree of control will experimental design, quasi- Studying issues and events in real- 

be exercised? experimental. life contexts. 

7. What analytical Inductive, deductive. Content or Inductive analysis 

approach or thematic analysis, statistical 

approaches will be analysis, combinations. 

used? 

8. How will the validity Triangulation options, multiple Using multiple data sources with only 

of and confidence in data sources, multiple methods, one researcher. 

the findings be multiple perspectives, multiple 

addressed? investigators. 
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Issues Design Options and Options Selected for This 

Concerns Research 

9. Time issues: When Long-term fieldwork, rapid Exploratory phase to confirmatory 

will the study occur? reconnaissance, exploratory phase within a relatively fixed time 

How will the study be phase to confirmatory phase, frame. 

sequenced or fixed times versus open 

phased? timelines. 

10. How will logistics and Gaining entry to the setting Most of the fieldwork involves going 

practicalities be (site), access to people and to the case companies' sites. 

handled? records, contracts, training, 

endurance (perseverance, ), etc. 

11. How will ethical Informed consent, protection of Addressing ethical issues according 

issues and matters of human subjects, reactivity, to the guideline suggested by Miles 

confidentiality be presentation of self, etc. and Huberman (1994), which include 

handled? dealing with informed consent and 

confidentiality issues. 

12. What resources will Personnel, supplies, data The materials and resources used 

be available? What collection, materials, analysis include an audio digital recorder for 

will the study cost? time and costs, the interview sessions, ProCite 4 

reporting/publishing costs. software for references and other PC 

applications as well as the PC itself, 

provided by the university. People 

resources include, supervisor, 

university lecturers in related areas, 

contact persons and relevant 

personnel within the case study 

companies. Research methodology 
courses by the university also 

provided valuable inputs. 

Table 3.1 Design Issues and Options 

(Adapted from: Patton, 2002) 

3.2.1 Problem Statement 

This research focused on the UK and Malaysian environment. It has studied the 

current management approaches of Malaysia's largest electricity company, Tenaga 

Nasional Berhad (TNB) with regard to its e-Business strategy and implementation. 

TNB is currently the primary power producer in Malaysia, although it does buy 

power from several Independent Power Producers (IPPs), which were introduced in 
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the early 1990s. As announced by the Malaysian Energy Commission recently, the 

deregulated market will begin operation in 2005 for the energy sector in Malaysia. 

This would mean that in the future, the IPPs would play a greater role in the 

industry, as they are able to sell power directly to consumers. This will provide 

competition for TNB, which will force it to be more efficient in its service and 

operations. 

This research has evaluated TNB's readiness to embrace the deregulated market with 

the aid of e-Business applications and strategy by comparing it to ScottishPower Plc., 

which is operating in a deregulated market and has e-Business applications running. 

Although many countries have a deregulated power market, the UK model was 

chosen as it was one of the first countries to embark on electricity deregulation and 

has more experience compared to their counterparts elsewhere (The Electricity 

Association, 1999). 

One of the main reason why ScottishPower Plc was chosen as the primary model for 

comparison was due to its vertically integrated structure (generation, transmission, 

distribution and supply still owned by the same company), which is similar to TNB. 

ScottishPower is also one of the most successful electricity utilities and is ranked 

among the top five hundred most profitable companies worldwide (Forbes. com, 

2002). It is also one of Scotland's leading companies (number three in the top twenty 

(Scottish Business Insider, 2001)). The company also has acquired vast experience in 

the electricity-deregulated market since 1990 (The Electricity Association, 1999). 

ScottishPower was also selected because of its impressive e-Business activities, which 

were identified from the company's website, the media, and from the initial interview 

with the company. However, comparisons with other electricity utility companies in 

the UK were also important. This contributed valuable information and helped in 

adding confidence to the research findings. For example, if the results show that the 

e-Business implementation in the generation sector of ScottishPower, Scottish and 

Southern Energy, Powergen, and LE Group produced similar patterns, the research 

would then be able to draw stronger conclusion about the effects of e-Business in the 

deregulated sectors of the electricity industry. 
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3.2.2 Qualitative Inquiry 

This research started with the identification of the broad problem area described 

previously and was directed by a number of study propositions and questions 

generated and unearthed by the initial literature review and modified by the initial 

fieldwork and subsequent findings (see Table 3.2). By specifying the research 

problem in terms of key themes (e-Business, Electricity Industry, e-Business in 

electricity industry) it was possible to generate a number of broad study propositions 

and research questions which could be constantly compared with the emergent data. 

This research also adopted a strategy that was flexible enough to identify and 

incorporate emergent issues into the propositions. 

Study Propositions 

1. e-Business strategy offers a possible business solution that can help electricity utilities improve their 

organisational performance in order to survive in deregulated power markets. 

2. Organisation preparedness towards successful e-Business implementation can be analysed based on 

management attitudes and perceptions of e-Business. 

3. One of the reasons that impacts success or failure in an e-Business implementation is the way e- 
Business resources are managed. 

General Research Questions 

1. What is e-Business? 

2. What is the structure and current status of the 

electricity industry, specifically in the UK and 

Malaysia? 

3. What are the impacts of deregulation on the 

power markets? 

4. What are the implications of e-Business for 

the electricity utilities? 

5. What are the current approaches and 

practices with regards to e-Business strategy 

and implementation in the electricity industry? 

6. What are the important issues regarding the 

way in which the management and 

administration of the e-Business 
implementation process contribute to the 

success or failure of the implementation as a 

whole? 

7. What are the factors considered as barriers to 

the effective use of e-Business with 

customers, business partners and internal 

processes in the electricity industry? 

8. What could be the impact of e-Business on 

organisational performance for the electricity 
industry and in general? 

Main Research Questions 

What are the impacts of e-Business on the electricity industry, both in the regulated and deregulated power 

markets? What is the potential of e-Business in utilities and specifically in the electricity companies? Will e- 
Business become one of the more important if not the main strategy for electricity industry in the near 

future? What can be learned from the current e-Business experience of the electricity companies? 

Table 3.2 Research Propositions and Questions 
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3.2.2.1 Design Strategy 

Various factors as described earlier (see Table 3.1) have been taken into consideration 

when performing this research. Based on the research questions unearthed in the 

previous chapter and summarised in Table 3.2, this research has adopted a qualitative 

case study approach to finding the answers to these questions. According to Yin (1984), 

case study research contributes "uniquely" to the knowledge of individual, 

organisational, social and political phenomena and has been a common research 

strategy in psychology, sociology, political science, planning, and even economics. 

Myers (1997) added that case study research is also the most common qualitative 

method used in an information systems type of research. In all of these fields 

(psychology, sociology, information systems, etc. ), the distinctive need for case studies 

arises out of the wish to understand complex social phenomena, in which the case 

study allows an investigation to capture the holistic and meaningful characteristics of 

real-life events such as life cycles, organisational and managerial processes, 

international relations, and the evolution of industries (Yin, 1984; Myers, 1997; Tellis 

1997; Patton, 2002). In this research the use of a case study approach is important in 

order to understand the roles of e-Business and its impact for the electricity companies 

by looking at real life companies' own definitions, views, and management approaches 

to this strategy, which might be difficult to obtain using another research strategy such 

as a questionnaire based survey with a predetermined and restricted range of answers. 

Although there are numerous definitions, this study adopted the description 

recommended by Yin (1984), which defines the scope of a case study as "... Investigating 

a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries 

between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident and in which multiple sources of 

evidence are used". For this research, the "contemporary phenomenon" was the e-Business 

concept and this research investigated the implementation and management of e- 

Business strategies in real life organisations. 

The decision and rationale for choosing a case study approach in this qualitative 

method was also based on Yin's (1984) strategy options. According to Yin (1984), there 

are three conditions that can help determine what type of research strategy should be 

selected and when to use each strategy. These three conditions consist of: first, "the type 
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of research questions posed", second, "the extent of control an investigator has over actual 

behavioural events" and third, "the degree of focus on contemporari/ as opposed to historical 

events". Table 3.3 displays these three conditions, and shows how each is related to five 

major research strategies in the social sciences, which include experiments, surveys, 

archival analysis, histories and case studies (Yin, 1984). 

Strategy Form of Research Requires Control Focuses on 
Questions Over Behavioural Contemporary 

Events? Events? 

Experiment how, why, Yes Yes 

what (exploratory) 

Survey who, what, where, No Yes 

how many, how much 

Archival analysis who, what, where, No Yes/No 

how many, how much 

History how, why No No 

what (exploratory) 

Case study how, why No Yes 

what (exploratory) 

Table 3.3 Relevant Situations for Different Research Strategies 

(Source: Yin, 1984) 

Under the first condition, Yin (1984) suggested that the type of research questions 

posed could determine the research strategy used. For example, it is considered a 

"justifiable rationale" for conducting an exploratory case study if the research 

questions focuses mainly on "wliat" questions with an exploratory nature such as 

"What is e-Business" or "What are the implications of e-Business for the electricity 

utilities? " and other such questions formulated for this research as described in Table 

3.2 (Yin, 1984). For the second and third conditions, the case study is preferred for 

"examining contemporary events" but "when the relevant bclia viours nnrnot be 

manipulated" (Yin, 1984). As mentioned previously, in this research e-i usiness was 

regarded as a contemporary event for the electricity industry and its adoption and 

implementation within each electricity company was not within the researcher's 

control and could not be manipulated by the researcher. 
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The focus of the study was to look into the potential of e-Business as a solution for 

electricity utility companies in the new deregulated environment of power markets. 

Specifically, the purpose of the study was to understand the role of e-Business and its 

impact on electricity companies in a variety of settings.. This study has looked at 

current management approaches and practices of these companies with respect to e- 

Business strategy and implementation. It is hoped that the results and findings of this 

research will provide insights or themes on e-Business strategy for electricity utilities, 

in order to establish a point of reference for strategy and policy makers in this 

industry and particularly for the Malaysian environment. 

Based on the discussion above, it appears that a great deal could be learned by 

studying in depth a small number of selected electricity companies that had 

implemented e-Business as one of the solutions to increase competitiveness in the 

new deregulated electricity environment, as compared to gathering standardised 

information from a large, statistically representative sample of electricity companies 

worldwide. This research also adopted a naturalistic inquiry design strategy defined 

by Patton (2002) as "studying real-world situations as they unfold naturally" with design 

characteristics of "nonmanipulative and noncontrolling, and openness to whatever emerges 

(lack of predetermined constraints on findings)". 

Purposeful sampling was selected as the most appropriate sampling strategy for this 

study where according to Patton (2002), the logic and power of purposeful sampling 

lies in selecting information-rich cases, where a great deal can be learned from these 

cases by discovering in-depth issues of importance to the purpose of the research 

inquiry, "Purposeful sampling focuses on selecting information-rich cases whose study will 

illuminate the questions under study". Also, according to Patton (2002), "studying 

information-rich cases yields insights and in-depth understanding rather than empirical 

generalisations" which was most suitable for this research in order to understand the 

potential of e-Business in electricity utilities. Sampling then was aimed at gaining 

insights about e-Business phenomena from cases that the research could learn the 

most from, and not at empirical generalisation from a sample to a population. 

According to Miles and Huberman (1994), "samples in qualitative studies are usually not 

wholly prespecified, but can evolve once fieldwork begins". For example the initial choice of 
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informants may lead to similar and different contacts; or observing one set of events 

may require a comparison with another event; and understanding one key 

relationship in the setting reveals aspects to be studied in others. Miles and 

Huberman (1994) additionally suggested that sampling also involves decisions not 

only about which people or organisation(s) to observe or interview, but also about the 

physical contexts, environment, events and processes concerning the people or 

organisation(s) studied. 

Using multiple case studies also demands clear choices about which type of cases to 

include. Although qualitative studies require continuous refocusing and 

reconfiguring of the fieldwork strategy, some initial selection is still required to set 

the focus, boundaries and parameters of the study. The literature review and initial 

fieldworks were used to help set these foci and boundaries for the sampling 

decisions. For example, when determining the focus and boundaries for the "actors" 

element of the "sampling parameters" (see Table 3.4), initial fieldwork indicated that 

the case companies were very reluctant to involve their personnel from other 

hierarchical levels. Therefore, the boundaries and focus for the research "actors" were 

set to only receive inputs from the strategy and policy makers. Table 3.4 describes the 

initial sampling choices identified for this research. The "Multiple-case sampling" 

approach used for this research helps to add confidence by strengthening the 

precision, the validity, and the stability to the research findings (Miles and 

Huberman, 1994). Looking at a range of other similar and contrasting cases helps in 

understanding the main case study findings, by specifying "how" and "where" issues 

and if possible "why" they are as they are. If the finding holds in one setting, and 

given its profile, also holds in a comparable setting, but does not in a contrasting case, 

the findings would be more robust (Miles and Huberman, 1994). 
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Sampling Choices Made 

Parameters 

Settings Power market, Electricity industry - Electricity utility companies (UK and Malaysia). 

Actors Managers - Strategy/Policy Makers, Managers in charge of e-Business strategy and 

implementation within the selected companies. 

Events Power market deregulation and the introduction of competitive power market. 

Processes Privatisation, Deregulation, Moving from an industrial-based economy where 

machines dominated productivity, to an information-based economy where 
information and knowledge are the dominant sources of value added, e-Business as 

a potential strategy for the new economy. 

Table 3.4 Sampling Choices 

(Adapted front: Miles and Hubt'rman, 1994) 

As explained in the problem statement, the UK was selected due to its vast experience 

in the deregulation of the electricity power market. The research started with an 

overview study of electricity companies obtained from the UK Flectricity Association 

web page (see http: //www. electricity. org. iuk). The companies were then categorised by 

the sectors that they operated in, generation, transmission, distribution and supply, 

for a better understanding of their organisational structure and functions. Initially it 

was envisaged that the research would have a number of companies representing 

each sector to ensure wide coverage and to find out if there were different patterns of 

e-Business adoption and implementation across these sectors. To achieve this the 

study initially planned to include, as a maximum, fifteen out of the twenty-five 

companies from the Electricity Association list, with at least three companies in each 

sector. This decision was made based on the guideline suggested by Perry (1998), that 

the widest accepted range for a PhD thesis adopting the case study methodology 

should fall between two to four as the minimum and ten, twelve or fifteen as the 

maximum number of case study organisations to be used. 

However, further findings and changes in the electricity industry indicated that it 

would be difficult to achieve the maximum number of respondent companies 

planned originally. One of the major problems encountered was the difficulty in 

getting access to these companies. Some companies agreed to participate, but were 

then involved in a major takeover by other companies, or were having to deal with 

financial issues and were not able to participate fully or not at all, while others agreed 
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to participate but could not confirm when they would be available to be interviewed. 

Another problem was that most companies that agreed to be part of this research 

agreed to participate on the condition that there would only be input from top-level 

management. 

Initially, it was planned that this research would conduct three sets of interviews at 

different hierarchical levels within the case study organisations as also suggested by 

Perry (1998) to be the guideline in identifying the numbers of interviews for this kind 

of research methodology. However, due to the above problem it was then decided to 

standardise the number of interviews for all the case companies to being strategy or 

policy makers only. These problems also reduced the number of participants for this 

research to only five case study companies from the UK environment. As explained in 

the problem statement, out of the five companies, ScottishPower was selected to 

become the main case study due to its structure, background, history, rigorous e- 

Business activities, and the company's willingness to participate fully in the research. 

3.2.2.2 Data Collection and Fieldwork Strategy 

As explained previously, a qualitative case study method using a combination of 

observations, interviewing, and document analysis was selected as the most 

appropriate method of data gathering for this research. It was hoped that using the 

combination of these different data sources would increase validity, as the strengths 

of one approach can compensate for the weaknesses of another approach. According 

to Patton (2002), the limitations and weaknesses of observation can be in the form of 

distorted data due to the biased perception of the observer or the possibility that the 

observer may affect the situation being observed in some ways. Also, observational 

data are often constrained by the limited sample of activities actually observed and 

the focus of the observations is often limited to only external behaviour. Therefore, 

other data sources such as interviews are needed to understand the phenomena being 

researched in more detail. 

However, interview data are also subject to limitations such as distorted or dishonest 

responses due to personal bias, anxiety, politics, emotional state, and level of 

knowledge of the interviewees at the time of the interview. Taking that into 
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consideration, it was decided that observation could provide a check on what is 

reported in interviews, while interviews on the other hand allow the observer to go 
beyond external information to explore feelings and thoughts as well as behind-the- 

scenes look at the cases and issues researched. 

Collecting data from documents and records also has some limitations. These include 

incomplete, inaccurate or outdated data. However, document analysis could help 

provide a more detailed explanation as well as a general background of the 

phenomena and cases being studied in order to fill in whatever gaps were found 

during the interview and observation activities. 

The following sub-sections discuss the three methods of data gathering conducted 
during the fieldwork of this research. 

3.2.2.2.1 Interview 

The key qualitative tool used in this research was the interview, which is a data 

collection instrument that has been described as the most important source of 
information for the case study method (Yin, 1984). The approach to interviewing was 
based on an "open-ended nature" that Yin (1984) also described as the most commonly 

used form of interview in case studies. In addition, open-ended responses allow the 

researcher to understand the research issues as seen by the respondents in their own 
terms without any influence from the researcher. Patton (2002) explained that "the 

purpose of gathering responses to open-ended questions is to enable the researcher to 

understand and capture the points of view of other people without predetermining those points 

of view through prior selection of questionnaire categories.... one must learn their categories 
for rendering explicable and coherent the flux of raw realities". 

The decision to adopt this approach to interviewing was developed as the research 

progressed, although careful steps were taken to ensure that any changes were 

consistent with the overall research strategy. For example, in order to maximise the 

limited time given for the interviews, "standardised open-ended interviews" were 

conducted, which consist of a set of questions carefully worded and arranged before 

the interview, with the intention of taking each respondent through the same 
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Follow-up questions and further interview sessions were then arranged after the 

initial interview findings had been revised. Due to time-constraints and commercial 

priorities of the contact persons from the case companies, most of the follow-up 

interview sessions were conducted via email and telephone conversations. On the 

other hand, because of cost, time and logistic issues, interview sessions for the case 

company in Malaysia were conducted entirely via email. 

3.2.2.2.2 Document 

For this research, documentation of various forms (obtained online from the 

companies' websites or offline from the contact persons or from the media within the 

time boundaries of 1999-2002) such as companies' annual and financial reports, which 

are available to the public, as well as internal and administrative documents 

including project proposals, progress reports and strategy guidelines; reports on 

formal studies or evaluations of the same company under study by consultancy 

companies and regulatory bodies; as well as news clippings and other articles 

appearing in the mass media, provided relevant information for the case studies. 

These documents were used in conjunction with the information obtained from the 

interviews described in the previous sub-section. According to Yin (1984) "documents 

play an explicit role in any data collection in doing case studies" and 'for case studies, the 

most important use of documents is to corroborate and augment evidence from other sources". 

The documents collected in this research were helpful in: verifying the correct 

spellings and titles or names of organisations; names and details of projects and 

applications discussed during interviews; providing information on the companies' 

structure and background details; as well as providing updated information about 

the case study companies' current status, such as mergers and takeover details, their 

current financial situation, and change of name or even business interests. 

3.2.2.2.3 Observation 

For the purpose of this research, observation method was regarded as a 

complementary data collection technique to the interviews and document analysis. 

The opportunities for observation were created during the field visits to the case 
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study organisations for the interview sessions. Since the e-Business phenomena being 

studied are very recent and do not yet have a significant history, behavioural and 

environmental factors can provide additional sources of evidence in a case study 
(Yin, 1984). According to Yin (1984), the observations can range from formal to casual 
data collection activities. This research used less formal, casual direct observations, 

made throughout field visits, which include occasions during which other evidence, 

such as interviews, was being collected. This observational evidence is often 

considered useful in providing additional information about the topic or phenomena 
being studied. 

According to Carter (1999), the concept of "qualitative observation" is an 

underdeveloped aspect of research but may provide useful sources of information. It 

was suggested by Patton (2002) that a common mistake among observers is to take 

the physical environment for granted. The first fieldwork had helped highlight a 

variety of qualitative observational suggestions, which included observation while in 

the reception areas of the case companies, waiting in the car outside the companies' 
building, walking around public areas in the companies' grounds, as well as using 

the case companies' facilities. Information gathered during these observations, for 

instance, the conditions of buildings or workspaces, the respondent's office 
furnishings and equipments, and technology used at work, are valuable aids to any 
further understanding of the issues being studied. For example, building and 

workspace condition could indicate to some extent the economic situation of an 

organisation, and similarly the location or the furnishing of the respondent's office 

may be one indicator of the status of the respondent within an organisation (Yin, 

1984). Also, observation of the technology used could help in any further 

understanding of the companies' attitude and problems with the technology (Yin, 

1984). 

Direct observation method was used mainly to develop a greater understanding of 

the case companies. Observations were focused on consciously describing the 

physical research context as well as the aspects such as body-language and tone of 

expression of the respondents gathered while conducting the interview, with the 

observation of people and events being part of a continuing process of keeping an 

open view to the data. Using a semi-structured form developed for this research (see 
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Assessments 

company or whether it is a vertically 

integrated company with most or all of the 

business focus in place) 

3. Currently, e-Business is not perceived as an 

important strategy for the electricity 

industries. Traditional business models and 

strategy are still regarded as a winning 

formula and most of these companies are 

not in a hurry to implement or venture into an 

e-Business environment. 

4. The definition of e-Business determines e 

Business strategy 

Reasons 
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3.2.2.3 Analysis Strategy 

Based on the purpose of this research as well as the nrinik r and typt-, (, I ('1"c stLRIV 

companies Used, and guided by several options of analysis strategies provided by 

Patton (2002) (See Table 3.7), this research adopted a imr, iinly "Imiti tier . '1ººult/tiis" 

approach as its data analysis strategy and also utilised Some aspects ut the (1ºtiýliºe 

Cast" Orie,: tººtiºm" concepts to address several parts of the analysis issues. 

Analysis Strategy Description 

1. Unique case orientation Assumes each case is special and unique, Ure first level ()I 

analysis is being true to, respecting, and capturing the 

details of the individual cases being studied, cross arse 

analysis follows from and depends on the quality of 

individual case studios. 

2. Inductive analysis and creative Immersion in the details and specifics of the data to 

synthesis discover important patterns, thomos, and inturrotationships; 

begins by exploring, then confirming; guided by analytical 

principles rather than rules; ends with a creative synthesis. 

3. Holistic perspective The whole phenomenon under study is understood as a 

complex system that is more than the sum of its parts; 

focus on complex intordepondoncios and system dynamics 

that cannot meaningfully ho roducod to it fow discrete 

variables and linear, causo and effect relationships. 

4. Context sensitivity Places findings in a social, historical, and temporal context; 

careful about, even dubious of, the possibility or 

meaningfulness of generalisations across time and space; 

emphasisos instead careful comparative case nnalysos 

and extrapolating patterns for possible transferability and 

adaptation in now settings. 

5. Voice, perspective and reflexivity The qualitative analyst owns and is rolloctivcr abokil harr in 
his own voice and perspective; a credible voice convoys 

authenticity and trustworthinoss; complete objectivity being 

impossible and pure subjectivity undermining credibility, the 

researcher's focus becomes balance unciorstanding and 
depicting the world authentically in all its complexity whilu 
being self-analytical, politically aware, and reflexive in 

consciousness. 

Table 3.7 Analysis Strategics 

(Source. Patton, 2(1112) 
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The strategy of inductive design is to allow the important analysis dimensions to 

emerge from patterns found in the cases under study without presupposing in 

advance what the important dimensions will be (Patton, 2002). This research has 

sought to understand the multiple interrelationships among dimensions (for example 

the electricity industry sectors, a company's management style, business focus, 

economic situations, and regulatory issues) that emerge from the data (obtained 

through interviews, observations and documents analysis) without making prior 

assumptions or specifying hypotheses about the linear or correlative relationships 

among narrowly defined variables. As the aim of the research was to generate a 

comprehensive understanding of the research problem, "rather than forcing the data 

within logical deductively derived assumptions and categories", it was Important that data 

were inductively analysed (Shaw, 1999). According to Patton (2002), Inductive 

analysis contrasts with the hypothetical-deductive approach of experimental designs 

that require the specification of main variables and the statement of specific research 

hypotheses before data collection begins. 

As noted earlier, this study will also use the "unique case orientation" approach for its 

analysis strategy. Patton (2002) emphasised that using case studies is particularly 

valuable in "program evaluation" when the "program" Is individualised, "so the 

evaluation needs to be attentive to and capture individual differences among participants, 
diverse experiences of the program, or unique variations from one program setting to 

another". For this research, "program" refers to the e-Business phenomena being 

studied, in which the strategy and implementation approach of c-Business is 

individualised within each different company where each company may have varied 
definitions, experiences and priorities regarding e-Business. Patton (2002) also 

stresses that the purpose of a qualitative case study seeks to describe the unit of 

analysis in depth and detail, holistically and in context. 

The process of analysing the data collected for this study began as soon as data 

collection activities began in an ongoing and inductive nature. The early and ongoing 

analysis was necessary in order to allow any adjustment on the observation or 
interview strategies by shifting some emphasis towards those experiences and 
findings which supported the development of understanding, and generally to 

exercise control over emerging ideas by simultaneously "checking" or "testing these 
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ideas" with the collection of further data, for example through follow-up interviews 

questions (Shaw, 1999). Also, on a practical level, the "slicer massive volumes of 
information" generated by the qualitative methods used, required that analysis was 

not delayed until the completion of the collection of primary data (Patton, 2002). 

The first phase of this inductive analysis occurred during fieldwork. The initial 

collection of data was guided by the study's pre-understanding of the electricity 
industry and the aim of exploring the impact and potential of e-Business for 

electricity companies especially after the privatisation and deregulation exercises. At 

this stage, in-depth interviews were kept open to the collection of interesting 

responses and perspectives around which further data collection could focus. For 

example, when discussing the e-Business definitions used by each company, no 

prompts were given and respondents were allowed to express their own perspective 

on this issue. From these responses, the study then identified the nature of the 

definitions and views given, and categorised them into separate levels based on 

whether they were technology biased, business and strategy biased, or profit biased 

(discussed in more detail in Chapter 4, see Table 4.11, Table 4.12, and Table 4.13) to 

help further queries. The tape recording of interviews also helped the researcher to 
develop written and mental notes of any analysis made during interviews and 

allowed the researcher to identify particular responses to probe further at a later 

stage. 

After the initial in-depth interviews and observations were transcribed and recorded, 

any analysis made was typed together with the transcript or written Into the field 

notes. This second stage in inductive analysis involved reading and re-reading the 

transcripts and field notes made so far. The purpose of this activity was to help in 

gaining familiarity with the data and also to help start the process of structuring and 

organising the data into meaningful units (Shaw, 1999). The familiarity created by 

reading and re-reading transcripts and field notes helped heighten awareness of the 

"themes", "patterns", "concepts", "insights" or "understandings" of meanings existing in 

the data and helped focus the research attention on these factors (Patton, 2002). 
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3.3 Case Study Procedures 

"I'O assist the research and help provide direction, an overall rt arch and ý ase 

study procedures wert developed. This included dietailin}; in avant r tl'u' steps ºnd 

stages gis well as requirements to he totl()wed Turin); d at4º ý'cýllý ticýiº and tieeldwt rk 

activities. Figure 3.1 describes the main'tages º>t the rese, u"ch prýýre ss. 

Identify broad 
area of research 
interest 

Literature 
Review 

Data collection Analysis ei 
and Fieldwork 4 hndings 
activities 

( )rlc: Iut+rtm 

" iurci 
Im{ýhcahi, m 

Problem 
Definition -- - 

Figure 3.1 Key -Iýºý; t ti in the Research Process 

The research began by first icleºltit 'ing the hr(,, ºcl . ºr '. º �I r, ,ý , ºr, 
11 it, t, -r, -'. t tl, r(m)"l, 

c, htic'rvdtic, n . lncl I)r(Iitllinarv data gatherin};. (; ciu r. ml mid t,. l, iit il 

themes such as the World Witte Weh dnci Itntt rnet were It, ()kccl into, mid cll,, t u, "'rd it 

smile length. 'I lle inti'cllilll'ti(11l lc, the rc, ºlt &jt ut I,,, \ in}; ,, º, ew it, lurni,, ti�n I"vwd 

cert, nunly, which is highly ctºnll, etiti\ e . ºncl c'nipIº., tiises c tttil�nº, r .., tiý(, ºrti�ti, I, -, I liii 

research interest to further look at how tr, iditi�n. ºI ct, n1l). ºººit , º1º. ºn\' �t WIºidl tip,, tl to 

be ºllc, nc, hcllie5 in their tieIci, including the utilitieti c'i, nºp, inic`, Iº., vc wI)e, I with tlºi" 

ncti crc, nuºnir Clivirc, nnlrnt. I'rýlinliºl, ºrý' Lldt. º W, º. s c-�IIr, t(ýtl, \%'Ill, li itºc lti I, "l 

background infurºllatiun on the iOnll,, ºnies, 

along with other current inft, rtllatic, n ()Il e-lillsiºiesti l, lirn�nºcen. t 111(1 tlwir iimlI ,, (t on 

these comp lnies. 

Iiiiti'uI problem definitions and res(". dreIi ýlurýtiuiiý WVFt Iý) pI )\ I I(" 

structtu"r to thW research, while ni, aint. rining flembilitv in Or(l ' IO r, rlýliin ýýIlrý r 
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important aspects of the issues. A more comprehensive literature review of formally 

and informally published work within the areas of research interest was then 

conducted. The literature review concentrated on two parts of the studies. The first 

part dealt with the main research themes, which covered e-Business issues Including 

e-Business definitions, models, strategies and applications; the electricity industry In 

general including management and strategy issues focussing on the UK and 
Malaysian environment; and e-Business implications for the electricity Industry. The 

second part dealt with research methods, research philosophy and research design. A 

variety of literature from both academic and non-academic sources were reviewed, 
including books, journals, newspapers, and consultation reports. 

The literature review was not conducted as a discrete phase in the research process. 

For example, although the initial literature review shaped the preliminary fieldwork, 

the results of the fieldwork stimulated additional reviews of the literature. The 

literature review and findings from the fieldwork also helped to narrow down the 

research problem from its original broad base and to define the issues of concern 

more clearly. Problem definitions or problem statements described the issues to be 

investigated with the goal of finding answers or provide insights to the issues. They 

also helped refine the research framework and formulate research propositions and 

questions. 

Appropriate companies were then identified and the process of gaining access and 

approval to conduct the study at these companies began. This involved repeated 

activities of writing formal letters and emails as well as telephone conversations to 

established contact and to provide introduction about the research to the selected 

companies. These correspondences were firstly targeted towards the companies' 

corporate communication or public relations department who then forwarded the 

letter or requests to the appropriate person(s) or department(s) within the company 
for further action. Companies that agreed to participate were then incorporated into 

the research design. Case study procedures for these companies were developed to 

prepare for the data collection and fieldwork activities which included building a 

case study database consisting of a collection of interview notes and reports, 
interview transcriptions, documents collected from case companies, audio tape and 
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digital recordings of interview sessions, and newspaper clippings about the case 

companies and relevant issues. 

Figure 3.2 describes the main activities involved in the first part of the case study 

procedure for case companies in the UK environment with ScottishPower as the main 

case company for this research. It involved understanding the companies' 
background and their business focus as well as identifying the relevant persons to be 

interviewed in order to gain as much insight into the company's c-Business 

endeavours. Findings from the interview sessions and data collected through the 

literature review were consolidated to develop a summary of the e-Business 
implementation level of each company, which include e-Business models and 

applications developed, e-Business critical success factors, problems faced with c- 
Business implementation and use, and e-Business role in the company on the whole. 

In addition, summaries of the implication of e-Business for the overall organisational 

performance for these companies were also produced. 

The second part of the case study procedure are illustrated in Figure 3.3, which 
describes the procedures involved in understanding the Malaysian current regulated 

electricity environment by focusing on TNB, which is the major and monopoly 

electricity company for everything except generation. The findings from both case 

environments were then analysed and used to describe and develop e-Business 

models and frameworks employed currently by electricity companies as one of the 

possible strategies to survive the highly competitive deregulated power market 
(discussed in more details in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). Further analysis was also 

used to help formulate a matrix or checklist to evaluate electricity companies' 

preparedness to venture into c-Business with an emphasis on TNI's situation. 
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Case Companies Characteristics 

GPU Power UK 

" Operates in a regulated environment 

" Focus on: Distribution (monopoly) 

" Low interest in e-Business 

Scottish and Southern Energy 

" Oporatos in a doroguLitod powur murkut 

" Vortically intogratod (Gonoration, 

Transmission, Distribution, Supply) 

" Has some o-Business mitiativos 

ScottishPower 

  Operates in a deregulated power market 

  Vertically integrated (Generation, transmission, 

Distribution, Supply) 

Place important emphasis on its o-Businoss Initiatives 

LE Group Pic Powergen 

" Operates in a dorogulatod power market OImi, rlut; In a (1iuogillalud1 I nwui itn, uku+l 

" Focus on: Generation, Distribution, Supply I ucus on Gonoration, I)istrlt, utum, : supply 

" Active e-Business initiatives Active o-Buslnoss Initativos 

Informants 

Strategy Makers/Policy Makers/Managers 

Company and e-Business Inlor nation 

Research Activities - To explore and gain Insights on: 

" Definition and percoptions of o tJusino;; s 

" Currant approaches and practices 

" a-Business strategies and visions pursued 

" e-Business Irnplornontations issues 

Information gathered on company and Its o- 
Buslnoss endeavours 

Research Activities - Summaries and develop Tables and 

Literature Review Diagrams from the analysis of findings to provide Insights 

including on case companies e-Business strategy and 

information on 
Implementation: 

other power " Lovuls of o-Businuus implomontatiun 

companies in the 
Major o-Business models and applications Implurnontud 

UK and world-wide currently 

with e-Business o-Business potentials 

strategy 
Problems/barriers to successful o-Business inltiullvos 

" Important factors considered when developing and 
implementing e-Businoss 

Figure 3.2 Case Study Procedures: I', 1rt I (I k 
. trinity C uni)MniCti III tlu' tii) 

c 
I. 
I. 

1 . itº 
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Research Activities for TNB's environment 

TNB (Company characteristics) Informants Strategy Makers/Policy Makers/Managors 

" Operates in a regulated 

environment Company and Its e- 

"A mainly monopoly company 
Business Information 

" Vertically integrated 
Research Activities - To explore and gain Insights on: 

(transmission, distribution, 
" 

generation, supply) 
Strategy to prepare for the doroi ulatud power market in 

the future 
" Has small e-Business initiatives 

" e-Business mission, perceptions and duhrnuons 

" Current approaches and practices 

" Problems faced with o-Businoss rnplumontation arid use 

Insights on company 
and Its ti-Business 
endeavours 

Research Activities - Develop guidelines on where a- d 

Business opportunities can be found for TN13 by: 

" Analysing curront situation of I NV 

" Identifying how o-Business will 1Ifucl 1Nß in flu Irdrnu 

Findings from 1N13 

Research Activities - Analyse and compare both the UK and 
Malaysian environments: 

" Develop o"Uusinoss moduli:, applications und harnuwork 

currently employed by electricity compunlur; In the 

deregulated onvironmont with ompha%is on the UK rirtuilllon 

" Develop TN13 current o-Businons modal and applications 

" Develop guidelines to help ovalu, rlo electricity companion' 

Findings from UK companies who preparedness to vonturo Into the e-Busino;; s environment 

participated in the research and Information To propose appropriate stratogios for ultoclivo 

gathered during literature review 
irnplomonlation and managoniunl of o-Business applic: nthonr; 

and resources for oioclricity cornpanlus specifically 1 Nfl. 

J 

Figure 3.3 Case Study Procedures: fart 2 (I Nß, Malaysia and (i tl ladin); At tivitit's) 
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3.4 Case Study Protocol 

According to Yin (1984) a case study protocol is more than an instrument but also 

contains the procedures and general rules that should be followed In using the 

instrument. It is regarded as a major technique for increasing the reliability of case 

study research and is intended to guide the researcher in carrying out the case study. 

Perry (1998) explained that the development of a case study protocol assists the 

research in two ways: first, the protocol allows the researcher to detail In advance the 

procedures and requirements to be followed during data collection and, second, the 

protocol provides directions for the researcher that might act to Improve the 

reliability of the research findings. For this research as recommended by Yin (1984), 

the case study protocol provided an overview of the study including research 

objectives, problem statement, background information of case study companies 

being studied, and relevant readings about the issues researched. It also contained 
fieldwork procedures, interview questions and a guide for the research report. 

3.5 Methodology Considerations 

3.5.1 Balancing Actions and Decisions in the Research Design 

and Methodology 

According to Carter (1999), academic research is frequently assessed on the basis of 

questions regarding validity, reliability, and generalisability. This approach is 

believed to have been derive from quantitative research and difficult to apply in the 

context of qualitative research. Alternative representations have been adopted by 

some researchers. For example Patton (2002) suggested that the basic purpose of 

qualitative study and analysis is to provide useful, meaningful, and credible answers 

and highlighted that the 'fruit" or findings of qualitative inquiry are in the form of 
"themes", "patterns", "concepts", "insights" or "understandings" of the research issues. 

Thus, for this research, discussions on validity, reliability, and generalisability also 
looked at the issues suggested in the overlapping categories proposed by Miles and 
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Haberman (1994), which cover questions of "con rm biliti/" "i lrln'itill? bilifi/" 

"credibility" and "transferability" 

3.5.2 Validity 

According to Yin (1984), people wlur have been critical of case stuRIir", rrfteºn point tu 

the fact that a case study researcher tails to develop a stifficirently uj er. rtirnal set (fl 

measures and that subjective judgments are used to colh rt the rl, ºt, º. I lit-refrrree, for 

this exploratory rase study methodology, haled (In Martin,, uo (2001 ), the que"hon ()I 

validity dealt with: establishing correct operational IlIt"Istºres for tilt- (nc ept., I)t-itº); 

studied (construct validity), the degree of truth and credibility of finding' (intrern. rl 

validity), and the domain for Which finding" call he and trall-Al-1,11,14. 

(external validity). The validity of this research could ha e been threatened by r yr ra 

issues such as the reliance on a limited number ºrf cast, crrnilr. ºnies with ,º rest Fit tcr1 

number of interviews within the companies, tilt' use of ý, nlv ýý Ir lr ýl Ire rý optiuun" , ºntl 

examples, and self designed interpretation of the issue's invý stit;. ºtr ýi. I . rl, le t. s 

describes some of the iluestiorns and issues that , ºre run. itlereol iin pnt, inrt iii 

addressing the validity concerns of this research. 

Research Stages Validity concerns 

Choice of rosuarch approach . Was suluctin{) a arse ! lady appiu. ich Ihrs hor, t 

Were the cases solectod surlablo enough? 

What/who the chosen companies reprosont and how ponnrali o an, Ihn rosults? 

Would other approaches have been more) approprlnlo or huller? 

Usti collection Wore the samples generalisablo enough within Ihn Industry? Whitt are Ihn 

limitations? 

Wore respondents honest in their responses? 

Analysis of findings " Do the measures used represent the phenomena in quostwna proporly? 

" Did the open questions approach produce comparable and r: urnnu rlsnblo 

information to characterised the phenomenon 

" Was the theory utilised sufficiently in choosing categories and in proprulrig tho 

analysis framework? 

" Were the responses and findings interpreted properly? 

" Did the analysis framework cover the entire phenomenon sufficiently 

Concluding and Reporting Did the report provide enough dotnil? 

Table 3.8 Fxamp k-s Of Validity C ii i'rns 

(Ada; 't'I1, ? ii: Almfm", iw, . 'UUI) 
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Various steps were taken to improve validity in the research design and throughout 

the research process. As suggested by Yin (1984), in order to increase construct 

validity, this research used "multiple sources of evidence" (evidence from two or more 

sources, but converging on the same set of facts or findings) and "established chain of 

evidence" (clear links between questions asked, the data collected and the conclusions 

drawn) during data collection as well as the "draft case study report reviewed by key 

informants" after the fieldwork. Also, to meet the construct validity criteria, prior 

theory from the literature review (described in the previous chapter) was used to 

define the research constructs. According to Perry (1998), prior theory can have a 
"pivotal" function in the design of a case study and analysis of its data, and provides a 
focus for the data collection phase in the form of research issues. 

As described earlier, the internal validity or credibility or authenticity of the findings 

was seen as the degree to which the findings have meaning for those Interested in 

them (Carter, 1999). One of the ways for dealing with this Issue was to present 

comprehensive descriptions of the context of the cases studied, with regards to 

organisational size, location, business focus, and the management position of the 

interviewees as well as the dates of the interviews. Information on why things 

happened not just describing what happened was also taken into consideration, using 
both theoretical replication (comparing cases from different conditions or settings, for 

example comparison made between ScottishPower in the UK environment, with TNB 

in the Malaysian environment) and literal replication (comparing cases within similar 

conditions or settings, for example comparison made between Powergen and LE 

Group, which are both operating in the UK environment and have similar 

organisational structure and business interests). Triangulation was used extensively 

to synthesise multiple perspectives and clarify meanings. In addition, findings were 
drawn from several information rich cases, which covered a number of different 

contexts. A systematic process of examining the propositions and questions generated 
by the research, added credibility to these findings. 

Finally, in order to address the issues of external validity or transferability or 

generalisability of the findings, the researcher attempted to provide a substantial 
description of the research settings and findings to enable others to compare with 

their work. Sampling within the electricity industry was made to be as 
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comprehensive as possible covering several cases in all the four electricity sectors of 

generation, transmission, distribution, and supply in both regulated and deregulated 

areas. The limitations of the research findings were examined and proposals for 

future research in the area were also provided. 

3.5.3 Reliability 

Reliability generally means consistency, dependability or trustworthiness. Gay and 

Diehl (1992) define reliability as the degree to which a test consistently measures 

whatever it measures. According to Sekaran (1992) the reliability of a measure 

indicates the stability and consistency with which the instrument is measuring the 

concept and helps to assess the goodness of a measure. Based on these definitions and 

by adapting Martinsuo (2001), reliability for this research means demonstrating that 

the operations of the study, such as the data collection procedure, can be repeated 

with relatively the same result, which is also referred to as confirmabllity and 

dependability by Miles and Huberman (1994). In conducting this research, reliability 

was susceptible to various factors such as researcher bias, methodology used, 

informant's characteristics, as well as current economical and financial issues (for 

instance, if the economic outlook or financial situation of the company, is good, the 

company may be very positive about e-Business, but given a different economic 

climate or financial situation, data collected on the same issue may be different). 

Table 3.9 describes some of the questions and issues that are considered important in 

dealing with the reliability concerns of this research. 
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Research Stages Reliability concerns 

Choice of research approach " What Is the Impact of the companies' willingness or unwillingness and positive and 

negative orientation towards the study? 

Data collection " Were the companies selected and the people Interviewed within each company's 
representative enough? 

" Did the contact persons Interfere with reliability and what was their Influence on 
results? 

" Was a confidential atmosphere created to encourage people to respond reliably 

" Were the Interview sessions handled properly to produce comparable data? 
j" Were enough steps taken to ensure minimum researcher Influence on outcomes? 

" Were the Interviews sufficiently consistent for all companies? 

Analysis of findings Could the analysis be repeated? 
i " Were the right examples selected? 

Concluding and Reporting What Important Items remained unreported, supporting or disconfirming the 

findings? 

Table 3.9 Examples Of Reliability Concerns 

(Adapted from: Martinsuo, 2001) 

Various measures to improve the reliability of research findings were taken into 

consideration. These included documenting in detail the data collection and analysis 

methods as well as the research procedure carried out. Yin (1984), suggested that a 

good way to improve the reliability and repeatability of the study is to use a case 

study protocol and to develop a case study database. This study has used both of 

these techniques and in addition all notes have been stored. Using one interviewer 

across the study has also ensured that the protocol was followed and recording took 

place consistently. During all face-to-face interviews an audio recorder was used, 

which helped the researcher to counter check with the field-notes afterwards, which 

according to Perry (1998) is a desirable form of triangulation. 

As discussed earlier, the research was based on a number of fundamental research 

questions, which linked the fieldwork and theory. These questions were used to 

maintain the focus of the study while at the same time allowing relevant 

unanticipated issues to be encompassed during the fieldwork and data collection 

activities. Efforts were made to collect data from a variety of data sources and using a 

variety of data collection instruments as described in section 3.2.2.2, which are 

consistent with the research questions. Furthermore, data were assessed on a number 

of dimensions including the degree to which meaning was shared between the 
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researcher and the interviewees, and consistency with data gathered through other 

means. 

3.6 Ethical Considerations and Protocols for Conduct 

In conducting this research ethical issues such as openness with interviewees and 

appropriate treatment of confidential information, were taken into consideration and 

have been approved by the Departmental Ethics Committee based on the University 

of Strathclyde standard. Based on the guidelines provided by Silverman (2000) and 

the specific ethical issues recommended by Miles and Huberman (1994), "informed 

consent" was obtained from the case companies prior to the beginning of the study. 

This included providing the companies with information about the research, a 

preview of the study initial design, as well as giving basic ideas on the themes of the 

research questions that were relevant to the companies' decisions about whether to 

participate or not. Further consent on how the data collected might be used ("use of 

results"), was also obtained by providing the companies with a summary report of the 

interview findings and confirming permission to Lise it for PhD thesis purposes. 

Other specific ethical issues for qualitative studies as suggested by Miles and 

Huberman (1994) were also considered, which included issues such as: 

  "The study's worthiness" - This research looked into the current management 

approaches and practices toward e-Business in the power Industry. The results 

and findings of this research are hoped to help establish a point of reference for 

TNB's management in particular as well as other parties in the electricity Industry 

in general with regards to e-Business issues. It provides insights Into the c- 

Business strategies and implementation and its potential within the electricity 

utilities. Models of the current e-Business practice developed from this study can 
be used to help in proposing appropriate strategies for effective implementation 

and management of e-Business application and resources. 

  "Competence boundaries" - In this issue "the questions of the researcher's own 

competence" was addressed by emphasising that the researcher was always 

prepared to study in detail all the required and necessary skills for conducting 

this research. Various qualitative methodology references in terms of books and 
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journals were used to formulate the appropriate research design. Consultations 

with people in the appropriate fields, which included lecturers and other 

postgraduate students doing similar studies, were also carried out. 

  "Anticipated benefits and cost" - The question of "what will each party to the study 

gain from having taken part? " was addressed by providing the research's case 

companies with the summary report of the research findings which may provide 

insights into their own e-Business endeavours, and the e-Business models 

developed, which may also help them to identify their e-Business strategies for 

the future. In dealing with the issue of "what do they have to invest in time, energy, or 

money? " and to ensure "equitable balance", the fieldwork strategies, and especially 

the interview sessions were conducted in ways that ensured minimum 

imposition. Participant companies were given flexibility in determining the most 

suitable time and the duration for them to be interviewed. Based on the time 

allocation given, the appropriate interview strategies were then edited and 

formulated to ensure maximum usage of the time. Any further or follow-up 

questions were addressed through emails and phone interviews, which were also 
determined by the case companies. Also, minimal disruption to the companies' 

work schedule was assured as the study adopted a "one-shot or cross-sectional time 

horizon", in which data were gathered just once over a period of time instead of 

several points in time ("longitudinal studies"), which often take more time and 

effort from the participants (Sekaran, 1992). 

  "Harm and risk" - This issue deals with the question of "what might this study do to 

hurt the people involved? " According to Miles and Hubcrman (1994) harm to 

participants can come in many varieties including "looking bad" to others, threats 

to one's interests or position, and the possibility of being sued or arrested. For this 

research the harm and risk issues were addressed in the same manner as the 

"privacy, confidentiality and anonymity" concerns explained below. 

  "Honesty and trust" - These issues were addressed by making sure that from the 

very beginning of the research, all participating companies were clear on the 

research aims and objectives and how the findings from the research would be 

used. Also, summaries of the findings were sent to the companies for their review 

and approval. 

" "Privacy, confidentiality and anonymity"- The issue of privacy was attended to by 

ensuring that the research questions were mostly general in nature, focussing on 
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the companies' e-Business objectives and their ways of implementing it and did 

not aim to probe into any sensitive information that the companies wished to 

remain unknown to the public. Confidentiality and anonymity were also 

promised in the initial agreements with the participating companies. Companies 

involved in this research were not identified unless they wished to be. 

  "Intervention and advocacy" - Based on the research strategy developed, which is 

"to study the phenomenon as it normally occurs and within its own natural 

settings", this research adopted the approach of zero intervention with the 

participating companies' views, attitudes and management style towards e- 
Business, in order to gain insights into the real impact of e-Business for the 

electricity companies. 

  "Research integrity and quality" - This issue focuses on the question of "Is my study 
being conducted carefully, thoughtfully, and correctly in terns of some reasonable set of 

standards? " Miles and Huberman (1994) acknowledge the difficulties in assessing 

the quality of qualitative studies and suggested a series of questions to be asked 

about the goodness of any particular study with regards to its confirmability, 
dependability, credibility, and potential transferability to other settings, which 
have been discussed in the earlier parts of this thesis. In addition, they also 

recommended that qualitative studies should adopt "methodology frankness" by 

being honest about how the studies were conducted and what worried the 

researchers about the quality of the researches. These issues have also been 

discussed in the previous sections. 

  "Data ownership" - This issue looks into the questions of "Who owns my field dote 

and analyses? ", and "once my reports are written, who controls their diffusion? ". 

According to Miles and Huberman (1994), these questions relate directly to the 

confidentiality issue. Addressing the issue of confidentiality requires being clear 

about who own and can have access to the information collected. For this 

research, based on the university regulation and guideline, the physical 

ownership of the data (in thesis format) belong to the university's library; the 

content of the thesis belong to the author; and the commercial and confidential 

information of the case companies used in the thesis belong and can only be 

released by the case companies. 
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According to Miles and Huberman (1994), all the above ethical issues have clear 
implications for the research and its analysis as well as the quality of its conclusions 

and dealing with these issues effectively involves "heightened awareness, negotiation 

and making trade-offs among ethical dilemmas rather than the application of rules". 

3.7 Conclusion 

One of the research aims is to establish a point of reference for TNB's management in 

particular as well as other parties in the electricity industry in general with regards to 

e-Business issues. To do so, analysis of the e-Business approaches of companies 

operating in the UK electricity market was undertaken. This comparison between 

TNB, Malaysia and the UK electricity companies were argued to be reasonable due to 

the industry background in terms of the business of generating, transmitting, 

distributing, and selling electricity, and also the deregulated market that the 

Malaysian electricity industry will enter in the near future. This chapter has discussed 

the methodological issues necessary to meet the objectives of the research. It has 

discussed each of the steps in the case study research, which ranged from the research 
design and the justification of using a mainly qualitative approach. 

The research methodology was shown to adhere to case study procedures, which 

included identifying a broad area of research and the search for preliminary data. In 

this research, preliminary data acquisition included identifying e-Business themes, 

the issues surrounding utility companies in the regulated and deregulated 

environment, and the companies' approach to e-Business. Once the preliminary data 

acquisition phase was completed, it provided the basis for pursuing the research 
further by using a case study approach. The research decision to use qualitative 

methods with a case study approach was seen as a suitable option in order to explore 
the main research problem because of its appropriateness in terms of the type of data 

and information collected, and also in terms of meeting the research objectives. 
Further, the qualitative method chosen allowed for the study to proceed without 

creating predetermined ideas that can impede the scope of answers to the research 

questions and limit the originality and depth of the research findings. The data 

collection process was then devised and consisted of three main inputs, which were 
from face-to-face interviews, first-hand observations before and during the Interview 
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sessions, and various documentations produced by the companies particularly on 
their e-Business initiatives. 

The following chapters will discuss the analysis of the research findings using the 

method described earlier and also discuss the implications of these findings on both 

theory and practice of the case companies and in the electricity industry in general. 
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Chapter 4: Data Analysis 

4.1 Introduction 

The objectives of this chapter are to describe and explain the phenomena and 

situation that have been studied by focusing on "what" is going on and "stow" things 

are proceeding and to understand and explain coherently "why" things occur as they 

do (Miles and Huberman, 1994) within the context of each individual case company. 

However, this chapter will be restricted to presentation and analysis of the collected 

data without drawing general conclusions or comparing results with those of other 

researchers, which were described in Chapter 2. The subsequent chapter, Chapter 5, 

will discuss the findings of this chapter within the context of the literature review. 

Case study reports in the first few sections of this chapter concentrate on describing 

and understanding the issues of "what" is happening within each Individual case 

company. These reports encompass data and information gathered during the 

fieldwork from the interview sessions, associated documentation, and observations 

made of the environment of the interviewee. In the following sections, some of the 

various models illustrated in the literature review chapter (Chapter 2) have been used 

to analyse these findings. Specifically, van Hooft and Stcgwce's (2001) SISP model for 

e-Business (See Figure 2.5 in Chapter 2) together with SWOT analysis (See Figure 2.6 

in Chapter 2) and Porter's Five Forces model (See Figure 2.7 in Chapter 2) were used 

extensively in order to understand the data collected and helped explain both the 

"what" and "why" questions of the research more coherently. 

The SISP model was adopted because it provides step-by-step processes that are in 

line with the research objectives. These processes include: firstly, identify how e- 

Business influences the industry in which the case companies operate; secondly, 

analyse the current situation of the company and its business; and thirdly, taking new 

IT developments into account, explore how e-Business will affect the company and 

the industry in the future and what the e-Business potential is in this Area. In order to 

execute step one and two, the SISP framework used Porter's Five Forces model and 
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SWOT Analysis to help understand the case companies' current c-Business 

perspectives and approaches. 

Based on the findings of the preliminary studies and fieldwork activities, two of the 

main assumptions were confirmed and used as guidelines in order to analyse and 

compare the UK and the Malaysian environment. These assumptions were firstly that 

the UK is in a more advanced state of e-Business implementation within the 

electricity industry and, as mentioned in previous chapters, is one of the pioneers in 

electricity privatisation and deregulation activities. The second assumption was that 

the Malaysian electricity environment is still in its very initial state of e-Business 

awareness and the electricity company still operates in a monopolistic and regulated 

electricity market although it is going to embark on a deregulation exercise in the 

very near future. 

Based on these assumptions, the SISP model was used in different ways when 

analysing and comparing the UK and the Malaysian environment. For the UK 

situation, the model was used to chart what has been happening and what 

approaches have been employed with regards to e-Business strategy and 
implementation within UK electricity companies. On the other hand, for the 
Malaysian environment, the model has been used to identify the potential of e- 
Business for the Malaysian monopoly electricity company and what has been done so 
far in comparison with the UK environment. 

4.2 Brief Descriptions of Cases 

In the following sub-sections, the case companies included in this research were 
divided into two categories depending on their geographic location and business 

environment: the UK environment and the Malaysian environment. 

4.2.1 UK Environment 

The UK electricity industry has shown the way for much of the world in the 
development of open energy markets. The liberalisation process has created a highly 

competitive market underpinned by open access to transmission and distribution 
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The following sections describe each of these companies individually, with an 

emphasis on their e-Business perspectives, strategy and endeavours. 

4.2.1.1 ScottishPower 

Background: ScottishPower is an international energy company consisting of two 

regulated and two deregulated competitive types of business. It has been privatised 
for more than ten years. Currently it serves around five million electricity and gas 

customers in both the UK and the US. In both countries the company provides 

electricity generation (competitive), transmission (regulated and a monopoly for the 

area), distribution (regulated and a monopoly for the area) and supply (competitive) 

services. Before concentrating only on the energy business the company used to 

operate as a multi-utility company that also provided water and telecommunication 

services, as well as being involved in electrical appliances retailing. 

e-Business Definition and Transition Issues: ScottishPower described e-Business as 

end-to-end electronic business transactions and communications, which encompasses 

all components of the value chain. e-Business is seen as more than c-Commerce, 

where e-Commerce is perceived as being concerned with the financial aspects of c- 
Business. e-Business is also defined as application development that is aligned with 

revenue generation, cost reduction and other tangible and intangible business led 

cases. 

The transition to the e-Business world required significant changes within 
ScottishPower. ScottishPower promotes a business culture which consists of: 

empowered teams and individuals; being a learning organisation; and building, 

retaining and sharing knowledge throughout the organisation and between 

organisations and stakeholders. Organisational culture is seen as the biggest factor for 

successfully transforming a business into an e-Business. ScottishPowcr believes that 

employees must understand the Internet and its capabilities and how it can transform 

the way they work and do business. The company also believes that to venture into 

an e-Business environment, employees should be empowered to have access to all the 

information needed to do their job as well as the tools required to get the job done 

most effectively and efficiently. 
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Before the transition to the e-Business environment, ScottishPowcr felt that it needed 

to decide if the company had an aspiration to become an e-Company and if so with 

what outcomes: to be a cost efficient organisation or a revenue generation company, 

or both. The articulation of its aspirations for e-Business was seen as important in 

allowing e-Business to grow in a co-ordinated manner within the organisation. 

e-Business Preparation: For ScottishPower e-Business is about business and not just 

technology. The company believes that e-Business is the convergence of business and 

technology and therefore business managers need to be aware of what technology 

can enable them to do, at what speed and at what cost. ScottishPower feels that e- 

Business must match the business strategy of the company. Whatever the business 

strategy is, e-Business is viewed as an enabler to help that strategy. The application of 

e-Business strategy must be justified as a valid business case for the company. It 

cannot be a case of a "other people are doing it, why aren't we? " strategy. There must be 

clear cost justification of the strategy as well as articulation of the deployment of the 

strategy and the benefits that will be realised from the strategy. 

With regards to return on investment, ScottishPowcr believes that the e-Business 

model is different from the traditional business model. c-Business adopts what 
ScottishPower called "short sharp deliverables" against the targets or objectives of its e- 

Business projects such as expected returns, the number of years expected to see the 

return on investment, and the number of customers gained. As a guideline, the 

company gives itself one to two years to see the return on investment. If the strategy 
does not show any sign of improvements the company must be brave enough to 

terminate the initiative. A recent example of this type of situation includes the 

termination of ScottishPower's joint venture with the Royal Bank of Scotland to form 

an Internet-based company called R38. This joint-venture company was closed down 

within less than one year of its formation mostly due to the anticipated lack of profit 
for both companies. 

ScottishPower adopts what it calls a three-phase approach in planning and 
developing an e-Business strategy. It consists of three major tasks, which are to 

"EDUCATE", "COMMIT" and "EXECUTE". For ScottishPower these phases allow 

the company to ensure that senior business managers understand how their business 
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can be transformed by e-Business and how to realise the benefits. The topics and 

activities encompassed by these three-phases include: 

  EDUCATE - run education and awareness sessions, create appetite for change, 

agree business vision and transformation goals, articulate and communicate the 

vision, understand where the company is now, assess its capabilities, arrange 

study tours, set-up an e-Business steering group and appoint an e-Business 

executive sponsor. 

  COMMIT - confirm the business case for the e-Business programme, create an e- 
Business portfolio, identify projects and their business cases and create an 

environment for change 

  EXECUTE - manage change, deliver projects and deliver benefits, also monitor 

through feedback on benefits realised, lessons learnt and what components were 

successful and unsuccessful. 

On top of the above activities, ScottishPowcr also considers external influences, 

which may change the environment as it moves through the transformation. This 

includes looking at business and regulatory issues, new markets, new entrants and 

new technology. It also believes that it is essential to constantly review what the 

company is doing and to ensure its vision changes with opportunities as they arise. 

e-Business Strategy: To benefit from the c-Business environment, ScottishPower 

concentrates on three principle types of c-Business relationship models (discussed in 

section 2.2.4, Chapter 2): 

  Business-to-consumer (B2C) - Sell side (e-Sell): In this environment ScottishPower 

looks at how the company can relate to consumers and the retail market. It is 

about electronic communication with small and medium size customers, which 
includes: 

  Multi-channel communications 

  Customer relationship management 

  Billing and payment systems 

" Customer services 

  Marketing and sales 

Business-to-business (B2B) - Buy side (e-Buy): This environment includes 

electronic transactions and communications with the whole supply chain, which 
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includes large organisations in terms of customers, suppliers and business 

partners. This includes: 

  Supply chain management 

  Procurement 

  Supply chain planning 

  Inventory management 

  Business partners 

  Business-to-employee (B2E) - In side (e-Inform): 132E is about electronic 

communication with ScottishPower stakeholders, which are the employees. It is 

about general communication as well as about employee self-service and 

knowledge management and having knowledge portals for the employees. This 

includes: 

  Corporate management 

  Knowledge management 

  Business intelligence 

  Employee empowerment 

  Process integration 

Within each of these areas, the business processes can be individually optimised and 

e-enabled to obtain some performance improvements. Ultimately the e-Business 

vision of ScottishPower is to integrate the entire value chain to achieve the next level 

of business performance. In addition to the above three, Scottishl'ower is also looking 

at electronic communication environments with the media, shareholders and external 

stakeholders. 

Lessons from ScottishPower case study: The company has been going through a lot 

of changes over the past ten years or more, starting with the privatisation of the 

industry and later deregulation of the electricity market, to becoming a multi-utility 

with telecommunication and water businesses, acquiring US PacifiCorp to operate 

internationally, and now re-focusing their resources on the energy business and 

selling off their water, telecommunication and electrical equipment businesses. There 

is a high level of e-Business interest in the company. The company is seen to be 

spending and investing continually in e-Business in terms of preparing its 

infrastructure and employees to operate in an e-Business environment of the future. 
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4.2.1.2 Scottish and Southern Energy 

Background: Scottish and Southern Energy is one of the largest vertically integrated 

energy groups in the UK, which serves about five million electricity and gas 

customers across the UK through Southern Electric in England, Scottish Hydro- 

Electric in Scotland and SWALEC in Wales. The groups generate, transmit, distribute 

and supply electricity to industrial, commercial, domestic and wholesale customers in 

the UK. As with ScottishPower, Scottish and Southern Energy's electricity business is 

also made up of two regulated and two competitive businesses. The company's other 
business activities include electrical and utility contracting, and gas marketing. The 

company also provides a comprehensive range of telecommunication services on n 

regional basis through one of its subsidiary businesses called SSE Telecom. 

Organisation Strategy: The main business strategy of Scottish and Southern Energy 

is centred on "customers", "sound investment", "cost control" and "environmental 

management". The organisation believes that its core strengths are in cost control and 

quality of service that is "reliable" and "good value for money". In terms of high-level 

strategy, the company stresses thinking "commercially" (in dealings with customers 

and suppliers), thinking about security as well as about reliability, and focussing the 

business solely on the UK environment. Scottish and Southern Energy strives to be 

the best energy utility and the lowest cost operator in the UK. Currently, the company 

is the only utility company in the UK that has a credit rating of AA1, which mean that 

the rating agencies consider Scottish and Southern Energy as a profitable and well- 

run company. The company claimed that this is because of Its low costs of operation 
(for example, the low generation cost of its hydro generators), its very strong balance 

sheets, and the knowledge that its future earnings are secure (due to Its strong brand 

name and monopolistic status in certain areas). In 2001, the company was making 

profit on a turnover of around £3.4 billion per-annum. 

One of the ways that the company is keeping its costs low is through minimising 

advertising costs. It avoids using television and radio to promote its brands because 

this exercise is considered to be the most expensive route. Scottish and Southern 

Energy use various routes to secure customers which include sending regular mail 

shots to its existing customers together with their monthly bills, online information 
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on the organisation's official website, local sponsorship of various events (for 

example in sporting activities), advertising in local papers, having face-to-face 

customer interaction where the company sends its employees to meet potential 

customers, and also having partnerships with other companies where for each 

customer that they bring to Scottish and Southern Energy, Scottish and Southern 

Energy will pay them a sum of money. 

e-Business Definitions and Applications: Scottish and Southern Energy's 

description of e-Business is any form of business communication or transaction using 

an electronic medium. This can be externally with customers, suppliers and other 
business partners, or internally among employees. Examples include: trading energy 

online over the telephone and through the Internet; online customer information 

through the company's official website that allow customers to see their bills; and 

selling electrical equipment (for example washing machines and fridges) as well as 
financial services (for example insurance) over the Internet. The organisation has also 
implemented an Intranet for the employees that allows them to have access to 

facilities such as email and other Internet applications. The system is also used by top 

management to disseminate information to the rest of the organisation's personnel 

with regard to major developments of the organisation and its latest strategy updates. 

e"ßusiness Strategy and Implementation: Scottish and Southern Energy currently 
does not have any specific plans or strategy with regards to its e-Business 
development and implementation. c-Business is mostly regarded as a technology 

issue and is separated from the business strategy as a whole. It is seen as a tool rather 

than as an overall concept of management that merges the business and technology 

issues. e-Business and e-Commerce is also seen as one of the many routes to markets 

and to suppliers, which is growing in popularity but which is currently a small 

component of the organisation's entire business routes. 

The company's investment in the information technology area is considered very 

small, which is around one to two percent of the company's overall Investment. The 

company does not anticipate that IT investment will increase in the very near future. 

However, Scottish and Southern Energy acknowledge the potential of c-Business 

applications especially with regard to customer relationships and services, and in the 
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area of network management for electricity distribution. The organisation realises 

that customers nowadays have higher expectations and have more choice in their 

energy supplier as well as being able to acquire energy over the Internet. In order to 

compete successfully the organisation feels that it also needs to have similar Internet 

facilities to its competitors. These facilities include online customer services and 

online energy trading and, in deciding to develop these applications, the company 

must ensure that they are reliable, easy to develop and delivered at the lowest cost. 

With regards to e-Business implementation, although Scottish and Southern Energy is 

not very enthusiastic about it at present, it can be observed that the company does 

employ some elements of the three main e-Business relationship models. This 

includes Business-to-Consumer (B2C), Business-to-Business (B2ß) and Business-to- 

Employees (B2E) models. For Scottish and Southern Energy, any future e-Business 

strategy for the organisation will be very much based on the uptake of the Internet 

within the industry. The company will not be developing many more applications 

unless it can see trends towards successful business on the Internet by other 

companies. As far as technology or e-Business application is concerned, It does not 

want to be in the 'first wave" but would be more of a 'follower". 

Lessons from Scottish and Southern Energy case study: The company is very 

successful in terms of its operations and maintains a stable and profitable business. It 

has a strong conviction towards using traditional methods and approaches to 

increase revenue. The company acknowledges and appreciates the e-Business 

potential for electricity utilities but does not see it becoming one of the company's 

main strategies in the near future. 

4.2.1.3 Powergen 

Background: Powergen is currently one of the UK's leading integrated gas and 

electricity companies. It is a vertically integrated Anglo-American energy services 
business, which is a part of E. ON AG (a German-based energy group and one of the 

world's largest investor owned utilities). The company generates, distributes and 

supplies electricity in the UK and European markets. It provides around ten percent 

of the electricity used in England and Wales. Through its subsidiary, East Midlands 
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Electricity, Powergen run the electricity distribution network for the East Midlands 

area. The company sells electricity and gas to around three and a half million 

residential, business and industrial customers. 

e-Business Definitions and Applications: Powergen defines e-Business as the use of 
Internet and web style technologies to do normal business. It was not perceived by 

the company as a different type of business. Rather, e-Business is regarded as doing 

the same business in a different way. e-Business is also seen as an online business 

with a heavy emphasis on people serving themselves, whether they are customers, 

suppliers or employees. Business interactions with these parties are categorised by 

the company as Business-to-Customers (ß2C), Business-to-Business (B2B) and 
Business-to-Employees (B2E) dimensions. These three relationship models of e. 
Business are said to have the characteristics of being online, were developed to 

streamline and ensure the efficiency of business processes and to eliminate the role of 
"middle-persons", towards the promotion of a self-service environment (for example, 

eliminating the process of booking a seminar room through the company's logistic 

department, where in this case the logistic department is considered as the middle- 

person). 

Powergen has developed a few applications within the B2B area, including e- 
Procurement initiatives for the company asset management business (mainly power 

stations). Within these initiatives, Powergen has implemented an e-Procurement 

market site, which already has a number of suppliers on board and which the 

company is gradually looking to increase. Most of these suppliers are for the 

generation and the distribution businesses with only one or two suppliers for other 

general office supplies. This is due to the vast majority of the purchases being done in 

the generation and distribution areas, which includes purchasing cables and 
transformers. Powergen believes that any "price e ciency" it will get will come from 

these types of generation and distribution purchases. On the other hand, the 

company also feels that "efficiency in executing" the purchases will most probably 

come from the purchases of large volume general office supplies. 

B2B applications can also be seen in Powergen's Energy Trading business. An e- 
Business application in Energy Trading is considered to be one of the most important 
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applications running at the moment. This application is said to have tremendously 

improved the liquidity and speed of transactions and has been especially Important 

in providing fast and accurate online information. A large proportion of Powergen's 

energy trades are done online through various exchanges and the value of those 

trades was said to "dwarf' any value in Powergen's other business transactions. 

The retail business has also implemented a 132B application that offers major 

customers their half-hourly electricity consumption online. According to the 

company, this information is vital to large power consumers, as they can better 

understand what their energy consumptions are and think about how they can 
improve the management of these energy consumptions. In addition, a 132C 

application has also been implemented by the retail business for its domestic and 

small power consumers where it offers its services and customer interactions online, 

such as providing the facilities to apply and register online, make online bill enquiries 

and conduct online meter reading. An online payment system was suspended 

recently due to some security problems but the company has plans to reinstate the 

facility to make online payments soon. However, Powergen has some scepticism 

about just how fast and how much take-up there will be amongst the customer base 

for B2C applications. The company has found that so far not many people out of its 

three million customer accounts are keen to use the online services provided, 

especially online payment. 

e-Business Strategy and Implementation: As an energy company, Powergen does 

not see e-Business as its main business strategy when compared to information- 

intensive companies such as those that are involved in advertising, entertainment or 
banking. On the other hand, in comparison with other energy companies in the UK, 

Powergen felt that the company is more or less at par with ScottishPower In terms of 
developing and investing in e-Business applications. However, with respect to the 

company's e-Business vision and strategy for the future, Powergen does not feel that 

the company views these as centrally as ScottishPower does with regard to its 

initiatives and preparation. The business and the business strategy are focussed on 

managing the physical assets of the company, generating electricity, as well as 
distributing and retailing it. The "e" bit was said to be generally concerned with 
finding better ways of doing those business activities, which includes doing them 
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more efficiently, and making them more attractive to customers. e-Business is 

regarded as a supplement to the business strategy rather than the strategy itself, 

which can help the company improve efficiency and satisfaction for customers and 

employees, as well as business partners. 

As an e-Business initiative, the company is looking into producing a "richer" but 

much more standardised IT infrastructure. A few years ago, Powergen underwent an 

IT restructuring process. It was decided that the company would have an IT 

department in each of the main businesses of Powergen. In order to coordinate these 

departments, the company had set-up a Group IT function that is responsible for 

looking at policy, standards and directions of IT across the whole UK business. One 

of the ongoing e-Business moves is to create a much more standardised IT 

infrastructure that can be a platform for, wherever possible, the common business 

processes across the company online. 

On the B2E side, there is also a big push within the company to establish the Intranet 

as a vehicle for communicating with and enabling employees to exchange 

information and connect with each other. e-Business Initiatives can also be seen 

within each of Powergen's four main businesses (European Generation and Asset 

Management, Energy Trading, Retail, and Distribution). For example the retail 

business is doing a lot of work on online self-service for its retail customers, the 

distribution business is focussing on enabling its employees to get access to all the 

information relevant for their work wherever they are, and the trading business has 

more online trading and auctions in place. However all these Initiatives will be 

tempered by the limited funds that the company has allocated to it. Nevertheless, 

Powergen believes that there is a big transformational push for the UK business in 

this direction and it wants to bring the whole "e-thoughts" concept (which is defined 

by the company as any ideas on e-Business related applications and initiatives) into 

how the company does business. 

Future Business or e-Business Strategy: Powergen's retail business has plans to 

expand its customer numbers because it is felt that to be a viable retail business the 

company needs to have at least five million customer accounts in the UK. The 

company feels that there are two routes to this expansion. One is to sell more 
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electricity to more people and the other one is to sell a broader range of products to 

the people who are already buying the company's electricity. Powergen has a vision 

to do both and still maintains a focus on retailing utility services. In addition, with 

regards to the company's overall strategy, Powergen believes that there is a great 

overall chance of being a successful and increasingly profitable company by 

maintaining the status of an integrated business across generation, distribution, 

trading and retail, as compared to restricting its operations to one particular business 

or the other. 

With regard to e-Business implementation, internally, the company is initiating a 

general move towards eliminating paper based processes by means of having 

"everything" online and "everything" self-service, and with information readily 

available and people readily findable and contactable. 

Lessons from Powergen case study: Powergen was created from the privatisation of 

the Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB), and has since grown from an 

electricity generator into a producer, distributor and retailer of electricity in the UK 

and abroad, a gas and telephone services supplier, and also an ISI'. The company Is 

also involved in the construction and operation of power station sites across the 

world. Powergen has also gone through further transformation and expansion by 

acquiring US LG&E Energy Corp. The company was later purchased by EON AG, a 

publicly owned German utility, which also now acts as its ultimate parent company. 

With regards to its e-Business strategy, the company is seen to have an active 

approach in terms of implementing various e-Business applications within the B2C, 

B2B and B2E models. However, the company feels that e-Business is only a tool to 

support the company's organisational strategy and regards e-Business as an 

evolutionary change and not a revolutionary one, which involves a gradual 

expansion of the ways and places that the company interacts with its employees, 

customers, suppliers and business partners electronically. Powergen appreciates that 

e-Business will grow more important for the company in the future, but the growth 

will be in a way that reinforces the business of the company, which is making energy, 

retailing and trading energy, as well as running a physical energy distribution 

network. 
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4.2.1.4 LE Group 

Background: London Electricity was privatised in 1990 and was acquired in 1997 by 

the US utility company, Entergy Corporation. Entergy then sold London Electricity in 

1998 to one of the world's largest utility companies, Electricite de France (EDF). 

During 2000 the renamed LE Group was structured into separate business units, 

which comprise Asset Ownership and Governance, Energy Business and Service 

Provision. The company is involved in almost every aspect of the electricity business 

including generation, supply and distribution as well as providing gas and other 

services such as providing data services for large power consumers (for instance, 

detailed billing) and green electricity options for all customers. 

e-Business Definitions and Perceptions: e-Business is described as a communication 

tool and as one of the channels to market in order to reach customers, suppliers and 

business partners. It is defined as doing business through web technologies. It is seen 

as a tool that provides the ability to connect everyone with everyone through the 

same web standards. LE Group believes that instead of calling it c-Business it should 
be referred to as web-Business. Although e-Business is regarded as a major element 

and a strategic tool for the business, the company feels that It is no more than a web 

technology and will not influence the company's overall business strategy. The 

company feels that it is still not obvious whether e-Business can add value to Its 

current business activities. At the moment e-Business is seen as only being able to 

improve performance and productivity without creating any value, where value is 

perceived as the ability to create a new business, a new relationship or a new business 

process. 

Another issue that LE Group is looking at is the feasibility of e-Marketplaces. 
Although the company is part of the Eutilia c-Marketplace, it still has not done any 

online transactions on the marketplace yet. The company feels that at the moment the 

e-Marketplace is not a successful application. LE Group believes that this is due to 

reluctance from the suppliers to deal on marketplaces. Suppliers are said to feel that 

such marketplaces will increase the power of purchasers by using the marketplace to 

put pressure on suppliers to get the best price. In order to avoid these marketplaces 

the company has seen suppliers develop their own Internet site with their own 
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catalogues and have companies deal directly with them instead of going through e- 

Marketplaces. LE Group is still uncertain as to what the outcome of the e-Marketplace 

is going to be, but is looking into fully implementing its own c-transactions once 

these issues have been resolved and the company can be sure of its value and 

benefits. 

e-Business Strategy, Applications and Implementation: Within the LE Group, there 

are two important areas where the company sees e-Business plays an important role. 
The first one is in energy trading systems where without the speed, accuracy and 
flexibility of e-Business, trading will not be able to take place efficiently. The second 

one is in the company's Customer Relationship Management initiatives, especially in 

the services provided for large power consumers (B2B). e-Business applications such 

as online reports on customers' energy consumption are considered very important. 

These applications allow LE Group to send reports to its large power consumers 

almost in real-time, which in turn helps the customers to make strategic decisions in 

managing their energy usage. The company feels that another reason why this 13211 

category of e-Business is important and a success is helped by the fact that businesses 

usually have effective computers and networking systems in place with a full support 

team to ensure their smooth running. 

On the other hand e-Business applications for transactions with small businesses and 

domestic customers are regarded as not very critical. In fact the company feels that 

they have not been very successful. The company's Virgin brand for example, 
implements total online systems through the Internet, where customers can apply 

and register for its services online, pay their electricity online, as well as view their 

bills and manage their account online. So far the company has found that only around 

ten thousand (10,000) customers have signed up for these services as compared to the 

two hundred thousand (200,000) customers that the company managed to get within 

the same period of time through traditional marketing methods and using traditional 

type of services. The company feels that some of the reasons why domestic customers 

are still reluctant to use online services through the Internet for their utility 

transactions include slow transaction times, security and accountability of the 

Internet, customers not having the right software version, unfriendly websites, and 
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customers feeling that it is not exciting or necessary to look at their utility bills 

through the Internet. 

The company has also implemented a strong Intranet system that is used primarily 
for internal communications among its personnel. It is also used as a medium for 

announcing company news, publishing any revised business strategy and updated 

organisational structure, as well as publishing the company's press releases. 

Future Business or e-Business Strategy: To keep updated with the current e-Business 

strategy, implementation and applications, LE Group has created an e-Business 
forum where people from all business units meet and discuss what they have been 

doing in the e-Business space, what applications have been implemented, any 

problems encountered, and other issues related to e-Business. From this discussion 

the company hopes to pick up new and applicable ideas for itself and investigate 

whether it would add value to the company's existing business and, if it has a strong 
business case, the company will invest in it. However, LE Group does not see itself 

transforming the whole business to become fully an e-Business. The approach that it 

will adopt is always to be pragmatic with any of the e-Business applications the 

company wishes to implement. 

Currently the company is looking into expanding the usage of its Intranet systems to 

provide more capabilities such as managing the company's internal purchase orders 

and managing personnel claim expenses. The company has also plans to use the 

Intranet to help eliminate paper-based processes and interactions. c-Procurement is 

another area that the company is looking at for the future. It is currently conducting 

studies and surveys to see if there is any value that can be gained from this 

application. However, the company has doubts as to the value that this system can 

provide. It claimed that the company already has a very efficient procurement 

process in place, so in order to venture into c-Procurement systems the company 

needs to see a really strong business case for it. If there is any improvement over 

current e-Procurement systems and activities, and If the studies can show that it 

would bring more efficiency and can add value to the company's current 

procurement process, the company will not hesitate to invest in it. However, this is 

not a critical and urgent area for the company. 
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Lessons from LE Group case study: Like Powergen, LE Group is also a foreign 

owned utility in the UK. With regards to e-Business strategy, although the company 

seems rather active in its implementation of e-Business applications, LE Group is 

quite sceptical about the overall potential and benefits of e-Business, especially in its 

ability to create value for the company. 

4.2.1.5 GPU Power UK 

Background: GPU Power UK is a single utility concentrating on the distribution of 

electricity to homes and businesses in the areas of Shropshire, Staffordshire, the West 

Midlands, Worcestershire, Herefordshire and Gloucestershire. It was originally part 

of the nationalised Midlands Electricity Board (MEB). MEB then became the first 

electricity company in the UK to make the strategic move to separate Its distribution 

business from its competitive supply operation. The distribution business was called 

Midlands Electricity Plc and later renamed GPU Power UK to reflect the name of the 

American parent company that acquired it in early 2000. In 2002 it was taken over by 

another US company called Aquila Inc (formerly known as UtiliCorp United) and the 

company now has changed its name to Aquila Networks to reflect Its new parent 

company. 

It operates in a regulated monopoly environment. The regulator however, Is slowly 

increasing the level of competition in this area. One of the main areas where the 

regulator is trying to expand competition is new connections to the network. For 

example, if there are new houses or new industrial estates, etc., then the wiring and 

insulation of the electricity network within that estate and connection to the existing 

network can be competitive. New connections were due to become competitive In 

January 2002, but due to the difficulties in achieving that, mostly because of safety 
issues, it has taken off very, very slowly. Competition in new connection Is seen as 
having a miniscule effect on the industry as compared to competition in the supply 

business. 

Distribution Business Issues: Distribution businesses in the UK operate as monopoly 

companies in their respective areas and are price regulated. The regulator, Ofgem 

(Office of Gas and Electricity Markets) imposes strict price regulation on the 
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companies. The distribution price is defined by the regulator using certain formulae 

and will be reviewed every five years. This means that the price that GPU Power UK 

and other distribution companies can charge is fixed. For example it allows the 

companies to make around six and a half percent (6.5%) return on the capital they 

employ during a particular five-year period. This price regulation governs the 

company's expenditure with regards to buying new equipment or maintaining 

existing equipment, as well as providing certain services such as fault restoration of 
the electricity supply, and electricity network systems control and maintenance. 

According to GPU Power UK, in order to gain more profit it needs to be more 

efficient in terms of operational costs. It needs to be able to keep its operational costs 

as low as possible in order to maintain its margins. Another area that the company is 

looking at in order to increase its profit is to venture into other businesses that 

operate in a non-regulated environment, which include forming partnerships or 

alliances with telecommunication companies, cable laying contractors, as well as 

other utility companies. So far no decision has been made on the above issues and 
there are still on-going discussions about it. 

Currently the distribution business is going through a process of consolidation and a 

number of distribution companies have merged. At the time of the interviews, Gl'U 

Power UK and SEEBOARD were the only distribution companies that are still 
independent. However, SEEBOARD is now part of the LE Group, following an 

acquisition exercise in July 2002. In the long run, GPU Power UK believes that they 

might lose out due to the lack of economics of scale when purchasing material and 

equipment. 

e-Business Definitions and Applications: e-Business is defined as the usage of 

electronic media such as computers for business transactions. This includes electronic 

trading via e-Marketplaces, online auctions, online reverse auctions and also covers 

anything where Internet technologies are used to transmit information between the 

company and its suppliers and other business partners. e-Business is also described 

as being more than traditional proprietary EDI applications. 
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e-Business Strategy and Implementation: GPU Power UK does not have any specific 

or structured e-Business plan or strategy. The company does not sec e-Business as a 

very important factor that drives the business strategy of the company. The main 

reason for this is that GPU Power UK is still not convinced of the e-Business potential 

and is still struggling to see the benefits of implementing e-Business. The company 

however mentioned that there have been some successful e-Business applications 

within the company, but for the most part they have not yet yielded the sort of 
benefits that the company had hoped for. 

Nevertheless, it was observed that the company does have elements of a Business-to- 

Business (B2ß) model in place. GPU Power UK is currently performing a trial run of 
its online auction activities. The company has signed-up with the Achilles C. 
Marketplace and bought a package of six auctions for a fixed fee. At the end of these 

six auctions the company will evaluate the exercise and decide If there is any benefit 

in it and whether to continue with it or whether to turn back to performing the 

auctions the way it used to be done. By becoming a member of the Achilles e- 
Marketplace the company is also part of the electronic trading forum with other 

utilities. However, at the moment neither the company nor its suppliers are very keen 

on moving into this environment rapidly. The company believes that at the moment, 

the theory of e-Business precedes its performance and the actual benefits on the 

ground are not that easy to realise. 

Another application that is being used extensively within the company is an 

application that helps field personnel to record their investigations and transfer 

information back to the company. This application can be interpreted in terms of the 

Business-to-Employees (B2E) model. It consists of a handheld device that helps them 

record electronically what they see in the field, for example reporting a faulty cable or 

a faulty overhead, reporting status on transformer upgrades or switchgear 

maintenance. This information can then be uploaded from the hand-held device to 

the main computer system for further action. Five years ago they were using pieces of 

paper and sending them back to their office where somebody else had to key in the 

information from the paper into the system manually. According to the company, the 

handheld system has helped to improve the speed and accuracy of the process. 
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GPU Power UK also stated that there are two main reasons why the company faces 

difficulties in implementing e-Business. The first one is the technology factor and the 

second one is a financial or economic factor. The technology area is quite difficult for 

the company because it has a mixture of legacy systems and new applications. There 

are some systems that are mainframe-based and were developed internally, some 

applications the company bought off the shelf from other companies, while others use 
SAP modules for certain parts of the business process. With this mixture of systems 
GPU Power UK has had difficulties with system integration. For example integrating 

the back office systems with the e-Marketplace application has been quite difficult, 

leading to duplication of work where the information received from the c- 
Marketplace online website needs to be re-entered manually into the company's back 

office system. Another problematic area is the financial or economic factor, where the 

company is still struggling to see real strong business benefits from e-Business. 

Future e-Business Strategy: GPU Power UK does not see itself implementing any c- 
Business plan or strategy in the near future (within five to ten years). The company 

believes that Business-to-Customers (B2C) will be the model that has most potential. 
However, being solely a distribution business, the company does not have direct 

interactions with its customers, whether large or small. Its interactions are mostly 

with suppliers such as cable or transformer producers and also with the regulator. 

The company believes that these types of interactions are mainly concerned with the 

Business-to-Business (B2B) model, and this model does not demonstrate much benefit 

to the company. 

Lessons from GPU Power UK case study: GPU Power UK, concentrating only on the 

distribution segments of the electricity business, has gone through various 

transformation and takeover exercises. Being in a regulated part of the electricity 
business, the company feels that c-Business strategy is not important for the 

company, as the strategy was perceived as being more viable in the deregulated 

environment. The company is not active in its e-Business endeavours and feels that it 

needs to focus its resources and attention more on adjusting to the various 

transformations and changes that the company has gone through. 
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In summary, section 4.2.1.1 through to section 4.2.1.5 have provided separate case 

reports that explore and describe the five UK case companies in terms of the 

companies' background, deregulation issues, and their e-Business definition, 

applications, implementation, and strategy. In the following sections of the analysis, 

these individual cases will be compared against each other, but to begin with as 

suggested by Patton (2002), each case need to be represented and understood as an 
"idiosyncratic manifestation" of the phenomenon under study. The purpose of these 

case reports is to offer a descriptive and holistic portrayal, allowing the reader to 

access, as far as is possible, the information necessary to understand each cases in all 
its uniqueness. The Malaysian case study is presented in the next section. 

4.2.2 Malaysian Environment 

Malaysia is currently in the midst of an energy sector reform process. Prior to 1990, 

the National Electricity Board (NEB) was government-owned, and supplied eighty 

percent of the total population of Malaysia. The NEB was corporatised in 1990 to 

become Tenaga Nasional Berhad, or TNB, and was later partially privatised in 1992. 

The generation sector was opened to Independent Power Producers (li'Ps) after this 

privatisation but TNB still maintains market dominance through control of most of 
the generation capacity, the transmission network, and the distribution business, as 

well as the supply sector of electricity for the country. 

Electricity demand growth has been rapid over the last decade, and this has assisted 

growth in inward direct investment by IPPs. Further reform is planned, with the 

creation of a wholesale market and independent transmission ownership and 

operation. Despite these plans, Malaysia still wishes to achieve social policy goals by 

regulating the retail tariff of electricity, in particular maintaining a uniform tariff for 

all consumers. For Malaysia, as in some other developing economies, the potential 
benefits of opening energy markets to full competition must be balanced against 

competing political, social, and economic policy objectives, such as the extension of 

electricity networks to all communities, and maintenance of tariffs at prices that 

poorer consumers can afford (Asia Pacific Energy Research Centre, 2000). 
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Based on the above discussion and due to the market dominance of TNB In Malaysia 

as well as the researcher's position as an employee of TNB, the company was selected 
to be the main case study to represent the Malaysian environment for this research. 

4.2.2.1 Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB) 

Background: TNB is the largest electricity utility company in Malaysia serving over 
five million customers throughout Peninsular and East Malaysia. The Group's core 

activities are in the generation, transmission, and distribution of electricity and offer a 

complete power supply system, incorporating the National Grid. At present, even 

after the introduction of Independent Power Producers (IPP) in the early 1990s, TNB 

still continues to be a major player in the electricity generation business, which Is a 

significant part of the Group's diversified range of business activities. Through TNp 

Generation Sdn Fahd, its wholly owned subsidiary, TNB has the largest generation 

capacity of 8,660.5MW, which accounts for around sixty-five percent of the total 

power generation of Peninsular Malaysia. Other TNC3 activities Include 

manufacturing of transformers, high voltage switchgears and cables. The Group also 

provides professional consultancy services; repair and maintenance services; fuel, 

logistics, freight and insurance coverage; research and development, which Include 

offering services of higher education, property development and project management 

services; and architectural, civil, electrical and engineering works services. These are 

made possible through its subsidiaries and associate companies. 

e-Business Definitions, Strategy and Applications: The Group defines e-Business as 

conducting business activities electronically, which may Involve using the Internet 

and Web technology. e-Business is also seen as applications that will replace 
traditional pen and paper based systems, which usually involve lots of manual 

processes. 

The importance of e-Business to TNB is beginning to surface especially during the 

current difficult phase faced by the company's core business, which includes 

increases in fuel costs, increases in overall costs of operations, and an increase in 

competition for generating electricity from the IPPs. TNI believes that In this 

situation, cutting costs is imperative to ensure the company's survival and that the 
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company remains competitive. One approach the company feels is effective in cutting 

costs is the implementation of e-Business solutions. 

Currently, TNB has implemented what it perceives as one of its key e-Business 

applications, which, although not a critical issue for the company at present in terms 

of generating revenue or cost cutting, is considered strategically important in order to 

demonstrate to stakeholders and specifically customers, that the company is keen on 

e-Business solutions. TNB also wishes to show its stakeholders that the company is 

leading in this area as far as electricity utilities are concerned, which the company 
believes will help its image in building trust and confidence for any future 

competition. This application is called e-Services and specifically targets the 

company's domestic and small business customers. The services offered through this 

application include online enquiries, online billing and online payment facilities. 

With this application, TNB hopes to project an image that the company is dedicated 

to providing better customer service, and regards the application as one of the means 

of preparing the company for future competition. 

Although TNB appreciates the potential of e-Business for the electricity industry and 
is very enthusiastic about it, at present the company is still in what it described as the 

"planning phase". The company refers to this phase as the initial stage of e-Business 

implementation, which involves exploring and identifying key areas and processes 

within the company that could be e-Business enabled. TNß does not have an 

integrated or complete e-Business strategy or plan for the overall company at present. 
However, the company has developed a framework to guide its e-Business 
implementation for the future to concentrate on three key areas, which incorporates a 

B2C model 'for improved customer services, which also includes demand side management"; 

a B2B model 'for e-Procurement and supply chain management"; and a 112E model "tltat 

will focus on employee self-service for better communication and information access within the 

organisation". 

TNB envisages that some of the potential benefits of e-Business with regard to its 

customers, business partners and internal processes will include the shortening of 

payment periods and a reduction in operating costs. For example, through an c- 
Procurement application, transactions would be done electronically and suppliers 
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could be selected online. Through this application delivery processes from suppliers 

are expected to be done faster, paper-based transactions should be reduced, the 

number of human or manual resources should be minimised, and time and effort to 

monitor the whole purchasing cycle are expected to be shortened substantially. TNß 

expects to have more streamlined and effective internal business processes by means 

of implementing various self-service applications, which the company believes will 

also help improve employee satisfaction. With regards to its customers, the company 

is looking into extending the functionality of its e-Services and to ensuring that the 

application could provide round-the-clock facilities with zero or minimum down 

time. 

Future Business or e-Business Strategy: To implement the e-Business strategy for the 

company, TNB is concentrating on three critical success factors that the company 

believes are important in developing, planning and executing the strategy. These 

include: first, support and enthusiasm from top management, without which the 

company feels it would be difficult to implement the strategy, as a complete c- 

Business solution will involve changes to the company's business processes, which 

will need endorsement and support from the top management; second, a strong and 

reliable infrastructure, which includes the network and servers; and third, 

involvement of end-users throughout the e-Business application development, 

"particularly when the application involve changes to the way businesses are conducted". 

TNB also regards the level of e-Readiness of its business partners and customers as a 

critical contributing factor towards the success or failure of the company's c-Business 

strategy. In order to ensure that customers and business partners are ready to deal in 

an e-Business environment with the company, various ways are being planned to 

create an e-Business awareness for these parties. Currently, the company does not 
have a complete and specific plan of e-Business awareness for its business partners 
but it is targeting its domestic and small business customers for its e-Business 

education plan through brochures, by sponsoring e-Business awareness programmes 

on the media (television, radio, newspapers), and by helping to provide Internet 

facilities to rural schools so as to prepare the next generation for the acceptance of e- 
Business implementation in the future. 
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Lessons from TNB case study: TNB appears to have a positive attitude towards e- 
Business. However, the company seems to have a more laid-back approach to its e- 
Business initiatives when compared to the UK utilities. For example, when 
implementing its e-Services system, in-depth studies were not carried out on 
important areas such as the anticipated number of customers who would use the 

facility. Mechanisms for monitoring the number of customers using this facility were 

also not in place. This makes it difficult for TNB to judge the success levels of its c. 
Business initiative. As discussed earlier, e-Business at present is pursued mainly as an 
image enhancing exercise. This may have led to some e-Business applications being 

commissioned without specific and clear targets. The company needs to have a 

rigorous assessment process in place before implementing its e-Business plans for the 
future in order to benefit from this environment. 

4.2.3 Summary of the Case Companies Environment 

Based on the case study reports presented earlier, it can be summarised that at 

present most of the case companies have gone through a lot of changes and 
transformations due to the privatisation and deregulation exercise in the power 
industry as illustrated in Figure 4.1. Some of the significant developments include 

unbundling of electricity utilities into their basic components (generation, 

transmission, distribution, and supply) and offering the service of each component 

separately; introduction of competition for the wholesale market and the retail 

market; and formation of the multi-utility concept. The restructuring of the energy 
industry has also opened up the power markets to include international operation by 

some of the electricity utilities as described in Table 4.1 earlier. 
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model, their e-Business take-up is seen to be in the "initiation" phase, where the 

companies are establishing whether a specific e-Business application is necessary and 

also developing pilot and key applications. This usually involves comparing and 

selecting existing e-Business technologies and applications, or rejecting and 

eliminating applications that have already been implemented. For example, GPU 

Power UK at present is determining whether its c-Procurement initiatives are suitable 
for the company and will be continued, or to abandon the whole project altogether. 
TNB on the other hand is currently in the process of developing its pilot e-Services 

and e-Office applications. 

The case study report on Scottish and Southern Energy highlighted that the company 

prefers to adopt a "trend followers" approach to c-Business rather than be in the "first 

wave" ("pioneers") of the e-Business implementation. Although Scottish and Southern 

Energy believes that at present the traditional methods of doing business are more 

suitable for the company and proven to be successful, the company does appreciate e- 
Business potential and is seen to have implemented some c-Business applications 

within the B2C, B2B and B2E models. The company believes that being in a 

competitive environment for some of its business, it is important to show its 

stakeholders and customers that the company is "moving with the lira's". The status of 
its e-Business take-up can be viewed to be just after the "initiation" phase and at the 

start of the "contagion" phase. 

From the case reports for both Powergen and LE Group, it can be summarised that 

these companies are much more enthusiastic with their e-Business initiatives. They 

are seen to be developing various applications for all three models of 132C, B213 and 
B2E e-Business. Although they are more of "trend followers" with regards to their c- 
Business implementations approach, they can also be considered as "pioneers" for 

some of their initiatives. This can be seen for example in LE Group's joint venture 

with the Virgin Group to form Virgin Energy that operates as one of the first pure 

online energy company, and Powergen's successful e-Procurement initiatives with its 

core suppliers. Based on their e-Business approach and level of enthusiasm, the status 

of both companies' e-Business take-up can be observed to be at the higher level of the 

"contagion" phase. Even though both companies are very keen with their e-Business 
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initiatives, the companies regard e-Uiisincss as of a tool and tt. ( lhnnologv that is 

very useful in supporting their companies' corporate "trateg.. 

In comparison with the case compalliCS discºr. ', tied 11)(W C, tlit 'L stu(1\- r(ll)t)rt' 

shows that Scottishl'ower is much more positive with re};, ºrds tº its c-Biv int, "', 

ýiýýhrcºýých and take-up. The company believes that r I; usine sti 11,111or1e titan just '11boo11t 
technology and should be integrated with the corporate st r., I lit, t,. 111 

be seen to be rigorously developing Variuºr' e Uusiness , il, l, liý. ºtiýýn . and irºiti, itives 

within the ß2C, ß213 and l12l: , rnd at Ines itt IL, v, the it st e- 

Business applications running when cmill ºnvt1 tO tht, uutln. r . ºtit. (Onil1Of it , 
(explained further in they foIIo ving Svc ni, st 1011 "3. ,, "I. ß,, "1.7, and 4. M). 

Scott ishPower Cell he seen to niainly adopt ,i "Jýiýýnº º, ºIýI, rýý. ºý Iý to it', º, Iiºv, iriº11.1, 

strategy and intpIvnwnt, ttitm and at prcs nt tltc tit, tttis of its º Itti , inº sý t, º1., tip , , in I), 

rtºnsiclrrrd to he ºnurC at tIii CnºI of the and nu)Vitºg into tho 

"c. mrtrnl" phase. As a "; )ioorteo'r" the oºnil,. ºny takes tIir Icad in intpIt tnrnlino, nk-'\ (' 

I LIsiin(ss ventures and is willing to invest Iw, ºvil. v in it. I hi, º an he sovºº in it', pint 

vt91tu1V rfturt with 'I'Ii I: ººval Bank tºI - otl, tnd tt tººrnº ,t pule Intcrnct t o)iºip, ºrrv, , t,, 

well as leading once of the energy o -Mark tpIa i 1, n)jck t,, with ,º ntiºººIwr ut I iinil, f"ºrt 

utilities to form I'; titili, i. 

Ii, isi .I can the ratio' Cl)IllINl1110S' t'-ßllsint ss , II)I)I mcII and . l, itll', of c 1311-, int""o, t. lkc III, 

the 'Ilse companies' level of e-Business HIIpIonlen1,11Ion r, ln . II'. u he "11111111m i"wd II", in1; 

I Lºrkt)IIth and Kcttingeº's �l'Itrrr" I. (', '(1 pof I; trýrrtý.; 1º, inºcýýýýrI. (II tº>, tiýýl tºº 

Chapter 2, see 'Fable 2.1) as cie11m011MI' ºled in I i}; ºir 1.1. 

N 

Level 1: Level 2: 
Integration 

Lovol 3: 
Trrinsioomitiort ýý Experimentation 

Scottish&SouthornEnorgy 

GPU Power UK 

TNB 

ScottishPowor 

f'aworgon 

LE Group 

Figure 4.4 Case Companies' I, 0%TI of t I; týsiný ýti I"'IIIeitW"Lith ) 11 ILirwd 1 )n II, ik kh. rIIh 

and }< 'ttin}; or Framework 
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Further analysis and discussion of the findings from the case studies are disciv sM-d1 in 

more detail in the following sections. 

4.3 Patterns of data for each research issue 

I ººIlowing the SISI' llwdel, the rt'tit', lrch ntvtletI Il) tIi'. t It It 1 tits hm % 

influences the electricity industry. To) tlndeerst, intl this sittl, ltion, inturnº, ltiitn was 

collected thrclugh interviews, ducunlentatio n and tºIbserv, ltit, ll. Hu. iltltºrltt, ltitºn was 

then organised into kahles and tuatrict's as rectºnnnu'nd. si lip' Milt-, and I Iul t'rlºº. ºn 

(1994) and Patton (2002) in order to analyse thte tlu, 1litativº' t1,11,1 anti is disc IIssº'tl in 

the following sub-sections (Note: Mile, , and I Illlwrnl, ºn (11M. 1) and rattan (2UU2) have 

provided a variety of ideas for analytical Jl)l)l" w(Iles to qualitative (1.11.1 im 111ding 
.1 

variety of concept mapping and visual display technitlties). 

4.3.1 Current Situation: Level of e-Business III, plenit'nt, itioon 

As depicted in 'fahle 4.2, it w, tti (A)served frort tltc I. I. Sc, trt It fiitdiiil; >. I1i, 11 111ß- 11101t, 

rump. titive element"; of the htI IiU. S, which (t)ntl)ritic, gettcr, tlioit mid ti, tvt" .i 

much higher level of e-Business activitirs and , tl, l, lic, ttions 't" (t ii 1', tred It) flu 

1110110} oly elements of the husinu's5 lh, tl c' m"I"t Of the It' 1151111 s"iO, tt , tart (li,. lrilmtiOn 

segments. 'I'ithly 4,3, which specifir, tlly tuchsec on the five ('0ntl1, ttiies sludictl itt the 

UK tttf this rescarch, highlights these facts. 

Dimension 1: Degree of competition 

High 

Dimension 2: Sectors 

I caw 

Generation Silpply I I)1,. Illklll(m 

Dimension 3: Level of e-Business activities 

High l ow 

Table 4.2 UK I: Ie(trio ity Lii 'inonmi'nl: sununn, irv' (d Finding" IL, is Ion Ow 

Dimensions of Sector, Competition and I. & el oI c Iiººsille"', A0iv iiIN. 
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Dimension 1: Degree of competition 
High 

Dimension 2: Sectors 

Case Generation Supply 1 ransnir.!, ion I )l"ti 1t 1utII nI Dimension 3: 

Companies Level of o- 
Business activities 

ScottishPower V Iligh 

W, v low 

Scottish and High 

Southern Energy 
,, l ()w 

Powergen v YO High 

Low 

LE Group VV i hgh 

V 1()w 

GPU Power UK i i"AlI 

VO tow 

Table 4.3 UK Case COmpoillt-,: 4un1nº, ºrv of I itidiny, s I;. ºwd oll Ih cI )II1 n-ýitºº' of 

Sector, Comp etititºn and I o\ (I ()(t Activity 

: ur the Malaysian environment, the findings from I NIt, which oIn%itv-, t, ,t 

niun()[)OIy electricity utility, rt'tk ct the UK rt stilk tlldt ý. Ii iw low 

implementation for il Ilc)fl l't)Illlýc tiliý c ýý Itiný; ,t (l& l)ic tc ý1 in I, ºIýIý I1 

Dimension 1: 
Degree of competition (mainly monopoly operation) 

I ()w 

Dimension 2: Sectors 

Case Generation Subtly I Dimension 3: 

Company Lovol of o-Buslnoss 

activities 

TNB fi(III 

rrrr lOw 

'fahle 4.4'I'NB (Malaysia): ýººným. ýr`' of I inding. Based oll thi. I )iºººI-ºº. Wil" ()t tiI t It)r, 

Competition and I 
. r\ el of r-Ha"ines" At'ti\ itv 
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From both Table 4.3 and Table 4.4, which indicate case companies, findings can be 

discussed according to the sectors as follows: 

Generation Sector: As discussed in previous chapters, deregulation in the UK has 

increased competition in the bulk sales of electricity to supply companies. This has 

led generation companies to find and use strategies that could provide them with a 

competitive advantage and e-Business is considered one of the possible solutions. In 

the UK, for companies that generate electricity, ScottishPower, LE Group and 

Powergen appear to have a high level of e-Business activities. However, given the 

high level of competitiveness in this sector, an interesting finding from Scottish and 

Southern Energy (SSE) shows that the company's e-Business activity in its generation 

sector is low when compared with other companies. This may be caused by the 

reduced bulk generation competition due to the lower generating cost of SSE's hydro 

generators. The company's generators do not run on fossil fuel (for example gas, oil, 

and coal) and are not burdened by the high costs for spent radioactive material 

storage, which has plagued nuclear generators. Thus, even without embarking on e- 

Business activities, SSE's electrical output remains most competitive and is 

considered by the company to be what it refers to as an "easy sell ". 

In the case of the Malaysian utility TNB, the generation sector is not yet truly 

competitive. Independent Power Producers (IPPs) sign long term Power Purchase 

Agreements (PPAs) with TNB and nearly all consumers will buy from TNB. Thus the 

issue of a lack of competition and "easy sell" arises here again and the company does 

not deem e-Business implementation necessary. 

Supply Sector: This sector is the most competitive in the electricity market as it 

represents the front end of selling. For SSE, the advantage of cheaper generation costs 

ceases in this environment as its competitors may have bought in bulk and can offer 

reduced electricity prices. In this sector, the playing field Is level and very 

competitive. All case study companies in this research with electricity supply 

interests have a high level of c-Business activity. The findings here agree with a report 

by PA Consulting Group (2000) stating that utilities are very biased towards 132C 

initiatives. This may be due to the perception that websites and electronic marketing 

add to the competitiveness in the supply sector. These media offer a different channel 
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for communicating with consumers, which could facilitate differentiation that might 

entice customers to buy from a different company instead of their present supplier. 

In TNB's environment, due to the lack of competition, e-Business is again not given a 
high priority though the company does have a few 132C applications running through 

its e-Services function such as e-Bill and e-Pay facilities. 

Transmission and Distribution Sectors: These two sectors show the least e-Business 

activity in the electricity industry. Due to the technicality of the power system, (the 

already existing electrical transmission and distribution infrastructure, means that 

running a parallel system is not feasible) all companies in this research who run these 

"wires" businesses (which is how the transmission and distribution businesses are 

referred to in the industry) are mostly a monopoly in their operating area. They 

receive a fixed tariff from the users of the transmission and the distribution system, 
The regulated tariffs are determined by regulators, i. e. Ofgem in the UK, who will not 

change them for at least five years. The regulator's responsibility with respect to 

determining transmission and distribution tariffs are similar in other markets around 
the world but the formulation or approach may vary. Therefore, the non-existence of 

competition in these sectors does not prompt companies to seriously consider e- 
Business strategies due to their perceived notion that B2C Is the most important e- 
Business application and more suited and widespread in a competitive environment, 
However, this lack of enthusiasm may result in them limiting their 13213 and 132E 

initiatives, which have the potential to provide long-term and sustainable value by 

increasing operational efficiency and reducing costs. For example the price regulation 
imposed by the regulator would limit their revenue and, in order to increase their 

profits, these companies need to reduce their operational costs to be as low as 

possible. B2B exchanges and applications used for transactions and supplier 

management such as having e-Procurement, and B2C initiatives for streamlining 
internal processes and managing better dissemination of information for employees 

could help companies achieve their cost efficiency goals. 
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4.3.2 Current Situation: e-Business Applications 

From the r-Business applications currently implemented in tht'. e cl)nllmilic", as 

depicted in Table 4.5 and summarised in 'fahle 4.6, fahle 4.7, and fahle "4.8, as well as 

from the case study reports discussed previously, the findings reflect that the focus 

for most Of the V-Business initiativeti currently is more on Ill' l trýtl)I111'r t. ll in}; 

business (132C) such as Internet invoicing Or online billing wstl lllti. For must it tin 

c ise companies, the result delllOIlstr. lt&"5 that h wer pril/ritV 11,1', l'4een "mssigmie 1 tl, 

initiative's concerning intern. 11 support }, recesses (1121": ) as wý II as 101- titll, l, lil rý' . Inll 

business partners' transactions and pro essec (U211). 'I Iris could I, l' dill to the nvvd for 

il faster return on investment and till' need I() pr'llvntt' .l dyllalllll' image tll t t1. `. t111111`1,, 

which it was initially thought would come mostly horn U2(, InIt I'll P, 111.. 

perception of the importance of H 2C has led the ('Iel'lril'ilv" lllllitil'', tO Il), tic till' 

majority of their e-Business investment and resources on tilt` l teat it in iii ( us11)nll"I 

facing wchsites and On U2C interactions, and may have" aIst' been vile tIr, 1}; l'lI I1N. 

media coverage that has focused on e-( OIll ce, wllictl l`nºI, Il, lýiýý'll II1l' It: '(' tvl'l" lit 

transactions (/. wars, 1996; l'A Consulting (; rl, ºIp, 211011; Whyte, 2111)0; ( (11 p 'l, 2(11111). 

Companies e-Business Applications 

ScottlshPower hlttl //www saotIr; hpowor_ om 

B2C (domestic users) 

Online customer service through "Online Energy Service" which includon 

" Online application and rogistr, ition 

" Online billing 

" Online payment 

" Online account management 

B2B (industrial/corporate users) 

The ScottishPowor B2B site is specially doaignod tu rinnt thf, now l" of I, mp, 1rntw, h , rl , ln(l 

commercial customers. This includes: 

" Internet Invoicing 

" Information Systems 

" Data Services 

" Triad Warnings & Day Ahead Forecasts 

B2B (suppliers and business partners) 

" Eutiha -a utility o-Marketplace 

B2B (investors, shareholders and stakeholders) 

" Online information on share price, share portfolio Calculator lind chiming or C, oiTIpirlisoll 

tools. 

" Online information on protecting the environment activities and programmes 

" Online information on community services. activities and Irrolir, immun 

B2E (employees) 

Iso 



Companies e-Business Applications 

" Intranet site for employees for 

" Disseminating company-wide internal information 

" Online "Open Learning" offering various courses from Law. Accountancy, and 
Finance to Web design, PowerPoint, and High Voltage System Theory 

Scottish and http: //www. scottish-southern co uk/indux, _spp 

Southern Energy B2C (domestic users) 

" Online application and registration 

" Online information on company's product and services 

" Online electrical appliances shop (through "hienergyshop") 

Online onergy savings calculator 

B2B 

82E (employees) 

Provide a pension Application !, iavico {'iuvidm (A'411. "Im ii ý%., w I, om i v. w 
Employee Benefits Consultancy (through "Slmplo2. co uk") 

Powergen http: //www, pgen corn/ 

B2C (domestic users) 

Online customer sorvico 

" Online application and registration 

" Online bill enquiries 

" Online payment 

" Online motor reading 
B2B (industrial/corporate electricity users) 

" Online bill enquiries 

" Managing own wobsito 

" Online p; ryrnunt (RrllPay) 

B2B (suppliers and business partners) 

"o Procnromont applications 

B2E (employees) 

" Intranet site for company wide information dis ; umin, ncým .. cnd me r. : 

LE Group http_/lwww lo_yrcxip c; o uk/doffaultistr 

B2C (domestic users) 

" Online company information 

" Online motor-reading facilities 

" Online electrical appliances shop 

" Online onorgy savings calculator 

B2B (business and commercial users) 

" o-Billing sorvicus 

" Online summary report on energy consumption 

" Individual business site invoices (Im cornlr. rn1r. ", with v, ruýýcý", hr, ci, ý I, w, I 

B2E (employees) 

Intranet site for company wide information 

GPU Power UK 10t! )//www_11irqpower crruk, 

(now known as B2C (electricity users - domestic and business) 

Aquila Onlino company infonndlion 
Networks) Power loss help lino through "Control and Incident Hoom Aulomnt on Syslum" (CIIIAS) 

B2B (suppliers and regulators) 

" e-Procurunrunl . 'II liU . )fron for rnalumris . tt iluisrtron such as cables. Iurnstormor turd 

X11/ 



Companies e-Business Applications 

wires. 

B2E (employees) 

Materials management system 

TNB http//www_tnb com. my/ 

B2C (domestic users) 

" Online company information 

" e-Services 

" Online query 

" Online billing and bills information 

" Online payment 

B2B (suppliers) 

" Planning for o-Procurement applications 

132E (employees) 

" Planning for o-Otlice services for the omployoos, mainly to increase omployoo self- 

service for easier access to company information 

Table 4.5 Major c-Business Application,; Iill })Icnlentei1 in c, irh ßi1 tI u" (, i (ý ýnýlý"ii , 

Case Companies 

Summary of B2C e-Business 

Applications Implemented 

1. Online Company Information 

2. Online Application and Registration 

3. Online Billing 

4. Online Payment 

5. Online Account Management 

6. Online Meter-Reading 

7. Online Energy Savings Calculator 

8. Online Electrical Appliances Shop 

9. Online Bill Enquiry 

10. Online Power Loss Help Line 

Scottish Scottish & Powergon LE GPU TNB 

Power Southern Group Powur 

Energy UK 

d J J J JJ 

J W J 

J J 

d J J 

J 

J J 

J J J J 

J J 

J J V. 

v 

'fahle 4.6 Summary of Case Cunmp anises' I12l' Applications 
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Case Companies 

Summary of 82B e-Business Scottish Scottish & Powergen LE GPU TNt3 

Applications Implemented Power Southern Group Power 

Energy UK 

1. Internet Invoicing 

2. Individual Business Site Invoices VO V, 

3. Online Payment rr 

4. Data Services V 

5. Triad Warnings & Day Ahead V 

Forecasts 

6. Online Summary Report On V rr 
Energy Consumptions 

7. Online Company Account V 

Management 

8. e-Procurement (Suppliers) V r ,. 

9. Online Information On Share V 

Price, Share Portfolio Calculator, 

Charting & Comparison Tools 

Table 4.7 Summary ººf Cast Companies' U2B Applit ati�ns 

Case Companies 

Summary of B2E e-Business 

Applications Implemented 

1. Intranet Site For Company-Wide 

Information Disseminations 

And Access 

2 Intranet Site For Online Company- 

Wide Business Applications 

3. Internet Access and o-Mailing 

Facilities 

4. Online Open Learning (Various 

Courses) Facilities 

5. Online Employee Benefits 

Consultancy 

6. Materials Management Systems 

Scottish Scottish a Poworgen LE GPU IND 

Power Southern Group Power 

Energy UK 

JJJJ 

Wr le 

VO VV1V 
(I Imho(f) 

V 

I/ 

v 

'fahle 4.8 Sunimary of Cast C'ompanicy' U2I Apph(otwnl: 
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Currently, Scott ishI"ower is the only case company in this researdi that has rigorously 

implemented c-Business in terms of all three B2(, B2H, and It2FF e-Business 

relationship models. Presently, other runilp, inies have limited Busing titi 

implementation, which may be due to their 13uýiness hý rtil, ý fives an(l definition, 

which will be discussed further in the "111)"t-quent sections. I l(ýwever, as discuss d 

earlier and illustrated in fahle 4.9, it was observed that most of the c, i-se col 11 lm IM", 

are placing or targeting much more emphasis on BA initiatives , iiul m ay rilk 

overlooking the more significant benefits of krc ilil, rtin}; R2li md U2l ttaiis, it lions amid 

processes. 

Dimension 1: o-Businoss relationship models 

Dimension 2: Levels of Implementation 

Case companies t II(Ill nnO(i i (, w l t�qh r. l-i ii il.; l, r. i:, i .... 

1. ScottishPower VO v vp 

2. Scottish & Southern Energy VV 

3. Powergen Vv4 

4. LE Group v 

5. GPU Power UK VO V 

1. TNE3 v .0V. 

fahle 4.9) Level of Implementation for 'I he I )Oniin, int c ItLI,. int-, ti NI-I, ilwii"Iiil, 

tor Fach (', isr (olle 'lliv 

Ihy 13213 focus was limited 1nd this C()111(1 he due to thc 114"111N. Mid 

&1,1t. 1 transactions with 5tI} h)lie r" , Ind hu5il ('ss 1, artlier", (he rý. ºliýIll,, ()I , lll p, 1111c", 

with Ivsp'cl to discarding pl' -Ilnt whitll drc ºil, cr, ºliUrn. ll and plo\(Ii 10 

work successfully, (1I1 I rCttirns Oil iii estnivilt, which cmu1d ºlut be t1lº, ººllitu 1. 

Iie 1321, initiatives were also found to) he in th it inl, lºlc y. ()1W iºl&lit , lair of t11i" 

the extent of use Of Internet technologies to 111,111,1p. and 

information to rm1)lºlvees thrutigh Internet a( ess and Iºitr. lnvt r(lriý \. 11 I Or nlu.. t of 

HW case companies, haha r haýcý1 cOllltlllllllcatioýrls are N1111 the 111,61) Illedillill 

Another indicator was the lack Of l nll, h. ýýiý given to inlproviºt?; iºlterºl, ll ,. upportºng 

processes, for example in using Internet I, lo ilitil's in (hrill,, of ºl), ºn. l}; iºq; liºi, ºnt t, ll 

I )( ) 



resources, reporting of key-performance indicators, managing 

applications, meeting room bookings, and delivering online e-Learning. 

Further interviews with the case coil[[ anieti (have shown tIlm , ºItlºoýul; lº all of thes. ( 

companies had developed websites as one of their U2( ini(iativºes antl c nýiý1º n ýi 

these to be important, most have found out that thesee websites at I, )rvsient Iº, ºvi. 

attracted fewer customers when compared to the traditii ial w, ºv", tt transacting; 

business with respect to customer ººtiage of the online facilities and (usthiiºer 

accltiisition as illustrated in 'fable -4. l0 (See Appendi\ A fror the inter\ iew Iººc., tio ll" 

used in this research). 

Case Companies Views on B2C Versus Traditional Method - Intorviows oxcorpt 

1. ScottishPower "... volume has cort; unly come rn s rlus through 'tJrxn-knuff king' cornpun+rl 

with the web sales, which by volume are rauch lower " 

2. Scottish and - No comments obtained - 
Southern Energy 

3. Powergen Powergon rote ii! busimp,, o , rý; moving ro offal 1P. 
interactions online but More is some scoptism about just how last an<f 

how much take up thorn will be amongst the customer brtsr+ mi flit not 

that many people out of the 3 million custoinors account actually want to 

do online payment using the company wobsitn " 

4. LE Group ".,. we are a fully Internet company with our Virgin brand, for oxamplo 

people could apply, register and pay bills through the company wobvuri, 
but we only got 10,000 customers on the not and wo haus' acquired 

200,000 customers with traditional maikohng tools at the samo fungi" 

5. GPU Power UK - No comments obtained - 

6. TNB "... in comparison with transactions which are coming through the 

conventional way, currently o-Sorvicos does not seem to play such an 
important role as we wanted it to be" 

'I oI, Ie 4. IO C. ise (' inpani&" ' Vit. vs ººn Ii2(' Versus I rot lIt i n,, I N1c IIºotI.. 

I3ascdi cººn Porter's value chain niodt-I (discus, 'd in ('IL, ºplof : '., , cc I i}; ºirc ' S), tlh(. r 

Business applications implemented hV' tht cýýs rýýnýlý, ºniýýs can hc tº1itlºt. r c, ºt( ', Oll 1'tI 

into six major areas, which incIude pr viding v-S rvic"º. s, ý1ý Iý, I, in}; ý, ºººIý, ºný 

corporate wrbsitcs, initiating v-I'ru'iii i ent actiVitivs, intr()1ºit ing c NI, irkvtpLi,, 

offering e-Learning facilities for (. 111pIoyc s, and Ali vt'hwing inti, rn, ºI knl)wv It, d)"v 

management systems is iIILIst! ' t(&I in I i}; ºin i. ýý. I Iý ýýý ýýýr, th. iººiiººI, ý r , ºiº, I IIH 

c-xtcýnsi 't' levels Of OIL-W d )lirations \'ffricki imung I I, nºI), ºnic', At I, r,,.,,, iºt º It, t ()I 
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emphasis was given to the e-Services area as listed in Table 4.0 earlier. I. iguree 44. ) . also 

highlights the fact that based on the case companies' current e-Business value Cch, riin 

activities, most of the companies are not using the advantages of e- Rosiness across the 

value chain tu their full potential in order to achieve curhuºratt" and &t inmim'rci"iI 

objectives. With the possible exception of Sccottishl'uweer, there wt)tild . ilmpe", ir toi lit, 

substantial opportunities for increased emphasis can a range Of t liusine by initiativees 

alcong the value chain to ensure they can benvlit further Irmni (he liu , ins ,. 

environment. 

Firm Infrastructure 

Human Resource Management himModu� 
Support Mnndgpnrnmt 
Activities 

Technology Development Margin 

Procurement e-Procuremont o-Markotplnco 

Primary Inbound Operations Outbound Markoting Sorvico 
Activities Logistic Logistics and Sales 

Company n 5orvicnn 
rr° r 

Wobsnee ' 

Figure 4.5 Case Companies' V, IItlt. (li. iin 

4.3.3 Management styles or perspectives towards c-Business 

IU Cc SC ()I11) , init_ ' ('-B! Sin("SS (1(tinitU)t1, ('-WC I oI, Ic "1.11 ) , ice %% c1l , i" IIioii ý WW"' 

approaches, and strategies towards Utisinrtiý ý, ýn l)t "1 tß ), ý, riýý II I)'. tIVV into IIiFI e 

levels as depicted in I'ahle 4.12. The levek ringe Irt, n ,i Iii}; h k1e}; ree (4 v vn, i1, Ii'nirnt 

and enthusiasm for the initiatives thl-migII toi ossociatin); c (MIN. with 

technology anti having less enthusiasm h)F tili,, , ippr(,, ich. 
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Case Companies e-Business Definitions 

1. ScottishPower "a-Businoss rs an oncl ru unc! h�sine�s rr, rns, r, r,,, ns Ito:. ., t''�r . 1t hl ,,,, r jwd 
technology.. lt is more than e-Commerce, because e-Commerce is about the financial 

aspects of e-Business e-Business than is the end-fo-and electronic transactions and 

communications which encompasses all components of the value chain o"Businoss is 

n/so about transforming key business processes using Internet technology" 

2. Scottish and "o-Business is any form of business communications or transactions using all Oldamnk: 

Southern Energy modium, externally with customers. suppliers and other business partners as well as 

internally among the employees' 

3. Powergen "e-Business is the use of Internet and web style technologies to do normal business ras 

not a different typo of business, but it's doing the same business a diflotont way And filar 

way are being characterised by Its being online and with a heavy nmphasis on poo ile 

serving themselves. 

4. LE Group """. e-Business is doing business through web technologies the ability to connect 

everyone with everyone through the same standard using web lochnolagies " 

5. GPU Power UK "v-Business is using rho medium of electronic trading, using brternet, renioto tex1prnNijy 

and all forms of immediate electronic commerce which are available to us wha'h 
includes, computers, telephony and other form of cwtvnunlcatuur Its purpose Is to 

reduce transaction time and costs o-Bussnass does nor only covers things like 

electronic marketplaces and auctions or electronic reverse auctions but it also rovals 

anything where we're using Internet technologies to transnut inforrnataxr trotwoon 

ourselves arid suppliers and it's more than EOl" 

6. TNB "In a simple definition, o-Business is defined as the way business Is corrthlctod 

electronically, as compared to the way it is carnod out in a conventlonal manner using 

paper and involved a lot of manual works... it is a business anontrxl Ir hyritalod flint 

explore the capability of the Internet and Web technology" 

'reble 4.11 Summary o Cast' C', lf�pallies ýý ýiýl, ifýý ýý )i iiiiitºýil� 

Case Companies 

e-Business Perspectives and Scottish Scottish & Poworgon LL GPU 1NB 

Strategy Power Southern Group Power 

Energy UK 

Level 1: Soo e-Business as an overall 

holistic strategy supported by high 

level of enthusiasm and increased 

organisational involvement of the o- 

Business projects. 

Level 2: See e-Business as a 

necessity to give company operational 

edge but adopt a mostly 'wait and see' 

approach towards e-Business 

implementation. 

Level 3: Associate e-Business mostly 

with technology and have little 

enthusiasm for it 

Table 4.12 r-I tisiness Perspectives and titr. it(,?; v. 

V 
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Table 4.12 also sets the tone and reflects the level Of e-Uusineesti iiill)ort, If(V tIM &. fl'h ul 

the case COIllptllliCS as illustrated in I able 4.13. 

Level of e-Buslnoss Importance 

Case companies High Modcr. ttu I ow 

1. ScottishPower VO 

2. Scottish and Southern Energy 

3. Powergen 100 

4. LE Group 

5. GPU Power UK 

6. TNB 1 

'Iahltý 4.13 I, tweI Of r-UtISilli'SS Iin1)OIt, InL(- For I'. IkII C'. iýý- l OIIII IIIIc" 

I rc)nl the case stuCiy findings slu)wln in h((h tables 4.12 and "1. I ;, it tv, º'. iI '., 'r\c, i 111.11 

Scottitiht'1)w(ir hals a Very I'1)Sitive , 1ttitudr to v"ar&1S t"-I%tisint"ss and º" tilt' �nl\' , 

(uullpOlly tllýlt ViVWti t' lilltilt1CSS 
'I" ,1 

holistic str'It( g\ , 11111 has 
,1 

Ili; ', h 1', 11'10\' t't 1' 

Business 1[E, licatiOIiS in1E, Icnlrnt(d and I)latil etI tnr tlse tuturc. 'M �tºiýlll'1)ýý1"r 11.11, ' 

been seen to lake an act1V(. I, "a. l in 111,111v c-UtiNin&"s, nil, , lý i)t115 Slit It &, Ir, º, iint; , Intl 

being one of the ft)tlndinf; nu muihers Of I'tltilia, the ind("I, cno1, 'nt I tln, la"'s I 111111v ," 

MarketpIalcr, initiatillf; a join-venture with the Koval bank of `, o t1,111ä l� t, Irlll ,1 

separate pure Internet company called Iýuhtiýrl)t (; s) I I, 1, m. R' IS fill- "Awrt, . 111d 

developing X111 active online Open I 
. earning ct'ntrt f�r all its o'11ºI'It)\ (4«, )n the �Iln'r 

I1, ºnd, although most of the case cunlp, h u es, which in, Iu, 1te tic�ttisll and ti, )utl), "rn 

F: nr11'gy, Il (mop), I't)wtTgrn and INB, agree that ,' litltiin, ýs o', o111,1 IwIp in gl\ Ig 

them an uhrrational edge, they 'Irr reluctant to toIkoty the active "ui I r,,, l, l) t, lko'n Iw 

Scº)ttishuI'ower (, 1s discussed previously lndl , ieI)icte(I in I igure 4. "2,4. t , 1n, 1 "l 1) I I)e, ",, " 

ccIllhalllhs prefer to take on what they refer to as tilt, "wall 'u b! ". r(" , 1111110,11 11 . 111d \\ ill 

only move forward if there is enough pressure 11'0111 t1)e n), 11-kit tit it th, "re is ,1 st10)1it', 

business case for it. For another case company, ( I'll hm-'r Ilk, ," litISillrti5 is seem) . is 

mostly about technology and the cOu pall' 4.11)4` n, )t foresee itself , 11ºI,, ºr{. Itll; �n , º, 11 r 

e-Business projects in the near tuttuv and rated tilt, in)Iý�rf, º1),, ' , ýI , litl,, ln, ý` t� its 

overall organisational strategy as low. 
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Chapter 4: MM Analysis 

The findings from these tables also show that for Scottish and Southern Energy, 

although the company's e-Business perspectives and strategy is at Level 2 (refer Table 

4.12), its e-Business importance with regards to the company overall strategy is rated 

as low (refer Table 4.13). This can explain that while Scottish and Southern Energy 

would mainly do what other Level 2 companies would, the company does not rely on 

its e-Business endeavours as much to show results in terms of return on investment. 

Scottish and Southern Energy believes that e-Business has a lot of potential but it still 

maintains its belief that the company's traditional methods of conducting business is 

presently more profitable and brings value. One indicator of this was the way 

Scottish and Southern Energy achieves its objectives. For example, one of its main 

objectives is always to keep operational costs at a minimum while still maintaining 
high quality. The company feels that this objective is achieved more successfully with 

its current strategy by eliminating television advertising, minimising the workforce 

while maximising their work rate, and concentrating their business efforts by only 

focusing on the UK electricity markets. 

Based on the perspectives and approaches taken, this research has also explored what 

the case companies considered as important when developing and Implementing 

their e-Business initiatives. From the research findings, seventeen main factors have 

been identified as depicted in Table 4.14. This table also Indicates the level of 

importance rated by the companies for each factors (See Appendix A for the 

interview questions used to bring together this information). 
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What are the important factors considered when 

implementing e-Business? 

1. Costs 

2. Expected returns 

3. In line with overall organisational strategy 

4. Consistent with the company's technology strategy 

5. Provide a "strong" business case 

6. "Appropriate" to current market condition 

7. Customer's needs 

8. Technology e-Readiness and availability 

9. Environment e-Readiness 

10. Employees e-Readiness 

11. Competitive edge 

12. Systems' integration 

13. Value creation / Provides value 

14. Long term returns 

15. Ease of use 

16. Reliability 

17. Security 

Level of Importance for each factors 

High Modol'itt ti 

V. 

J 

V. 

V. 

V. 

J 

V. 

V. 

V. 

V. 

Table 4.14: Important Factors ('mnsidoi .1 
\Nlivn I)(-\ vIul, iný; and Intlýlý ntý ýiliiýº; 

; tttiint ss 

At present, the case rim, }Jfies 111,111, Iv view e Iitº. il, e ' in thy' w., \ '1 . �tº, l"1 

business ventures. Table . 1.14 show'that as in anv vß'111111 ' the' II P"f , 
"OXI)Cift'Il Pt'flll'll-S" iiii1 '7)fl) 1i/t' il sf7(, Il. ý fý/ltiflli'ýti ,, l"; i' lvt'IY' A', () coIl"ldCfi'd I, I} I11ý' 

Important factors when dt'veloping and inºplcill 'sting . ºººy' 1' litlýinl'ýý tr. ºtl'! I I11' 1' 

factors are made more relevant as the results of º' I; uýinl'ti. inilýI nºý'nt, ºtiý, n arc not 

easily quantifiable especially in the short terra, dill" making it Milli tilt Im- Ow 

companies to justify the costs involved ill embarking on any 1' liuýinl'ý, ý I, r ý, 1, tI Iºi , 

has resulted in most case companies investing in ,'t. ºIlti�º1sk' and , ºI 

mirrors thy' findings from 'I'ahlc' 4.12 where i0nºI-1aºiil'ti I, rº'tl r tý, ýºý1ul't .º' 11'nlf ýlrr, l ',, y' 

attitude. 
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Chapter 4: Data Analysis 

"In line with overall organisational strategy" and "consistent with the company's technology 

strategy" factors were also rated high. This possibly shows that the senior 

management of these companies realise fully that venturing into e-Business means 

that they need to seriously look at their overall and technology policies, and should 

put greater emphasis on examining their current systems, technology infrastructure 

and business processes before embarking on these projects. Due to the understanding 
that e-Business is a major undertaking many companies therefore feel that the three 
factors discussed previously are highly relevant. The companies also feel that c- 
Business should give them a "competitive edge" and help to "create value". I lowever, 

presently the findings show that most companies are not yet fully confident in the 

potential of e-Business to provide these benefits. 

Value creation can also be tied in closely to the organisation's forward-looking image. 

A venture into e-Business could attempt to indicate to stakeholders, and especially 

customers that the company is innovative and dynamic. Even in a company where C. 
Business initiatives were rejected based on what the company considered as justified 

reasons, the company may still be perceived as not moving with the times and not 
being modem. Thus, many companies are eager to show that they are into c43usiness 

although they are not really prepared to invest in it heavily at present mostly due to 

the factors discussed above. 

Most companies rated the "appropriate to current market condition" and "customer need" 
factors at a moderate level of importance. These findings may be the reason why it 

was seen that there is a lack of initiatives on research conducted specifically to 
determine customers' needs and current market situation. This could be the cause of 

some of the unsuccessful e-Business implementations in the case companies. For 

example, ScottishPower's early termination of its 1(38 venture, LB Group's 

disappointment with its Virgin brand, Powergen's problems with its e-Payment 

system, and GPU Power's frustration with its e-Procurement application. 

"Technology e-Readiness" and "ease of use" were rated as having a moderate level of 
importance, as most companies are convinced that the technology gap between where 
they are at present is not too far away from the technology they need to employ when 
they embark into e-Business projects. They also feel that the current availability of the 
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technology for most of the e-Business endeavours is at its maturity stage of readiness. 
The companies believe that e-Business technologies are flexible enough to 

accommodate their applications as well as their employees', business partners' and 

customers' skill levels. 

Consequently, "employee e-Readiness" and "environment e-Readiness" were rated as 
having a low level of importance. One indicator of this was the research finding that 

most case companies admitted to not having any specific training or programme 
designed to create e-Business awareness or to increase e-Business skills for their 

employees or business partners. As discussed earlier, this could be because 

companies feel that they either can manipulate the environment and their employees 
to suit their e-Business initiative relatively easily when the need arises, or they could 
have failed to realise that their business partners and employees must already be 

prepared or trained to operate and deal in the e-Business environment from the start. 
The effect of this could be that when they want to start delivering e-Business projects, 
they may find that their ability to achieve the desired benefits is hampered by the lack 

of employee exposure and skills as well as lack of support from their business 

partners to be involved in these endeavours. 

At present, companies mainly do not feel that "long term return" is an important factor 

in determining their e-Business initiatives. This is possibly due to their perception 

that e-Business ventures are not in the same category as their other "big" endeavours, 
for example when deciding to buy a power station or to merge or acquire another 

company. e-Business efforts are mostly viewed as short term projects with shorter 

project life cycles when compared to their other "big" ventures, and should provide 
them with "immediate" returns. These companies also feel that long term returns are 

not relevant to their e-Business projects, because to them Internet technologies are 

constantly evolving and they would need to constantly invest in e-Business to keep 

ahead. This may not be something that they are prepared to do for now, and thus do 

not look too far ahead with regards to the returns expected from their e-Business 
implementation. 

Finally, Table 4.14 also shows that c-Business "reliability" and "security" are important 

factors for the companies in order to maintain their integrity and the trust of their 
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customers and other stakeholders. Lack of reliability and security in their e-Business 

applications may lead to disruption of services and breach of confidentiality of 

sensitive information. However, most companies as well as their customers currently 
do not have a high level of confidence in both these important factors in their e- 
Business applications, which may contribute to the reservation of companies to fully 

implement and invest more resources in their e-Business initiatives at present. 

4.3.4 e-Business as a possible business solution for electricity 

utilities 

As described in previous chapters, it was seen that there have been various changes 
in the electricity utilities' business environment worldwide albeit at different phases 
depending on their geographic region, economic environment, and government 

policies. These changes include privatisation, deregulation, convergence, and 
disaggregation, which are some of the reasons that have driven these companies to 

redefine their structure and their position in the markets. These dynamic 

environments may require the companies to refocus their strategy especially on 
increasing efficiency regarding cost and customer services. This means that there are 

some areas of their business operations that need new ways of working, which 
include taking into consideration the impact of e-Business and finding ways to realise 

the full potential of e-Business in the electricity utilities. 

In order to assess the possibility of c-Business as one of the business solutions for the 

electricity utilities, PricewaterhouseCoopers's new competitive forces model 
(Treadway and Valocchi, 2000) (discussed in Chapter 2, see Figure 2.24) was used to 

analyse the influence of the e-Business environment on the electricity companies by 

identifying the possible impact of e-Business on each of these forces. Looking at the 

new competitive forces analysis, questions on how e-Business will influence the 

competitive position of the electricity utilities have been explored as discussed below: 

Connectivity with customers: e-Business with the Internet has helped provide 

customers with easier access to details on their energy usage especially the ability to 

make comparison of prices between various suppliers using the online energy 

savings calculator provided by most energy utilities corporate websites. 
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Transparency of information for the consumers was also facilitated by the regulator, 

Ofgem, and provided by energywatch, an independent gas and electricity consumers 

watchdog, which carries out price comparisons between suppliers for the benefit of 

electricity and gas customers. Customers are also more aware of the variety of choices 

and capabilities of their energy suppliers, and combined with a less complex 

switching procedure and low switching cost, customers' power is considered high in 

the new competitive power markets. 

Connectivity with suppliers: The introduction of e-Procurement and e-Marketplaces 

has given the case companies wider options of choices to select from both local and 

international suppliers. This can be seen as having the effect of reducing the 

bargaining power of the current suppliers and increasing the bargaining power of the 

customers (in this case being the utility companies). According to one of the case 

companies, suppliers feel that there will be increasing pressure from buyers for them 

to lower their prices and offer the best price possible if the transactions are done 

online through e-Marketplaces. Therefore suppliers are quite reluctant to enter online 

marketplaces and are finding ways to avoid having e-Marketplaces. To achieve this, 

some of the suppliers are developing their own Internet sites and their own online 

catalogues and campaign for utility companies to work directly with them through 

their private e-Marketplaces instead of going through the more public e-Marketplaces 

like Achilles or Eutilia. 

New offerings and competitors: e-Business can facilitate entry Into the new 

electricity open market both locally and internationally especially in the electricity 

services areas. For example, it can be observed that the Internet has already opened 

the door to new players in the UK market who have come in with an online service 

offer. Some of them combine online services with traditional accounts while others 

are pure Internet companies. The new arrival companies such as Servista (see 

http: //www. servista. com) and Amerada (see http: //www. amerada. co. uk) are already active 

with Internet accounts while broker initiatives such as buyENURGYonline (see 

http: //www. buyenergyonline. com) offer competitive energy tendering for business 

customers. 
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Alliance/Partner Relationship: As discussed in Chapter 2, there are various reasons 

why companies are forming alliances and these reasons include to obtain technology, 

to gain access to specific markets, to reduce financial risk, and to reduce political risk 
(Elmuti and Kathawala, 2001). Also, alliances were formed to achieve competitive 

advantage where many companies are engaging in co-branding and joint marketing 

to make offers that cater more to their customers' needs, which each company alone 

might not have had the expertise to carry out before. e-Business has introduced 

another channel for requesting energy services, in which customers can now find out 

about the various choices of energy suppliers online, apply and register online, 

request their bills online, as well as manage their account and make payments online. 
These types of services were first introduced by the new pure online companies such 

as Servista and Amerada discussed earlier, and are now also provided by existing 

established utilities in order to remain competitive and also to be seen as "moving with 

the times". For example, in order to provide online facilities for its electricity services, 
LE Group has set up an alliance with Virgin to form a company called Virgin Energy, 

which operates as a pure online energy supplier. 

Existing competition: The privatisation and deregulation of the power market in the 

UK has generated intense competition among the existing players and has brought 

down electricity prices. The fight to win over customers and increase customer bases 

has led to an increase in the number of mergers and consolidation among companies. 

Local and international acquisitions and take-overs has also been high. The 

companies were also keen to try and differentiate themselves from their competitors 
by increasing the capabilities and functionalities of their customer services. e"Uusiness 

can play an important role in this area in order to create efficient and customised 

customer services. Interactions with suppliers and business partners are other areas 

where e-Business can play an increasingly important role to help provide and 
improve integration. Competition mostly occurs in the generation and supply 
business and this is where most e-Business applications are extensively employed in 

the electricity industry. The transmission and distribution companies operate In a 

regulated monopoly environment due to technical Impracticalities of having parallel 

power systems and do not have rivals. However, these companies "compete" with the 

pricing formula given by Ofgem and there is a constant push for efficiency in order to 

remain profitable. e-Business has a potentially important role In this area, for 
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example in integrating the processes of internal operations and supplier, I rocc(l ire' 

within the procurement activities. 

Summarising the above analysis, e-ßusilness can 114111 I1&e t110 Ii\ e )I11 44"titi\ I()rt("s 

(Porter, 1985; Treadway and Valocchi, 2000) ill the following ways: 

  Decrease switching costs 

  Increase transparency of information within the n), trkt"t, will, II Iý "1ý1 ,t ýn 1ý .ý .ý ,i 

competition 

Information and service aspect of the industry 9, )il)1, in)I)ort, tnkt" to . 1kid v, Ilut" 

I hr'tie influences have increased the OVCh, )II t )III l, eetitiý"t"ný"sti in tl)e" ir)dltlstrv anti t11x" 

colnpetitivencss among the existing players. 

Based oll these Competitive forces, the c', IS( current ( , 111 also he 

i ildly ((I using; I'c)rtt F'S (1985) framework OI c cºnºl)otitive stratc-givs (tic c I: i}; ººrc. "1. h) Irº 

this f raiiit v ºrk, Porter emphasises that there are thl-co }; c ni rir str, ºtc-}; ºc"s h ºt hi vin}; 

above average prrforniance within . in industry, whit lº c, nsitil (it "i o%f I000,3i111.., 

º! it/i'rri1fialim", and "/iºc'1iti� with thc- v, iri, ºntti ul �t o, t tiºº iPs- , ºººcl '" I, //t rrrrl: I, l, oi, /t)i ºr: 

strategies as describe in fahle 4.17). 

Scottish and Southern Energy 

Broad 
Target 

0 V 
0, 

.a 

a 
E 
0 
U 

Narrow 
Target 3b. Focus 

(Dilforunlialion) 

S : i)Wrilil'riwar 

I lownrpgn 

II(, ruup 

Figure 4.6 Case Companies' Competitive Strategics Host-d on 

Competitive StratOgirs Framework (Solid , irrmv,, indic, ºtt, (ºirn"nt I, w, ition wliilc 

dash-arrows indicate hutiilion itnitºriIi, ºtt"IN I(dImvitº); priv, iti'., ºtº( 1ii) 

Compotilivo Aclvantntpo 

Lower Cost t)ifforontinhon 

1. Cost Leadership 2. Diftoronliation 
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Competitive Strategy Description 

1. Cost Leadership in cost leadership, a firm sets out to bucurne thi, low cust pludw. w in 17, wdu'. tly I III- 

sources of cost advantage are varied and depend on the structure of the indue; lry 

They may include the pursuit of economies of scale, proprietary technology, 

preferential access to raw materials and other factors. A low cost producer must find 

and exploit all sources of cost advantage. If a firm can achieve and sustain overall 

cost leadership, then it will be an above average porformor in its industry, provided it 

can command prices at or near the industry average 

2. Differentiation A differentiation strategy calls for the development of a product or service that oftors 

unique attributes that are valued by customers and that customers porcelve to be 

better than or different from the products or services of competition i he value tukled 

by the uniqueness of the product may allow the firm to charge rt pionuurn price for it 

3. Focus The generic strategy of focus rests on tho choice of rr n, ur0W compoUtrve scope within 

an industry. The focuser selects a segment or group of segments in Iho industry and 

tailors its strategy to serving them to tho oxclusion of others 

Lrhle 4.15 Suniniar"ised Descriptions Oi Porter", I hr. t' Cont"ric (ompt titive 

("()III, I, Violto, IOS ,) 

Using this framework it can he uhsc"rwed that in }; ("nu"r. ll, (Olnl"Inir"", 1114) AIv 

empk)yrcl twos Of the rumhc tidy strategic. " which are ,toI 1641ICr'. lll/p" and 

�diffrn'nliutiOll". With re'fcerc'nc e to llle eI'ctricity Markets, the-re are t%v"tl rr"&, t)n", that 

limit a company tcl employing either Of these "tr, ltegie". I ir"tly, vick trig it\, r", not I 

niche product and is used by "Illm t everyone. tiý ý)n lid 
, 

tilt t ý41)111I)II ti tit ""t . 11c 

apply in generation . lllcl transmission 01 electricity. I Ill-, [ti bet 
. 11vw tlll- ( . tlplt. ll cw't', ißt 

the electricity systems are very high and for it tu he tý ,I . ilýlr 
, the utility n"&Illire", a 

large customer base within the same network system. I ht ,w twwwIl point t� till, 

fact that electricity should he targeted at a br )ad market. 

I'k Figure 4.6 also shows that lased on tills tranlewiºrk, it was -well tli, lt whe"ºi the 

electricity market was first opened to competition iltost of th 

including ScoltiS11POM r, Scottish and Southern Po\\ eig(. 11 and II( ; Islip, 

concentrated on the cost leadership" strategy and opted tt, re"dt ue tIte"ir prier. to '1111,1k I 

and retain customers. 'I Iris was reflected in the dirul, of hulk (\\ I1ý, 1ý ý, ºIý) , 1ººýi Ie"t, ul 

electricity priers in the previous Years from I9NI-2002 )Igi-iii, 20()2). At 

I'urteº" (1985), sonic of the watt's that companies c ern . lý ýllliF ý)st . ºýI\ , rnl. r}; ý , ºrý Iý1 

Improving process efficiellc ies, gaining UI11qiUe access to ,l 
IJr}; e smlrc i ýýI Iýý\\'ý Ii ýý> 

materials, making optimal outsourcing and \'ertic ill into'?; r, ltioýn the ii e}; rt"e toi wIiiu It 1 

company owns its upstream suppliers and its Lit )wnstream lýuVi rs Or ýºI, týýnlý rýl 
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decisions, or avoiding some costs altogether. If other competing companies are 

unable to lower their costs by similar amounts, the company that employs the most 

effective "cost leadership" strategy may be able to sustain a competitive advantage. 

Based on the above "cost leadership" descriptions, it can be observed from the research 
findings that Scottish and Southern Energy is still a firm believer in the "cost 

leadership" strategy and is still employing this strategy to stay ahead. This is mostly 
because it has the advantage of the economics of scale by having five million 

customers in the UK (refer Table 4.1). Some of the other characteristic of a "cost 

leadership" adopter that can be seen from Scottish and Southern Energy include its 

emphasis on using cheaper hydro generators as compared to fossil fuel and nuclear 

units, and its capability of having easier access to hydropower (mainly due to its 

generating asset's strategic geographical location), which is a cheaper electricity 

resource. The company also emphasises thinking "commercially" by avoiding certain 

costs such as television advertising costs and the cost of retaining a large number of 

employees. 

However, each generic strategy has its risk, including "cost leadership". For example, 

other companies may be able to lower their costs as well. One of the drawbacks of 

employing the "cost leadership" strategy in the electricity industry is that without a 
large customer base, the profit volume may be small. As the market progresses, 

companies can build on their experience and for some companies such as 
ScottishPower, Powergen and LE Group, there is a distinct trend of moving away 
from the "cost leadership" strategy to a "differentiation" strategy. 

In the case of ScottishPower, the company aims to be different by improving and 

enhancing its customer services capabilities. Part of its efforts in doing this includes 

extensive investments in e-Business applications, as discussed In the previous 

sections. The company also decided to only concentrate on the energy business, as it 

believes that it could capitalise on its vast experience and expertise in this area and 

make the most of the "opportunities within the new UK energy trading arrangements". 
ScottishPower also believes that the company would benefit more by concentrating 

on the energy business because it feels that "value is not in becoming multi-utilities" and 
"the long term returns from cross-selling were not provesi". Powergen on the other hand 
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believes in differentiating by selling more services to its customers by becoming a 

multi-utility company. According to Powergen, ".., one of the routes to be sufficiently 

efficient in scale in order to be able to compete with your competitors is to sell a broader range 

of product to the people who are already buying your electricity... ". Powergen aims to be 

the only utility company that customers need. However, both companies feel that 

they can maintain a competitive edge by also having international businesses and 

ventures. 

Differentiating through improving customer services was also the route that LE 

Group had taken. The company claimed that it has the best quality of customer 

service when compared to other utilities in the UK. It was rated by Ofgem as the 

leading energy company in terms of customer service quality. According to LLB 

Group, in early 1994 it lost forty percent of its customers due to lower competitor 

prices. However, two of its main customers (large power consumers), Safeway and 

Thames Water, switched back to LE Group because they were unable to get 
important information from their new suppliers that they used to obtain from LE 

Group's services. This information included accurate details on energy consumptions 

at each of the companies' different sites or branches, as well as aggregated 
information on the companies' energy usage at the group level. According to LE 

Group, customers' needs are changing and they are now placing importance not only 

on price but also on the type of services provided as explained by the respondent, 
"... even if we were not maybe the cheapest, but they thought that our customer service was 
better, so it is changing now, customers start to realise that price is one thing but good 

customer service for example good quality of billing, quality information, is also something 

very useful". 

Since this framework is looking into strategies in a competitive environment, It is not 

considered applicable to companies operating in a monopoly environment such as 
GPU Power UK and TNB. Therefore, these companies' organisational strategies are 

not discussed within this framework. 

This research has also explored what the case companies perceived as the main 

problems or difficulties faced in implementing their current e-Business projects and 
in using these applications effectively. The research findings include the identification 
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of sixteen issues, which were considered as the main problem-, %vith varying degas es 

of seriousness as depicted in Table 4.16 (See Appendix A i('r the 

used to bring together this information). 

The degree of seriousness of oach 
problems 

What are the problems or difficulties faced in implementing ©" I fiyh Ow 
Business or using e-Business applications effectively? 

1. Systems integration 

2. Systems migration from old to new 

3. Data coordination from legacy and new systems 

4. Lack of top management support or involvement 

5. Lack of e-Business appreciation and awareness 

6. Not convinced of e-Business potential 

7. Lack of Funding/Budget/Costs 

8. Employees or management resistance to change 

9. Existing IT infrastructure 

10. "Cultural" barriers 

11. Shorter implementation time 

12. "Wrong" department leading the e-Business project 

13. "Trust" issues 

14. Legal issues (example: data protection act) 

15. Lack of "training" and "exposure" programmes for 

managers and other personnel 

16. Limited or lack of knowledge and experience 

I'abI1- 4.16 Degree of Seriousness of tIit, I'rohk'i is I acctI iii Inipk'in(-ntIII)', �i tiýiný; 
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articulated that the introduction of e-Business would also necessitate the replacement 

of existing information systems, at a significant cost and disruption. Further, these 

issues were made worse by the fact that getting funding for e-Business projects for 

most of the case companies was not easy. Hence the high level of seriousness for the 

"lack of funding or budget" listed in Table 4.16. Most electricity utilities were seen to 

consider the cost of e-Business projects to be high and that budget and investment 

allocation for the companies would be more necessary for other ventures since it was 
felt that the electricity business is still a fairly industrialised business where the 

companies perceived that "hard skills" would generate more cash. 

Lack of funding for e-Business initiatives for these companies could be due to the 

"lack of top management support", which may be because they are "not convinced of the e- 

Business potential" and were having difficulty in quantifying the long term returns of 

e-Business and difficulty in understanding the scope of what e-Technology could 

achieve as discussed in the previous sections. This could also be seen as one of the 

issues listed in Table 4.16 as "lack of e-Business appreciation and awareness" within the 

industry at the moment, which could also be caused by "employees or management 

resistance to change". 

The problem of "cultural barriers" within the case companies is also considered as 

having a high degree of seriousness in delaying any e-Business initiatives or using 

current e-Business applications effectively. For example, some managers found that lt 

was not economically viable to forego or change successful existing systems for 

unproven new e-Business applications such as e-Procurement systems. "Lack of 

training and exposure for managers and other personnel" has also led to a significant 

concern regarding e-Business skills shortages and lack of e-Business appreciation. It 

was observed that, if top management were not convinced of e-Business potential, 

then the e-Business strategy for the company would remain unclear. This could mean 
that the training and development programmes to create e-Business awareness and to 

nurture necessary skill sets for employees will not be in place and employees will 

have "limited or lack of knowledge and experience" to help the companies to venture into 

the e-Business environment successfully. 
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Because of the perceived notion of most of the case companies in this research that the 

main focus of e-Business activity was e-Commerce, which meant 132C applications, e- 
Business was then seen as something, which should be owned and driven by the 

marketing department. Although, B2C marketing will most probably benefit from the 

existence of an additional channel to market, some companies have started to feel that 

marketing is the wrong department to lead the project as was pointed out by one of 

the managers in ScottishPower that "marketing personnel who did not have full 

understanding of the technical challenges required to implement e-Business strategy was one 

of the difficulties faced by ScottishPower" in carrying out their e-Business initiatives. 

Thus, "wrong department leading the e-Business project" was also rated as having a high 

degree of seriousness in delaying electricity companies' e-Business endeavours. 

Another issue highlighted in Table 4.16 shows that electricity companies are still 
having some difficulties adjusting to the "shorter implementation tittle" of e-Business 

projects and are feeling pressured to complete these projects speedily. Electricity 

utilities usually come from a traditional background where they operated In a 

monopoly, government controlled environment. They are more used to handling big 

and long-term projects, such as building power stations, erecting transmission lines, 

and installing distribution cables, which usually take a few years to complete, 
inclusive of performing environmental impact analysis and processing land 

acquisition. This could be one of the reasons why most of these companies do not 
believe that they can adapt fast enough to capitalise on the emerging e-Business 

models such as B2B exchanges and e-Marketplaces that have been created to enable 
buyers and suppliers to interact seamlessly. Most managers of the case companies 

said that they could not envisage their organisations transforming quickly enough to 

make the required changes to deal in this environment. 

Finally, Table 4.16 also underlines that "trust" and "legal" Issues are also considered 

as factors slowing down case companies' c-Business initiatives. For example, most of 
the companies expressed that one of the reasons that they were not attracting as many 

customers as they would like to their online services was due to customers' 

reservations on the security of using these facilities. The companies' own survey 

shows that most customers at the moment are still not convinced and are having 

difficulties in trusting electricity utilities' online systems and mostly feel that it would 
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be difficult for these companies to find and provide evidence for criminal activity 

such as electricity fraud, which involves tampering of a customer's electricity account 
by impostors. 

Based on the findings from the case companies selected for this research as discussed 

previously, it could be observed that currently e-Business applications such as online 

customer services, e-Procurement initiatives, and internal organisational knowledge 

management systems to promote self service operation, have been partially 
implemented or are in the planning stage within these utilities. Electricity utilities, 
however, are currently focussing the majority of their efforts and attention on their 

B2C initiatives, and in the main, overlooking the B2B and 132E models that could 

transform the way that industrial and commercial energy is transacted. Tien again, It 

could also be observed, that most electricity utilities are starting to recognise the 

organisational change opportunities from e-Business Initiatives. These applications 

were considered to provide internal strength for these companies and If their full 

potential were maximised they could help companies achieve their corporate and 

commercial objectives. Some of the opportunities provided by the strength of these 

applications include improved and more efficient customer services, an Increase In 

organisation operational efficiency, providing platforms for strategic alliances and 

collaboration across and between organisations, and an Increase in employee 

motivation levels through the process of empowerment and easy access to 

information. 

However, to realise these full potentials, there are barriers that need to be overcome 

or eliminated. Electricity utilities need to be able to find ways to overcome current 

problems faced in their e-Business initiatives as mentioned earlier. To do this they 

need to bridge the gap between current thinking and true c-Business enabled 

potential. In the short term, e-Business has the potential to enable electricity utilities 
to reduce their operational costs still further and to respond to the drivers of 
increased competition, industry convergence, and regulatory pressure more 

effectively. In the long term, e-Business could enable the development of new market 

models and lead to a broader range of players operating in the energy marketplace. 
Failure to address these challenges could be highly risky. 
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through the wires, irrespective of whichever supplier it is from. Therefore, finding the 

most efficient ways of doing work is crucial. Deregulation also comes with its own 

disadvantages. For example, it was claimed that too much competition due to 

deregulation has opened up the UK market so much that there is fear that soon there 

will be no more national champion for the country in this industry. Too little 

deregulation and competition on the other hand, as shown from the situation in the 

Malaysian electricity environment, may prove to be detrimental. A monopoly 

situation could drive companies to complacency and inefficient operations. The 

mindset and attitude of the employees demonstrates a lack of urgency. Customer 

satisfaction is not a major issue and service standards are based on what the company 

thinks would be good for the customers with no formal and extensive studies on 

customers need being conducted. 

The research findings have shown that there were clear differences between the UK 

and the Malaysian environment. Overall, electricity companies in the UK are much 

more advanced in terms of their readiness for change, which includes higher level of 

e-Readiness, e-Business strategy development and implementation, and 

responsiveness of their ICT departments. These differences could be due to several 

reasons such as the status of market regulation, liberalisation and competitiveness, 

the level of Internet penetration at work and home as well as Internet access policy of 

the country, management styles, perspectives, and background especially concerning 

e-Business, and cultural attitudes to the adoption of new technology. 

From the research it could also be seen that the opportunities for electricity utilities to 

harness the strength of the e-World and to protect their competitive position are there 

to be realised. Experiences from other industries such as the telecommunIcatIon, 

banking, transportation, and travel industries could help in providing focus and 
framework for the e-investment in order to benefit from this environment. A 

structured assessment of the existing way of doing things in every part of the 

electricity business, and a review of the potential for improvement through the 

adoption of e-Technology, could provide a good starting point and help to ensure a 

broad and inclusive view of the opportunities. The following chapter will discuss the 

implications of the findings from this chapter within the context of the literature with 

regards to the theory, policy and practice. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Implications 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the conclusions and implications of the research findings analysed in 

Chapter 4, are discussed within the context of the industry, specifically the case 

companies of the research, as well as within the context of the literature as reviewed 

in Chapter 2. The objectives of this chapter are to discuss the research's contributions 

to knowledge with regards to e-Business strategy and its implementation within the 

electricity industry. 

, 
As discussed in Chapter 2, in most parts of the world, the electricity Industry Is going 

through a period of extensive change. After a long period of government ownership 

and heavy regulation, most electricity companies have now become competitive In an 

increasingly global marketplace. The efforts to restructure have resulted in the 

disintegration of the industry's value chain. Generation and supply have become 

competitive while transmission and distribution often remain regulated. With the 

removal of regulated rates of return and other past practices, the competitive portions 

of the industry are increasingly exposed to risk. Many existing players are poorly 

equipped to deal with new risks such as price volatility. New players, such as 

buyENERGYonline have emerged to trade electricity and natural gas and to take 

advantage of arbitrage opportunities where none existed before. At the same time, 

technological advances in generation, communication, and end-use are 
fundamentally changing the shape of the industry. 

Constant pressure to reduce costs, improve customer service and offer more 

customised services has resulted in many mergers and acquisitions. The costs of 

maintaining the infrastructure and investing in information technology have 

increased the significance of economies of scale to the disadvantage of small players. 

Equally, pressure to maintain low prices and support diverse customer needs have 

increased the importance of economics of scope, which has forced many companies 

such as Powergen to become multi-service utilities. 
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These developments all represent significant risks for existing players. At the same 

time they offer new entrants opportunities that did not exist until a few years ago. To 

thrive in this dynamic marketplace today's energy companies must cut costs, reduce 

time to market for new products and services, and adapt their business processes. In 

addition, they must successfully attract new customers while retaining existing ones. 

To maintain their competitiveness, companies in most industrial areas are moving 

quickly to capitalise on the Internet as a medium for conducting business. The 

growing importance of the Internet has also created a range of new opportunities In 

the electricity industry especially as seen currently in the supply sector. I lowever, it 

also represents a major threat for traditional operators, who In the past may have 

been too slow to change. 

e-Business is not just about enabling business interactions over the Internet. Internal 

networks are equally important. Companies that implement e-Business need to 

automate all their core business processes across multiple systems and extend these 

processes to trading partners where appropriate. The main goals of e-Business are to 

make critical business processes faster, more effective, more dependable and more 

responsive to changing conditions. All these improvements are as relevant to the 

electricity industry as in other industries. For example, e-Business introduces the 

potential for electricity companies to achieve goals such as gaining all round visibility 

and control of information across the organisation, developing closer and more 
transparent relationships with business partners and customers, reducing 

administrative costs, and helping to respond rapidly and effectively to changes in 

regulatory and business environments. 

5.2 Conclusions On Each Research Question 

In this section, findings on the main research questions are discussed further and 

summarised based on the analysis conducted in Chapter 4. 
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5.2.1 RQ1: What are the implications of c-Business for the 

electricity industry 

It can be observed that when an industry goes from being heavily regulated by the 

government to being deregulated, or even partially deregulated, the value of 

information increases significantly as has been the case of the telecommunications 

and airline industries (Howe and Cuccaro, 2001). For example, in the airline industry, 

information such as the ticketing pricing formula (which depends on time, location, 

class, airline type, and travel agent details) is some of the vital information that have 

helped the industry in the areas that have been affected significantly by competition 

such as "significant lowering of distribution costs" (mainly distribution of airline tickets) 

and the "considerable expanding of the direct relationship between the airlines and their 

customers" (Pappas, 2001). In the electricity industry the importance of information is 

also increasing as electricity companies face new information demands due to the 

pressure of competition not only from the competitive environment but also from 

regulators and the broader market that includes customers, suppliers, and business 

partners. These information needs include real time data on the company's own 

current generation capability, generation costs, competitors' pricing structures, 

competitors' current generation capabilities, customer power demand, line 

congestions and network constraints, financial transactions, and competitors' bidding 

strategies, among others. The need for this information is not just about reporting to 

investors and other stakeholders. In the long term it is about managing the company 

more effectively. With the introduction of competition, electricity companies need to 

develop strategies not only to retain their existing customers but also to expand their 

customer base and increase market share. 

In the regulated monopoly model of the utility industry, utilities tried to minimise 

their information technology (IT) investments for several reasons. First, because there 

was no assurance that regulators could be convinced of the need for sophisticated IT 

systems and the recovery of considerable investments in IT was therefore uncertain. 

Second, there was no clear-cut way that regulated utilities could make profits from 

investments in IT because in most regulations for utilities, any profits earned from 

investments such as IT systems were either completely or partially shared with 
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customers by means of electricity rate cuts. Therefore the desire to make these 

investments was not particularly attractive to the electricity utilities. 

In the deregulated model, new sets of rules have been developed for providing 

electricity. The industry has become more competitive especially in its generation and 

supply sectors and to support this competitive electricity marketplace n high degree 

of infrastructure change must take place, such as in the areas of: 

" "Electricity balancing and settlement systems": For electricity balancing and 

settlement systems, issues such as how to coordinate usage of the transmission 

system by multiple suppliers and customers need to be dealt with. Under 

vertically integrated monopolies, since one company produced and delivered the 

electricity, there was not much of a problem In determining how much each 

customer used and how much to bill that customer. However, in the deregulated 

system, multiple suppliers are selling electricity to many different customers and 

there is a need to find ways to determine which electricity supplier has provided 

electricity to which customer and how much money each customer should pay to 

the supplier. This is known as balancing and settling. 

" "Customer services and marketing": Customer services and marketing are becoming 

increasingly important in the competitive electricity industry. In the past, 

vertically integrated utilities installed customer services and marketing systems 

with the primary concern of ensuring that customers' use of the product was 

accurately measured, priced, and billed. The utilities were also concerned with 

receivables such as cash receipts, credit, and collections. For traditional utilities, 

the business environment had not changed in decades and, because of this, little 

innovation was necessary in the customer services and marketing areas. Efforts 

were more focused on engineering and financial issues. I lowever, in the new 

competitive environment and in the information economy, electricity utilities are 

redefining their definition of successful customer service. Customer services vary 

depending on the business focus of the company. For example, the transmission 

and distribution businesses may decide to provide their customers with real-time 

information regarding the performance of their networks. In comparison, 

companies focussing on the energy supply business may be interested in 

providing a twenty-four hour self-service capability over the Internet such as 
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online application and registration, online bill enquiries and payment, and online 

account management (meter-reading, history of electricity usage, etc. ). 

0 "Automatic metering systems": Automatic meter reading (AMR) has been around 

for quite a long time. Traditionally, a team of meter readers would walk daily 

routes to manually read the utility's meters, and then report those results at the 

end of the day. This was most frequently done through a handheld computer that 

resembles a very large palm-computing device. In contrast, AMR approaches the 

problem of collecting electricity consumption information through more 

embedded and networked methods. For example, a sophisticated Cellnet system 

utilised cellular technology to report data back to a central data clearinghouse, or 

a semi-automated system where a vehicle drives by, sensing the consumption 

statistics on the premises from several yards away (Howe and Cuccaro, 2001). 

Since AMR are less reliant on human activity, they are theoretically more accurate 

and timely. In a monopoly environment, investments in AMR were seen as 

unnecessary and unjustifiable. However, in more competitive power markets, 

there is a need for increased emphasis on accuracy and timeliness of data. 

Therefore the need to consider AMR has become more important. The need for 

AMR equipment for smaller customers cannot be justified financially at the time 

of writing due to the small energy transaction values. however, there Is a 

growing trend to implement AMR equipment for large power consumers (LI'Cs). 

AMR facilitates timely and accurate meter reading capability and this can help 

both utilities and customers. In the case of the utility companies, AMR assists not 

only in their billing processes but can also provide sufficient Information on 

consumer consumption trends in order to help utilities plan their forward energy 

contracts. Also, information from AMR systems can help utilities optimise their 

transmission and generation systems. For example, the Information gathered from 

customers' readings can be aggregated to form a localised demand profile to help 

utilities plan for future substations or transmission expansion. AMR devices can 
benefit large power consumer customers who pay wholesale market electricity 

prices as they can immediately see how much electricity they are using and how 

much it is costing them, and this allows them to adjust their load profiles 

accordingly and helps reduce their energy payments. 
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The structural changes in the energy industry are driving change in information 

needs and associate systems for the electricity companies, and c-Business concepts 

were seen as possible solutions to these needs. From the research findings it can be 

observed that the electricity utility industry is also not immune from the Impact of e- 

Business. Websites have been built, energy marketplaces and global portals are 

emerging, particularly for joint procurement, and there are also various Internet- 

based projects and applications taking place within the electricity Industry (as 

summarised in Table 4.5 in the previous chapter). But beyond the building of these 

websites and applications, the question asked in this research is, what is the evidence 

that electricity utilities are making the most of c-Business and are ready to meet the 

challenges? 

When it comes to e-Business implementation, experience from other industries has 

shown that e-Business can lead to reduced time frames (from years to months) for 

product and service development (Rodgers et. al, 2002). For example, In the car 

industry, Rover used electronic product definition and links with suppliers through 

the RED-X programme to deliver six-month reductions in production introduction 

time and a seventy-five percent (75%) reduction on building time (Norton, 2000). 

This has brought with it a new management dynamic for both business and systems 
development. The cost reduction potential and new business models of e-Business 

could provide on the one hand an opportunity to improve business performance and 

maintain competitiveness and, on the other, a threat from the non-traditional players 

that take the e-Business lead and overpower the incumbents. Without the appropriate 
level of e-Business strategy, the requisite level of skills, and project alignment, utilities 

could fail to maintain their market positions and competitiveness. 

Electricity companies need to keep pace with the changes around them in order to 

survive and grow. This requires stamina, new skills and appetite for adapting even 
further, supported by an understanding of what is realistic to achieve. Within the 

environment of the electricity industry, this research demonstrates that -Business is 

not an end in itself, but it is more of a means to an end. The basics of corporate and 
business strategy still apply and the requirement for structured implementation 

persists. Therefore, in terms of e-Business strategy, the key is to ensure that the C. 
Questions are asked of each and every business unit and activity within the 
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have put more emphasis on B2C applications. One of the reasons for this is to project 

a good image to their customers as being modem and moving with the times. This 

image is important to the utilities as one of the ways to ensure customers' loyalty and 

attract new ones, as the main part of their profits comes directly from electricity sales 

and therefore, they wish to have a high profile in both the physical and online 

environment. In the case of the more regulated sectors of the industry, such as 

transmission and distribution, these companies are more concerned with maintaining 

system efficiency and reliability to meet regulator determined Indices. As far as the 

companies operating in the regulated environment are concerned, their income comes 

from the successful five yearly negotiations with the regulator rather than the 

electricity consumers. For example, according to one of the respondents in 

ScottishPower, in the case of SP PowerSystems (a subsidiary of Scottishl'ower In the 

transmission sector), successful negotiations can mean profits of up to £30 billion 

within five years. Thus, it is safe to conclude that companies with a higher customer 

exposure who are operating in a deregulated environment will invest more in e- 

Business as opposed to companies operating in a regulated environment. 

Although all the case companies in this research have a varying level of e"Uusiness 

applications running, they were currently seen as not using the advantages of e- 

Business to their full potential in order to achieve their corporate and commercial 

objectives. This was most apparent in the ß213 and B213 e-Business relationship models. 

As discussed previously, B2B applications have the potential to help reduce 

procurement costs, lower supplier prices, reduce inventory costs, and facilitate better 

collaboration between the utility and its partners and suppliers. However, many 

companies were not convinced of these benefits, and currently only Scottishl'ower was 

seen to focus vigorously on building up its e"Business capability, including the 132B 

environment. Other case companies such as Powergen and LE Croup have also started 

to tackle their B2B capabilities but still have limited capacities. 132E applications were 

also seen to be limited with companies preferring to maintain the status quo with 

regard to channels for knowledge sharing between employees and the process of 

handling employee administrative matters. This does not mean that companies do not 

see the benefits of e-Business in the long term, but rather reflects their belief that 132l 

applications at present would not bring about significant benefits when compared to 

the B2C initiatives indicated in Table 4.12 in the previous chapter. 
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To summarise, e-Business applications were seen to be concentrated on 132C and were 

mostly undertaken by companies operating in the competitive sectors of the Industry. 

This was because most companies appear to relate to e-Business as a tool to help sell 

their products. 132E and 13213 applications were not pursued actively as many 

companies do not see these applications as critical at the moment. 

5.2.3 RQ3: What are the current approaches and practices of e- 

Business strategy and implementation in the electricity utilities? 

At present, e-Business approaches by the majority of case companies in the electricity 
business do not quite have the urgency and vigour of other industries such as 

telecommunications or the financial markets. Companies in other industries such as 

telecommunications have been seen to make far more sophisticated use of c-Business 

platforms. For example, many leading telecom service providers use e-Business 

platforms to support convergent or single billing and CRM applications for voice and 
data customers. These telecom companies are seeing many benefits from these 

ventures, including a single view of customers across product lines, customer self. 

service, and integration of operational support systems with back-office systems. 
Companies in the power industry also require similar applications. This is because, 

with e-Business platforms, they have the opportunity to automate their processes to a 
degree that was not possible in the past. These platforms support the seamless 

integration of computer systems and business processes throughout the electricity 

value chain. Studying the experience of the telecom industry may help electricity 

companies to identify the optimal route to competitive success. Despite various e'. 
Business implementations within the electricity companies, the electricity industry as 

a whole has been very conservative in its approach to e-Business. Most of the 

applications used currently are limited in scope and do not make full use of e- 
Business capabilities. 

The research findings show that most electricity utilities appreciate that e-Business 

can help increase revenue for their companies. However, many of these electricity 

companies are not fully convinced of the returns on investment when Implementing 

e-Business on a large scale. Consequently, many companies preferred to take the 
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findings are in line with PA Consulting Group (2000) analysis where according to the 

group, "utilities are focusing the majority of their effort and attention on business to 

consumer applications, whereas most of the bottom line gains possible now are in the business- 

to-business and business-to-workforce (or internal) arenas". 

Among the case companies researched, at present only ScottishPower can be seen to 

have implemented a variety of B2B applications such as Internet invoicing, triad (the 

three half-hours of the year with the highest (peak) electricity demand) warnings and 
day-ahead forecasts, and have a utility c-Marketplace that buys and sells power 
transmission and distribution hardware. The company believes that these 

applications can help improve its communication channels with suppliers and 

partners and increase its efficiency in business transactions. In addition, 
ScottishPower have also invested heavily in setting up B2E Intranet sites to 

disseminate company wide internal information and facilitate knowledge sharing 

among employees. Other case companies are also looking at improving their I3213. and 
B2B capabilities. For example, it can be seen that both Powergen and LII Group are 
developing e-Procurement applications to enhance their 13213 initiatives. Similar 

efforts can also be seen to have been made by GPU Power UK with its materials 

management system. 

As discussed earlier, e-Business could provide various opportunities to cut costs 
through better procurement and supply chain management, facilitate better and 
faster access to lowest-cost suppliers, more effective field forces and reduced sales 
forces, greater automation, and increase the ability to outsource business functions. 

There are benefits to be gained via improved customer services and collection of 

customer data. For the workforce, improved access to mission-critical systems, 
linking of remote management teams, and knowledge sharing could be some of the 

various benefits gained from e-Business B2E initiatives. 

However, it is by no means easy to complete the transition to c-Business. Even 

interim solutions can be labour intensive and time consuming. The process of 
integrating the company's internal information systems requires a great deal of effort 
if it involves a mixed collection of packaged and custom applications. The same 

applies to automating all the processes that coordinate interactions with customers, 
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employees and trading partners. Furthermore, companies need to continuously 

analyse these processes in real time so that they can adapt them to support the 

changing needs of customers. Business processes also have to be tied to the 

company's information infrastructure. High levels of security and reliability must be 

maintained when exchanging business information. To meet these challenges, 

companies need an integrated e-Business platform to support real-time business 

interactions over both internal and external networks. A comprehensive platform 

could help make it much easier to automate core business processes across multiple 

systems and to extend them to trading partners. Scalability is an important feature, 

because the complete process is built up gradually, often from small beginnings. 

To summarise, although the majority of electricity companies appreciate the benefits 

that e-Business can bring, most companies' approach to e-Business applications were 

seen to be conservative especially in the B2B and B2E areas, having preferred to take 

the "wait and see" attitude. Implementations of existing applications were seen to be 

concentrated in B2C as most companies were quick to recognise the potential in that 

area. Enthusiasm for e-Business and level of implementation are directly related to 

the companies' perception of what e-Business is. 

5.2.3.1 RQ3.1: What can be learned from the current e"13usiness experiences 

of these electricity companies? 

The electricity companies in this research appear to be very careful in their decision 

making process in terms of deciding on whether or not to implement e"ilusiness 

applications. These decisions were made based on their business environment and 

their organisational focus. So far, none of the case companies has reported any major 

regrets regarding implementing or not implementing their e-Business plans. 
However, some electricity companies believe that e-Business ventures may not be 

entirely suitable for the monopoly components of the electricity supply chain, which 
include the transmission and distribution companies, and is more suitable for the 

competitive supply and generation companies. 

In this research there are companies with diametrically opposing thoughts on C. 
Business implementations. There are companies, which believe in it and are willing to 
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invest, as is the case with ScottishPower. Others are not at all keen, as can be seen in 

the case of GPU Power UK. In the case of the latter, there is an apparent reason as to 

why GPU Power did not embark on large-scale e-Business applications, namely that 

they operate in a non-competitive regulated environment. The company feels that in 

a regulated environment e-Business does not play an important role. This was seen as 

one of the main reasons in determining whether or not companies will invest in e. 
Business. 

There may not be much difference with respect to the number of e-Business 

applications between companies operating in the competitive market (see Table 4.8 In 

Chapter 4). However, the major difference lies in the perception of e-Business by 

these companies (see Table 4.12 in Chapter 4). These perceptions determine whether 

the companies aim to be a "pioneer", "trend follower" or a "late adopter" of c-Business 

strategy. This difference of perception also appears to affect the level of 
implementation of e-Business as indicated in Table 4.9, Table 4.11, and Table 4.12 In 

Chapter 4. These tables show that the level of e-Business implementation is higher 

when the company has a positive attitude towards e-Business. 

Previous sections have demonstrated that the focus of e-Business applications is In 

the B2C area. However, it was seen that the take-up by online customers Is very low 

(see Table 4.10 in Chapter 4). According to LE Group only one out of twenty of its 

new customers were captured online. This is not due to the lack of technology or 

security but rather to the lack of Internet trust amongst customers and at some part It 

is also due to the lack of customers' Internet access. Although this is the case now, 

companies are still maintaining their B2C capabilities, as they believe that online 

transactions will increase as customers become more comfortable with online 
transactions and Internet access becomes available to a wider range of customers. 

Based on Porter's Three Generic Competitive Strategies framework (see Figure 4.6 in 

Chapter 4), some companies are seen to be moving away from the "cost leadership" 

strategy to the "differentiation" strategy of their products or services. L-Business 

provides a different avenue for promoting this differentiation. An example of 

product differentiation using a B2C application can be seen In the case of 
ScottishPower and Powergen e-Business applications In which customers can Input 
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their electricity meter readings and pay their bills online. Further, since these 

transactions save electricity companies' administrative costs, domestic customers 

have also benefited and have received approximately five percent off on their usual 

bills. 

To summarise, the case companies believe that for now at least (at the time of 

research) they have made sensible decisions on whether or not to commit to e- 

Business strategy. These decisions were made based on each individual companies' 

environment (deregulated or regulated) and business focus. The business 

environment further affects the companies' perception of e-Business and directly 

impacts the extent of e-Business applications that they run. At the moment, 132C e- 

Business applications are not attracting significant numbers of customers as 

compared to traditional methods but companies believe that this number will rise 

eventually. Finally, e-Business is employed as a new approach for companies 

attempting to offer a unique service or product to customers. 

5.2.4 RQ4: What are the problems or barriers for effective 
implementation and use of e-Business? 

In Table 4.16 (discussed in Chapter 4), this research has highlighted the various 

problems or barriers faced by the case companies in implementing their e-Business 

strategies. Even though all these problems were rated as high or moderate in their 

level of seriousness to the companies, the benefits of e-Business along the electricity 

industry value chain can be seen to have high potential that mostly outweighs its 

problems. For example, one of the problems mentioned by the case companies in 

implementing e-Business was the migration from old legacy systems to new systems. 

For this situation, problems arise from the high cost of migration and the disruption 

of everyday operations during the transition. One of the ways believed to be able to 

help this situation is in creating awareness of the e-Business potentials. If companies 

can invest in educating its management and employees to understand the benefits of 

e-Business, and convince them of the revenues gained in the long term, companies 

might be able to continue investing and persevering to complete the e-Btusiness 

transformation successfully. 
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Another barrier for effective implementation of e-Business is the cultural issue. In 

general, electricity utilities are not used to operating in short time frames as their 

lead-time for major generation or transmission projects can take years. There are also 

other cultural issues such as the resistance to change and trust issues regarding data 

security and safety. In certain cases, the marketing department leads e-business 

projects, as e-Business was mainly perceived as more of a B2C exercise. However, e. 

Business requires a holistic approach to business rather than being just about selling, 

thus requiring a total business understanding. 

The perception of the majority of the case companies is at Level 2 (see Table 4.12 In 

Chapter 4) and reflects the lack of total management support for e-Business 

initiatives. This inherently de-prioritises e-Business and limits the spending available 

to overcome the major technical issues mentioned above. In many cases, budgetary 

constraints compound an already difficult situation. 

As discussed earlier, in order to overcome these barriers, management must be 

convinced of the benefits of e-Business. There must be a strategy to educate 

management and key personnel on the benefits of e-Business. In addition, the 

execution of e-Business projects must be carefully planned. This has the double 

advantage of minimising implementation costs and ensuring that the e-Business 

project achieves its maximum effect by integrating the needs of all parties within the 

organisation. The plan could mirror the three-stage strategy developed by 

ScottishPower discussed in section 4.2.1.1 in Chapter 4, which comprises what the 

company calls "Educate", "Commit" and "Execute" stages. External Influences must 

also be reviewed continuously as changes in the environment can occur during 

transformation. This measure ensures that the c-Business implementation matches 

the dynamic market conditions. 

Figure 5.2 below summarises the continuous assessment required for e-Business for it 

to create value based on ScottishPower's strategy and PA Consulting Group's 

framework (PA Consulting Group, 2001). This framework enables an understanding 

of the breadth of activities associated with developing e-Business rather than just 

those associated with technology implementation. This framework emphasises six 

stages of the e-Business value life cycle, consisting of: 
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The framework can help companies to think about the complex issues, opportunities 

and trade-offs involved in making improvements in their e-Business capability. By 

using this framework, it can be concluded that electricity companies that seek to 

maximise their e-Business value need to concentrate on: 

" Agreeing what drives value in their business based on their business focus so that senior 

management can target the appropriate opportunities provided by e-Business: 

" If senior management can create a shared sense of what drives value in the 

business, this understanding will then provide a powerful push for focusing 

e-Business initiatives and investment. This relies on the identification of a 

number of critical factors (from the customers' and shareholders' perspective) 

that set the business position and performance of the company apart from Its 

competitors. 

" Steps that can be taken include: improve focus by Identifying the business 

characteristics or functions that can or could differentiate the company from 

its competitors and invest in e-Business to support these characteristics or 

functions; determine the key business value drivers for these focus areas and 

set value targets for each drivers. 

M Agreeing on who and which department is responsible for realising the business value of 

e-Business: 

  Companies should carefully and actively consider every aspect of the 

business value life cycle from innovation to review, and define clearly who is 

responsible for driving out business value at each stage and who will take 

overall accountability across the life cycle. 

" Steps a company can take include: creating awareness among the 

management team of the need and opportunity to base all e -Business 
decisions on their impact on business value; ensure the management team can 

continually update their knowledge of the potential added value from e- 
Business. 

8 Directing all e-Business activities across the life-cycle in pursuit of the business value 

anticipated: 

" As well as defining the roles and responsibilities across the e-flushness value 

life cycle, a company should consciously plan how to drive all e-Business 

activities in pursuit of maximising business value. A critical issue Is to ensure 
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that e-Business investment decision-making puts the value drivers of the 

company as a whole before the interests of individual departments 

" Steps that can be taken include: to terminate all projects that do not have a 

positive impact on the business value drivers, which can also provide the e- 
Business team and senior management the space to review and re-think; 

monitor the remaining of the high-potential projects that target the key focus 

areas and actively manage the projects to achieve maximum results; ensure 
the next business planning cycle incorporates innovative Ideas by focussing 

on the future and not the past, and prioritising all business and e-Business 
initiatives by looking into the potential value they provide against, the risk, 
time and cost factors. 

To summarise, e-Business implementation faces resistance for technological and 

cultural reasons, which can originate internally and externally. These obstacles can be 

overcome with the right strategy and require total commitment especially from the 

organisation's leadership. Companies must be prepared to Invest heavily In new 
hardware, retrain their staff and change their mindset if they want to become 

successful fully-fledged e-Business driven organisations. 

5.3 Conclusions On The Research Problem 

This section discusses the conclusions derived for the main research problem, which 
is 'What are the impacts of e-Business on the electricity industry, both in the regulated and 
deregulated power markets? ' The issue is divided into three discussions In separate sub. 

sections. Due to the qualitative methodology and limited claims for gencralisability, 
these conclusions refer specifically to the companies interviewed. 

5.3.1 Is there e-Business potential for electricity utilities? 

From the analysis discussed in Chapter 4, it appears that there is considerable 

potential for e-Business in the electricity industry. At the moment, the supply 
business is becoming more active with more customers becoming aware that 

changing suppliers would result in cost savings. e-Business B2C applications can be 
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seen as another channel to reach customers. Although the number of online 

transactions may not have risen in the B2C areas, companies have no intentions of 

scrapping their applications just yet. This is because it is believed that as more people 

get on to the Internet, the percentage of people who feel safer using online 

transactions will also increase. It can be observed that in the UK, US, and Europe 

there is higher Internet penetration, which is one of the reasons for the increase in e- 

Business take-up in these countries (Norton, 2000; PA Consulting, 2000; Cap Gemini 

Ernst and Young, 2000). By comparison, in Asian countries such as Malaysia, Internet 

penetration is considered low and has been associated with the low e-Business take- 

ups here (Asia Pacific Energy Research Centre, 2000). 

The case companies' e-Business status based on the S-Curve concept (see Figure 4.3 in 

Chapter 4) also indicates that e-Business applications in the electricity industry have 

not yet reached their full maturity. This means that there is still some progress to be 

made in overcoming the barriers to achieve full e-Business potential. -Business has 

yet to meet its full potential especially in the 13213 and B213- areas. Based on the 

previous literature discussion and case companies' comments it would appear that 

these areas are going to be priorities in further c-Business implementations. If a 

project is well implemented, value can be enhanced and this will put significant 

pressures on other companies, which may have relied only on "cost leadership" 

strategies to stay ahead. 

5.3.2 Will e-Business become one of the more important if not the 

main strategy for electricity companies in the near future? 

Based on the research findings and analyses, e-Business seems to have gained the 

attention of many competing electricity companies. However, it can be observed that 
for most electricity companies interviewed e-Business is not going to be their main 

strategy for the near future. This is because they feel that e-Business is just a tool to 

enhance their business processes and is more about technology. Nevertheless, from 

the case studies discussion on the companies (see Chapter 4, section 4.2.1 through 

4.2.3), it is foreseen that there will be an increase in e-Business applications and that 
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these applications will play a significant part in the companies' business processes In 

the future, even though the business strategy will not be centred on e-Business. 

This forecast is, exceptionally, not the case for ScottishPower as it views c-Business as 

a holistic approach to doing business. The company plans to have all of its business 

processes integrated and to improve its knowledge sharing systems and applications. 
To do so, ScottishPower has continually invested in e-Business in terms of preparing 
its infrastructure and employees to operate in an e-Business environment. It is very 

clear that when the entire infrastructure is in place, ScottishPower will have its 
business strategy centred on e-Business. 

5.3.3 What could be the impact of c-Business on overall 

organisational performance and the electricity industry 

performance as a whole? 

In the case of organisational performance, e-Business can increase process efficiency 
by integrating different processes in an almost paperless environment where 
information can be disseminated quickly to all related parties. Business areas such as 
supply chain management, procurement and inventory management are some of the 

areas that can be directly improved with e-Business. e-Business also promotes faster 

communications internally and externally with employees, business partners and 

customers. Customer service levels can be improved with e-Business applications for 

two reasons. Firstly, knowledge sharing allows companies' representatives to better 
handle customer requests. Secondly, customers have a new channel to communicate 

with the company and have the opportunity of working more efficiently in an Online 
environment. All this adds up to making the company's transactions and processes 
more streamlined, thereby projecting a good brand image and ultimately improving 
its profitability. 

The use of e-Business applications in the energy trading market has revolutionised 
the way in which energy is traded. This has made it possible for the NITA balancing; 

mechanism market to operate in real time and within specific timelines. The ttsc of 
this technology has made energy trading more representative, of the features of 
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instantaneous supply and demand. This promotes efficiency in terms of generator 

despatch (selection of generators to supply the load at any one time) and 

transmission, as market players will continuously want to improve their energy 
forecasts and reduce imbalance in transaction costs. Even in non-real time markets, 

energy transactions can be done electronically at electronic energy markets such as 

UKPX (UK Power Exchange). At the moment only the wholesale market is conducted 

in real time. The retail business is still a time consuming process and poses challenges 

to both suppliers and consumers. In the future, it will be possible for major 

consumers to switch suppliers on an hourly basis in response to the offers made by 

supply companies. If e-Business can prove to all parties that it is indeed 

indispensable, it will transform the landscape of the industry, affecting not only 

players who are the most technologically keen but also those who are currently 

technologically cynical. 

5.4 Theoretical Implications of the Research 

This section provides the overall picture of the research's findings within the body of 
knowledge. That is, it provides the theoretical implications of the research and 
together with Section 5.3, offers the conclusions to the whole research and the answer 

to the research problem. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, throughout history technological change and innovation 

have been two of the major driving forces for economic growth and development. L-- 
Business, with its heavy emphasis on the Internet, is one of these developments and 
has had major impacts on how markets interact and has fundamentally changed the 

economics of transactions between buyers and suppliers. In addition, well. 
implemented e-Business applications allow a rapid flow of information, which allows 
them to constantly update customers as to the status of transactions. For instance, 

UPS provides global package tracking through the input of transaction numbers. The 

benefit of convenient information control and access changes the speed of 

transactions and data flow. This benefit affects other businesses such as commodity 

and share trading, airlines, shipping, telecommunications and vehicle production, 

amongst many others. The growth of the Internet and web technology has been 
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substantial and it can be seen that many aspects of the traditional power business 

have also been altered considerably. 

Some of the changes brought by the Internet and e-Business have already been 

experienced by electricity utilities in deregulated power markets in the UK, Europe 

and the US, and the pressure in Asian utilities such as TNB in Malaysia to master the 

concepts of e-Business and use the Internet technology effectively Is growing. 
Although there are a number of issues facing the use and development of e-Business 
for electricity companies and their customers, there are two major factors, which 

could determine the economic benefits that c-Business and the Internet can bring for 

power market participants. These are the rate of Internet penetration and the state of 

market liberalisation and deregulation of power markets. I lowever, the potential 

economic benefits of the Internet for the power sector need to be analysed before 

these factors are taken into account. 

From an economic perspective the major impact of the Internet Is that by Improving 

the flow of information between buyers and suppliers it causes the costs of market 
interactions to fall and reduces the barriers to entry. --Business using Internet 

technologies helps companies and consumers find easier and less costly ways of 
doing the things they are already doing as well as discovering that they can do 

entirely new things. This applies to a greater degree to liberalised markets and to a 
lesser degree to monopolistic markets. The main reason is that business opportunities 

tend to increase as markets open up for competition. 

Historically, it has been very difficult for new entrants to make n significant impact in 

the power market, which has traditionally been dominated by large vertically 
integrated utilities. The advantages of well-established electricity utilities range from 

market power, brand dominance, existing infrastructure and scale economics, to 

customer inertia. However, over the last years, new and smaller companies have 

sprung up due to the unbundling of the electricity industry, both In business-to. 

business and business-to-consumer markets, as the Internet makes it cheaper to reach 

customers, lowers transaction costs, and thus enables new entrants to challenge 

established power utilities. A major advantage of these new companies is their cost 

structure, flexibility, and adaptability in a continuously changing market 
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environment. Some new entrants offer composite services (electricity, gas, water, 

telecommunication), provide online enrolment, billing and account management 

services, and offer opportunities for customers to review and pay all utility bills on- 
line. 

The Internet also allows for intermediaries who act as agents either for the buyer or 

seller to enter the power market. Intermediation is a central activity in a market- 

oriented economy, bringing buyers and sellers together and therefore reducing 
transaction costs. Intermediaries in the power sector include power exchanges, 
business-to-business procurement exchanges, auctions and buyer groups amongst 

others. 

Electricity is an ideal product for on-line trading as it has no physical presence and 

can be delivered automatically. Various power exchanges for buyers, sellers, and 
traders have been established in liberalised markets round the world. Power 

exchanges work in a similar way to existing financial and commodity markets, where 
buyers and sellers can observe the prices of transactions as they occur before placing 
their bids. Business-to-business procurement exchanges have also been established In 

the power industry. A procurement exchange allows utilities to coordinate the 

purchase of products and services and substantially reduce procurement costs by 

streamlining the processes for bids and decreasing traditional procurement 

processing costs. Internet technology also significantly reduces the costs of running; 

auctions. As technology progresses, customers will be able to bypass their utility 

suppliers and make their own arrangements for procuring electricity. 

New entrants and intermediaries are transforming the way traditional power services 

are delivered and offer a considerable variety of new services. At the same time the 
Internet creates new opportunities for established utilities and allows them to reduce 
costs by taking advantage of this new way of interacting with its customer base. To 

succeed as an electricity utility in a deregulated energy market, companies need to 
develop a strategy on how to market their product effectively and cost efficiently. e. 
Business and the Internet can help provide an important electronic medium to 

achieve this. 
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Advances in technology, the Internet and e-Business hold great promise for reducing 

transaction costs and increasing efficiency in the energy industry. However, the slow 

pace of deregulation in most Asian power markets including power markets In 

Malaysia, together with a relative low Internet penetration rate Imposes a natural 

limitation on the economic benefits of e-Business for utilities and their customers. 

Even in fully deregulated European and US power markets, where Internet access Is 

widespread, the volume of online trading has never taken off mainly because many 

customers are still concerned about the risks of doing business online. There are 
issues of reliability, security, and privacy involved. In Asia especially, customers are 

still sceptical about buying products online or handing over personal Information 

such as addresses and names. 

5.5 Implications For Policy And Practice 

This section deals with the practical implications of the findings for the policy and 

practice of the electricity utilities in the new deregulated environment. the 

implications for policy makers and analysts were also examined from the findings of 
the research. 

5.5.1 Electricity Utilities Management 

The opportunities for utilities to capitalise on the benefits of e-Business and to protect 

their competitive position are there to be realised. Studying the current ways of doing 

things across the business, and a review of the potential for improvement through the 

adoption of e-Business, provides a good starting point and helps to ensure n broad 

and inclusive view of the opportunities. 

It was observed that B2C initiatives have received the most attention from electricity 

utilities as they see B2C as a useful customer service strategy and/or tool. The effort 
is justified as industry trends indicate that more customers are thinking of switching 

suppliers and B2C can enhanced a company's ability to capture and retain customers. 

The industry players are seen to maintain and fine-tune their I32C efforts. At the same 
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time some companies have developed several 11211 and 112I: application,, and thi.. 

indicates a strengthening of their e-I3usiness policies. 

The research findings have concluded that e-Business is on(. ut tIit, ýý, iý-, It)I%%. I ItI I I) I 

electricity utilities as all utilities have multiple business processes and k, tn N -1101t 

from the integration of these processes. It was tiecnl that ýýýmý , ýýýý ýºtttlý. tntý ý, , uý h , ýý, 

ScottishPuwcr, took e-Business very seriously and included c lill"ilic-'s in nw-A '4 

their applications and strategies. Other companies View it as I tool tt to , iinline thrit 

operations. Whatever their perceptions, both types Ut approach Ihive ,i Itolit v (it 

putting e-13usiness at the forefront of their btisineti, . trategv'. I here arg 

who prefer to take the "wait anti seecc" approach to e- I; iIsine"'. ". 

feel c-Business advances by their cutup etitors ian thrt"aten tht"ir 0IWr. Ituon. , 111d , ii. 

(leite content to Continue doing business the "try dilioitgº1" wav. I"in, tIIv, tl%r"r(" , 114" 

companies, which operate in the regulated environment and who tit, n, )I Iý, ýý .e(t. 

Business influencing their operations at all at any stage. 

For thr rcnnpaniCS that plan to rnh«irk on c-IUutiint appiwatiow. " tlw. I1 I.,.. 

identified a "70 Kris c'-R: csinrss 1? ºll)l('n: e rtilliuº: tilagt'. s' ("ve I , iI + . ') 111.1t iIc"c"d to lac 

taken to help achieve their targets using e-Ihisineess. I1n At. 1ge" wt-li.. idarif-d 11,1111 

Figure 5.2 and ScottishI ewer's �I; dut'aale� "( (mmill " and t w( utr ý4ýýrItN wý 

strategy. 'T'hese stages provide a more detailed and logical ,i p111-oa h tu iiºº1ý1ý ºº, ý ntin}; 

e-Business. The stages may also be considered as ,º t'hecklIst f�r ni. iiº. º}; ý r, rý , I, ýýiý . tI lý 

for their companies' c-Business im111c entdtion. 

Stages Activities 

1. Set Targets Companies need to clearly dofino their (0t)lt! < Iivw. 

2. Information Gathering Companies need to look at their external and intornal environment 
to assess their capabilities to moot donned obfoctivos. This can 
include assessing staff, partner, and customer readinoss lot 0 
Business change. 

3. Determine if e- Managers must be convinced as to the bonotits of cr liuyn(ýyi 

Business is the way before going forward to avoid misplacing resourcon. Thoro is a nood 

forward for the for priorities to be clearly articulatod so that resources can be 

company directed towards improvomonts that will lead to the ccrrºuution of the 

greatest value. 
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Stages Activities 

4. Convince The leadership or top management nru!, t he 

Management benefits offered by e-Business, and briefed at all times to maintain 

support for project. 

5. Commit Organisation must be brave and commit resources throughout thu 

project to be able to hit targets along the project timeline. 

6. Educate Staff and Companies must train their staff and business partners to maintain 

Business Partners enthusiasm and participate in the e-Business initiatives 

7. Execute e-Business initiatives must be based on thorough understanding of 

the business environment to achieve dolined targets 

Implementation plans must be flexible to adapt toi wive mnS'nº, ti 

changes. 

8. Attack areas with high Maintain morale and support from management, atnll, p, Irtnur%, ; 0041 

returns on investment customers throughout implementation. 

or high profile areas 

9. Re-assess Effort Go through the initial objoct3vos an(1 piuviuu.. 

failure and success of the initiativos 

10. Re-do step (1) As in activities in 1. 

Table 5.2 e-13titiiness Implemi'nt, ititin Chet kIi,, t 

If these stages are followed closely and necessary issues %vithiº1 tlu' ýt. lt; ý . ý. 1º1 Ißt ttt , llt 

with early on in the iill plrnlrntalticm, it will Ilc'II) generate nit ire iºltt"rt st". It it fill tiler 

expansion in the future if l ecessary. As indicated 111 I'll; ltrv F), 2, the wlwlr 

needs COIltitilllt CVillllilti<)Il to Illaxinlise the l lhisiticss t'lit'l't` and l'. 111 1pit+. sllil1 I11'1p 

ccompanies in creating value from their e-{iusiness iinitiativves. 

Utilities have embraced e-Rosiness either l>>' design ter lýrý ýýtin fr�i>> <<, nýlýý ". In 

this research it is believed that the framework ft forth rt HtIN111("4. r\l,. 1t I�fl 

already exists in some utilities. As they increasingly beicºnnc m rce ccºnliº1ei t in filar c 

Business initiatives, by overcoming barriers of it iti be lie vd 111,11 Ow 

number of e-Business applications will increase toi aiic)ninftu1.11c tii41n. htv"111c.. ". 

processes and knowledge sharing in utilities. I he ii n t'di. itee v11t"d fur iººt*"111"11 

processes may possibly be seen rapidly after iº i lein ntatit n i' it is t n. º, iý º,, I till 

within the companies' control, but success in m iti, ºtiý ý, ýý I iih tle Iýý ºº, i , ýiº , ýtý rºº. ºI 

factors such as customers, and business partners might takte tini, ". 
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5.5.2 Regulators and Policy Analyst 

In the early stages of the competitive electricity market, the reluctance of many 

customers to shop around for cheaper electricity and switch suppliers sustained the 

price of electricity at the same level. However, as more transparent mechanisms for 

comparing electricity prices became available, combined with more aggressive 

marketing by suppliers, it can be anticipated that customers will become more willing 
to switch. In this scenario, regulators may want to look at the industry wide effect of 

customers switching suppliers in the industry. In many cases, these processes were 

made easier with the use of ß2C applications offered by electricity companies. 
However, many customers who have switched suppliers encountered nutnerous 

problems with their billing. This was mainly due to the difficulty of getting customer 
data from the old supplier and old inefficient internal processes. In the light of 
increasing discontent among customers due to switching suppliers, regulators may 

want to re-assess their rules, impose tighter procedures or even make it compulsory 
to have a B2C common platform for all suppliers to share. 

The NETA system is very competitive and forces generating companies to lower their 

wholesale prices. This erodes their profit margins and generating companies may end 
up with insufficient resources to build extra generating capacity to cater for future 

increases in demand. Experience has shown that giants such as British Energy have 

required government bailout to stay afloat (Macalister, 2002). Regulators need to fine. 

tune the market (by being more pro-active to market changes) rather than just leaving 

it to market forces so that the whole industry can survive. 

5.6 Deregulation Impact on TNB and its Subsidiaries 

In the light of the inevitable deregulation of the Malaysian Electricity Supply Industry 

(MESI), TNB must be aware of the possible structure of the new market. As has been 

shown in many cases, the deregulation of electricity markets was usually clone In 

stages, whereby the competition would be introduced first to the generation, supply 

and retail sectors respectively. In order to analyse the Impact of deregulation to TNIZ, 

this section will discuss the effects of deregulation based on its evolutionary phases. 
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5.6.1 Projected Scenario in Phases 

Based on the UK market experience specifically and other markets In general, It Is 

believed that the MESI will liberalise the electricity market in phases. These phases 

were introduced in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.3), where the deregulated electricity 

market can be seen to evolve from complete regulation to complete competition 

through three general phases: the "single purchasing agent", "wholesale competition", 

and "retail competition". However, some markets can be seen to jump straight into the 

second phase, for example the Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland market In the US, 

bypassing the "single purchasing agent" phase. 

The MESI is projected to evolve through all three phases mainly due to two reasons. 
Firstly, the MESI is a strategic industry, which affects the nation's economic growth. It 

is believed that the regulators will want to play it safe to avoid consumer price 

volatility, which in turn can affect economic growth. By going through the first phase, 

customers will be protected as TNB can absorb any price fluctuations from the 

generators. Secondly, given Malaysia's inexperience in handling a competitive market 
(many products such as cars, petrol, sugar and rice are protected by high import 

tariffs or price controls), the regulators would be more comfortable if they introduce a 

step-by-step transformation. This tentativeness is also partly due to the California 

energy crisis in 2001 where electricity prices had shot up to unrealistic levels due to 

extreme weather effects and flawed market rules. It is believed that total market 
transformation can take more than ten years even with a wealth of expertise, as the 

UK market has shown. 

The following sections discuss the projected scenario in the Malaysian context. 13.1sed 

on the government's cautious approach to electricity deregulation, it is assumed in 

the following discussions that TNB will still maintain its interests (with some limited) 

in all four sectors of generation, transmission, distribution and supply of the future 

MESI. 
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5.6.1.1 Single Purchasing Agency 

The first phase will start with competition only in the generation sector, in which 

generators will compete to sell their electricity, to a single purchaser. The single 

purchaser will be TNB, by virtue of its asset ownership in the transmission and 
distribution sectors. Some form of this competition already exists in the Malaysian 

market as TNB only controls "sixty percent (60%) of the generating capacity In 
Malaysia and in order to supply all of its customers, TIN will have to negotiate with 
numerous Independent Power Producers (IPPs). In this phase, the wholesale prices 
that TNB pays to IPPs can fluctuate but the prices that TNB charges to its consumers 
are fixed. This can expose TNB to high prices on the generation side, which can be 
due to generation shortage, but at the same time, they cannot pass the Increasing 

costs to the consumers. On the other hand, wholesale competition presents an 

opportunity for TNB to develop new strategies, which could improve profitability 
during energy procurements. This can be in the form of long-term power purchase 
agreements with competitive generators. 

On the technical side, TNB's operation would vary as well. This is because generators 
are selected based on their individual bid price, which means that the transmission 

company will choose a cheaper generator (rather than an expensive ones), regardless 
of its location. This can incur higher overall system losses (such as heat loss), or 
complications (such as line instability) in the network. To alleviate this problem TNl3 

needs to consider the selection of generators based on both price as well as location 

criteria. 

In this phase, consumers pay a fixed tariff to TNB for their energy usage. They cannot 
be actively involved in determining the tariff unless they are In the large power 
consumers (LPC) category. However, their interest will be overseen by the regulator 
who will ensure that TNB charge a fair price in this monopoly area. 

5.6.1.2 Wholesale Competition 

The second phase would involve generators dealing directly with brokers and supply 
companies without the need to engage a transmission company. In this environment, 
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generators and supply companies need to understand market demands and contract 

optimally (prior to delivery time) to avoid mismatches between contracted electricity 

and actual demand. Failure to do so can mean high losses as the surplus or shortage 

of electricity has to be bought and sold in real time and these transactions can be very 

expensive. Some of these supply, companies - can be directly owned by TN13. 

Therefore, TNB as a supply company - faces issues with respect to forecasting 

electricity demand for each individual area, instead of for the overall system as it 

used to do in the regulated era. 

This phase presents the most challenging period to TNB for two reasons. Firstly, 

some portion of TNB's supply business will have to be divested to future competitors. 

This effectively reduces TNB's customer base to a level, which is allowed by the 

Regulator. Secondly, it is foreseen that TNB will also have to divest some of its 

generation assets. This may be unavoidable, as the Regulators would want to ensure 

that fair competition can occur and that TNB's large generation capacity nilght 
hamper this objective. 

With regards to the transmission and distribution sector of TNi3, it is foreseen that 

they will remain intact as the Malaysian electricity network is spread over regions of 
high and low load densities, similar to the Scottish network. When the Scottish 

electricity supply industry (ESI) was deregulated, Scottishl'ower and SSI's maintained 

its transmission and distribution interest. This is important because if the 

transmission and distribution sectors were broken up into smaller entities in a low 

load region, it may not be able to make a profit as the maintenance costs can 

overshadow its revenue. At the same time, having one company which operates 

regions of high and low loads allows it to balance its costs and simplifies the 

transmission and distribution tariff calculation. If the Scottish model is adhered to in 

the second phase, TNB will control fully the wires business, which is the transmission 

and distribution. At the same time, it is foreseen that TNB, or one of its subsidiaries, 

will become the facilitator for the power market due to its previous experience. The 

running of the power market is a highly complex exercise where multiple 

transactions between generators and supply companies will have to be scheduled. 

This requires TNB to develop further expertise in areas such as trading electricity in 

real time. 
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5.6.1.3 Retail Competition 

In the final phase, the market will be fully liberalised and rct. Ill ( ttmicr,. ,m , fit, , ii\ 

deal with generators or supply companies to supply their electricity. I he remnant. of 

TNB's supply business will face new challenges to compete to keel' its re\isting 

customers and attract new ones. One of the effects of this phase on the distributrOn 

sector is in the metering of retail consumption, ns this would involve intrºrºluý int; new 

procedures for forwarding meter readings to suppliers. Fm- in'tance, .º ir, 111im tuen 

company would have to formulate procedures to read ,i customer's meter in their 

control area and will have to forward it to a &lifterent supplier. 'I he . ºcctrr, ºI (I1strilhrrtit 

and transmission system operation is unrhanged from the pr"º-viotrs I, It, ºw. A% the 

market stabilises, some of TN13's distribution entities can appeal. . º-, , tttr, tt tivv 

investments due to their improved performance atter aderegtiLition It reLlUIIed tlwmr 

entities can be sold off to other companies. Ibis is the final form of ttn. tt l. 4et 

transformation and is evident in many electricity markets world jd 

5.6.1.4 Summary 

Based can the discussions above, the new %ý 111,11 ,1 Itj"j II \It . 114. 
SUlllillill'ised in Table 5.3 below: 

Phases New Challenges 

1. Single Purchasing Agency Generators have to compote with uthor 11't'!. 

Need to facilitate now bidding process 

" System operation is markedly different from requIntton pre 
Fluctuation of wholesale prices 

2. Wholesale Competition Loss of supply business monopoly 

" Reduction of generation capacity 

" Surplus liquidity 

" Operate a complex power market In which Panwicliotiti call 
occur between any generator and supply company 

3. Retail Competition Remaining supply business open to compnthtiurn 

" Focus on maximising profits from the rogulaloil wuun businor+n 

" Identify new investments or bu! annss vrrnturn', to( ; illy : rrnt 
internationally 

Table 5.3 Summary of New Challenges for I Nii Based t)n tlu. I 
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The biggest impact on TNB's business will occur in phases one and two (see Table 

5.3) as competition to generation and supply is introduced. In phase one, TNB has to 

ensure that its generators are competitive to maintain its electricity sales. Further, its 

market operations and transmission services must adapt to the new markst 

environment to facilitate smooth and secure electricity transactions. Finally, this 

phase exposes TNB to the California syndrome where wholesale prices can rise 
drastically when retail prices are fixed. In phase two, TNB will have to divest a 

significant percentage of its generation and supply business. This creates a huge 

impact on its asset and customer base and affects its income. However, TNB will (hen 
be left with ample liquidity and needs to strategise on how it can use its newfound 

wealth to generate new income bases. In this phase, TNB must also improve Its 

market operation capability, as the number of electricity transactions increased. In the 

third phase, TNB's supply business will be divested. This will lead to further 

shrinking of TNB's customer base. In this phase,, TNB must ensure that it maintains 
its existing retail customers and tries to attract new ones. 

5.7 Recommendations 

This section summarises the recommendations and proposals provided in the 

previous sections on appropriate strategies for effective implementation and 

management of e-Business applications and resources, and also adds further 

suggestions for electricity companies, specifically TNB for executing their 

deregulation exercise and implementing their e-Business strategies. 

5.7.1 General Recommendations 

In section 5.2.4, a framework for improving the e-Business implementation process by 

identifying important issues within the e-Business value life cycle (sec Figure 5.2) has 

been discussed. An e-Business implementation checklist for managers involved in the 

implementation process has also been discussed in section 5.5.2 (see Table 5.2). To 

add to these recommendations, this section deals with the overall picture of the 

opportunities for e-Business implementation recommended in the electricity supply 
industry. In order to analyse these opportunities, this research focuses on the 
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electricity industry supply chain, which include the generation, transmission, 

distribution, and supply sectors. (This section concludes with a graphical summary 
highlighting the main e-Business opportunities and the inter-relationships between 

sectors, see Figure 5.3). The operations of all these sectors are unique as opposed to 

other industries as most electricity must be generated when it is required, This means 

that each sector must be able to react immediately to the fluctuating demands of its 

customers. e-Business as discussed earlier has shown various potentials to help 

electricity companies in all four sectors to operate successfully in this fast moving 

market. These opportunities include: 

Generation sector: This sector deals with producing electricity for customers through 

the use of generators, which run on fossil fuels (gas, oil and coal), hydro, nuclear or 

renewable energy (wind, wave and solar). In the case of thermal generation, which 

runs on fossil fuel, they have to have a fuel procurement strategy to determine the 

quantity of fuel that they need to buy. This is important, as they have to balance the 

level of fuel stockpiled against the cost of storage and lost opportunity of buying fuel 

at cheaper prices when the fuel market is depressed. In the case of renewable 

generators such as hydro, wave or wind, these companies need to be able to predict 

natural phenomena to determine the availability and quantity of their supply. With 

regards to generator operation, one of the main exercises is maintenance of the 

generators themselves. Their maintenance intervals must be optimised as taking their 

machines off-line for maintenance too often would mean not being able to sell 

electricity at that period, but not maintaining them often enough could mean sudden 
breakdowns that can be very costly. 

Based on the discussions above, e-Business B2B models can be applied in two general 

areas for the generation sector: fuel procurement and generator operations. In the 

case of fuel procurement, e-Business applications can be used to optimise operations 
by analysing customer load forecasts, prices of fuel and their forecast, long term bids 

by suppliers, storage capacity and weather effects. All this information can be 

integrated by e-Business applications so that the generating company can come tip 

with a total fuel strategy. In the case of generator operations, e-Business can help by 

integrating generator utilisation data (such as power output or period of operation) 
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with manufacturer recommendations and come up with a justifiable maintenance 

strategy. 

Transmission and Distribution sectors: The transmission and distribution sectors 

provide network services for all market players. Their main aim is to facilitate power 

transfer between market players reliably and expand the wires business in-line with 

load growth. In the former, they need to ensure that all energy transactions between 

market players can occur. To do so, they need to make adjustments to the network 

during operation and also ensure that all their assets are operating within limits And 

schedule asset maintenance at optimal intervals. In the latter, they also need to 

forecast future load levels in order to plan for future network expansion. 

In order to facilitate power transfer between users of the network, the transmission 

and distribution companies will need to receive real time data from market players 

regarding power transactions. These data can be transferred to the transmission and 

distribution companies through an infrastructure in the form of electronic links. This 

is where e-Business B2B models can play a significant part as these transactions are 

numerous and are constantly updated. In the area of maintenance, c-Business can 

play a part similar to the generation sector by creating a database of the thousands of 

critical network components and monitoring their performance and scheduling 

optimal maintenance intervals. Finally, e-Business can help the transmission and 

distribution sectors in system expansion as it can identify fast expanding areas in the 

network through efficient monitoring of customers' loads over a period of timt. 

Supply sector: Companies in this sector deal with buying and selling of electricity. 

Their main activity is buying electricity in bulk from generators, brokers or the power 

exchange and selling it to customers. In this environment, supply companies must 
focus on two main areas. Firstly, in order to be able to market their product 

effectively, this sector focuses on marketing electricity through offering good 

customer service. This can mean ease of transfer from the old supplier to a new one, 

fast response to customer queries and sales of other services such as gas and 

telephone. Secondly, companies in this sector must be able to forecast customer 

demands accurately and contract with generators or brokers accordingly to meet that 

demand. This is because, by nature of the electricity business (which requires 
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instantaneous generation to meet demand), any imbalance between the contracted 

generation and demand would incur losses to the supply company, as the power has 

to be generated or absorbed by other parties. 

As electricity cannot be discriminated from one company or the other, electricity 

companies need to differentiate their product through good customer service. This 

has prompted many supply companies to set up websites (i. e. B2C models) in order 
to enable their customers to gain extra information and offer electricity and other 

services through the Internet. This can be a part of the marketing strategy and can 

promote brand recognition. Another opportunity for e-Business in the supply sector 
is in load forecasting. This is seen as a significant exercise as it can make, or cost, 

companies millions of pounds. In order for companies to make accurate forecasts, C. 
Business can help by having applications, which can integrate databases of historical 

customer demand data, load growth and even weather effects. At the same time e- 
Business B2B models can be seen to play a very significant role in the area of 

electricity trading. This is because the, trading activity is fast paced to thatch the 

continually changing demand and requires trading parties to have electronic links 

with each other. Without these applications, supply companies would be unable to 

make continuous changes to their electricity portfolio. This can prevent companies 
from taking advantage of cheaper wholesale electricity prices at certain times or even 

worse, being exposed to the imbalance costs mentioned earlier. 

Figure 5.3 (which is based on the electricity financial and supply arrangement model, 
discussed in Chapter 2, see Figure 2.22) summarises the above discussion and 
highlights some of the main e-Business potentials in all sectors of the electricity 
industry. 
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5.7.2 Recommendations for TNB 

This section will address the challenges listed in men ti�ii , (I '111d 
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applications explicitly to help ensure its competitiveness. 
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5.7.2.1 First Phase 

In the first phase, the main threat comes from IPPs, which could undercut TNB's 

generators. To counter this threat, TNB must continuously improve its generation 

sector performance and reduce operational costs to stay competitive. TNB may have 

to invest in new technologies or new ways of doing business. In the case of the latter, 

this can be in the form of joining e-Marketplaces to ensure that it gets the best prices 

on services and spare parts for its generation business. There also needs to be further 

sharing of experience between all of TNB's business entities. For example, TNB 

generators can form an electronic or virtual forum where TNB engineers can discuss 

industry best practices and hopefully be able to implement them to ultimately 

improve performance and profitability. 

In this environment, TNB will become the single purchasing agent and will be 

exposed to price fluctuations. Therefore, TNB needs to maintain a minimum level of 

generation capacity or ability to procure cheap electricity to hedge against this effect. 

To have that ability, TNB can contract with IPPs or LPCs to generate surplus 

electricity or reduce demand. Alternatively, TNB can also have contracts with IPPs 

operating in neighbouring countries such as Thailand and Singapore to import 

power. 

Finally, TNB needs to develop an effective mechanism for electricity bidding and 

generation selection. Due to the nature of electricity, this trading platform needs to be 

electronic to be able to cater for the instantaneous demands and supply of the power 

system. This is where e-Business is necessary as it provides the mechanism to handle 

multiple bids and offer in real-time. In this bidding system, generators and supply 

companies will submit their bids to TNB. TNB must then continually monitor the 

system demand and select appropriate bids. Therefore, TNB must develop its e- 
Business capability to run the market and facilitate competition. Failure to do so 

could mean that TNB may lose its transmission and distribution license and be 

divested even further. 
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5.7.2.2 Second Phase 

In the second phase, the loss of customer base and reduction of generation capacity 
due to the divestment of some parts of its business, will force TNI3 to look at new 

businesses to generate income. Based on the experience of UK companies such as 

NGT, Powergen, and ScottishPower, this can involve setting up new ventures in 

other non-electricity businesses locally (such as telecommunications or gas supply) or 

applying its electricity utility expertise internationally. As it is, TNB has some 

experience in setting up Liberty Power, an IPP venture in Pakistan. This type of 

outward focus will be necessary to maintain TNB's profit margin and future growth, 
As mentioned above, TNB will have to divest a major portion of its assets. This means 

that TNB would have surplus funds, which can be utilised to develop new business 

ventures. 

In this phase, generators and supply companies arc going to be clients of TNB's 

transmission and distribution network. TNB needs to produce justifiable charging 

rates for all its network users, which in turn would promote competition. TNB must 

also be seen to develop a trading platform for all electricity companies to make deals, 

if necessary, in real time. This is important as network services business is regulated 

and TNB needs to project itself to its clients, regulators and the public as a pro. 

competition, efficient, and competent network operator. 

With regards to the new market structure, TNB needs to lobby or persuade regulators 

to allow for the implementation of a fair transmission services charging method, 

which is based on location. This charging method should reward generators, which 

are close to load centres, and penalise those which are further away and incur greater 
losses to the transmission and distribution network. This locational based charging 

method would give the right market signals to new generation development and will 
benefit network users as the network will be more efficient. Additionally, TNB has 

always built its generators near load centres (with higher land costs) and thus incurs 

a higher capital cost. The implementation of a fairer locational charge would benefit 

TNB's generators. 
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5.7.2.3 Third Phase 

Although this phase encourages a higher degree of competition, it does not appear 

that TNB will be affected drastically as in the previous phase because most of the 

market re-structuring has occurred and hopefully the generation, transmission and 
distribution has consolidated. However, the opening up of the retail supply business 

requires TNB to strategise on how to sell electricity to customers, something it has 

always taken for granted. In other words, TNB lacks the ability to market its products 

especially in the retail business. This will require TNB to come up with new ways of 

selling, which can include improving its e-Business applications. As can be seen in the 

UK case studies, all supply companies offer varying degrees of services over the 

Internet, underlining its importance in the overall marketing plan. At the same time, 

TNB must also be aware of its competitors' strategy and use that to formulate the 

company's next step. 

5.7.2.4 Conclusion 

Throughout all the three phases, TNB will face different and distinct challenges. One 

of the most important issues is the loss of customer base, which leads to loss of 
income. Being a regulated company for so long, TNB is unfamiliar with the rigours of 

competition and will find it difficult to find new ways to operate their business. In 

order to counter this effect, TNB must firstly change its mindset to "think 

commercially". This means that every business decision that TNB makes must be 

justified. TNB could follow ScottishPower's policy of looking for "sl: ort, sharp 
deliverables" and be prepared to terminate any unprofitable ventures quickly. 

With regards to countering the loss of customers base and income, TNB will require 
different strategies in which: 

" TNB must strengthen the core business and minimise operating costs. In this area 
TNB needs to invest in new technologies, which can minimise the workforce and 

also speed up engineering processes such as automatic re-connection of 
transmission lines after a lightning strike or remote meter reading. At the same 
time, TNB must improve its internal business processes. e-Business initiatives such 

as the self-service e-Office applications used by ScottishPower and I'owergen can 
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help in this area by creating more efficient paperless procedures and speeding up 
internal communication and processes. 

" TNB needs to keep existing customers and attract new ones. As product 
differentiation is difficult to achieve in the electricity market, TNB must offer better 

services to customers than its competitor (service differentiation). At the same time, 

TNB must use brand recognition to market its products by stressing that it is a 

premier electricity company with decades of experience. 

" TNB must develop new businesses locally and abroad. It should look at its relevant 

subsidiaries as implementors of new business as their functions are specific and can 

save valuable time in the initial stages of the new ventures. TNB subsidiaries are 
identified to be implementors as they are already positioned to develop non-core 
businesses. For example, one subsidiary, TNB Fuel, who currently handles bulk 

fuel procurements for TNB power stations, can also look for external clients who 

are interested in procuring fuel. The subsidiary can also use its skills to enter the 

retail gas market to supply households or possibly develop petrol stations to 

serve motorists. Another example is for TNB Property to venture into property 
development such as development of housing estates, industrial parks, or office 
blocks, instead of just concentrating on acquiring land for TNB facility 

developments or managing maintenance of TNB buildings. At the moment, these 

subsidiaries and many others are not seen to be proactive in looking for new 
businesses or expanding their operation into the wider market. This is possibly due 

to the fact that TNB's overall strategy inherently limits these subsidiaries' business 

scope to supporting the core business and not more. In the deregulated market, 
these subsidiaries must form a greater function as an independent business and 

must generate its own income through its own initiatives rather than relying on 
TNB for business or financial support. 

In all of the above areas, e-Business can play an important role by linking relevant 

parties through B2B, B2C, and 132E applications. These applications if applied 

carefully, can help increase company efficiency. However, TNB must also appreciate 

that in order to apply e-Business in the organisation, TNB must be able to break down 

its internal and external business processes and reconfigure them if necessary when 
implementing e-Business applications. Additionally, TNB's business operations and 

e-Business applications need to be flexible enough in order to react to market 
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changes. Finally, TNB must assess its performance and update its , trotoogv it 

necessary continuously. 

5.7.3 Summary of Research Contributions 

Fable 5.4 below lists the research contributions cif this 

Research Contributions Descriptions 

Provided insights into the level of e- The research dealt witli all r, ectun, 1(l tIn in fup, tiy . 111(1 
Business strategy within the determined their perceptions with respect to o- 

electricity industry Business. These perceptions wore linked closely to 

the level of their o-Business activitios 

2. Provided insights into major Problems facod by utilities in terms of o-Business 

problems faced by electricity utilities implementation can be overcome as the technology 

with regards to e-Business exists but requires the full commitment of the 

implementation management. 

3. Provided insights into case 

companies' perceptions and views or 

e-Business specifically for the 

electricity industry 

4. Provided insights into the e-Business 

application and levels of 

implementation within the electricity 

utilities. 

From the research findings it can be concluded that 

currently o-Businoss is not soon as the most 
important strategy for competing in the deregulated 

environment of the energy market 

Research findings identified key e"Businoss arons 

which case companies focus on. The levels of o 
Business activity in these areas are determined by the 

number of applications implemented and its 

effectiveness. 

5. Identified 132E and B2B as areas, 

which can add value to the business 

by streamlining internal and external 

processes. 

6. Highlighted the fact that the levels of 

e-Business implementation within 

the electricity utilities are heavily 

related to the business focus and 

perceptions of the electricity utilities. 

These areas were soon to be lagging in terms of the 

number of applications as opposed to 132C. This was 

most apparent in companies with a cost leadership 

strategy (SSE) and companies oporaling in Ihn 

regulated market (GPU) 

Based on the literature reviewed it can hu Ot), 'rund 

that the link between the business locus of electricity 

utilities and their level of o-Businoss onthusiasm has 

never been explored in any depth. Based on this 

pattern it can be soon that companies on Level 1 (see 

Table 4.12) would have the highest number of o- 

Business application and their levels of 

implementation are quite advanced. 

7. Highlighted two different approaches The analysis chapter discussed the different e- 

towards e-Business that are equally Business approaches of both ScottishPowor and 
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Research Contributions Descriptions 

"effective"and "successful". Powergen. This analysis iils() tuv, tifieil the1w.. 

(Adopted by ScottishPower and and the results of the initiatives were discussod at 
Powergen). length. 

8. Projects the future of e-Business The literature review chapter details the onvironmont 

applications in the electricity industry of the electricity market and the analysis chapter 

especially for TNB in the Malaysian discussed the porspoctives of the electricity company. 

environment. This provided the basis for the forecast of the future 

effects of e-Business. 

9. Provided insights into the e- In order to identify the e-Business opportunities within 
Business opportunities in each the electricity industry, this research focuses on the 

sector of the electricity industry electricity industry supply chain, which include the 

generation, transmission, distribution, and supply 
sectors. Tho operations of all those sectors are 

unique, as most electricity must be generated when it 

is required, which moan that they must be able to 

react immediately to the fluctuating demands of their 

customers. Based on the research findings, e 
Business has shown various potentials to help 

electricity companies in all four sectors to operate 

successfully in this fast moving market. 

Table 5.4 Summary I fisting of the Research ('ontrilýºIti)n>. 

5.8 Limitations 

The research strategy was developed to he Consistent Witlº tin I)1irl)01W uuI tilt- -, turn, 

the resources available, the questions and issues asked and the cmistraint" I, º(rd, with 

the recognition that there are no perfect designs. One of tlue weakne ssº s Or Iiºººit. ºtioons 

of the chosen approach to the research strategy was the lack ººt i }pilOt stuý1v, which 

according to Yin (1984) can help to refine data rofllectio n plans with iesjn. o t toi 1 )(All 

the content of the data and the procedures to he followed. Although ýº pilot `tLi iv, va 

planned in the initial strategy, difficulties in getting participation from ºnioore titan a 

few companies as well as time constraints hindered the plan. 

Another limitation of this roscardi is c()11CVI*11L'd with thl- rlýIi, ilhiI I 

discussed in Chapter 3, a case study database, which consist', ut ac olleertiom OI 

interviews notes and reports, interview direct transcriptions, observations notes, 
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documents collected from case companies, audio tape and digital recording of 

interview sessions and newspaper clippings, was developed in order to address the 

reliability issues of the study. However, due to limited resources and time constraints, 

this database is not in a formal and easily retrievable manner that can be reviewed 

and accessed directly by other researchers in order to look at the evidence of the cases 

studied and not be limited to the written reports only. The lack of a formal database 

for most case study efforts is considered as one of the shortcomings of case study 

research and should be corrected in the future (Yin, 1984). 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, reliability of the research was susceptible to various 
factors, which include researcher bias. In this research, the researcher's position as 

part of the system, in which the researcher is also an employee of one of the case 

companies can be considered as one of the limitations of the research. The researcher 

can be assumed as having the opportunity to influence the research findings. For 

example, the researcher may be thought to have been massaging the findings in order 

to build a good image of the case company she works for. Although care has been 

taken in this research to ensure objectivity and unbiased data collection and analysis, 

there may still be questions on the level of intervention by the researcher. This can 
lead to the reduction of the reliability level of the research. 

The trade-offs or compromises made in the methodology used may pose some issues 

concerning the quality of the research. One such issue was having to dispense with 

the initial research design that originally included two other hierarchical levels within 

the case companies, which comprised the operational managers and non-managerial 

personnel positions. According to Perry (1998), "PhD interviews would ideally involve 

about three interviews at different hierarchical levels within the case study organisations". It 

was anticipated that operational managers who actually implement the e-Business 

strategies in the companies could have much to offer in terms of describing the 

problems that they faced during implementation and operation and how they solved 
these problems. It would also be useful if the research could have got some input 

from non-managerial personnel, for example people who are on the frontline, to give 

their comments on how e-Business applications have made their job more efficient or 

otherwise. Also, it would have been beneficial for the research to determine what 
their roles were in implementation and how e-Business affected them, or what the 
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impacts of e-Business were for them, specifically in their job performance and level of 

motivation. However, as described previously, due to the difficulty in getting access 

this initial plan had to be restricted. Because of this limitation, the information 

collected may lack the depth promised by a pure qualitative research. 

5.9 Further Research 

Based on this study, further research can be conducted to also include other electricity 

utilities in the UK as well as in the other countries with regulated and non-regulated 

environment. The purpose of further research would be to subject the findings of this 

research to further examination within the UK electricity industry, and to subject the 

findings to comparative analysis with the electricity industry of other countries with 

similar and different regulatory or competitive conditions. Further research could 

also be conducted to include comparative analysis in similar industries such as other 

utilities, for example gas, water, or telecommunication industries. 

The findings of this thesis were mainly based on inputs from in-depth interviews 

with policy or strategy makers of the case companies. Therefore, these inputs can be 

expanded to also include other levels of personnel within the organisation being 

researched, such as the operational managers and non-managerial employees. A 

combination of both quantitative and qualitative approach could be used to collect 

and analyse the data within these categories to ensure more thorough examination of 

the results. The variety of input and research approach could help to further 

understand and help increase the generalisability of the issues studied. 

With regards to e-Business implementation, potentials of the other c-Business 

relationships models that are rapidly gaining importance such as the B2G model for 

the interactions between electricity companies and regulators could also be 

considered. This is because the electricity market is continually evolving (with issues 

such as the ten percent renewable energy generation in the UK by 2010) and requires 

continuous interactions between electricity companies and the regulator in order to 

fine-tune the market. Another example of the evolving nature of the electricity 

industry can be seen in Asia. In this region many economics are experiencing 
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phenomenal energy growth. For example, China recorded a nearly twenty percent 

jump in electricity demand in the first two months of 2003 (China Daily, 2003). This 

could possibly accelerate the move to deregulate markets and could attract new 

international investments. The introduction of e-Business B2G applications could 

help speed up the decision-making process for both the investor and the government. 

Thus, further analysis of the B2G model would provide a more thorough discussion 

on the e-Business opportunities in the electricity industry. 

Other areas that could be examined in future research are developments in the 

electricity markets. For example, the UK electricity grid is currently being improved 

and will have increased capability to transfer power to its neighbours. This in turn 

will increase the potential of cross border trades and requires some level of 

integration between different national energy markets and associated systems. In this 

case, it would be interesting to investigate how different markets can be integrated 

and examine the challenges that this issue poses to market participants. 

The compulsory introduction of renewable generation, which is usually produced by 

embedded generators, is a big issue in the electricity industry at the moment. 
Embedded generators are also known as distributed generators (DG) - they are 

smaller generators less than 1MW which are placed in the distribution network and 

are not connected to the transmission system. Common types of DG are combined 

heat and power plants (which uses fossil fuels) run by factories mainly for their own 

consumption, or renewables (which are powered by wind or solar). Distributed 

generators present new challenges not only to the technical but also to the business 

side of operations. One of the main challenges is integrating the embedded generators 

into the market. These embedded generators are mainly operated by small companies 

and have limited ability to invest in a complex electronic trading application to enable 

them to participate in the greater market. Thus, further research could be targeted on 

understanding this issue, which may be beneficial to these smaller generating 

companies. 

To conclude, the electricity industry is in a position where it is undergoing profound 
fundamental change at a time when technology offers possibilities never before seen. 

Strategic transformation in today's business environment requires that a company 
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understands the forces that are re-shaping the industry and those forces that are 

driving change in the broader business landscape. The ideas presented here offer a 

systematic approach for understanding: how the industry will unfold, the distinct 

business models enabled by technology, the specific capabilities a company must 

have, and the actions it will need to take today to initiate its transformation. 

Many electricity companies have begun to embrace the opportunities made available 

to them by these changes, others must begin to view their businesses less as part of a 

sluggish regulated company and more as mainstream organisations with assets and 

capabilities that stretch beyond power plants and load forecasting. The opportunities 

and enablers are already there; seizing them is the next step. 
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Appendix A: Sample of Interview Questions 

Interview Questions (Strategy and Policy Makeus) 

Electricity Company 

Site Address 

Contact Person 

Position 

1)ßa to 

Time 

Questions 

General Information (G) 

1. Please describe your organisation and the environment that it oporrtw in. 

2. Please describe your role in this organisation. 

3. Please describe your unit/department's role, in terms of the ovorall organisation's !: tr; ovyy, ni, jni 
business operation, employees, etc. 

4. Who are your key business partners, suppliers etc.? 

5. What type of customers do you have? (Both industrial/commercial and domostic)(Broad 1%)? 

6. How many employees do you have working within your area of responsibilities? 

7. What type of skills must your employees have? 

8. What type of training do you provide for your employees in general? 

9. What are the impacts of deregulation on your organisation? 

10. How does your organisation cope with the changes caused by doroguldtion? 

11. How does NETA affect your organisation? 

e-Business Strategy (S) 

1. How would you define e-Business? 

2. What are your perceptions of e-Business? 

3. How important is e-Business to your company with regards to your curront tau srno; s stratogy? 
4. What strategies are being pursued by your company to bonofit from tho o-Businoss 

environment? 

5. Do you have any type of e-Business applications running? What are your current O-Business 

applications? What is the most valued e-Business application running currently and why? 

6. What is your e-Business strategy for the future? 

7. What other operational areas will the organisation dovolop e-Business application for in thu 

future and why? 

!, 'ý: 



: 11, p kilt A hitervino 4)ur. hona 

Questions 

8. What factors are being considered as important In cievelopim), pI; rnn n() trr(i (-xis( rrtIrr(I III(- 

strategy? 

9. How does this strategy affect interactions with business partners and customers? 

10. How do you prepare your business partners and clients to deal in the e-Business environment? 

11. What are the potential benefits of e-Business in relation to your organisation's customers, 

suppliers, other business partners and internal processes? 

12. How do you measure e-Business performance within your organisation? Do you have any data 

that shows e-Business has increased your organisation's performance (numerical or subjocaivo 

data)? (What type of data do you collect to show increase in the organisational peruirr r c: (O) 

e-Business Implementation (I) 

1. In what way does e-Business affect the way you currently work? 

2. What difficulties did you or the organization encounter in implementing the o-Businoss 

strategies? 

3. Within your organisation, what do you think are the barriers to the affective use of o-f3usinuSs 

with customers, suppliers and internal processes? 
4. How do you cope with the rapid pace of e-Business technology developments? 

5. Is the current e-Business training/exposure programme for man; ujors ; ulcxquato? (Are the 

facilities in training adequate? ) 

6. What kind of exposure do you think is needed to prepare managors for tho u Eiw; mw, r, 

environment? 

7. How do you prepare your personnel for e-Business? If the training is done on-the-fob, do you 

think it would be beneficial for them to have external training? What type of computer 

applications are your personnel using? 

8. Does e-Business help increase employee motivation? If yes, in what way? 

9. In what ways do you think could e-Business facilitate bettor customer sorvicus and rolaticýnshii 

building? 
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Appendix B: List of Respondents From 

Case Companies 

Electricity Respondents Job Title 

Companies 

1. ScottishPower 1. Ms. Morag Liddel 1. Ernorging Iochllol(UJiw; M, ºn, r(lor, 

PIc. Corporate IT 

2. Ms Freeda Chaudri 2. Emerging I ochnologios Manager, 

Corporato IT 

3. Mr. Colin Grant 3. Project Manager on Work24, R38 

4. Mr. Paul Selfridge 4. IT Business An, rly!, t r! I usincºss 

Team, Customer Sulu. ; ºnd Service 

5. Mr. Dennis Barr S. Head of IT Selection Workstroam 

on Eutilia project 

6. Mr. Chris Flanagan 6. Head of Group oCominunicatiow; 

7. Mr. Neil Clitheroe 7. Business Transformation Manager, 

Customer Sales and Service 

2. Scottish and 1. Mr. Graham Juggins 1. Head of Businns,; Development 

Southern 

Energy 

3. Powergen 1. Mr. Paul Rutter 1. IT Strategy Manager. (imu{) 11 

4. LE Group 1. Mr. Bernard Cottrant, 1. Group Technology and Service 

Director 

5. GPU Power 1. Mr. John Atkins 1. Supply Chain Director 

UK 2. Mr Duncan Lewis 2. Logistics Manager 

6. TNB 1. Mr. Tee Yee Suan 1. Managing Director of 1 N13-IT Sdn. 

Bhd. 

2. Mr. Haji Abdul 2. Head of Group Information 

Rahman Shafi Services Department 

3. Mr. Ahmad Amran 3. Senior Manager (Planning and 
Abu Hassan Strategy), Group Information 

Services Department 

4. Mr. Loo Kok Seng, 4. Manager, TNB Ventures Division 

, 
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Appendix C: Who owns whom in the UK electricity industry 

Appendix C 

Electricity Association 

Who owns whom in the UK electricity 
industry 

Policy Research, 30 June 2003 

MOST RECENT UPDATES; 

30 June 2003 
LE Group changed its name to EDF Energy. The retail brands are London Energy, SWEB Energy and Seaboard 
Energy. Network name EDF Energy. Generation name EDF Energy. 

TXU Energi renamed Powergen. 

22 May 2003 
Scottish and Southern Energy announced it had agreed to purchase Aquila Sterling " holding company for Midlands 
Electricity which owns Aquila Networks. Transaction subject to agreement with bond holders. Completion due August 
2003. 

21 October 2002 
National Grid Group completed merger with Lattice to form National Grid Transco plc. 

Powergen bought TXU's retail and generation businesses in the UK, subject to regulatory approval. TXU's continental 
operations, and other parts of the UK business, are still owned by TXU Europe. 

INTRODUCTION 

Mo Owns Whom In the UK Electricity Industry traces the ownership of the major British electricity companies that are 
the successors to the nationalised electricity industry Boards. It Includes contact details, an indication of which main 
electricity businesses they are involved in (generation', transmission, distribution and supply), and previous changes In 
ownership. 

Indicated only viliore generation Is a major part of their activities. As power stations sie bought and sold relauvety kequentty, 'major pair is 
something of a loose definition. Most of the other companies have some Interest in gonsfstlon. but turnover paneraty does not exceed 150m. 

' +q Contents 
Most recent updates. I 
Summary sheet, arranged by owner. 2 
Summary of who owns separated distribution and supply businesses, arranged by former PES. 3 
Main entries, arranged on the basis of the UK electricity companies. 4 
Note on the Government's golden share in the UK electricity companies. 13 
Note on EDF, RWE and E. ON 14 

To keep track of developments in chronological order, please refer to Electricity comnanles in the Uni! Kinodom -a 
brief chronolovv- 

Policy Research 
Electricity Association 

020 7063 5051 
ervm0rio*s tpleclrr,, ly. orn uh 
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Appendix 0 Who owns whom in the UK electricity industry 

® Electricity Association ({7uº Own, Dl)i�rººln f, ('A Flrrrrlcitr lnrhnlrr 

SUMMARY of WHO OWNS WHOM 30 June 2003 
Intermediate hold, ng companies have been omitted for clarity. (The fate of the supply and distribution functions of 
the former Public Electricity Suppliers is indicated in brackets). More detail is given in the main table. 

PARENT'S OWNER PARENT SUBSIDIARY Prinapal company 
(subsldwy names) 

investor owned (LISA) 

pubticly quotod (UK) I 

& hsh Gouommen! (UK) 

publ cty quo'od (Germany) 

investor OWA' Gd (USA) 

French Govommenf (Franco)' 

inve3tor owned (USA) 

publicly quoted (UK) 

priva. 'oly owned (USA) 
uid. 8wkshrre Hathaway 

publicly quoted (UK) N 

investor owned (USA) 

pubhcý quoted (Germany) 

pubhcty quatcd (UK) I 

publicly quoted (UK) N 

publicly quafod (UK) 

publicly quotod (UK) M 

100% Aquila Inc .4 with FirstEneroy 20.1% 

100% British Energy 

100% British Nuclear Fuels 

100% EON 

100% Edison tntamational 

100% Elactriclta da Frana 

100% FintEn. rgy" 
with Aquila Inc 79.9% 

100% Intematbnal Power 

79.9% Mdlands Eloctlc+ry (6sUlbutlon (Aqule 
Nctwoiks)) 

100% 6NFL Maynox Gonaslon 

100% Powwgen (genaation and supply, East 
Midlands Elecblcity dsblbudon and 
supply, ex-Eastern generation and supply, 
ex"Norweb supply), 

100% Edison anon Ens gy 

100% EDF Energy (ex-London Elocbicky supply 
and d shlbuUon, ex. $ NEB supply, EPN 
dsbibutIon " Iii-Eastern Elecoi0y 
ästnbution, SEEBOARD disb+bubon and 
supply). 

20.1% Mkhands Efecblaty (dlsU butlon (Acute 
Networks)) 

100% MldMnrican Energy Holdlnpil 100% Northom ElecUlc d4tz buUon end 
with Xal Energy £25% $4.76% Yoi kshh0 EIocUlcily dibIbution 

100% National Grid Transco 

100% PP&L Raourac 

100% RWE 

100% Scottish and Southern Energy 

1004 ScottishPowsr 

100% United Utilities 

100% National WW Company (trenunlss on In 
England and Wales) 

100% Weilern Power DlaUlbutlon (uSWEB 
and er. SWALEC dsUQ utºon), 

100% Innogy (ganorabon, and supply dwouph 
npower er . MkJlanda Elecblcity supply, 
npower Yorkahlrr: ea"Yakshfe Elo lacb1y 
supply and Northern Elecblc supply) 

100% magst of Scottish Hydro-Elecbla and 
Southern E$acbk (supply and d4sbRxdlan) 

100% SWALEC (supply business). 

100% Manweb (supply and distibulon). 

100% Urutad UUUUOs ElecUlcaly (Norwcb 
distribution). 

100% Viridian Group 100% Northern Goland E1ectldly (supply and 
äskibution). 

investor owned (USA) 100% Xcal Energy 6.26% YoikshIe Electricity rSsWtxdon 
with MldAm rican 94.75% 

" EdFs legal status may change In pieparatlon for pact-pdvabsatton (announced 3 Jty 2002 by French Prln e Ministet). 

8 government holds a'golden share'- I share at a nominal £1. More detail after the main tables. 

1122 May 2003 Scottish and Southern Energy agreed to purchase of Midlands Electricity Aquila and FustEnetgy, subject lo transaction vMttt 
bondholders. Completion due August 2003. 
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Appendix C: Who owns whom in the UK electricity industry 

® Electricity Associal 

PES' BUSINESS SEPARATION 

FORMER PES dfstributlon 
supply 

East Midlands Electricity distribution 
supply 

ion Who Own, N hnnr In the VK Fkc ririrr I n'ht'trr 

- Who owns the distributors 30 June 2003 
Who owns the suppliers 

BUSINESS NAMES OVNJERS ULTIMATE PA. RFNT 

East Midlands Electricity Powergen EON " publicly own. d Haman utility 
Powergen UK Powcryon EON " publicly owned Owman uwlly 

Eastern Electricity distribution EDF Energy Networks EDF Energy 
supply Poworpcn Powapon 

London Electricity distribution EDF Energy Networks EDF Energy 
supply London Energy EDF Energy 

Manweb distribution SP Manw. b ScottishPow. r 
supply ScotüshPowcr Energy Rotart ScotüshPowor 

Midlands Electricity distribution Aquila Networks Aquila 71.1% 
FlrstEnorly 20.1% 

supply Npowor Innogy 

Northam Electric distribution Northam Electric MldAmsrlun 
DistnbuUon 

supply npowct Nathe n Supply Innopy 

Northam Inland Elect' distribution Northam Inland Electricity Virldlan Oroup 
supply N1 ' Elac' Supply; Enorpls VYk1 sn Woup 

EdF- French govemm. i t 
EON " pubUdy awned Gorman ut4ty 

EdF - French povemrt»M 
E dl " French govemmont 

UK publicly own. d 
UK K"dy owrod 

USA Investor owned utility 
USA Investor owned utility 
RWE - pub" owned Gamsut uWdy 

®. dtsMn Hathaway -USA p, NH. 

RWE - pubwy owned Oci man uI hty 

UK publicly own. d 
UK publicly owned 

Norweb distribution United Utilities Electricity United Utilities UK publicly owned 
supply Powergen Poworyon LON " publicly owned German uUlty 

ScottishPower distribution SP Distribution ScotdshPower UK publicly owned 
supply ScottishPowet Energy Rotall ScotushPower UK publicly owned 

Scottish Hydro Electric distribution S'H'E' Power Distribution Scottish and Southern Energy UK publicly owned 
supply SSE Energy Supply Scottish and Southern Energy UK publicly owned 

SEEBOARD distribution EDF Energy Networks EDF Energy EdF - French government 
supply SEEBOARD Energy EDF Energy EdF - French government 

Southern Electric distribution 8' E' Power Distribution Scottish and Southern Energy UK publicly owned 
supply SSE Energy Supply Scottish and Southern Energy UK publicly owned 

South Wales Electricity distribution Western Power Distribution PPL USA Investor owned 
supply SSE Energy Supply Scottish and Southern Energy UK publicly owned 

South Western Electricity distribution Western Power Distribution PPL USA Investor owned 
supply SWEB Energy EDF Energy EdF - French government 

Yorkshire Electricity distribution Y' E' Distribution MidAmerican (94.76%) USA owned private company 
Xcel Energy (6.21%) USA Investor owned utility 

supply npower Yorkshire Supply Innogy RWE - publicly owned German utriey 

" The term Public Electricity Supplier was replaced by Distribution Network Operator (DNO) In April 2001, under the Utilities Act 2000. 
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Appendix C: Who owns whom in the UK electricity industry 

® Electricity Association Who (firnt 1J7u m in (lie (rKVextrifih' Indusrnr 

Who Owns Whom in the UK Electricity Industry 30 June 2003 
in Entries, arranged alphabetically. 

Aquila Networks 
see Midlands Electricity 

BNFL Magnox Generation 100% owned by: British Nuclear Fuels plc 
Berkeley Centre Risley, Warrington, Cheshire, WA3 8AS 
Berkeley Tel: 01025 832000 Fax: 01025 822711 
GLI3 9PB 
Tel: 01453 810451 Previous history 
Fax: 01453 812529 Nationalised Industry: nuclear plants rut by Central Eloctriüty Generating Board (CEGB) In 
tittp-1.6~. bnfl. com/ England & Wulos and South of Scotland Electricity Board (SSEB) In Scotland. 

9 Nov 1989 nuclear stations withdrawn 9om privabsatlon. 
Generator (operates magnox type 31 Mar 1990 Nuclear Electric Ltd and Scottish Nuclear Ltd vested, 
nuclear power stations In UK). 31 Mar 1908 British Energy plc vested " Nuclear Electric Ltd and Scottish Nuclear Lid became 

operating subsidiaries: the magnox stations were transiered to Nuclear Electric pIc 
which was vested os Magnox Electric plc. 

30 Jan 10981dagnox Electric became part of British Nuclear Fuels. 

British Energy plc pubtcty quoted. Government 'golden share' In British Energy plc, and British Energy 
3 Redwood Gascent Generation Ltd. hold by Secretary of State for Trade and Indusby; 
East Kiltxido and In British Energy Generation (UK) LW by Secretary of State for 
G74 5PR Scotland. 
Tel: 013552 62000 
Fax: 01355262626 
hllo-lfnvw briysh"enerny. co«/ previous history 

Generator operates AGR and PWR G tor g station R R r 
Nationailsed Industry: nuclear plants run by Central Electricity Gonerabng Board (CEGB) In 
England & Wales and South of Scotland Electricity Board (SSEB) In Scotland. 

s in art well type nuclear 9 Nov 1989 nuclear stations withdrawn Aorn privabsellon. 
conventional thermal), and supply 31 Mar 1990 Nuclear Electric Ud and Scottish Nuclear Ltd vested. business. 
British Energy Generation Ltd Is 31 Mar 19Dß British Energy pie vested " Nuclear Electric Ltd and Scottish Nuclear Ltd became 

successor to Nuclear Electric; British operating susidarles; the magnox stations were transferred to Nuclear Electric plc 
which was vested as Ilagnox Electric pie. Energy Generation Ltd is successor 15 Jul 1996 floated on the stock exchange. 

to Scottish Nuclear. 
(British Energy Power and l Su 

1 Jan 1099 Nuclear Electric and Scottish Nuclear operations were merged. 
F b 2000 ' y pp . e s supply business. completed 17 23 Jun 1099 purchased SWALEC 

Energy Trading Ltd). 7 Aug 2000 SWALEC supply business sold to Scottish and Southern Energy, 

East Midlands Eloctrkity 100% owned by: Powsrq. n 
Pegasus Business Paik Westwood Way, Waslwood Business Park 
East Midlands Airport Coventry, CV4 8L01 
Derby DE74 2TU Tel. 024 7642 4000 Fax 024 7642 5432 
Tel: 0800 096 3080 her'llwww nnen comº 
tlto_OMnwv. eme. Co ukf 

Disbibutlon business: East Midlands Previous history., 
Elocbicity Distribution; East Walands Nationalised induaby: East Midlands Electricity Board (EMEB). 
Electricity Is the distribution brand. 31 Mar 1900 vetted as East Midlands Electricity plc. 
(Supply business Is now part of the 11 Dec 1990 floated on stock exchange. 
Powergcn brand. ) 10 Jan 1997 taken over by Dominion Resources (based In Richmond Vapºnia, USA). 

27 Jul 1908 sold to PowerGen. 
PLEASE SEE POWERGEN ENTRY 

Eastern Electricity " see TXU 

E 
Europe for entries to 30 June 2003, - 
then see Powergen 
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IM Electricity Association Who (hrnv 147innº in the ('K Flectridn- ln4a%trr 

EDF Energy pie 100% owned by: Electricli de France International 
40 Grosvenor Place a subsidiary of Electrklt4 de France 
Victoria 2 rue Louis Mural 75384 Paris, Codex 09 
London Tel. 433 1 40 42 2222 Fex: '33147 E4 5894 
SW1X 7EN h'te rAvvw cdih! 
Tel: 020 7242 9050 
Fax: 020 7752 2104 
ýjn-±nýnýwre-aroun ca Lkl 

Generation: EDF Energy (was devious history 
suy London ElocUiäty Board (LE8). Nationalised mdu Company), London Power Com er C 31 Liar 1990 vested as London Eloctriclty pie. ks y Networks Distribution EDF p 11 Dec 1990 floated on stock exchange. n Power Networks, (replaces London Lon 7 Feb 1997 taken over by Enlergy Power UK plc, a subsidiary of Entaryy Coaporabon (based 

on Rd, wO Dis In Now Orleans, Louisiana, USA). 
PowerNotvrorks and 24 Seven 31 Dec 1996 sold to EdF International. 
Polities services), 

brands: Supply names and business s ss 
11 Jun 1999 bought SWEB's supply business, completed 30 Sep 1090. 

n London o, SWE S of gy, on En orgy, 
Jan 2001 group structure changed to LE Group. 

19 Nov 2001 announced purchase of TXU Europe Drstr'bution. 
on reglose London SEEBOARD Energy (replace d 10 Jan 2000 purchase of TXU Europe's drsbibutlon business completed " now called EPN 

Pic, SE Energy e El SE ity Pi 0ºst1buton Ltd, trading as EPN. TXU's 50% there in 24 Seven has also been 
supply brand: A d , Sb Lt. acquired . Virgin Energy (75% owned by EDF 

10 Jun 2002 AEP agreed to tap SEEBOARO to LE Group. Complcbon due nod to late July, 
Energy) E E 3 Jul 2002 French prime minister announced Intended change In EdF's legal status that could 
Metering: EOS. allow a limited privadsalion. 

29 Jul 2002 LE Group completed purchase of SEEBOARD. 
30 Jun 2003 LE Group changed name to EDF Energy. 

Edison Mission Energy 100% owned by: Edison International 
Lansdowne House 2244 Walnut Grove Ave, Rosemead, 
Berkeley Square CA 91770.0800, USA 
London Tel. 41 626 302 222 
WIX 5DH hpn ttvNw edi+onx eon 
Tel: 020 7312 4000 
Fax: 020 7312 4040 

tvllwww. cdsonx. com Previous htstorv 
(Edison Internatanal webedle) Nationalised industry. pumped storage plants owned by Central Elecbkity Generating Board. 

31 Liar 1990 CEGB spill up. National Gild Company (owned by RECs) was vested and took 
Generator (Edison Mission Energy Is tesponslbilety for the pumped storage powc stations. 
the international aim of an American 17 Nov 1995 NGC became National Grid Group. 
utility group. This entry traces the 20 Nov 1995 NGCs Pumped Storage Business was incorporated as first Hydro, 
history of the pumped storage 11 Doc 1995 National Ovid Group $oatod on stock exchange, 
business. ) 18 Doc 1995 first Hydra bought by Edison Mission Energy. Edison Maslen Energy has also 

built IPPs and bought power stations Mom PovverGen. 

First Hydro -see Edison Mission 
Energy 

I 
GPU Power UK 
tee Midlands Electricity 

Infrslec see Western Power 
Distribuüon 
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IM Electricity Association 11711) Owns If horte lit rue ('A rlrc rlein' Inrliorrr 

Innogy Holdings 100% owned by. RWE AG 
Windmill Hin Business Park Opemplats 1. D-45129 Essen. Germany 
Whitehdl Way TN. 449(0)201112-00 Fas. +49M20111112-1151190 
Swindon h1! n, Hwvarºrrýrem1 
SN56PB 
Tel: 01793 877777 
Fax: 01793 892525 

o 'vv rew. com! 
Previous history 
Nationalised industry: generation In England & Wales was the tesponsöUdy of Control 

Electricity Gonerating Board (CEGB). 
Generation business: kmogy. Supply 31 Liar 1990 vested as National Power PLC (CEGS split up). 
businesses: npowcr (for Midlands 12 Mar 1991 60% floated on stock exchange. 
area), npower Yorkshire Supply 6 Liar 1995 40% looted on stock exchange. 
(100%), npowcr Northern Supply 30 Jun 1999 bought Midlands Electricity's supply business (trading as MEB). 
(100%). The supply brand for these 9 Aug 2000 the government redeemed its golden share at the company's request 
areas Is npower. In Yorkshire area It 2 Oct 2000 Innogy formally established Mom the split of National Power. (International Power 
Is 'YE powered by npowor. took over the overseas business and Deeside power station). 

2 Apr 2001 Bought 94.75% of Yorkshire Power Group. Xcei Energy retained 5 25%. 
21 Sep 2001 Completed acquisition of Northern Elocinc's supply business in exchange for 

Yorkshire Etectriatys distribution business. Xcel Energy retuned 5.25% of 
Yorkshire Electricity disblbution. Yorkshire Power Group Ltd renamed npowoº 
Yorkshire Ltd. 

22 Liar 2002 announcement of RWE AO (Germany) agreed takeover of Innogy Holdings. 
27 May 2002 purchase by RWE completed. 

International Power publicly quoted 
Senator House 
85 Queen Victoria Street 
London EC4V 4DP Previous history 
United Kingdom Nationalised industry: gonerabon in England S Wales was the tespona*Wly of Conbal 

r, Vn'., V rk enmr Elochlclty Generating Board (CEGB), 
31 Mar 1990 vested as National Power PLC (CEGB spit up). 

Tel: #44 (0) 20 7320 8800 12 Mar 199160% floated on stock exchange. 
Fax: "44 (0) 20 7320 8700 5 Liar 1095 40% floated on stock exchange. 

25 Jul 2000 announced 4 was to split into two companies: kxwpy, the UK business kºck eig 
the npower brand name; and International Power. the International business, 

9 Aug 2000 the government redeemed Ra golden Niere at the compsnys request. 
2 Oct 2000 International Power formally established tom the split of Nabonel Power, (Irvtogy 

Holdings took over the UK business and the npower band). 

E 
LE Group 
tee EDF Energy 

London Electricity 
see EDF Energy 

Magnox Electric " see BNFL 
Magnox Generation 

Manweb 100% owned by. ScottlshPower 
Sealand Road Corporate Ofi ce, 1 Atlantic Quay 
Chester Glasgow, 02 8SP 
CHI 4LR 1.1.0141 248 8200 fax: 0141 248 8300 
Tel: 0845 272 3638 bttn: Nwww., cottlshnower corns 
Fax: 01244 552 1199 
Cttn 1, Ww%v scotlishflowcr. nlc uk! mnn 
web/ Previous history 

Nationallied industry: blmseyside and North Wales Electricity Board (MANWEB). 
Distribution brand. For business 31 Mar 1990 vested as Manweb plc. 
details see ScottishPower. 11 Dee 1990 floated on stock exchange. 

12 Oct 1995 taken over by ScottbhPower. 
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IM Electricity Association 11 1ºn Arm If hnnº in the ('K Fhrtricirt' ImIusrrT 

Midlands Electricity pie 100% owned by Aquila Sterling Ltd 
V%Ittington Hall Wi Ungton Had, Worcester a subsidiary of. 
Whittington 
Worcester 199% Aquila Inc 
WR5 2RB 20 West Ninth Street, Kansas City, Missouri 64108, USA 
Tel: 08457 353637 Tel: 00 1 816 527 1000 
Fax: 01905 761464 ht p: l? vww eauila. com1 
httnllvmw. aadl a-nctwrotks. co. uk! 

201% rirstEnergy Corp 
Distribution business: Aquila 76 South Main Street, Akron. Ohio 44308.1890. USA 
Notworks plc " licence holder, Aquila Tel: 00 1 330 384 5112 Fax: 00 1 330 384 3666 
Networks Services Ud " operations, 
brand " Aquila. previous hktorv 
(The supply business, MEB, was sold Nationalised industry: Midlands Electricity Board (MEB). 
to National Power, now branded 31 Mar 1990 vested as Midlands Electricity plc. 
npower, part of Innogy) 11 Dec 1990 floated on stock exchange. 
Metering: Metering Services. 7 Jun 1996 taken over by Avon Energy Partners: a subsidiary of Clnergy Corp (based In 

Cincinnati, Ohio, USA) and GPU, 
30 Jun 1999 Midlands Electricity's supply business (trading as MEB) sold to National Power. 
6 Jul 1909 GPU bought Clncrgy's 50% stake In Midlands Electricity. 

20 Mar 2000 disblbution business renamed GPU Power UK. 
18 Oct 2000 UUGCorp (renamed Aquila 18/3102) offered to purchase Midlands Electricity from 

GPU. 
7 Nov 2001 In the USA, GPU Inc merged with FästEncvgy. 
8 May 2002 Aquila purchase of 79.9% stake in Avon Energy Partners completed. FbstEnergy 

retained 20.1%. 50%voting share each, GPU Power UK renamed Aquila 
Networks. Holding company later changed to Aquila Starling. 

7 Aug 2002 Aquila announced Intention to sell holding in Aquila Starting. FkstEnergy had 
already announced Its Intention to seq. 

22 May 2003 Scottish and Southern Energy agreed loans for the purchase of Aqutla Starting and 
its subsidiaries. The acquisition is subject to agreement with bont1 oldars and It Is 
hoped the transaction will completed by end of August 2003. 

National Grid Transco plc 
National Grid House 
Kirby Corner Road 
Coventry 
CV4 8JY 
Tel: 024 7642 3000 
Fax: 024 7642 3678 
httol, v, nationntarid. com' 

Transrnission in England & Wales 
National Grid Company plc. 

pubecty quoted Government'goldcn shaia' held by Scaotaty of State of Trade and 
Indusay. 

Prev! oua history 
Natlonalised industry: tronsmi»+on system In England & Wales part of Centro Elactrletty 
Generating Board (CEGB). 
31 Mar 1990 vested (LEGS spit up). Owned by RECs. 
17 Nov 1995 NGC became National Grid Group. 
20 Nov 1995 NGC's Pumped Storage Business was Incorporalod as Fist Hydro. 
11 Doc 1995 National Gild Group floated on stock exchange. 
15 Dec 1995 First Hydro bought by Edison Mission Energy. 
? Jan 2002 NGG formed a now holding company (caged Now National Grid for an interim 

period " later caged National Grid Group plc), upon conrplcbon of its merger with 
Niagara Mohawk Inc (USA) " 31 January 2002. 

22 Apr 2002 National Grid and Lattice announced their merger, subject to shareholder and 
regulatory approval. 

22 Oct 2002 National Gild Group and Lattice completed merger to form Natlonal Gild Transco 

National Power 
(see Innogy Holdings 
and International Power) 
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Northern Electric plc 100% owned by: CE Electric UK plc 
Lloyds Court 9 Cheapside. London, EC2V6AD 
78 Grey Street 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne Subsl6ary of. MidArmrtcan Energy Holdings Co. 
NEI 6AF (previously CalEnergy) 
Tel: 0191223 5151 666 Grand Avenue, P. O. Box 657, Des Moines, IA 50303.0657, USA 
Fax: 019 1223 5152 Tel.: 41 402 341 4500 Fax: +1402 34S 9318 
Mt+ «vrýw. ' them-rrec! rir. co uk! ht o ll vm nddamenean. eom 

Distribution (Northern Electric Yo+kshrre Eieclnuy 
Distribution NEDL, and Yoikshire Drstribuhan: 
Electricity Distribution). Supply 94.75% owned by. ' Northern Electric pie 
business now pad of Innogy. and 

5,25% owned by. Xcei Energy 414 Nvollot MaN. Unnoapot s, Minnesoth 55401.1993 
USA 

Previous history 
Nationalised Industry: North Eastern Electricity Board (NEES). 
31 Mar 1990 vested as Nathan Electic plc. 
111 Doc 1990 floated on Block exchange. 
24 Doc 1996 taken over by CE Electric (now MidAmertcan Eneigy). 
2 Jan 1998 Peter Kew it sold Its share to W1idAmcrican Energy. 

21 Sep 2001 Exchanged Its supply business for Yorkshire Docbiclty's distribution business. 
MidAmarican owns 100% of Northern Electric plc, which In Un owns 94.75% of 
Yorkshire Electricity Distribution, Xcel Energy owns 5.25% of Yorkshire Electricity 
Distribution plc 

Northam Ireland Electricity 
120 Malone Road 
Ballast 
8T9 5HT 
Tel: 028 9066 1100 
Fax: 028 9066 3579 
htt ', A\w. nIe. co. uk 

DisbibuUon and supply. 
Distribution business: Northern 
Ireland Electricity. 
Supply businesses and brands: 
in NI regulated market: Nort ern 
Ireland Electricity Supply: 
In NI and ROI deregulated market: 
Energie. 
Motoring: metering division. 
Independent System Operator for NI: 
SO". 
Moyle Intorconnector sold Into 
separate company, Moyle Holdings 
Ltd. 

100% owned by. Vlrldian Group 
Danestod House, 120 Malone Road, Ballast, 
B19 SHT Tel: 028 9068 9449 
hrn-ihwww vind&nnproup co u k? 

Previous histar 
Natlonallsed Industry: Northan Ireland EtocUicity Savke (NIES) wis responsible for gonaabon, 
transmission and distnbuhon, and supply in Nodhcm Ireland. 
1 Apr 1992 vested as Northern Ireland Electricity pie, Power stations wert vested as Iepwate 

companies. 
21 Jun 1993 Boated on stock exchange. 
9 Feb 1998 group saucture changed " NIE became part of VkIdan Gioup. 

Norweb 
see United utilities 

Nuclear Electric " see British Energy 
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Powergen 
Westwood Way 
Westwood Business Park 
Coventry 
CV4 6LG 
Tel: 024 7642 4000 
Fax: 024 7642 5432 
M n-Pvnm. acrn. corn! 

Generation and supply business: 
Powergen UK; supply brand: 
Poworgen. Distribution business: 
East Midlands Electricity DisblbutIon; 
distribution brand: East Midlands 
Electricity. 

100% owned by EON AG 
Platz 1,40479 Duesseldat, Deutchland 
Tel: +40(0)21149700; Fir: +42(0) 211 45 70 5 01 
htn vww eon-an com 

Previous history 
Natlonaflsed Industry: generation In England & Wales tesponsiblbty of Central Elecb city 
Generating Board (CEGB). 
31 Mar 1990 vested as Powe, Gen plc (CEGB split up). 
12 Mar 199160"% floated on stock exchange. 
6 Mar 1995 40% floated on stock exchange. 

27 Jul 1998 bought East Midands Electricity. 
22 Dec 2000 the government redeemed Its golden share at two companys request. 

1 Jul 2002 E. ON (Germany) completed Its acqulsibon of Powerpen. 
22 Oct 2002 Poworgen bought TXU's Brftsh generation and retail operations. 
30 Jun 2003 TXU Eneral chanced name to Poweroen. 

Scottish and Southern Energy 
200 Dunkeld Rd 
Perth 
PHI 3A0 
Tel: 01738 456 000 
Fax: 01738 4 56 520 
blloilwww. tcott'sh-southern. eo uk! 

Generation business (SSE 
Generation Ltd, Scottish and 
Southern Energy brand). 
Transmission (in Scotland only): 
Scottish Hydro-Electric Transmission. 
Distribution business: SSE Power 
Distribution Ltd, (S+S brand), and 
supply business (SSE Energy Supply 
Ltd, Southern Electric, Scottish Hydro 
Electric, SWALEC brands) in 
Scotland, England & Wales. 

publicly quoted 

Atevlo i! hktorv 
See also Scottish frydro Etoctde, Southern Eiecht, and SWALEC. 
14 Doc 1998 formed by the merger of Scottish Hydro-Electric and Southern Elecblc. 
7 Aug 2000 bought SWALEC supply business. 

22 May 2003 Scottlah and Southern Energy agreed terms for the purchase of Aquila Staing and 
Its subeidlailoe. The acquisition is subject to agreement with bondholders and It Is 
hoped the transaction will completed by end of August 2003. 

Scottlsh Hydro-Electric Merged with Southern Scottish and Southern Energy 
200 Dunkeld Rd Electric to form: 200 Dunkcld Rd. Porlh, Pill 3A0 
Perth T&: 01738456000 Far: 01730 456 520 
PHI 3A0 ht! n'1twms . ttI ýo ith me 41 
Tel: 01138 456 000 
Fax: 01738 456 520 
h1to; 1hYwwhydio. couk! Ptevloushistnrv 

Scottish Hydio-Electric is a supply 
Natlonaused industry: North of Scotland Hydro. Electiic Board (NoSHES). 
31 Liar 1990 vested as Scottish Hydro ElectºIc plc. brand. See Scottish and Southern 18 Jun 1991 floated on stock exchange. 

Energy for details of generation, 14 Doc 1995 merged %*th Southern Electric to form Scottish and Southern Energy. 
transmission, distribution, and 
supply businesses. 

Scottish Nuclear 
see British Energy 
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ScoäishPower plc 
I Aeantc Quay 
Glasgow 
G2 SSP 
Tel: 0141248 8200 
Fax: 0141248 8300 
hto, Ih, vw. s ct ishnmv " corm 
Generation (Scottish Power 
Generation Ud): 
Transmission (SP Transmission Ltd, 
asset owner). 
Disbibutlon (SP Distribution Ltd in 
Scotland, SP Manwob plc In Manweb 
area - asset owners) 
(SP Power Systems Ltd - asset 
managers for 3 companies above). 
Supply (Scottish Power Energy Retail 
Ltd). 
ScotbshPowor Is a brand name for 
supply, and distribution in Scotland, 
Manweb Is disblbutlon brand. 

publicly quoted. 

Govemment'golden share' hold by Seaetary of Slate iw Scotland. 

Previous histoty 
Nationalised industry: South of Scotland Electricity Board (SSEB). 
31 Mar 1990 vested as ScottlshPowet pie. 
18 Jun 1991 floated on stock exchange. 
12 Oct 1995 bought Manweb. 

SEEBOARD 
Forest Gate 
Brighton Road 
CGaºNey 

. RH i1 98H 
Tel: 01293 565 888 
Fax: 01293 657 327 
htID I! ww . eccbonrd co. uW 

Disbibutlon (SEEBOARD Power 
Notworks) and supply (SEEBOARD 
Energy) buslnossos. SEEBOARD 
supply brand 

100% owned by: EDF Energy plc 
40 O+osvsnor Plscw, Vdods. London, SWI X 7EN 
Tol: 020 7242 9050 far: 020 7752 2104 

s uut sidlrry of Elrctriclli do rra c" 

Nationalised industry: South Eastern E ectrtdty Board (SEEK). 
31 Mar 1990 vested as SEEBOARO plc. 
11 Doc 1990 floated on clock exchange. 
11 Jan 1996 taken over by Central and South West Corpaabon (CSW). 
15 Jun 2000 CSW merged with AEP, $0%own«s of Yoikshke Eleculclty, The new company Is 

catbd American Elocuic Power (AEP). 
18 Jun 2002 AEP agreed to sei SEEBOARD to LE Group. Complebon dw and to late July 
2002. 
29 Jul 2002 LE Gioup completed acWds4bon of SEEBOARD. 

Southem Electric 
Werrtacotl Way 
LlttIc 1ck Green 
Maidenhead 
SL6 308 
Tel: 01628 922 166 
Fax: 01628 584 400 
hltt I,, 4maw. aouthe'n"eIectrlc. co. ukl 

Southern Electric is a supply brand. 
Sea Scottish and Southern Energy 
for details of generation, distribution 
and supply businesses. 

Merged with Scot0sh Scottish. nd Saw them Energy 
Hydio"Elecbic to form: 200 Dunkold Rd, Perth, PHI 3AO 

T91: 01738456000 far: 0173 450 520 
hrn; rrwww oqgýº . ýý, ýq, ujýI 

Prevloul hlstorv 
Nationalised Industry. Soulhorn Eloctrfchy Board (SE8). 
31 Mar 1990 vested as Southern Electric plc. 
11 Doc 1990 floated on stock exchange. 
14 Doc 1098 merged with SootUsh Hydro"Elac*Ic to lam 8cotush and Southern Energy. 

SWAILEC 
Newport Road 
St Mo9om 
Caidifl 
CF3 5VM 
Tel: 029 2070 2111 
Fax: 029 2077 7759 
hlln !! www ewalrc co At 

Supply. SWALEC Is a supply bland. 
See Scottish and Southern Energy 
for details of the yioup's gene stion. 
distribution and supply businesses 
(SWALEC's former distribution 
business is now pail of Western 
Power Distribution). 

100% ownad by: Scottish and Southern Energy 200 Dun keld Rd, Perth, PHI 3A0 
Tat: 01738 456 000 Fu: 01738 454 520 

Pt vl m history 
NuUonabsed mdusly'. South Wales Electricity Board (SWeEB). 
31 Mar 1990 vested as South Wales Electricity plc (SWALEC). 
11 Doc 1990 floated on stock exchange. 
29 Jan 1990 taken over by Walsh Watet and became a subsidiary of Hydor. 
23 Jun 1999 SWALEC's supply business was sold to Utah Enmpy, convicted 17 Feb 2000. 
7 Aug 2000 SWALEC supply business was sold to Scotbrh and Southern Energy. 
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SWEB 100" owned by, EDF Energy 
300 Park Avenue 40 Grosvenor Place, Victoria, London, SWIX 7EN 
Aztec Wast Tel: 020 7242 9050 Fax: 020 7752 2104 
Almondsbury ht! p: Rwww. le-rnoup. eo till 
Bristol A subsidiary of EdF International 
B3324SE 
Tel: 01454 201101 
Fax: 01454 452238 Previous Hstorv 
hlto-INA" sweb. co uk1 Nationalised industry: South Western Electricity Board (SWEB). 

31 Liar 1990 vested as South Western Electricity plc. 
SWEB is a supply brand. See LE 11 Dec 1990 floated on stock exchange. 
Group for details of group's 18 Sep 1995 taken over by Southern Electric International, now called Southern Energy, a 
generation, distribution and supply subsidiary of Southern Co. 
businesses. (SWEB's former 1 Jul 1996 Southern Co. sold a 25% stake In SWEB to Power Markets Development 
distribution business: see Western Company, now called PP&L Global Inc, a subsidiary of PP&L Resources. 
Power Distribution) 18 Jun 1998 PP&L Global Inc. raised Its stake to 51%. 

11 Jun 1999 SWEB's supply business was sold to London Electricity, completed 30 Sep 1990. 

TXU Europe 100% owned by: TU Acquisitions plc 
PO Box 40 Subsidiary of., TXU (formerly Texas Utilities) 
Wherstead Park 1601 Bryan St. Energy Plaza, Dallas 
Wherstead TX 75201-3411, USA 
Ipswich lP9 2A0 Tel: +1 214 812 4600 Fax: x1 214 812 3368 
Tel: 01473 688 688 htto; rrwww txu. com 
Fax: 73 601 036 
htn-Y? v. txu-eJrone corns 

TXU generation and retail In UK 100% owned by: Powergen 21 October 2002 
Generator. Supply businessTXU 
(supply brand TXU Energi). 
Distribution business sold to LE 
Group 

Previous history 
Nationalised Industry: Eastern Electricity Board (EEO). 
31 Mar 1990 vested as Eastern ElectricIty plc. 
11 Dec 1990 floated on stock exchange. 
18 Sep 1995 taken over by Hanson plc. 
24 Feb 1997 Eastern Electricity became part of Energy Group vhon Hanson was unbundled. 

Energy Group was floated on the stock exchange. 
1 Sep 1998 Energy Group taken over by TXU. 
9 Nov 1999 Energy Group renamed TXU Europe. 
3 Aug 2000 purchased Norweb Enorgl, Norweb's electricity and gas supply business. 

1S Aug 2001 announced that Norwob Enerpi and Eastern Energy rwll be relaunched as TXU 
Ener0 from September 2001. 

18 Jan 2002 sale of TXU Distribution to LE Group. 
14 Oct 2002 TXU announced that TXU Europe would sell all or part of its business. 
22 Oct 2002 TXU's generation and retail business bought by Power gen. 30 Jun 2002 TXU Enerol renamed Poweroen. 

United Utilities publicly quoted 
Dawson House. Great Sankey, 
Warrington, WAS 3LW 
Tel: 01925 234000 Previous history 
Fax: 01925 233360 Nationalised Industry. North Western Eloctrtcity Board (NORWEB). 
1itr, Uv w un'tedull+e cam? 31 Liar 1990 vested as NORWEB plc. 

11 Dec 1990 floated on stock exchange. 
Distribution business, United Utilities E Nov 1995 taken over by North West Water to form part of United Uli ties. 
Electricity plc. 3 Aug 2000 TXU Europe purchased Norwob Energl, the electdclty and gas supply business. 

Distribution business renamed Norweb Distribution. 
1 Apr 2001 Norweb Distribution renamed United Utilitios. 

26 Nov 2001 renamed United Utilities Electricity. 
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Western Power Distribution 100% owned by: PP&L Global Inc. a subsidiary of. PP&L Resources Two North 
Avonbank Ninth St Allentown, PA 18101.1179 USA 
Feeder Road Tel: +1 610 774 5151 Fax: +1610 774-4108 
Bristol hewityAvw pptweb corn! 
BS2 OTB 
Tel: 0117 933 2000 
Fax: 0117 933 2001 
htt; )-/, Iwmy. wes! L, npower. co. ukI 

Distribution business covering areas 
formerly served by SWEB and Previous history (South West Enoland) 
SWALEC NaJonaiised Industry: South Western Elecbldly Board (SWEB). 

31 Mar 1990 vested as South Western Electricity plc. 
Metering: MRSL 11 Dec 1990 floated on stock exchange. 

18 Sep 1995 taken over by Southern Electric Intonational, now caged Southern Energy, a 
subsidiary of Southern Co. 

1 Jul 1996 Southern Co. sold a 25% stake in SWEB to Power Markets Development 
Company, now called PP&L Global Inc, a subsidiary of PP&L Resources. 

18 Jun 1998 PP&L Global Inc. raised Its stake to 51 %, 
11 Jun 1999 SWEB's supply business was sold to London Electricity, completed 30 Sep 1999. 
1 Oct 1909 SWES's disdlbution business was renamed Western Power Gsblbution. 

Previous history(South Wales) 
Nationalised industly: South Wales Electricity Board (SWaEB). 
31 Mar 1990 vested as South Wales Electricity, plc (SWALEC). 
11 Dec 1990 floated on stock exchange. 
29 Jan 1996 taken over by Welsh Water and became a subsidiary of Hyder. 
23 Jun 1999 SWALEC s supply business was sold to Bddsh Energy, completed 17 Feb 2000. 
17 Feb 2000 SWALEC's former dishlbuilon business was renamed Inholoe. 
15 Sep 2000 Hydor bought by Western Power Distribution. (inkaloc dnGlbutlon area rebrendod 

as Western Power Distribution In early 2001) 

Previous history (Oct 2000 ") 
2 0ct 2000 Southern Company sold 19.7% of Southern Energy in an initial public offering and 

intends to soft the remaining shares In Apr 12001. 
19 Jan 2001 Southern Energy renamed Miront Corporation. 
2 Apr 2001 Ifirant Corporation became wholly independent tom Southern Co. 
6 Seo 2002 6lvant sold Its 49% stake to PPL. 

Yorkshire Power Group Ovncd 100%: Inno9y Holdings 
Wetherby Road Wndmill Hill Business Park, 1Mutctull Way, Swindon SN5 6P8 
Startrott Tel: 01793 877777 Fax: 01793 892525 
Leeds hNnlºwvrir. lrnoov eom! 
LS14 3HS 
Tel: 0113 289 2123 
Fax: Of 13 289 5611 Previous history 

Nationalised industry: Yorkshire Electricity Board (YEB). 
Supply business: npower Yorkshire 31 Mar 1990 vested as Yorkshire Electricity Group plc. 
Lid: see Innogy 11 Dec 1990 floated on stock exchange. 

I Apr 1997 taken over by AEP and PS Colorado (now Now Century Energies). 
Yorkshire distribution business: see 15 Jun 2000 AEP merged with CSW, owners of SEEBOARD. 

Northern Electric 21 Aug 2000 New Century Energies and Northern States Power merged to form Xcel Energy. 
. 2 Apr 2001 Innogy purchased 94.75% of Yorkshke Power Group. Xcal retained $25°%. 

21 Sep 2001 Innogy acquired Northern Electric's supply business In exchange for Yorkshke 
Electricity's distribution business. (Xcel retained 5.25% of distribution business). 
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Golden, or Special, Shares in UK electricity companies (January 2002) 

The golden share is a special rights non-voting redeemable preference share of £1 in the share capital of the 
relevant companies, and is held by the Government. It is an arrangement put in place at the time of privatisation in 
order for the government to hold some control on the structure of the electricity industry. 

'Golden Share' is a more common or popular name, but the official term, used in the RECs' privatisation 
prospectus, or Articles of Association for example, is 'Special Share'. 

Company Shareholder " relevant department 

National Grid Group pic. Secretary of State for Trade and Industry 
A now hctdrng company, (caikd Now National God for an ln; aim 
porrod, than namad National Gtr'd Group plc again), was lamed in 
January 20d2, and the Gotdon Share us tran started to the top 
company accordingly. 

British Energy plc 
and 9s subsrd-Ocs: 

British Energy Generation Ltd (ex-Nuclear Electric) 

British Energy Generation (UK) Ltd (ex-Scottish Nuclear) 

ScottishPower plc 

Scottish and Southern Energy plc 

Viridian plc 

Secretary of State for Trade and Industry 

Secretary of Stale for Trade and Industry 

Secretary of State for Scotland 

Secretary or State for Scotland 

Secretary of State for ScoUand 

Department of Enterprise, Trade and Investment " Northern 
Ireland 

Regional Electridty Companies in England and Wales 

National Power 

Powergen. 

shares redeemed 31 March 1995 as scheduled at 
privatisation 

share redeemed 9 August 2000 of request of the company 

share redeemed 22 December2000 at request of the 
company 
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Electricite do France. E. ON and RWE "a brief note on where they came from 

Electricte de France (EDF), and Germany's E. ON and RWE own a fair portion of the UK electricity industry 
including two of the CEGB's successor companies, four distribution businesses and nine of the former Regional 
Electricity Companies' supply businesses. 

Electricite de France 

Owner of EDF Ererev, 
1998 - bought London Electricity (distribution and supply) from Entergy; 
1999 " bought SWEB (supply) from PP&L and Southern Company; 
2002 - bought ex-Ea stem Electricity (distribution) from TXU Europe; 
2002 - bought SEEBOARD from AEP (distribution and supply). 

O 
EDF, was established in 1946 by nationalising and combining about 1,400 generators and network companies. In 
the fate 1990s EDF was responsible for 94% of generation, 100% of transmission and International electricity trade. 
and 96% of distribution in France. Under legislation passed in 2000, a separate business unit. RTE, was created 
for managing the transmission network RTE is 100% owned by EDF. 

Ownership 
EDF Is 100% owned by the French Government, which is preparing to alter the company's statutes to allow partial 
privatisation. 

Key saures 
EDF has expanded globally, and aims to generate 50% of its turnover from activities outside electricity in France by 
2005. In 2002 its global operations, including France, covered 121.1 GWe of power station capacity, (48.4 billion 
turnover, net profit of E481 million, 4G. 7 million customers, and 172,000 employees. 

EON 

Owner of Poweroen 
1998 - Powergen bought East Midlands Electricity (distnbubon and supply) from Dominion Resources. 
2002 - EON bought Powergen 
2002 - bought TXU Energl (ex-Ea stem Electricity supply, ex-Norweb supply) from TXU Europe 

s! 0 
E. ON was created in June 2000 by the merger of two German industrial conglomerates, VEBA and VIAG. 

VEBA began life in 1929 as a financial holding company for the Prussian Governments power and mining 
activities. The Federal Republic of Germany placed the majority of VEBA shares with private investors in 1065, 
and completely privatised the company in 1987. VEBA's principal electricity concern was the generator 
PruessenElektra, which was one of the Verbund'1 utilities that accounted for 00% of production In the late I900s. 

VIAG was established in 1923 by the German Government to manage its industrial holdings. It purchased a stake 
in Bayernwerk - another of the Verbund utilities " in 1939. VIAG was privatised between 1906 and 1900. 

Both VEBA and VIAG brought smaller electricity companies or holdings in energy companies to the merger along 
with the two big utilities, and following the parent company merger these were consolidated Into EON Energie In 
July 2000. E. ON has many energy holdings in Germany and other European countnes, and the cross ownership 
pattern is quite complex. 

Following the merger, E. ON's 'traditionaE territory now runs right through Germany from the northwest coast and 
Danish border down to Bayern in the south east. 

I The Verbund companies joined forces to form the Interconnected system, operated by DVG. Each of the Verbund utilities 
owns its own transmission network " there is no one national grid utility owning the German system. There were seven west 
German Verbund companies originally in 1948, later joined by Berlin and then east German generator I transmission utility, 
Veag. 
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OwnershiD 
The latest shareholding details given for E. ON, based on the last survey in 2000 and some material changes since 
are not precise. The share ownership given below is indicative only (and does not total 100°%): Institutional holden 
outside Germany: 40% of which UK about 14%; institutional investors in Germany: 35%, of which Allianz holds 
about 7.5%; retail investors in Germany 12% and EON itself 12%; State of Bavaria 4.5% and retail investors 
outside Germany 3%. 

Key figures 
In 2002, E. ON had sales of E37 billion, and net income of E2.8 billion. Employees 107,856. E. ON Energie had 
sales of (19.5 billion and 45,394 employees. 

Rheinisch-Westfälisches Elektrizitätswerk (RWE) 

Owner of Innate 
1999 " National Power bought Midlands Electricity (supply); 
2000 " National Power changed name to Innogy; 
2001 " bought Yorkshire Power Group (supply) from AEP; 
2001 " bought Northern Electric (supply) from MidAmerican Energy; 
2002 " RWE bought Innogy. 

RWE was formed in 1898 from the Essen utility EAG and other companies in the area. EAG sold its shares in 
1902 to industrialists Hugo Stinnes and August Thyssen. RWE expanded its supply base with acquisitions and 
concessions, and diversified into other sectors. Municipalities held shares in RWE, becoming majority 
shareholders in 1920 and acquiring multiple voting rights in 1924. 

By 1990 further diversification prompted the group to reorganise into a holding company " RWE AG " and business 
divisions, which have continued to evolve and grow in number. The core electricity generation and distribution 
business became part of RWE Energie AG. 

In 1998 municipal shareholder voting rights were reduced from 57% to just under 30% of the votes 

RWE merged with VEW, another Verbund utility, in 2000. The 'traditional' territory served is a block on the central 
part of the eastern border and a smaller area in the centre of the southern border. 

The group structure changed again in 2000. RWE Per is responsible for generation, RWE Trading for energy 
trading, RWE Net for all the electricity network activities, and RWE Plus for electricity and energy services sales. 
Innogy is one of the businesses, and there are another seven covering renewables, gas, coal, oil, infrastructure 
engineering, IT and real estate services, environmental services and water (Thames Water). 

Shareholder structure given on website (no date specified): Institutional investors 37%; Municipal investors 35%; 
Private shareholders 13%; Allianz 7%; Münchner Rück 5%; employees 3%. 
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Appendix D: Semi Structured Observation Form 

Semi Structured Observation Form 

Electricity Company 

Site Address 

Contact Person 

Position in the Company 

Date 

Time 

Observation of: 

1. Site descriptions 

a. Location 
b. Building 

c. Environment surrounding the building 

d. Other activities in the surrounding area 

e. Others... 

2. Reception Area 

a. Reception method used: computerised, traditional, manual, others... 

b. Attitude and Body language of personnel 

c. Tone of expression of personnel 

3. Respondents description 

a. Office including furniture, computer, telephone, other technology used, etc. 

b. Body language 

C. Tone of expression: in general, and when discussing electricity industry, company's vision, r! 
Business, IT, Technology etc. 

d. Attitude: in general, and when discussing electricity industry, company's vision, o-E3usinoss, II, 

Technology etc. 

4. Other personnel 

a. Office including furniture, computer, telephone, other technology used, etc. 

b. Body language 

C. Tone of expression: in general, and when discussing electricity industry, company's vision, o. 

Business, IT, Technology etc. 

d. Attitude in general 

5. Company website 

a. Static 

NO 
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Observation of: 

b. Interactive 

c. Adequate information 

d. Online billing and payment, etc.? 

e. Online meter reading? 

f. Online trading? 

g. Friendly, easy to use 

h. Impressive 

6. Other issues found relevant 

a. 

b. 

d. 

2)7 


